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Abstract 

Production-related activities in oil and gas fields lead to deformation of the reservoir 

and its surroundings, where this deformation is pronounced the fields are coined 

‘geomechanically active’ fields. The stress and strain changes cause seismic velocity 

changes, and potentially rock failure that in turn, would affect the field development 

plan. For more than a decade, time-lapse seismic time-shifts have been effectively used 

to understand and monitor geomechanical processes outside depleted reservoirs, 

suggesting that the nature of these time-shifts is linked to reservoir compaction. 

Nonetheless, there remain multiple challenges confronted at different geological 

settings, production stages and reservoir conditions, implying that the accuracy of the 

4D seismic interpretation of geomechanics events largely varies from one field case to 

another. In particular, high-pressure and high-temperature fields can exhibit a complex 

4D seismic signal and deformational behaviour, questioning the ability to establish an 

effective link between geomechanics and time-lapse seismic than can be quantitatively 

assessed under these extreme conditions.   

This thesis offers a novel approach that pursues to highlight issues and identify potential 

pitfalls with current state-of-the-art methods for analysing 4D seismic and 

geomechanical modeling. It provides technical improvements and recommendations for 

the application of these methods to enable quantitative improvement in the analysis of 

geomechanics, following an interdisciplinary approach that integrates geological 

characterisation and 4D seismic observations of non-reservoir rocks. The case study 

corresponds to the high-pressure and high-temperature Shearwater Field, located in the 

Central North Sea. Therefore, it is intended to find answers to unsolved questions 

related to this field that help increase the predictability of the geomechanical model and 

the interpretation of the time-lapse response.  

The study has been conducted in three stages. The first stage deals with the geological 

characterisation and rock physics modeling of the rocks immediately above and below 

the reservoir. The second stage involves the construction of a comprehensive 

geomechanical model, following a system-based approach rather than an isolated 

reservoir-centred approach. In the third stage, time-lapse attributes are used in 

combination with the geomechanical model and repeated well logs to explain the nature 

of the time-shift observations as a result of reservoir depletion. Following this approach, 

this research has contributed to: (i) Introduce a method to reduce 4D noise by time-shift 

iteration, (ii) Propose an interval method to derive R factors across the reservoir, (iii) 
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Establish a new practice for improving consistency between 4D seismic and 

geomechanics by including the aquifer pore pressure explicitly in the geomechanical 

modeling, (iv) Introduce a new repeated well log analysis methodology to calculate 

lithology-dependent R factors from macro and micromechanical modeling and (v) 

Develop a new methodology to assess the effect of lithology fluctuations and internal 

multiples in the development of underburden time-shifts. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter serves as the basis for the main topics discussed in this thesis. It provides a 

review about the evolution of time-lapse seismic technology for monitoring non-

reservoir rocks in the context of geomechanically active fields. The multiple challenges 

of relating time-lapse seismic data and geomechanics are highlighted to then set up the 

main objectives of this research.  
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1.1 The role of 4D seismic in the geomechanical characterisation of non-

reservoir rocks 

Reservoir operations and resulting pressure changes inevitably result in geomechanical 

changes, namely reservoir compaction, subsidence, extension, and potentially failure. 

The reason rocks around the reservoir deform with reservoir compaction is related to a 

re-accommodation of the stress state across these layers.  As illustrated by Figure 1.1, as 

reservoir compacts, the overburden and underburden will manifest stretching (dilation) 

along the vertical axis. Normally, reservoirs do not deplete homogeneously, this 

depends on structural, stratigraphic and fluid saturation controls. In addition, pore 

pressure reduction will be larger around those areas where the producing wells are 

located leading to complex triaxial stress changes. For instance, it is expected that the 

overburden stretching causes a reduction on vertical effective stress right above the area 

of maximum reservoir depletion, while the Sideburden will experience the opposite (an 

increase of vertical effective stress at the edges of the reservoir along with reduction in 

horizontal effective stress). Hence, pore pressure reduction in the reservoir is the main 

process that drives compaction and stress/strain changes outside the reservoir, which 

could lead to various geomechanical responses such as fault reactivation, fractures 

generation, shearing across bedding planes with contrasting elastic properties and 

surface subsidence (Figure 1.1).  

4D seismic has a pivotal role in the monitoring of geomechanical changes in the 

overburden and underburden associated to compacting reservoirs. The effectiveness of 

this technology on monitoring geomechanics, resides on the ability of using time-lapse 

seismic attributes such as time-shifts to link seismic velocity changes to geomechanical 

perturbations. This is notably exemplified by the growing body of literature addressing 

the subject of time-shift analysis for reservoir monitoring and its surroundings. In 

particular, time-shift observations in the overburden have been very well documented in 

association to chalk fields such as Valhall and Ekofisk in the North Sea, where large 

surface subsidence along with reservoir compaction created observable time-shifts (Hall 

et al., 2002, Guilbot and Smith, 2002) and also in high-pressure and high-temperature 

(HPHT) fields such as Shearwater, Kristin and Elgin (Staples et al. (2007), Dybvik et al. 

(2009) and Grandi et al. (2010)). However, as larger as the time-lapse seismic published 

literature, is the number of remaining questions outstanding to progress this subject 

further. One major issue that has dominated the use of time-lapse seismic to understand 
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geomechanics over the past 15 years concerns to how we can define a quantitative 

relationship between them.  In order to address this question, it would be necessary to 

explore the suitability of using basic and complex geomechanical models with different 

levels of resolution and boundary conditions to match 4D seismic observations. 

 

Figure 1.1 Geomechanical effects induced by reservoir depletion. On the left, schematic 

view of potential overburden deformation link to reservoir depletion, the black dotted 

lines represent the initial position of the geologic strata. (1) seafloor subsidence, (2) Slip 

planes in the overburden, (3) Fault reactivation, (4) Caprock stretching, fracturing seal, 

well failure and (5) reservoir compaction. Adapted from Herwanger (2014). On the 

right, some examples from the field and 4D seismic interpretation published in public-

domain literature (Guilbot and Smith, 2002, Schutjens et al., 2019, Van Bergen et al., 

2013, Ji, 2017). 
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Naturally, this approach will lead to another question, that is: how to effectively 

calibrate these models at multiple scales? Moreover, recognising that 4D seismic 

attributes does not come free of pitfalls; it will be important to identify the degree of 

uncertainty that the selected attribute and its theoretical basis can bring to the analysis.  

By addressing all these research questions, we could progress on this knowledge 

defining the proper scale for the link between geomechanics and 4D seismic and assess 

whether it is possible to tie in micro-mechanical knowledge to large scale observations 

of the same phenomenon. In an attempt to answer these scientific questions, this 

research used the complex high-pressure and high-temperature (HPHT) Shearwater 

field in the Central North Sea as a case study to explore how an interdisciplinary 

approach that involves geology, petrophysics and rock physics would contribute to the 

qualitative and quantitative study of geomechanical changes from 4D seismic data.  

The main reason why Shearwater is an excellent candidate to further investigate the 

relationship between geomechanics and 4D seismic is because it shows a prominent 

geomechanical response linked to its long production history and time-lapse seismic 

observations over time. Moreover, the high quality 4D seismic, well log and laboratory 

data of this field, is key to calibrate the models presented in this research. In spite of all 

the information available, the study of non-reservoir rocks in this HPHT field poses 

many challenges given more heterogeneous nature of the overburden and underburden, 

structural geology and complex 4D signal that showed additional contributions from 

overpressure, seismic multiples and metre-scale lithology fluctuations outside the 

reservoir. 

1.2 Geomechanical signatures on time-lapse seismic data 

Geomechanical changes linked to reservoir activities, including variations in 

stratigraphic thicknesses or changes in elastic properties of the stratigraphic sequences 

themselves, cause seismic velocities changes in the subsurface. These variations in 

velocity are consequently linked to amplitude changes and travel time arrival 

differences of the seismic reflections. Time-lapse or 4D seismic analysis involves 

capturing these variations by repeating the acquisition of 3D seismic surveys over time, 

so that 3D seismic images in time-lapse space can be used to monitor time-dependent 

processes taking place during production (Lumley and Behrens, 1998). From the 

various 4D attributes that can be extracted from time-lapse seismic observations, time-
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shifts attributes calculated in the overburden and reservoir from full-stack migrated 

seismic data are perhaps the most popular choice to monitor production-related 

geomechanical processes (Figure 1.2). The information that computed time-shifts could 

offer along with the continuous development of time-shifts calculation methods have 

turn this attribute an essential part of the workflow to interpreted time-lapse signals. 

Nevertheless, the value of monitoring time-shifts response in non-reservoir rocks to 

explain geomechanical events was not that clear since the beginning. In the early days 

of time-lapse interpretation, the principal focus was the analysis of 4D amplitude 

differences within the reservoir, whereas the overburden time-shifts where considered 

artefacts that had to be corrected (Kenter et al., 2004). However, the evolution of 

seismic processing techniques led to improvements in the time-lapse repeatability of the 

4D data allowing to measure realistic time-shifts in the overburden. One key advantage 

of looking at time-shifts outside the reservoir is that their origin is purely related to 

geomechanical changes, whereas the 4D seismic response within the reservoir can be 

regarded to a complex combination of pore pressure, fluid saturation and temperature 

effects.  

 

Figure 1.2. Example of time-shifts calculation at the HPHT Shearwater Field in Central 

North Sea using a cross-correlation method. The baseline and monitor surveys were 

acquired in 2001 and 2004, respectively. The top of the reservoir is in yellow and base 

of the reservoir in black. Compaction in the subsurface involves both physical 

displacement of the interfaces between layers of different elastic properties, as well as 

changes in the seismic velocity of these layers, causing time-shifts of the reflected 

events between the baseline and monitor surveys. 
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1.2.1 Time-shift monitoring around the reservoir  

Time-shift observations in the overburden became more notorious in chalk fields where 

the large surface subsidence and reservoir compaction created observables time-shifts 

(Guilbot and Smith, 2002) and also in high-pressure and high-temperature (HPHT) 

fields such as Shearwater, Kristin and Elgin (Staples et al. (2007), Dybvik et al. (2009) 

and Grandi et al. (2010)). Recently, MacBeth et al. (2019) provided a comprehensive 

list of published measured time-shifts across different fields (e.g. clastic, carbonates, 

high-pressure and high-temperature, heavy oil) highlighting the effect of depletion-

induced stress changes on the 4D seismic response in the overburden (Table 1.1). 

Several authors have studied geomechanically active reservoirs for multiple purposes 

such as: identification of reservoir compartments and subsidence prediction (Staples et 

al., 2007), evaluation of fault transmissibility (De Gennaro et al., 2010), validation of 

porosity distribution and failure model calibration (Herwanger, 2014), identification of 

permeable zones due to fracture reactivation and generation (Van Bergen et al., 2013). 

Given 4D monitoring of the overburden is critical for reservoir development and hazard 

preventions, a main question to answer would be what are the reservoir conditions that 

could give rise to a detectable 4D response in the overburden? Herwanger (2014), 

pointed out some conditions including: 1. Reservoirs with high porosity and poorly 

cemented rock framework, 2. High pore-pressure depletion (e.g. the HPHT Shearwater 

Field) and 3. Stratigraphically thick reservoirs. Each of these reservoir conditions can 

also produce compaction, hence, the general consensus in the scientific community is 

that if geomechanics is important for the reservoir, the overburden should as a 

consequence have a pronounced geomechanical response, with overburden time-shifts 

become an excellent tool to monitor compaction-related changes in the reservoir.  
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Table 1.1 Summary list of time-shifts calculated for compacting oil and gas fields 

undergoing different periods of reservoir production.  Adapted from MacBeth et al. 

(2019). 

In theory, the change in reservoir thickness during compaction is shared between the 

overburden and underburden and the magnitude of theses displacements above and 

below the reservoir is expected to be at most half of those measured within the reservoir 

(MacBeth et al., 2019). From a time-lapse perspective and as illustrated in Figure 1.3, if 

we consider an uniform strain field, time-shifts are expected to linearly increase across 

the overburden, the time-shifts are positive, indicating a velocity decrease of the seismic 

wave travel-time (slowdown), different polarity gradient across the reservoir due to the 

reverse in strain change and velocity speedup, followed by time-shift increase and 

velocity slowdown across the underburden.  Although, in a real scenario, the subsurface 

is rather heterogenous with numerous geologic interfaces of contrasting elastic 

properties deforming accordingly, the linear evolution of time-shifts has been widely 

observed in multiple datasets (Hodgson, 2009). 
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Figure 1.3. Schematic illustration (adapted from MacBeth et al. (2019)) of the expected 

time-shifts and velocity changes related to compaction in the reservoir due to pressure 

depletion and extension in both overburden and underburden.  

We therefore expect time-shifts in the overburden/underburden to be sensitive to 

geomechanical property changes (Herwanger, 2014, Barens et al., 2020), so that one 

could connect time-shifts to geomechanical effects between the reservoir and its 

surroundings. At the same time, the connection between time-shifts and geomechanics 

may be especially complex, with the origin of underburden time-shift shifts even more 

ambiguous than time-shifts in the overburden. For instance, there have been reports of  

large time-shifts measured well below the reservoir (Fehmers, 2010) (Figure 1.4), 

suggesting that compaction is more accommodated by the underburden than 

overburden, which is contrary to geomechanical modeling showing little deformation at 

these intervals. Anomalous time-shifts have also  been reported for the Elgin and 

Franklin (Barens et al., 2020), Shearwater (Staples et al., 2007), Tyra (Fehmers, 2010), 

Valhall (Hatchell and Bourne, 2005b) and Genesis (Rickett et al. (2007) fields. Some of 

these authors suggest as possible explanations for the occurrence of these anomalous 

time-shifts, the misalignments of seismic multiples, the large contrast in elastic 

properties between underburden formations or potential pore pressure leakage effects. 

However, neither of these previous studies have explain these observations to thorough 

satisfaction.  
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Figure 1.4. Seismic line of the Tyra Field, showing (a) 3D seismic reflection data and 

(b) time-shifts calculated from cross-correlation method showing anomalous time shifts 

in the underburden (highlighted by dotted ellipses). Adapted from Fehmers (2010). 

1.2.2 Bridging geomechanics and 4D seismic  

A common practice for interpreting 4D seismic data is to compare the time-shift 

observations with time-shifts predicted from the geomechanical model. Then, the 

differences between observations and predictions help guide the calibration of the 

geomechanical model until an agreement is achieved (Figure 1.5). There are several 

methods for solving the non-uniqueness in the relationship between seismic velocities 

and strain (Røste et al., 2005, Hatchell and Bourne, 2005a, Herwanger et al., 2007, 

Hawkins et al., 2007, MacBeth et al., 2018), all of them describing the strain sensitivity 

of wave velocities using a dilation factor (R). Among these methods the semi-empirical 

rock physics model proposed by Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) is 

widely adopted to calculate time-shifts from the geomechanical model. Good examples 

of using this modeling approach can be found in Staples et al. (2007) De Gennaro et al. 

(2008) and Barens et al. (2020). In some cases, despite following a rigorous calibration 

process with the predictions, there is not guarantee of a complete match with the 

observations. Multiple reasons can lead to a persisting mismatch between the predicted 

and observed time-shifts, for instance, it could be the case that the geomechanical model 

is not adequately reflecting the physics of the system, the model used to describe the 

velocity strain relationship is not suitable for a given case or that the 4D seismic 

observations are not accurate enough to be considered as the ground truth. Given the 
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potential environmental/operational/economical hazards involved in oil and gas 

operations leading to geomechanical effects, it is therefore critical to explore from an 

integrated perspective a practical link between time-lapse field observations (4D seismic 

data and repeated well logs) and a geomechanical model to understand existing response, 

and most importantly how this knowledge can be used to assess future geomechanical response. 

 

Figure 1.5.Comparison of time-shift calculated from post-stack data (left) and the 

predicted time-shifts from a geomechanical model (right) at the Shearwater Field. 
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1.3 Inherent challenges to 4D seismic interpretation of geomechanical 

effects: research objectives 

The main goal of my research is to explore from an integrated perspective, mainly 

geological, geophysical and petrophysical, a practical link between time-lapse field 

observations (4D seismic data and repeated time-lapse logs) and geomechanical 

characterization. This integrated perspective involves quantification of geomechanics 

directly from 4D seismic data, as well as use of 4D seismic data as a means to select and 

calibrate geomechanical models. 

The increasing collection of published examples where time-lapse seismic has been 

used to understand and monitor geomechanical processes outside depleted reservoir, 

suggests that overburden time-shifts and reservoir compaction are certainly related. 

However, the challenges addressed by different authors in Table 1.1 are confronted at 

different production stages and reservoir conditions, so that the accuracy of the 4D 

interpretation of geomechanics events varies from one case to another. Some of the 

critical questions that may arise in terms of geomechanics and 4D seismic is: are we 

able to use 4D seismic to accurately infer the geomechanical response in the context of 

a geologically complex HPHT field? How quantitative can this inference be? Are there 

limitations due to 4D seismic data quality to infer accurately geomechanical signatures, 

or conversely, how subtle a geomechanical response can be extracted given 4D 

repeatability? With advances in time-lapse acquisition, the non-repeatability issue of 4D 

seismic data (especially offshore) may be part of the past; for example, Kiyashchenko et 

al. (2020) reported remarkably low non-repeatability values calculated by a normalised 

root mean square difference (NRMS) (see Chapter 3 for further details) as low as 2.2% 

for a deep-water ocean-bottom node (OBN) survey at a pre-salt field in Brazil. 

However, there exists other problems inherent to 4D seismic processing and the nature 

of the subsurface, such as low 4D signal to noise ratio, tuning effects, multiple effects or 

complex geological settings that can have an adverse influence on the interpretation of 

time-lapse results. How do processing artefacts and/or incomplete understanding of 4D 

seismic response bias interpretation of geomechanics through 4D seismic interpretation? 

Given a seismic dataset, how can we best extract/condition 4D seismic attributes to 

estimate geomechanical changes and further calibrate our geomechanical models? 
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4D geomechanical modelling involves the coupling of a geomechanical simulator to a 

reservoir simulator to predict stress changes in the subsurface linked to changes in pore 

pressure over time (Herwanger, 2014). Nonetheless, as discussed in Chapter 4, even if 

all the physical processes are adequately integrated into the simulation, there is no 

guarantee that future events can be predicted accurately.  Some conditions such as the 

heterogeneity of the subsurface, uncertainty in properties measured at multiple scales 

(e.g. well logs, laboratory and pore pressure data) or insufficient calibration points in 

the vast 3D space that represents the reservoir and its surroundings, can make this 

subsurface modeling exercise very challenging. To complement these, some 

geomechanical processes are accompanied by non-linear, irreversible or coupled effects 

(Dusseault et al., 2007) that require the use of complex constitutive models to reproduce 

the physics of these events. Therefore, the question is how complex and resolutive 

should our geomechanical model be in order to enable the link with 4D seismic and use 

it as predictive tool of hazard events in the overburden? Even if saturation, pore 

pressure and temperature keep relatively invariable around the reservoir in production 

time, the change in effective stress can still be significant due to the load transfer that 

comes with reservoir depletion; our model should consider those factors affecting the 

modelled stress state such as variability in elastic moduli, fault transmissibility, arching 

effect or differences in pore pressure and saturation. To complement geomechanics 

simulation and time-lapse seismic uncertainty, establishing the link between these two 

pieces of information by predicting time-shifts using geomechanical strain and a 

dilation factor R can be also uncertain (further details in Chapters 2, 4 and 5). Because 

the fundamental origin of R factors, lateral variability and lithology dependence is still 

under active investigation, it is intuitive to ask if we can define this relationship at 

different scales and zones, to see how all the available information can be used with the 

least effort and show whenever an extra effort is important. For instance, using repeated 

well log information (essentially comparing well log information across time) or an 

inversion approach such as Wong and MacBeth (2016) to derive overburden R factors, 

and compare them with a more laborious approach that implies the use of a fully 

calibrated finite element geomechanical simulation and field-scale time-shifts  

observations.    
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1.4 Thesis plan 

Considering the previous discussion, it is certain that under favourable conditions time-

lapse seismic can reflect geomechanical events around compacting reservoirs, offering 

an opportunity to identify and quantify changes of rock physical properties over time. 

This research aims to investigate how an interdisciplinary approach that integrates 

geology, petrophysics and geomechanics can improve the 4D seismic characterisation 

of non-reservoir rocks of the high-pressure and high-temperature Shearwater Field, 

located in the Central North Sea. Hence, the proposed methodology focuses on the time-

lapse seismic signal recorded on the overburden and underburden of the aforementioned 

field, establishing a relationship between time-lapse and geomechanical attributes from 

a comprehensive comparison of methods at multiple scales. In this thesis, I develop a 

case study that pursues to examine the state of the art methods for analysing 4D seismic 

data and geomechanical modeling. The general description and development history of 

the HPHT Shearwater Field is discussed in Chapter 3. This field has been studied in the 

past by several authors primarily following the same principles and methodology that 

have been successfully applied to other neighbouring fields; nevertheless, Shearwater is 

considered one of the most complex HPHT fields in the North Sea in the sense that 

exhibits a heterogeneous overburden, complex structural setting and 4D signal that 

shows additional contributions from overpressure, seismic multiples and differences in 

lithology outside the reservoir. By putting the 4D seismic and geomechanics to the test I 

aim at finding answers to unsolved questions related to this field. To do so, the analysis 

will evolve from simpler to more complex approaches showing how to build on the 

value of information and improve the understanding of the geomechanics of this field. 

The study is divided in three different, yet closely related work packages (Figure 1.6). 

The first work package consists of the geological characterisation and rock physics 

modeling of the rocks immediately above and below the reservoir, to define a link 

between geology and rock properties from conventional well logging, time-lapse well 

logging and literature data. By including this work package, I intend to stress the 

importance of geological modeling on 4D seismic interpretation outside the reservoir. In 

the second work package, the knowledge on rock mechanical properties obtained from 

the previous step, is used in combination with the structural interpretation and fluid flow 

reservoir information to build a complex yet representative geomechanical model. Here, 

a system-based approach rather than an isolated reservoir centred approach for 
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geomechanical modeling and consequently seismic modeling and interpretation is 

implemented. To reach this objective, different complexities are added to the 

geomechanical model in terms of geometries and pore pressure distribution in the 

overburden and the reservoir aquifer.  

In the third package the time-lapse attributes are used in combination with the 

geomechanical model and repeated well logs to explain the nature of the time-shift 

observations as a result of reservoir depletion, and its relationship with lithology 

dependent R factors. The latter is compared across multiple scales applying macro and 

micro mechanical models. Finally, this multidisciplinary approach allows to improve 

the correlation between observed time-shifts and time-shifts derived from the 

geomechanical model. 

 

Figure 1.6. Work packages covered by this research. 
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1.5 Thesis outline 

This thesis elaborates on the idea of using post-stack time-lapse time-shifts to monitor 

dynamic changes experienced by non-reservoir rocks in response to reservoir depletion, 

using the high-pressure and high-temperature Shearwater Field as a case study. The 

thesis structure is presented in Figure 1.7 followed by a synopsis of the remaining 

chapters. 

Chapter 2 introduces a number of the fundamental concepts that are applied in this 

research. It provides an overview of reservoir geomechanics and the modeling approach 

to predict geomechanical changes in the reservoir and its surroundings. Particular 

attention is given to the historic evolution of time-lapse monitoring outside the reservoir 

and the most popular methods used to calculate post-stack time-shifts. Then, the 

discussion centres on an overview of rock physics models applied to describe seismic 

velocity changes with stress and strain along with their importance to interpret 4D 

observations in non-reservoir rocks.   

Chapter 3 provides the general description of the Shearwater Field. This information is 

used to build on the understanding of the geomechanical and 4D seismic signature of 

HPHT fields in the Central North Sea. This is followed by a review of the Shearwater 

4D seismic datasets available, accompanied by a brief discussion on the challenges and 

data quality of these dedicated 4D surveys. Next, time-shifts are calculated using four 

different methods described in Chapter 2, selecting the best results to apply further 

improvements such as the introduction of a new iterative method to reduce the noise 

content of the time-shift volume. Finally, using 4D amplitude difference maps I show a 

link between the 4D response and production information.  

Chapter 4 This chapter presents the construction of a finite element geomechanical 

model for Shearwater that is used to understand the main geomechanical events seen in 

the overburden and linked to reservoir production of the field. Using a practical 1D 

approach, I will investigate how much pore pressure change in the reservoir is necessary 

to give rise to a 4D signal. Then, I will compare observed and predicted time-shifts from 

geomechanical strain, highlighting the strengths and limitations of the current 

geomechanical model.  
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Chapter 5 makes the case for using aquifer pressure when coupling the pressure 

simulation with the geomechanical model to improve consistency between the modelled 

and the observed time-lapse time-shifts.  

Chapter 6 investigates the complexity of lithology-dependent R factors using the time-

lapse logging information from two Jurassic shales in the caprock. The proposed 

methodology on repeated well logs is carried out from macro and micro scales to 

understand how seismic velocity response to reservoir porosity and pressure change 

results into dilation in the overburden shales. 

Chapter 7 addresses the importance of geological modeling on 4D seismic 

interpretation by assessing the effect of lithology fluctuations on the development of 

anomalous seismic time-shifts below the reservoir at the Pentland Formation. Using 1D 

geologic modeling, I explore the impact of sandstone and shale interbeds on the 

development of internal multiples and seismic interferences that give rise to the 

overestimated time-shifts.  
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Figure 1.7. General structure and description of the eight chapters developed in this 

study. 

Chapter 1

Introduction to dynamic monitoring of non-reservoir rocks using 4D
seismic data. Challenges and research objectives.

Chapter 2
Fundamental concepts used in this research, reservoir
geomechanics, time-lapse time shifts methods and rock physics
models used to link geomechanics and 4D seismic.

Chapter 3

General description of the Shearwater Field case study. Linking the
field development history to the geomechanics events and 4D time-
shifts observations.

Chapter 4

Presents a case scenario linking geomechanics and 4D seismic at
Shearwater. It provides a critical analysis over the strengths and
limitations of the modelling approach.

Chapter 5

Evaluates the effect of aquifer pressure while coupling reservoir and
geomechanical simulation models. Showing as result, improved
consistency between predicted and observed time-shifts.

Chapter 6
Introduces the use of repeated time-lapse well logs to investigate
the complexity of lithology-dependent R factors applying macro and
micro mechanical models.

Chapter 7

Stresses the importance of geological modeling on 4D seismic
interpretation while investigating the effect of lithology fluctuations
on the development of anomalous time-shifts in the underburden.

Chapter 8

Conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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1.6 Publications and extended abstracts 

Part of the work shown in this research has been presented to the scientific community 

as followed: 

• Improving the consistency between geomechanical and 4D seismic observations: the 

importance of pore pressure. Jaramillo, A., Herwanger, J., Mangriotis, M.D., 

MacBeth, C. (2020). FirstBreak. (Accepted with revision).   

• Jaramillo, A., Mangriotis, M. D., & MacBeth, C. (2018). Analysis of time-lapse logs 

to determine shale-related R factor. In SEG Technical Program Expanded Abstracts 

2018 (pp. 5357-5361). Society of Exploration Geophysicists. 

• Jaramillo, A., Mangriotis, M. D., & MacBeth, C. (2019, April). Time-Lapse Analysis 

on Repeated Well Logs: A Focus On Shales. In Sixth EAGE Shale Workshop (Vol. 

2019, No. 1, pp. 1-5). European Association of Geoscientists & Engineers. 

• Jaramillo, A., Mangriotis, M. D., & MacBeth, C. (2019, June). 4D Geomechanics: 

Inverting for Shales R-Factors Using Seismic Time-Strains in the Shearwater Field, 

Central North Sea. In 81st EAGE Conference and Exhibition 2019 (Vol. 2019, No. 1, 

pp. 1-5). European Association of Geoscientists & Engineers. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Geomechanics and 4D seismic 

within and around compacting 

reservoirs:   An overview 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter provides an overview of reservoir seismic geomechanics, focusing first on 

the fundamental concepts of strain and stress and the geomechanical modeling 

techniques that can be applied to monitor geomechanical changes in the reservoir and its 

surroundings. Then, I discuss the evolution of time-lapse seismic monitoring of 

compacting reservoirs and the most popular methods used to calculate time-shifts, to 

finally provide a brief introduction to the rock physics model that supports the coupling 

of seismic time-lapse observations with geomechanical changes.  
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2.1 General definitions of stress and strain for subsurface 

In this section, I discuss general definitions of stress and strain in the context of 

subsurface rocks, this knowledge will help understand the geomechanical model results 

and the proper interpretation of 4D seismic effects. Rocks as most materials behave 

elastically (e.g. can resist and recover from deformation induced by a given applied 

force) and this property constitutes the basis of rock physics (Fjaer et al., 1992). The 

linear elasticity theory describes the simplest form of this behaviour where there is a 

linear relation between the external forces and resulting deformation. This could be 

conceptualized by looking at the behaviour of a spring that is subjected to an applied 

force that allows the spring to deform as a function of its constant of proportionality k. 

This theory sits over two definitions: stress and strain.    

Stress can be defined as the force acting through a cross-section area in which the force 

is acting 𝜎 =
𝐹

𝐴
 This is a simple definition that describes an average force acting over a 

cross-sectional area, however, the total force might not be equally divided over an 

irregular body, meaning that the stress would depend on the position within the stressed 

body. As illustrated by Figure 2.1, we could divide the cross-section into infinitesimal 

number of subsections ∆𝐴 in which a differential part ∆𝐹 of the total force 𝐹 is acting. 

Then for a local point 𝑃 located within ∆𝐴𝑖 the stress could be defined as:  

 

 
𝜎 = lim

∆𝐴𝑖→0

∆𝐹𝑖
∆𝐴𝑖

 
2.1 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Local stresses sketch (Adapted from Fjaer et al. (1992)). 
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It is also important to consider the orientation of the stresses acting on a given internal 

surface; typically, the stress vector can be decomposed into one vertical and two 

horizontal stress components (Figure 2.2). The vertical component is the normal stress 

perpendicular to the surface while the two components that are tangential to the surface 

refer to the shear stress.  

 

 
Figure 2.2. Stress vector components on coordinate planes. 

Assuming that the rock mass is under static equilibrium (e.g. obeys to the principle of 

conservation of linear momentum), then the stress tensor of a rock mass can be 

represented by a second order tensor consisting of 9 components organised in a matrix 

as follows:  

 
𝜎𝑖𝑗 = (

𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝑥𝑦 𝜎𝑥𝑧
𝜎𝑦𝑥 𝜎𝑦𝑦 𝜎𝑦𝑧
𝜎𝑧𝑥 𝜎𝑧𝑦 𝜎𝑧𝑧

) 
2.2 

 

Because of equilibrium conditions (𝜎𝑥𝑦 = 𝜎𝑦𝑥,𝜎𝑥𝑧 = 𝜎𝑧𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜎𝑧𝑦 = 𝜎𝑦𝑧) only six of 

these tensor components are independent in Equation 2.2. In addition, there is an 

additional property of subsurface stress field that turns this tensorial representation 

simpler: one can define a principal coordinate system in which the shear stresses are 

equal to zero, leading only to the normal stresses acting on the body surface. Hence, the 

subsurface stress state can be described by the magnitude of three principal stresses: 

𝜎1, 𝜎2 and 𝜎3. 

The stress polarity is defined by convention for instance, in computational 

geomechanics most of the packages come from engineering literature that considers 

compressive stress as negative, whereas in rock mechanics as positive, and there are 
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historical reasons that support the use of either these conventions; consequently, both 

can be used as far as the preferred convention is consistent throughout the calculations. 

To convey with a common practice in the oil and gas industry, I utilise SI units 

throughout the thesis (MPa, where 1MPa=145psi) to present geomechanical results. 

The stress state is key in geomechanical modeling. For instance, in the case of reservoir 

depletion, the change in stress state could be beneficial or detrimental to reservoir 

production (Zoback, 2010).  

As illustrated in Figure 2.3 (Case 1), let us consider a horizontal bar with length H that 

has been stretched to H’. We could calculate strain 휀 as the change of elongation with 

respect to the original length: 

 
휀 =

𝐻′ − 𝐻

𝐻
 

2.3 

 

Equation 2.3 describes a global approximation of strain for a homogeneous material; if 

the elastic moduli or cross-sectional area changes across the bar, then the calculated 

strain for each point of the bar may vary significantly. Hence, let us consider an 

arbitrary point P (Figure 2.3, Case 2), on the position x that extends by an infinitesimal 

point x+dx. When point P shifts to P’ which has moved to a new position x’ and 

stretched by dx’ the strain 휀 can be expressed as: 

 
휀 =

𝑑𝑥′ − 𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑥
=
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
 

2.4 

 

Where, 𝑑𝑢 represents the displacement of the point P along the position vector x. 

Similarly to the stress state of a body, its three-dimensional solution of strain can be 

written as a second rank tensor matrix as follows: 

 
휀𝑖𝑗 = (

휀𝑥𝑥 휀𝑥𝑦 휀𝑥𝑧
휀𝑦𝑥 휀𝑦𝑦 휀𝑦𝑧
휀𝑧𝑥 휀𝑧𝑦 휀𝑧𝑧

) 
2.5 
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Figure 2.3. Schematic examples of 1D strain for two cases: Case (1) measured at the 

end point of the bar. Case (2) measured at a specific point (Adapted from Angelov 

(2009)).   

The linear elasticity theory states that the strain and stress tensors are linearly coupled. 

Although it is well known that the majority of rocks do not show this behaviour, for 

small changes in stress this approach is considered as valid (Fjaer et al., 1992); this 

approximation to linear strain-stress relation can be expressed more generally in full 

tensor form by the generalised Hooke’s Law: 

 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙휀𝑖𝑗 2.6 

Where we follow the Einstein convention summation. A rock that obeys to Equation 2.6 

is described as linear elastic, where the fourth-rank tensor 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 is called the elastic 

stiffness or elastic constant (because these terms are independent of strain).  The three-

dimensional form of strain-stress relationship has 81 components of stiffness; however, 

due to the symmetry of the stress and strain tensors, the independent components of the 

stiffness matrix are reduced to 21. For isotropic uniaxial cases (𝜎𝑧𝑧 = 𝜎𝑦𝑦 = 0), the 

elastic stiffness known as Young’s modulus E represents the resistance of the rock 

against compression (Angelov, 2009). E can be determined from equation 2.6 as 

follows:  

 𝜎𝑧𝑧 = 𝐸휀𝑧𝑧 2.7 

Likewise, the Poisson’s ratio (0 < 𝜐<0.5) which is defined as the ratio of lateral 

expansion to vertical contraction of an elastic material can be determined from: 

 휀𝑥𝑥 = 휀𝑦𝑦 = −𝜐휀𝑧𝑧 2.8 

 

0 X

0 X

H

H’

0 X

H
P

0 X

H’

x

u

x' dx'

P’
dx

Case 1 Case 2
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Both Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are related to two additional elastic moduli: 

Bulk modulus (𝐾 = 𝐸/3(1 − 2𝜈)) which is the inverse of the rock volume 

compressibility and Shear modulus (𝐺 = 𝐸/2(1 + 𝜈)) that represents the relation 

between shear stress and shear strain.  For isotropic rocks, only two elastic parameters 

are independent. Therefore, I chose Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as the input 

mechanical properties to run the geomechanical models that will be presented in 

Chapters 4 and 5.  

The general concepts discussed above assume that rocks are solid materials; however, 

they are in fact composite materials with an inhomogeneous structure at microscopic 

scale containing fluid-filled pores that in a whole will imprint an effect on the 

mechanical properties and yielding response of these rocks (see Fjær et al., 1992). In the 

case of hydrocarbon reservoirs, the definition of effective stress (Terzaghi, 1943) needs 

to be considered. This is because the continuous depletion causes a reduction of the 

original pore pressure and increase of effective stress within the reservoir and its 

surroundings, and it is the effective stress and not the total stress what determines 

whether the rock would fail under given stress state conditions. The poroelasticity 

theory introduced by Biot (1957) which is based on Terzaghi’s work on soil mechanics 

(e.g. see Terzaghi et al., 1996), studies the effect of fluid-filled pores on the deformation 

of porous and permeable materials. According to this theory the total, effective stress 

and pore pressure are related by the following expression: 

 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗
′ + 𝛼𝑃𝑝𝛿𝑖𝑗 2.9 

 

With 𝛿𝑖𝑗=1, for 𝑖 = 𝑗 and 𝛿𝑖𝑗=0  for 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 

 
𝛼 = 1 −

𝐾𝑓𝑟

𝐾𝑠
 

2.10 

Where 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is the second-rank tensor of total stress, 𝜎𝑖𝑗
′  the 2nd rank tensor of effective 

stress, 𝛼 is the Biot-constant,  𝑃𝑝 is the fluid pore-pressure, 𝐾𝑓𝑟 is the Bulk modulus of 

the rock framework and  𝐾𝑠 is the Bulk modulus of the grain minerals. Equation 2.9 

shows that the total stress of a fluid-saturated porous rock consists of two parts: the 

effective stress exerted on the rock framework and the pore pressure supported by the 
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fluid. In addition, there are other constitutive models that address more complex 

scenarios such as non-elastic post-yielding behaviour in the poroplasticity model. 

 

2.1.1 Geomechanical modeling 

Couples (2005) provides a comprehensive definition of geomechanics as an exercise 

that allows to predict rock deformation in a system. The key here is to characterise the 

constitutive part of the system which is conceptually defined by three elements: 1. 

Component physical parts such as rock layers, fault boundaries or fluid pore-pressure. 2. 

Rock mechanical properties that describe their behaviour and 3. The stress state acting 

upon the material and causing them to act according to the material laws. Certainly, the 

relationship between change in reservoir pore pressure and strain must be 

geomechanically addressed. Different methods for geomechanical modelling have been 

developed through years in order to simulate strain and stress relationships, dynamic 

fluid flow behaviour, heat transfer and complex dynamic loading scenarios (Mulders, 

2003). These methods can be classified as analytical, semi-analytical and numerical. 

Analytical solutions allow the estimation of strain from reservoir pressure changes, 

assuming certain conditions, such as having a homogeneous and poroelastic complete or 

half-space reservoirs and characterised by simple geometries. Geertsma (1973) was 

pioneer applying the nucleus of strain concept formulated by Mindlin and Chen (1950) 

in the field of thermoelasticity, to develop an analytical expression to calculate surface 

subsidence from a disc-shape reservoir. Semi-analytical methods combine analytical 

solutions with numerical methods to solve for stress and strain changes across the fields. 

Segall (1992) used the Geertsma solution as a special case of a yet more complex but 

realistic scenario, where asymmetric reservoir geometries and depletion patterns from 

numerical simulation were considered to calculate a complete field of stress and strain 

tensors. This semi-analytical model assumed poroelastic behaviour of the reservoir and 

its surroundings. The advantage of analytical and semi-analytical geomechanical 

modelling techniques is that they require minimum parameterization since the reservoir 

geometry and fluid flow assumptions are very simple. Hence, these models would give 

first order accuracy that might be treated as the starting point to understand subsurface 

deformational processes. A geomechanical solution to complex scenario with 

geologically plausible subsurface geometries, contrasting mechanical properties and 

structural disruptions would require the use of numerical models. There exist several 
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methods such as finite element, finite difference, distinct element and boundary element 

techniques implemented in multiple commercial and academic software (e.g. SAFEM, 

ABACUS, VISAGE, GEOSIM, DIANA, ANSYS). For the purpose of this research, I 

use the finite element method integrated in the VISAGE package from Schlumberger. 

The finite element method involves the subdivision of a three-dimensional body into 

smaller sub-regions or grids of any shape that are assumed to be connected through 

nodal points or boundaries (Figure 2.4). Then, the nodal forces acting at the grid 

element create distortion on the initial nodes, featured by nodal displacements. From 

external forces such as gravitational loads, surface and pore pressures, the nodal 

displacements and internal stresses are calculated from system of equations that are 

simultaneously solved for a selection of mechanical properties and grid geometries 

(Mulders, 2003).   

 

Figure 2.4.  Schematic example of a four-node pyramidal shape element (i,j,l,m). Nodal 

displacements along vectors u, v and w for an arbitrary selected point (x,y,z). The acting 

force is (Fx,y,z) 
i,j,l,m (Adapted from Mulders, 2003). 

2.1.2 Coupling reservoir simulations and geomechanics 

Coupling fluid-flow and geomechanics simulations help predict key parameters such as 

compaction, subsidence, overpressure and failure within and around the reservoir. On 

one hand, fluid-flow numerical simulation methods apply fundamental flow equations 

which are based on the law of mass conservation, law of force and thermodynamics to 

describe the pressure-volume-behaviour of oil, water and gas fluids in porous media; 

however, these fundamental equations are normally implemented under the assumption 

of constant stress state (Etienne et al., 2018). On the other hand, geomechanical 
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simulations apply constitutive poroelastic equations to predict strain and stress changes. 

Hence, by coupling fluid flow and geomechanical simulations we aim at predicting 

stress changes and mechanical compaction linked to rock properties and pressure 

change.  This is achieved by taking into account the combined effect of variations in 

pressure, porosity and permeability from the reservoir simulation, and the change in 

volumetric strain and porosity from the geomechanical model. Sen and Settari (2005) 

highlighted the importance of this numerical coupling to solve geomechanical problems, 

comparing the predicted compaction of a typical North Sea Chalk field from uncoupled 

and coupled models. The plot in Figure 2.5 shows clearly that neglecting the coupling 

leads to erroneous compaction predictions. Currently, there are two main approaches to 

incorporate reservoir simulation into the geomechanical model under consideration: the 

fully coupled approach where there is continuous feedback to and the geomechanical 

and fluid flow models, which from a physics-based perspective is the preferred method 

(Olden et al 2012), and an iterative semi-coupled approach, whereby a reservoir fluid 

flow simulation is used to calculate pore pressure distribution within the reservoir, and a 

geomechanical model to calculate stress changes and deformations related to pore 

pressure changes estimated from the reservoir simulation. Permeability and pore 

compressibility changes are thereafter estimated and fed back to the reservoir 

simulation, which estimates fluid flow with updated parameters from the geomechanical 

model. In this work, I adopt the approach of one-way coupling, essentially keeping the 

reservoir fluid flow simulation independent of the geomechanical model and adopting 

the latter at each time-step based on reservoir fluid flow simulation outputs.  
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Figure 2.5. Reservoir compaction predicted by uncoupled versus coupled modeling. 

(Adapted from Sen and Settari (2005)). 

2.2 Time-lapse seismic monitoring of compacting reservoirs and their 

surroundings 

The interest of monitoring tools to measure seismic velocity and its corresponding stress 

changes began in the mining sector (Gladwin, 1977 as cited in Herwanger and Horne, 

2009) and since then, its practice has been extended to other fields including oil and gas, 

carbon capture storage, geotechnical engineering and volcanology (Herwanger and 

Horne, 2009, Whiteley et al., 2019, Barton 2013). During the last 15 years there has 

been an increase of the number of studies focused on the 4D monitoring of non-

reservoir rocks. In general, most of these studies look for effective answers to 

fundamental questions such as: what happens to the surrounding rocks when the 

reservoir compacts? Or Do we have an effective link between geomechanics and time-

lapse observations? The first published work addressing this topic was by Guilbot and 

Smith (2002) who used a remarkable example of a strongly compacted chalk reservoir 

in the North Sea (The Ekofisk Field) to highlight that the time-shifts magnitude at top of 

the reservoir could not be regarded only to the compacting reservoir but the stretching 

of the overlaying overburden. Inspired by these time-lapse observations and the need of 

better techniques to quantify time-shifts, Hall et al. (2002) applied a seismic 3D warping 

technique developed by the ETLP to cross-match monitor and baseline surveys and 

retrieve time-shifts and apparent lateral displacements in the Valhall Field. In addition,  
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comprehensive studies addressing both geomechanics and overburden time-lapse 

seismic observations can be found in Kenter et al. (2004) and Molenaar et al. (2004). 

Both authors linked calibrated geomechanical model results to changes in rock physics 

properties in the reservoir and overburden, highlighting that overburden time-shifts are 

rather genuine signal that can be interpreted with the aid of geomechanical modeling.  A 

simple one-dimension expression published by Landrø and Stammeijer (2004) relating 

the fractional change in seismic travel time to the combined effect of the fractional 

change in velocity and thickness served as the basis for a new understanding of the link 

between geomechanics and time-lapse seismic. Further investigation on this relationship 

was published by Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) who 

simultaneously proposed a rock physics model (called in this thesis as “the R factor 

model”) to describe the strain sensitivity of P-wave velocities. Hodgson (2009) utilised 

this approach in combination with an inversed form of Geertsma (1973) to infer 

dynamic changes in compacting reservoirs from overburden time-lapse changes. Klemm 

(2018) introduced another method to invert 3D overburden time strain volumes for 

reservoir volumetric strain by exploiting the sensitivity of the overburden signal to 

reservoir changes. The outputs of this method are synthetic time strains and time shifts 

in 3D that can be used as a fitting geomechanical attribute. However, as also seen in 

Hodgson (2009), these methods assume very simplified geometries and constant R 

across the overburden layering. Cherrett and Klemm (2020) proposed a 

geomechanically regularised seismic inversion method where time-shifts are directly 

inverted to obtain volumetric strain. In comparison with other methods that require 

time-strains, the author claims that the technique improves significantly the consistency 

with the time-shift observations in the overburden and provides less noisy solution; 

however, it strongly depends on the accuracy of the geomechanical modeling results as 

the regularisation term could potentially remove signal that is not explained by the 

geomechanical model.   

To a less extend the rocks below compacting reservoirs have also been under 

investigation; for instance, Barens et al. (2020) used geomechanical simulation and 

time-shift interpretation to investigate the connection between structural and thickness 

differences of the underburden to time-lapse observations in the overburden at the Elgin 

Franklin and West Franklin Fields. Figure 2.6 displays a comparison of the total 

principal vertical stress predictions above the compacting reservoir at the West Franklin 
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and Elgin Fields and time-strains. The compression patterns observed in the 

geomechanical model agree with the softening of the signal above the reservoir. 

Although the dynamic changes of the non-reservoir rocks add complexity to the 

interpretation of the 4D signal, they can provide important information on the changes 

experienced by the reservoir. Therefore, using non-reservoir time-lapse seismic changes 

to understand its deformation will be part of the central focus of this research.   

 

 

Figure 2.6. Line of section across the nearby fields, West Franklin and Elgin Fields. On 

the left, change in total vertical stress from geomechanical simulation between 2001 and 

2016. On the right, time-strains between 1996 and 2016. (Adapted  from Barens et al. 

(2020)). 

2.2.1 Field observations of strain deformation effects on time-shifts 

The link between geomechanics and 4D time-lapse has been studied for more than a 

decade by several authors contributing enormously towards the combined understanding 

of these two disciplines. Thanks to this knowledge we know that if a field is 

geomechanically active, then the time-shift observations in the overburden are a 

reflection of the geomechanical events experienced by the reservoir.  The measurement 

and interpretation of time-shifts could be subdivided into three main categories: 1. 

Time-shifts induced by reservoir depletion/injection that are measured in the overburden 

and/or underburden, 2. Time-shifts created by changes in pore pressure or strain 

changes within the reservoir driven by geomechanics and 3. Time-shifts created by 

saturation changes in the reservoir. MacBeth et al. (2019) provided a complete summary 

list of time-shift measurements for a wide variety of fields available in published 

literature. The authors looked at the maximum time-shifts reported for each field and 
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classified them into six categories based on the associated mechanism that are believed 

to produce the observed time-shifts. The chart in Figure 2.7 is dominated by quite large 

time-shifts from overburden experiencing extension (lengthening in the vertical 

direction) which is not surprising, since the primary use of time-shifts monitoring in the 

literature seems to be related to the monitoring of geomechanics changes as production 

progresses. Also notice that there are very few examples of overburden speed up from 

compaction and reservoir speed up from water saturation, and that the effect of gas 

injection in the reservoir could boost time-shifts to a range similar to those observed in 

the stretching overburden. The authors also pointed out that it is easier to measure the 

overburden effect from time-shifts algorithms than measuring the response from a 

confined reservoir. Comparing reservoir slowdown from pore pressure increase with 

reservoir speed up from pressure decrease (e.g. Shearwater Field), the reservoir 

slowdown from pore pressure increase produces larger time-shifts magnitudes with 

respect to the case of reservoir speed up, however, in general the time-shifts measured 

across reservoir intervals tend to be less accurate, given that the time thickness of the 

reservoir decreases as well.  

 
Figure 2.7. Time-shift measurements reported in literature for a selection of 

geomechanically active producing fields experiencing overburden velocity slowdown 

and reservoir velocity speed up. Adapted from MacBeth et al. (2019). 

Time-shifts induced by reservoir depletion is of particular interest, as time-shifts in the 

overburden and underburden are uniquely regarded to strain changes, so that fluid 
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saturation changes are not a concern.  Pressure depletion due to insufficient pressure 

support can lead to reservoir compaction and extension along the vertical direction in 

the surrounding rocks in addition to some degree of subsidence. Compaction/extension 

involves both physical displacement of the interfaces between layers of different elastic 

properties (that can be expressed as strain), as well as changes in the seismic velocity of 

these layers, both causing time-shift of reflection events between baseline and monitor 

seismic surveys. Landrø and Stammeijer (2004) proposed the Equation 2.11 to link time 

shifts to vertical strain 
∆𝑍

𝑍
, velocity change 

∆𝑉

𝑉
 : 

 ∆𝑡

𝑡
≈ (

∆𝑍

𝑍
−
∆𝑉

𝑉
) 

2.11 

This formula is almost invariably used for time-shift analysis, the model is valid in a 

case of zero offset seismic waves propagation through horizontal or gently dipping 

layers featuring very small changes in vertical strain and velocity. This, to some extend 

This might limit the usefulness of time-lapse data to understand triaxial geomechanical 

changes.  Notice also that the relative time-shift  
∆𝑡

𝑡
 is proportional to the competing 

effect of stretching/compaction of the medium and the slowdown or speed up effect of 

seismic wave velocities passing through.  

2.2.2 Time-shifts from compacting reservoirs 

As compacting reservoirs produce, stresses will change in magnitude and orientation 

leading to deformation in the reservoir and its surroundings. These geomechanical 

changes will induce velocity changes that in turn will create the time delay that can be 

measured in time-lapse seismic surveys (Figure 2.8). For instance, at the reservoir level 

the incident seismic waves from a monitor survey will encounter a faster medium and a 

physically shorter distance to travel, relative to the baseline survey. Moreover, as the 

reservoir is physically connected to its surroundings, the rocks in the overburden will 

re-accommodate with individual horizons physically moving downwards. Also, stress 

arching occurs removing some of the stress in the overburden directly above the 

compacting reservoir, while the horizons in the underburden would move upwards with 

the magnitude of all the observed displacements largely controlled by the elastic 

properties of the individual layers and the stress/strain changes triggered by the 
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compaction of the reservoir. The result is a relaxation of the overburden and 

underburden that manifests itself as slowdown in seismic velocities. Therefore, incident 

waves from a monitor survey will have to travel a longer distance between horizons and 

at a lower speed. Compaction in the reservoir and stretching (extensional strain) in the 

overburden and underburden along the vertical direction, is the convention used in this 

study to link deformation with 4D seismic observations of the same phenomenon. 

Although the described model serves to provide a general understanding of these 

process,  experimental work conducted by several authors including MacBeth (2004) 

and Holt et al. (2005) suggest that the relationship of velocity and stress/strain state 

changes is non-linear (e.g. faster increase of velocity with low effective stress while 

slower increase for high effective stress), attributing the source of the non-linearity to 

poroelastic changes with stress, rock texture characteristics and presence of cracks or 

fractures.  The understanding of the velocity dependence on strain and stress is therefore 

required to interpret time-shifts, which are in fact, a cumulative response to physical 

changes in layer thicknesses and velocity change.  

At Shearwater, time-shifts are affected by stress changes in the shale overburden; in the 

same vein, there are several factors affecting shales velocities such as stress state and 

stress paths, organic content, mineral composition and orientation. However, shales 

seismic response are yet not well understood (Dewhurst and Siggins, 2006). I will 

address this topic in more detail in Chapter 6.  
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Figure 2.8. On the left, schematic model of geomechanical and seismic velocity 

(compressional velocity Vp) changes in the reservoir and its surroundings as the 

reservoir compacts. On the right, theoretical time-shift response to geomechanical 

changes.   

2.2.3 Conventions and polarity in time-lapse seismic 

I would like to highlight the importance of describing the convention and polarity used 

for time-lapse interpretation in this research. Different polarity conventions for time-

lapse attributes shown in published literature has brought a level of confusion among 

the readers through time. This is partly due to the way that this subject has evolved 

across the years and also because some companies have decided to follow a specific 

convention with a particular set of polarity; unfortunately, when it comes to publishing 

results, it might confuse the science making harder the review of different publications 

(MacBeth et al., 2019). For example, Figure 2.9 presents three studies where time-shifts 

have been calculated and shown with different conventions; Figure 2.9 (a) corresponds 

to an old example from Shell, where the signal represented in blue corresponds to a 

softening, whereas the current convention is showing otherwise, which means that a 

slowdown in velocities give positive time-shifts and speedup gives negative time-shifts. 

Another critical point is the selection of the proper colour bar to interpret time-lapse 

attributes. Figure 2.9 (b) shows an example where a simple red-white-blue colour bar 

has been chosen to represent time-shifts at Shearwater; if we compare this image with 

(Adapted from Staples, 2007)
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(Figure 2.9 (c)), one could notice that the example in Figure 2.9 (b) hides significant 

variations in time-shifts as the picture looks very smooth and static, so that it is very 

difficult to perform a quantitative analysis, whereas the gradation in colours shown in 

Figure 2.9 (c) makes it easier to perform such analysis. Notice also that the explained 

convention matches better the engineering experience that ETLP has built throughout 

the years with multiple 4D datasets.     

 

Figure 2.9. Time-lapse polarity convention found in the literature. Adapted from 

MacBeth et al. (2019). 

2.3 Brief introduction to time-shift calculations from different techniques  

The timescales for subsurface monitoring linked to hydrocarbon production normally 

take place for few years or less and the magnitude of the observed time-shifts ranges 

around 2-20ms (MacBeth et al., 2019). To accurately estimate these subtle time-shifts it 

is required to have a highly repeatable time-lapse seismic and a time-shift method that is 

able to capture very small time-lapse changes. The purpose of this section is to bring a 

summary of available algorithms to measure time-shifts, highlighting those key 

approaches that are prominent not just in literature but also in application. Time-shift 

attributes have been used for more than 18 years, gaining incremental confidence 

throughout the years. At the early stages cross-equalisation between different vintages 

was quite popular but giving very noisy results. Gradually as acquisition and processing 

improved, more coherent time-shifts could be interpreted in terms of reservoir signal.  

To date there are more than 31 methods to calculate time-shifts (MacBeth et al., 2019). 

These methods can be broadly group into two categories: Cross-correlation and non-

cross-correlation methods (Taylor series approximation, Waveform-based inversion, 3D 

(a) (b) (c)
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warping, Dynamic time-warping, Image consistent methods). Their application or 

popularity depends on the number of publications. 

2.3.1 Cross-Correlation based methods  

This is a broadly used method not only in 4D seismic but in seismology, seismic 

processing, seismic to well calibration and anisotropy studies. The method takes the 

cross-correlation between the monitor (𝑚) and the baseline (𝑏) traces. The Pearson’s 

cross-correlation method can be expressed as:  

 𝐶(∆𝑡, 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑗) = ∑ 𝑤(𝑡𝑖)𝑚(𝑡𝑖 +

𝑗+𝑁

𝑡=𝑗−𝑁

∆𝑡)𝑏(𝑡) 2.12 

In this method, the product of baseline and monitor is multiplied by a small local 

window gate (normally up to 200ms) to capture spatial variability of the time-shifts 

(∆𝑡). This local window is weighted (𝑤) to reduce the influence of strong events 

entering the window edge, and a common choice is a Gaussian or Hanning window. 

Then, the maximum cross-correlation is a certain time-value relative to a time zero 

reference that would give the time-shift. One initial criticism of this method was related 

to the computational time required to run a cross-correlation algorithm choosing a small 

gate in a large seismic volume.  Further to solve this optimisation problem Rickett et al. 

(2006) used a recursive formula namely ‘Fast Cross-correlation’ in which a time-shift 

can be calculated by picking the maxima of local cross-correlations in two aligned 

seismic datasets. Following a similar optimisation approach but differing in the window 

tapering, Hale (2009) proposed a cross-correlation method to estimate simultaneously 

the three displacement components. Although cross-correlation in all its forms is a 

straightforward technique, it does not come without pitfalls; being a window-based 

method would imply inherent limitations on resolution and accuracy, especially in the 

presence of complex structures (Williamson et al., 2007). Hodgson (2009) demonstrated 

that using a large cross-correlation window gives smoother and stabilised time-shifts but 

at a lower resolution, whereas the use of smaller windows can produce more detailed 

time-shift response, but at the expense of miscorrelating local events. The advantage of 

using cross-correlation is that time-shifts are independent of amplitude and easy to 
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execute, however, it is a window-based method, so that time-shifts results could be 

highly sensitive to window size and shape, being less accurate when dealing with sharp 

rather than smooth time-shift transitions. 

2.3.2 Non-cross-correlation based methods  

There exists an increasing number of non-cross correlation methods for time-shift 

estimations, among these are: 1. Taylor-expansion based approach such as the 

correlated leakage method in Whitcombe et al. (2010), or in Hatchell et al. (2003), 2. 

The waveform inversion approach proposed by Rickett et al. (2007) and 3. The dynamic 

time warping approach (Hale, 2013). In the following sub-sections, I briefly describe 

the principles of the time-shifts methods that I selected for semi-qualitative analysis at 

Shearwater (Non-Linear Inversion (NLI), Correlated Leakage Method (CLM) and 

Dynamic Seismic Warping (DSW)). Further details on these or other techniques and 

their inherent shortcomings could be found in the work published by (MacBeth et al., 

2019), Ji et al. (2019) and Hodgson (2009). 

The Non-Linear Inversion (NLI) Method: The first category of the non-correlation-

based methods to discuss is a waveform inversion method proposed by Rickett et al. 

(2007). With this method time-shifts are calculated from the following expression:  

𝐽(∆𝑡) =∑(𝐹[𝑚(𝑡𝑖)] − 𝑏(𝑡𝑖))
2 + |𝛼∇𝑡

2∆𝑡|2 + |𝛽∇𝑥
2∆𝑡|2 + |𝛾∇𝑦

2∆𝑡|2 2.13 

The method forms a least square objective function 𝐹 that acts across the entire traces as 

the difference between the monitor (𝑚) and baseline (𝑏) volumes. Once applied, it will 

detect the best fit between base and monitor seismic traces. The stability of the time-

shifts and its first derivative is considered in equation by adding three regularisation 

terms in Equation 2.13; allowing the algorithm to look for smooth variations in time-

shifts across the entire volume in the time, inline and crossline directions. 

The Correlated Leakage Method (CLM): The Correlated Leakage Method (CLM) 

published by Whitcombe et al. (2010) is a Taylor-expansion and window-based 

approach in which time-shifts are calculated as the gradient of a line fitted to a plot of 
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the difference in amplitude between baseline and monitor in the Y-axis versus the 

amplitude difference between a time-shifted version of the average between baseline 

and monitor minus the average of baseline and monitor volumes in the X-axis (Figure 

2.10). In order to work accurately, the authors made the assumption that the monitor is a 

shifted version of the baseline (e.g. only small amplitude changes and similar waveform 

between baseline and monitor). Common window-lengths used with this method are 

400ms, 200ms and 100ms.  

 

Figure 2.10. CLM cross-plot of monitor minus baseline in the Y-axis against the 

amplitude difference between the baseline and monitor average 𝜆(𝑡) and a time shifted 

version of this average 𝜆(𝑡 + 𝛥𝑇) in the X-axis. 

Dynamic Seismic Warping (DSW): Inspired by the time-warping algorithms used for 

speech and image recognition, Hale (2013) proposed an extension these methods 

applied to estimate time-shifts. A key component of the classic algorithm is a non-linear 

accumulation of alignment errors. Then, the author applied the same non-linear 

accumulator iteratively in multiple directions, obtaining more accurate results for those 

cases where the known time-shifts varied rapidly compared to a classic method such as 

cross-correlation.   The alignment error 𝑒[𝑖, 𝑙] is defined by: 

 𝑒[𝑖, 𝑙] ≡ (𝑏[𝑖] − 𝑚[𝑖 + 𝑙])2 2.14 

This expression has the same form as described in the waveform inversion approach, 

this is looking at a given sample index 𝑖, the difference between the baseline 𝑏[𝑖] and 

the time-shifted version of the monitor 𝑚[𝑖 + 𝑙], except that in this case the 

𝑚
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computation is done discretely,  which means that in order to have accurate results the 

data should be properly down sampled. Despite the computational cost of this 

technique, the algorithm could effectively solve the problem of looking at lag (𝑙) that 

gives the minimum distance between the baseline and monitor. 

2.4 Integration of time-lapse seismic and geomechanics domains 

In this section, I review how stress state changes of the rocks cause acoustic velocity 

changes that can be detected by seismic monitoring. Laboratory data indicates that 

initially seismic velocities are very sensitive to low effective stress changes and then the 

sensitivity gradually reach a plateau for larger changes. There exists a large number of 

rock physics models used to describe rock properties and their behaviour under given 

conditions, some of them showing complex parameterisation or very idealised 

conditions. A very challenging task while formulating theoretical models is to find a 

proper balance between macroscopic rock properties such as sedimentological features 

or structural discontinuities and microscopic properties such as mineral and crack 

orientation, porosity or mineral composition. This might be the reason why in some 

cases empirical relationships are still preferred.  A brief description of some of the 

models used to explain time-lapse seismic observations are described in this section, 

with an emphasis on a semi-empirical relationship widely used to relate acoustic 

velocity change to strain.    

2.4.1 Importance of pore pressure on velocity changes 

A practical way to see the strong geomechanical changes at the Shearwater Field is by 

looking at time-shifts. Therefore, the link between geomechanics and time-lapse seismic 

requires an understanding of the stress or strain sensitivity to seismic velocities, this is 

because we have seen how geomechanical deformation triggered by reservoir depletion 

affects the seismic travel time of the reservoir and its surroundings. By discussing the 

physical meaning of Equation 2.9 and the relation between pore pressure and effective 

stress in the framework of poroelasticity, I wanted to explore the importance of effective 

stress and consequently pore pressure on seismic time-lapse. The non-linearity between 

effective pressure and bulk and shear modulus or P-wave velocity and effective pressure 

was addressed by MacBeth (2004) using core samples of the Rotliegend sandstones. In 
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this regard, the plot in Figure 2.11 shows bulk modulus versus effective pore pressure 

for four different facies of this unit. From these experimental results we can conclude 

that pore pressure is key to assess the sensitivity of elastic moduli to effective pressure, 

and consequently to seismic velocities. Now, approaching to the Shearwater Field 

conditions, considering that the Chalk and shales in the overburden caprock are in 

overpressure (Further details in Chapter 3), the change in effective stress would be 

expected to be very small, hence, the stiffer units of the overburden would experience a 

large sensitivity of seismic velocities to small variations in effective stress which is 

translated into larger time-shifts. 

 

Figure 2.11. Elastic bulk modulus vs effective pressure measured for different 

sandstones (A, B, C and D). Modified from MacBeth (2004). 

2.4.2 Brief introduction to rock physics models used to define velocity and 

stress/strain relationship 

Under the framework of poroelasticity theory, porosity is a function of effective stress 

and changes in porosity are accounted as the major contributor on velocity changes. 

Macroscopic models define velocity-strain dependence on the basis of the poroelastic 

changes of the rocks, whereas microscopic rock physics models are employed to 

describe macroscopic properties of the rocks based on how they behave 

microscopically. There are two popular approaches for building micro-mechanical 

models based on effective mediums: 1. Contact models and 2. Inclusion models. 

Contact models in which the rock is described by a collection of grains with variable 

Effective pressure (MPa)
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levels of contacts that would determine the elasticity and stiffness of the medium. Most 

of the models published are based on the Hertz-Mindlin theory that predicts the 

macroscopic behaviour of a medium made of these contacts. Although, some refinement 

has been proposed such as including saturating fluids or mineral cements coating the 

grain spheres (Dvorkin et al., 1996), this modeling approximation to a real rock is 

extremely idealised.  In contrast, the inclusion models consider the rock as an elastic 

solid medium containing inclusions that resembles the pore space as cracks that vary by 

the type and orientation of the pore cracks. In most cases, the inclusions are 

incorporated into the model as penny-shaped geometries (Kuster and Toksöz, 1974, 

O'Connell and Budiansky, 1974, Crampin et al., 1984), and given that the inclusions are 

more compliant than the solid medium they would lead to an overall reduction on the 

elasticity of the rock either in an isotropic or anisotropic fashion.  Inspired by Kuster 

and Toksöz (1974) inclusion model, Xu and White (1995) presented a model based on 

empirical relations to predict S-wave velocities from clay-sand mixtures where the 

aspect ratio is empirically determined by calibrating with trained log data.  

Another popular approach proposed by Sayers and Kachanov (1995) is to determine the 

stress sensitivity of seismic velocities by using an intergranular compliance function 

that considers the contact weaknesses namely “excess of compliance”. Following the 

same principles, Sayers (2005), Sayers (2006) applied such a model to investigate the 

effect of clay contact regions and their orientations on seismic anisotropy of shales and 

later to explain the differences in strain sensitivity between compacting reservoirs and 

overburden. Furthermore, MacBeth et al. (2018) reformulated this approach to predict 

the strain sensitivity of seismic wave velocities from several crack distributions by 

relating intergranular weakening to change in velocity for sand-shale mixtures. This 

model could also be adapted to evaluate stress induced changes in anisotropic shale 

rocks.  

2.4.3  The R factor model 

Compaction or extension along the vertical direction in the subsurface involves both 

physical displacement of the interfaces between layers of different elastic properties 

(that can be expressed as strain), as well as changes in the seismic velocity of these 

layers, causing time-shifts of the reflected events between baseline and monitor seismic 

surveys. Landrø and Stammeijer (2004) proposed the Equation 2.11 to link vertical 
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strain (
∆𝑍

𝑍
), velocity change (

∆𝑉

𝑉
) and time-shifts ∆𝑡. One would be interested in 

measuring an event in the seismic domain and translate that into geomechanical strain 

or model the geomechanical response and use this knowledge to predict the seismic. 

This is not attainable with Equation 2.11 since seismic velocities would also be 

required. Furthermore, a semi-empirical rock physics model that relates the fractional 

change in velocity to vertical strain change via a fundamental constant named R 

(Equation 2.15) was simultaneously proposed by Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and 

Bourne (2005a).  Since then, this model has been widely adopted by geoscientists 

looking at the link between geomechanics and time-lapse seismic changes in the 

reservoir and its surroundings.   

 ∆𝑉

𝑉
≈ −𝑅휀𝑧𝑧 2.15 

Where the sign convention indicates that compression leads to velocity increase and 

vertical extension to velocity decrease. Now, looking back at Equation 2.11, the non-

uniqueness of having two unknows from the same data source is solved by combining 

Equations 2.11 and 2.15 to obtain: 

 ∆𝑡

𝑡
≈ (1 + 𝑅)휀𝑧𝑧 2.16 

or, 

 ∆𝑡

𝑡
≈ − (

1 + 𝑅

𝑅
)
∆𝑉

𝑉
 2.17 

While Equation 2.16 shows a direct link between seismic and geomechanics, Equation 

2.17 indicates that we can relate relative time-shifts 
∆𝑡

𝑡
 to relative velocity 

∆𝑉

𝑉
 finding a 

way to converting time-shifts into velocity change and thus, a solution to update our 

velocity model. For larger values of R, the relative time-shift would be approximately 

equal to the fractional change in velocity.  

R has been predominantly measured across multiple oil and gas fields featuring vertical 

extension in the overburden (𝑅𝑜𝑏
+ ) and compression in the reservoir (𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠

− ) (Figure 2.12); 

since the Shearwater Field holds the same polarity as the majority of the fields 
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published in literature, throughout this thesis, I will simply refer to R in the reservoir or 

its surroundings without the use of  any subscripts or superscripts. 

 

Figure 2.12. Possible R factors polarity for reservoir and non-reservoir rocks. 

Because the R factor model is a simple yet a powerful link between 4D seismic and 

geomechanics, the time-lapse community have traditionally looked at the link between 

seismic velocities and strain as the norm. This is despite that geomechanics and rock 

physics specialists have reported dynamic measurements with respect to stress not strain 

(Holt et al., 2005) (Holt et al., 2017). There are some justified arguments that favour the 

use of strains in relation to seismic velocity changes. For instance, Staples et al. (2007) 

suggests that most rock physics models regard velocity change to pore-crack generation 

or closure, hence, it would be reasonable to think of deformation linked to velocity 

change.  In addition, it allows to keep the dilation R value in Equation 2.15 unitless, so 

that there is no need for unit conversion (Hodgson, 2009). Naturally, in the lab it is 

easier to apply a given load over a rock sample to investigate its stress sensitivity/link to 

wave velocities, than looking for the stress state that led to the observed strain, before 

defining its link to seismic velocities. R factors are applied as constant values and had 

been previously defined for specific lithologies, field and direction of strain deformation 

(Staples et al., 2007, De Gennaro et al., 2008). Hatchell and Bourne (2005b) suggested 

that R factors in the overburden are typically two or three times larger than in the 

reservoir. Potential reasons for the inequality in R values between the overburden and 

the reservoir across multiple fields, can be related to lithology and strain/stress path 

dependence as well as strain polarity asymmetry (MacBeth et al., 2017). Hatchell and 

Bourne (2005b) found that an average R=5 in the overburden was adequate to match 
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geomechanical models and time-shift observations in four different fields datasets. 

However, since the R factor model was first proposed, multiple values of R have been 

reported in the literature (Hatchell and Bourne, 2005b, Staples et al., 2007, Røste et al., 

2005, De Gennaro et al., 2008, Hawkins et al., 2007, Holt et al., 2008). In this regard, 

MacBeth et al. (2018) summarised a list of R factors calculated from field and 

laboratory data by multiple authors through years. The plot in Figure 2.13 shows 

representative R values (up to 30 for more clarity) taken from their work. The full range 

of R values reported in this paper, source data and further observations can be found in 

Appendix A. Figure 2.13 combines R factors determined for vertical extension (as solid 

lines) and compression (dashed lines). Note that R values between 5 and 25 are 

commonly found in the overburden of multiple fields undergoing vertical extension, 

whereas R values of 1 to 3 are more relevant for compacting reservoirs. The outlier 

numbers in the plot suggest it may be possible to obtain larger (R>30) or smaller (R=-1) 

values from 4D seismic observations. A potential reason for larger R values derived 

from seismic data could be related to stress path evolution in the reservoir and its 

surroundings (Herwanger et al., 2007, Holt et al., 2008); nevertheless, other factors such 

as processing artefacts or inelastic deformation of the caprock might also contribute. 

 

Figure 2.13. Range of R factors published in open literature based on 4D seismic 

observations and laboratory data (Adapted from MacBeth et.al., 2017). 
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Figure 2.13 also shows that R values from laboratory are larger than those from 4D 

seismic data, a fact that has been continuously reported by multiple authors (Janssen et 

al., 2006, Holt et al., 2008, Bathija et al., 2009) and  regarded to the possibility that core 

samples might contain small scale microfractures and cracks that can boost R and 

potentially lead to polarity asymmetry (MacBeth et al., 2018, Holt et al., 2018). The 

damage is greater in extension rather than compression and this could explain 

consistently larger R associated to the overburden. The same experimental work has 

shown that R values are sensitive to stress paths; for instance, Holt et al. (2008) 

demonstrated, using a synthetic sandstone, that the initial R value measured under 

unloading conditions would reduce by 27% its magnitude if the unloading is preceded 

by loading the sample.  Because of the large variety of R factors found in laboratory, 

there is still a debate whether R factors are controlled by stress/strain paths or lithology 

or a combination of both (MacBeth et al., 2018). To contribute with the understanding 

of R factors and their relationship with lithology, in Chapter 6, I investigate the time-

lapse response of overburden shales and their potential link to lithology-dependent R 

factors. Additionally, some authors have highlighted the possibility of having 

anisotropic R values (Herwanger, 2008, Sayers, 2006, MacBeth et al., 2018, MacBeth et 

al., 2019) on the basis that the geomechanical changes of the reservoir and its 

surroundings are triaxial, thus, propagation of P-wave and S-wave velocities are 

dependent on triaxial changes not the mean stress (Herwanger, 2008). However, current 

studies on this thread are few, therefore, any lateral variations of R have been treated as 

having a negligible effect in this research.  

Clearly there is a scarcity of reported R factors in the underburden, this is in part 

because time-shifts observations for the underburden are rarely mentioned in the 

literature. In Chapter 7, I explore the complexity of the time-shifts observed in the 

underburden Pentland Formation at the Shearwater Field to demonstrate how the 

lithology and stratigraphic architecture can influence the seismic time-lapse response 

across these intervals. 

The R factor model as originally introduced for propagation of P-wave velocities is a 

powerful yet simple solution to monitoring geomechanical deformation in the 

overburden in connection to reservoir activities. There is some criticism on this model 

that needs to be properly addressed in order to improve the predictability of the model. 
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For instance, the fundamental origin of R and potential link to lithology lack strong 

theoretical basis. The model uniquely uses vertical strain, neglecting the sensitivity of 

the velocity field to the full strain tensor, also the change in velocities are assumed to be 

isotropic, despite mathematical, geomechanical and experimental evidences suggesting 

a different scenario.  

2.4.4 How do we calculate R factors? 

The majority of published literature focuses on the analysis of time-shift observations 

from stress/strain changes in non-reservoir strata and apply the principles of linearizing 

the relationship between strain and seismic velocity; however, they mainly differ in the 

method used to constrain R factors. A common practice using the R factor model 

(Equation 2.15) is to look at time-shifts from post-stack seismic data and the output 

from geomechanical simulations, then having this two robust pieces of information we 

could derive R from modeling comparison. Field examples in which this approach is 

used can be found in Staples et al. (2007), De Gennaro et al. (2008), Røste et al. (2015). 

Naturally, the robustness of the results largely depends on the accuracy of inputs; in the 

case of geomechanical model predictions, it is essential to have a calibrated model, for 

instance, by using in-situ measurements such as gamma-ray markers, radioactive 

bullets, Leak-off Tests (LOTs) or subsidence measurements. Conversely, the observed 

seismic data should be optimally processed to obtain accurate time-shifts. In the same 

vein, Herwanger (2008) proposed the application of an anisotropic rock physics model 

based on the third-order elasticity theory (Prioul et.al., 2004, as cited in Herwanger, 

2008) to relate velocity changes with the triaxial state of the rock. By comparing the R 

factor model with the proposed model, the author showed that if the influence of 

horizontal strains in the proposed model was neglected, then the model would reduce 

exactly to the R factor model presented by Røste et al. (2005), Hatchell and Bourne 

(2005a). Another approach is to derive R factors theoretically or experimentally so that 

vertical strain could be obtained from time-shifts observations. Sayers (2006) applied an 

inter-granular compliance function to corroborate previous observations such as 𝑅𝑜𝑏
+ >

𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠
−  and the non-linear change of velocities with stress. More recently, MacBeth et al. 

(2018) reformulated the R factor model using a refined approach of the inter-granular 

weakness model proposed by Sayers (2006) to calculate R factors from various cracks 

distributions. The micro-mechanical model presented by these authors can adequately 
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explain a range of R values measured from 4D observations, associating anomalously 

large R to micro-fracturing or pore collapse mechanisms suggesting that R is a lithology 

dependent parameter (e.g. R increases with clay content). From this work, it remains 

less understood how R could vary across the field or how this model would adapt to 

naturally anisotropic rocks such as shales. The latter will be addressed in Chapter 6 

where I extend this approach using repeated well logs information to characterise 

lithology-dependent R factors for shales in the overburden.   

2.5 Summary  

This chapter presented an overview of the fundamental concepts to be applied in this 

research. As this study has been developed in close relation between geomechanics and 

time-lapse seismic, I discuss the importance of incorporating rock deformation of the 

reservoir and its surroundings through geomechanical modeling for the analysis of time-

lapse seismic data. Geomechanics for integrated time-lapse monitoring cannot treated in 

isolation; it needs to be coupled to the corresponding fluid flow changes, especially if 

the reservoir is undergoing significant compaction, otherwise the 4D response could be 

misinterpreted. Knowing the importance of pore-pressure change in this process, in 

Chapter 5 I will introduce new considerations that aim at reducing inconsistencies 

between geomechanical modeling and 4D observations. This chapter also provided an 

overview about the evolution of time-lapse seismic monitoring of compacting reservoirs 

and a brief description of several time-shift techniques. In the next chapter, these 

fundamentally different methods for time-shifts estimation, are compared using the 

Shearwater Field post-stack seismic data as example. In addition, an introduction to 

macro and micro-scale rock physics models was provided; with this, I aimed to 

understand how velocity changes with stress/strain, and how we could use this 

knowledge to assist on the interpretation of observed non-reservoir 4D response. 

Among the different approaches and despite well-known limitations, the R factor model 

as proposed by Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) excels, and as such, 

in the next chapters I will use this approach to continue investigating the link between 

4D seismic and geomechanics at the Shearwater Field.    
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This chapter provides a comprehensive description of the high-pressure and high-

temperature Shearwater Field located at Central North Sea. The insight presented here, 

which relates to the understanding of the geology and the development history of the 

field, is then used to explore how time-lapse seismic attributes can be applied as 

predictive tools to identify important geomechanical changes experienced by the 

reservoir and non-reservoir rocks over time. This is accomplished by measuring time-

shifts from different techniques and selecting the best results to apply further 

improvements. Analysis of time-shifts and 4D amplitude differences across the 

reservoir is also provided, showing the link between the time-lapse seismic response 

and the geological characteristics and production information.  
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3.1 Shearwater Field history  

3.1.1 Location 

The Shearwater Field represents one of the best high-pressure and high-temperature 

(HPHT) gas-condensate fields in the UKCS. Regionally, the field is located at the East 

Central Graben in Block 22/30b, closer to other important HPHT fields such as Elgin-

Franklin to the SW and the Erskine Field to the NE (Figure 3.1). It is located offshore 

and approximately at 225km to the east of the Aberdeen shorelines. Shell UK Ltd. 

operates the field on behalf of its partners Esso Exploration and Production UK Ltd. and 

Arco British Ltd. holding 28%, 44.5% and 27.5% of shares, respectively (Erratt et al., 

2010). 

 

Figure 3.1. Regional map showing the location of high-pressure and high-temperature 

(HPHT) Shearwater Field at the Central North Sea area. 

The HPHT classification assigned to Shearwater, is given to those fields in which the 

pore-pressure and temperature of the reservoir exceed 68.95MPa and 1490C 

respectively (Shadravan and Amani, 2012). Further classification has included Ultra 

HPHT (138MPa-207MPa and 2040C-2600C) and Extreme HPHT (207MPa-276MPa 

and 2600C-3160C) to aid with the identification of environmental, operational or 

technological challenges. Other HPHT fields can be found in the Central North Sea (e.g. 
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Elgin and Franklin, Erskine) or in other parts of the world including Gulf of Mexico, 

South America, South Asia, Africa and Middle East. 

3.1.2 Appraisal history  

The Shearwater Field remains as one of the principal and very challenging HPHT areas 

of development in the Central North Sea (Jones et al., 2017). The offshore field was 

discovered in 1988 by the exploration well 22/30b-4re followed by the appraisal wells 

22/30-b11 and 22/30-15s1 that were drilled in 1993 and 1995, respectively; these first 

wells aimed to delineate the reservoir confirming the presence of recoverable oil 

volumes (Blehaut et al., 1999). During the mid-late 90s, drilling HPHT wells posed a 

real challenge, this is because technology had not evolved fast enough to deal with the 

associated risk of drilling deeper wells under HPHT conditions in which wellbore 

instability and surface subsidence were a major concern (Winefield et al., 2005). In 

order to overcome such limitations, a single drilling campaign of five vertical wells 

(SW01, SW04, SW07, SW08 and SW09) was required before any gas was produced 

from the Upper Jurassic Fulmar Formation, having only one well (SW05) targeting the 

Middle Jurassic Pentland Formation (Figure 3.7). In addition, an early sidetrack to the 

well SW08 (SW08s1) was also acquired. The development wells were placed in each of 

the three main blocks (west, east and central) in order to effectively drain the field and 

production started simultaneously for these wells after the installation of the platform 

facilities in 2000 (Blehaut et al., 1999). At its peak, Shearwater produced up to 160,000 

boepd. However, the geomechanical response to a drastic pressure depletion in the 

Fulmar Formation resulted in all of the production wells unexpectedly failing due to 

stress changes, displacements and deformation in the overburden initially linked to 

inelastic behaviour of the caprock leading to shale influx coming from the Heather and 

Kimmeridge Clay Formations, and later due to gas leakage from the Hod Formation. As 

illustrated by the plot in Figure 3.2, the well failure events occurring between 2004 and 

2011 have had a significant impact on production. This situation has led the focus of the 

field development to reinstating these production wells because there are still significant 

resources yet to be produced. For instance, the recent discovery in 2019 of the 

Glengorm Field shows that there is still potential for major discoveries in the UK 

Central Graben. 
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Figure 3.2. Production rate from the east, central and west blocks at Shearwater. 

3.2 Geological setting 

3.2.1 Stratigraphy and structural controls in the Central North Sea   

To better understand the geology of the Shearwater field, one can start reviewing the 

geology of the Central North Sea (CNS). The extensional basin has been 

comprehensively documented following more than 40 years of exploration and 

development activities (Stewart, 1986, Blehaut et al., 1999, Winefield et al., 2005, 

Erratt et al., 2010, Jones et al., 2017, Roberts et al., 1990). The purpose of this section is 

not to describe in great detail the regional tectono-stratigraphic history of the CNS 

which is already described in the published literature, but to focus on the geologic 

events that have played a relevant role on the petroleum accumulations discovered in 

the greater Shearwater area and neighbouring fields. The elongated NNW-SSE trending 

Central North Sea is an asymmetric basin extending from its confluence with the Outer 

Moray Firth Basin and Viking Graben southwards by c.500 km, with an axial extension 

of c.100 km (Roberts et al., 1990); this basin has undergone several episodes of 

extensional rifting starting at the Permian age, followed by Triassic and Late Jurassic 

episodes, the latter being responsible for the main hydrocarbon trapping found in the 

basin (Erratt et al., 2010). Moreover, halokinesis from the Permian aged Zechstein 

Formation exerted an additional control on the structural geometry of the overlaying 

deposits. Hence, most of the hydrocarbon traps found in the graben margin feature tilted 

stepped blocks rotated towards the NE above salt structures (e.g. pillows and diapirs) 

(Stewart, 1986) and rim-synclines formed after salt withdrawal into domes. Along with 

the salt tectonism throughout the Cenozoic, variable levels of regional compression 

(especially those occurring during the Late Campanian) created inverted structures and 
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flexural deformation of the sediments deposited post-rifting (Erratt et al., 2010, Jones et 

al., 2017).    

Furthermore, the active tectonism underwent by the basin led to a broad continental to 

marine sedimentation that has filled the thicker basin from Triassic to Upper Jurassic 

with clastic and carbonate sediments (Erratt et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 3.3. Summary chart showing the stratigraphy, fields and petroleum system of the 

Central North Sea in the UK. Adapted from Winefield et al. (2005). 

 

Although the stratigraphy of the North Sea has been well constraint over the years, the 

tectono-stratigraphic evolution and reservoir distribution of the Triassic succession has 

been perhaps the less documented in the CNS, this is primarily because of fewer deeper 

wells penetrating these strata; nevertheless, the work of authors such as Erratt et al. 

(2010) and Goldsmith et al. (2003) showed a comprehensive review of the Triassic in 
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the CNS, highlighting the presence of a truncated and widely correlated sequence of 

variable thickness deposited in a continental environment controlled by the basement 

extension and halokinesis. In terms of reservoir prospectivity, the upper section of the 

Judy Member corresponding to the fluvial and lacustrine sandstone  deposits of the 

Skagerrak Formation (Winefield et al., 2005) gives the highest quality at this 

stratigraphic level (Figure 3.3). The regional truncation of the Triassic sediments led to 

the development of the Middle Cimmerian unconformity which separates the sequence 

from the overlaying Middle Jurassic Pentland Formation. Thus, the Triassic Skagerrak 

served as the sediments provenance that fed the quartzite Pentland Formation. These are 

deep fluvial deltaic deposits with reservoirs reaching depths in excess of 4.5 km (in the 

Shearwater Field), representing a minor reservoir compared to Fulmar Formation 

(Wilkinson and Haszeldine, 2011). A transgressive phase during the Upper Jurassic 

caused by a global rise in the paleo-sea level (Stewart, 1986, Vail et al., 1977) was 

responsible for the sedimentation of the main reservoir in the CNS, which is largely 

represented by the lower section of the Upper Jurassic aged Humber Group and better 

known by the Fulmar Formation (Stewart, 1986); although, secondary targets that are 

also of economic interest include the Middle Jurassic Pentland Formation and the 

Triassic fluvial and lacustrine deposits of the Skagerrak Formation. 

The regional Base Cretaceous Unconformity (BCU) represents the culmination of the 

rifting phase and the sedimentation of the post-rifting Heather Formation, Kimmeridge 

Clay Formation and Cromer Knoll Group that served as effective sealing of the 

hydrocarbon system (Erratt et al., 2010). In terms of petroleum generation, maturation 

and migration in the CNS, authors such Cayley (1987) and Isaksen (2004) described in 

detail  the geochemistry of  The Upper Jurassic Kimmeridge Clay which is regarded as 

the main mature source rock for the high-pressure and high-temperature fields (mainly 

represented by Elgin, Franklin, Erskine and Shearwater), generating thermal 

condensates and gas over the entire area. Although, minor gas charge could also be 

expected from the organic prone intervals of the Pentland Formation. After the 

extension, the effective Cretaceous seals are also represented by the widespread Chalk 

Group which is overlaid by Paleocene turbiditic sands.  
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3.2.2 The geology of the Shearwater Field 

In the previous section, I presented a synthesis of principal geological events that led to 

the petroleum accumulation in the central area of the North Sea. Here, the analysis is 

specifically centred on the geological observations from the Shearwater Field and its 

implications for reservoir development. The geological characterisation of the this field 

has been well constrained by Blehaut et al. (1999), Gilham et al. (2005) and more 

recently (Jones et al., 2017). The Shearwater Field is located in the one of the deepest 

faulted blocks of the west central graben and is stratigraphically equivalent to other 

fields such as Elgin, Franklin and Erskine fields, altogether representing 2.6 Tcf of gas 

and 475 MMboe of reserves (Isaksen, 2004).  The structural style in the principal block 

features rotated and tilted block bounded by two extensional faults at the northern and 

eastern boundaries (Blehaut et al., 1999), while the syn-sedimentary and pre-rifting 

deposits are dipping approximately 20° towards the southwest (Figure 3.4 and Figure 

3.5). 

 

Figure 3.4. Seismic section showing the fault-bounded and tilted structure of the 

Shearwater Field and the seismic interpretation of the reservoir, underburden and 

overburden sections.  
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The hydrocarbon potential at Shearwater is not only restricted to the prolific Fulmar 

Formation; Figure 3.5 illustrates the relative stratigraphic location and structural 

characteristics of other potential reservoirs found at Shearwater, including from bottom 

to top the Triassic Skagerrak Formation, the Mid-Jurassic Pentland Formation and the 

Heather Sand member of the Heather Formation.  

 

Figure 3.5. Structural cross-section at a central location in the Shearwater Field. Note 

that the Triassic Skagerrak and the overlaying Pentland and Fulmar Formations have a 

similar trapping mechanism. Adapted from Gilham et al. (2005).  

The Triassic Skagerrak Formation 

The Skagerrak was deposited in a dryland fluvial environment, being a highly layered 

unit with alternating intervals of sandstones and shales. An exploration well drilled in 

2017 targeted the Skagerrak Formation, signifying an increasing interest in the 

economic potential of this reservoir which is yet to be developed. Although, the data 

remained unpublished by the time of this study, the structural interpretation (Figure 3.5) 

reveals that the Top Triassic reservoir has a triangular shape similar to the Fulmar and 

Pentland Formations with the structural culmination at the Northeast. McKie (2011) 

presented a comprehensive analysis of the stratigraphy and reservoir quality from the 

nearby Heron cluster area (Heron, Egret and Skua) which is also operated by Shell, 

concluding that the Skagerrak unit should be regarded as a sand-rich reservoir with 

limited lateral connectivity and vertical baffles. This author also addressed the effect of 
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large-scale pressure cells on the 4D seismic anomalies observed across these fields 

which is a characteristic also found at Shearwater.   

The Middle Jurassic Pentland Formation 

Unlike the Triassic, the sub-humid alluvial succession that characterises the Pentland 

Formation has been penetrated by three wells in the Shearwater Field: the appraisal 

wells 22/30b-11 and 22/30b-15s1, and the only Pentland producer SW05 (Figure 3.7). 

This unit is divided into Upper, Middle and Lower Units. The Middle and Lower Units 

only have a partial penetration from the well SW05 and to date the production comes 

from the Upper unit in the same well. At Shearwater, the Pentland Formation is 

conformably separated from the overlaying Fulmar Formation by the laterally extensive 

Heather Shale unit which is 26m thick in average. The structural characteristics of the 

Pentland Formation are very similar to the Triassic sequences, with the crest to the 

Northeast and dipping towards the Southwest. There is still a high degree of uncertainty 

associated to the geological model and seismic response at the Pentland Formation 

which I will be exploring within an integrated time-lapse and geological analysis in 

Chapter 7.   

The Upper Jurassic Fulmar Formation 

It was the discovery of petroleum in the Fulmar Formation that led to the development 

of the Shearwater Field, remaining as the most important reservoir in this field. Being 

the youngest unit truncated by the BCU in the tilted fault block, it is therefore the 

reservoir to which most hydrocarbons have migrated. In average, the thickness of the 

Fulmar reservoir at Shearwater is 213m and based on petrophysics and core analysis it 

is subdivided into two units: the Upper and Lower Fulmar (Jones et al., 2017). In 3D 

seismic the limit between the Lower and Upper Fulmar sections is interpreted by the 

change in acoustic impedances and strong continuous reflector (Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6. Section illustrating the seismic response and structural styles found at the 

crest of the structure at Shearwater. Notice that the top of the dipping Upper Fulmar 

shows less acoustic impedance contrast in comparison with the Lower Fulmar. Adapted 

from Jones et al. (2017).  

Further attempts to subdivide the reservoir based on facies differentiation using core 

data from three appraisal wells (22/30b-11m, 22/30b-15s1 and SW04) have been 

conducted by Gilham et al. (2005) (Figure 3.8). The log correlation and core analysis 

conducted by these authors suggest that the Fulmar Formation is a layer cake reservoir 

with moderated to very low horizontal heterogeneity (especially towards the middle and 

upper shorface section). Figure 3.7 shows the structural map of the top of the Fulmar 

Formation revealing how compartmentalised this reservoir is, especially at the crest of 

the structure, featuring a series of east-west vertical sealing or partially sealing faults, 

that divide the reservoir into three main blocks: east, central and west blocks.  
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Figure 3.7. Shearwater Field structural map (Top Fulmar reservoir) showing 

exploration, appraisal and development wells and interpreted water contact at 5,146.5m 

(Modified from Jones et al. 2017). 
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Hydrocarbons were also found in an Upper Jurassic aged reservoir corresponding to a 

mass-flow sand unit namely ‘Upper Heather Sand’ within the Heather Formation 

(Figure 3.8). However, the intra-formation sandstones are isolated in a prone-shale unit 

and laterally limited. Another potential gas accumulation was identified associated to 

the lower section of the Chalk group corresponding to the Hod Formation (operationally 

known as Hod Mass Flows unit). Although core data is not available for this interval, 

drilling activities in the Field have suggested the existence of a gas-saturated network of 

natural fractures (Van Bergen et al., 2013). 

3.2.3 The Fulmar Formation reservoir quality, rock and petrophysical properties   

The Fulmar Formation consists of fine to medium grained and light-grey sandstones 

deposited in stacked shallow marine deposits. The Formation is extensively 

homogenous and mainly structureless due to intensive bioturbation (Taylor et al., 2015; 

Wilkinson and Hazeldine, 2011). According to the Folk (1974) classification for detrital 

rocks, the Fulmar Formation is predominantly comprised by lithic arkosic and 

litharenites sandstones with K-feldspars concentration ranging from 5%-33%. In 

addition, a larger fraction of cement is mostly characterised by micro-quartz coatings, 

dolomite and in less proportion quartz overgrowth, authigenic illite and ankerite.  

The high reservoir quality exhibited by the Fulmar Formation has been the interest of a 

large number of publications in the past 40 years (Wilkinson et al., 2014, Wilkinson and 

Haszeldine, 2011, Lasocki et al., 1999, Stewart, 1986). The exceptional high porosity 

that characterises the Fulmar Formation makes this reservoir of high economic interest. 

In fields such as Elgin-Franklin the average porosity is 19.8% ±0.3 with permeabilities 

raging between 10mD and 25mD (Lasocki et al., 1999), whereas higher porosities (up 

to 26%) and permeabilities (up to 60mD) are more representative of fields such as 

Shearwater (Figure 3.9), Martha and Juno (Taylor et al., 2015, Shell, 2000). At 

Shearwater, the Upper Fulmar has average porosities of 26% while the Lower Fulmar 

features average porosities of 18%. Compared to other reservoirs buried at equivalent 

depths from other parts of the world, Ehrenberg and Nadeau (2005) have indicated the 

porosity preservation experienced by the Fulmar Formation has led to an average 

porosity that is up to 16% above typical values.   
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Knowing the mechanism that controls the porosity preservation is important to 

understand the poroelastic behaviour of the reservoir in geologic time and helps 

recognise current production-related compaction effects. Still, there is an open 

controversy about how the evolution of porosity led to the level of porosity preservation 

in the Fulmar reservoir; Taylor et al. (2015) presented a comprehensive analysis over 

the different hypothesis that have been considered in the last 20 years: one of the most 

extended hypothesis supports the idea that porosity preservation was controlled by the 

development of fluid overpressure (Swarbrick, 1999); however, these authors presented 

petrographic evidences corroborating that the Fulmar Formation underwent typical 

mechanical compaction neglecting the effect of overpressure halting quartz overgrowth 

and placing overpressure in a late period of the burial history. 

 

Figure 3.9. Petrographic and core images from the Fulmar Formation of well 22/30-

b15s1. Notice the contrast in porosity between the Upper Fulmar (a) at 4,985m showing 

higher values than the Lower Fulmar (b) at 5,048m. (c) and (d) show micro-quartz and 

quartz overgrowths which are characteristic of this Formation. (d) Core slabs taken from 

the Lower Fulmar unit, showing clean and homogeneous sandstones with local episodes 

of bioturbation. Adapted from Wilkinson and Haszeldine (2011). 

The second hypothesis proposed by Wilkinson and Haszeldine (2011) attributed the 

abnormal high porosity to an early oil migration as the dominant process; the authors of 

this paper utilised regional petrographic and petrophysical data including the Shearwater 

well 22/30b-15s1. However, Taylor et al. (2015) suggested that these authors 

disregarded the location of the fluid contacts questioning the dominant effect of 

hydrocarbon pore fluids in the suppression of quartz cementation and more inclined to 

favour a third hypothesis that combines the effect of authigenic clay and micro-quartz 

coating with feldspar dissolution on the reduction of quartz cementation.  

(c)

(a) (b) (e)

(d)
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3.2.3.1 Reservoir compressibility  

One of the rock physics parameters controlling the ability to detect a distinctive time-

lapse seismic signal that is dominated by a geomechanical effect, is represented by the 

change of pore volume due to a change in pore pressure or confining stress; this 

property is known as the compressibility of the rock frame. There are few numbers of 

publications performing laboratory analysis on the compressibility of the Fulmar 

Formation. The most comprehensive study was published by Schutjens et al. (1998), for 

this paper the authors combined reservoir finite-element modeling and laboratory 

experiments to assess how the highly overpressure Fulmar Formation would compact in 

response to time, depletion and stress paths; having concluded that the Fulmar reservoir 

features an elastic behaviour up to 65Mpa of pressure depletion and a computed pore 

volume compressibility of 6x10-5/MPa followed by inelastic and time-dependent (creep) 

deformation, especially for the higher porosity samples (24%-31%) which correlates 

with the upper section of the reservoir. Thus, the compressibility value was only 

calculated over the low porosity samples which correspond to the lower section of the 

reservoir. Another problem with these predictions is that by the time the study was 

conducted production had not started so a large number of assumptions were made to 

address the complex interaction between the Fulmar Formation compaction and stress 

paths. 

3.2.4 The overburden section at the Shearwater Field 

The overburden succession at Shearwater is rather heterogeneous consisting of a wide 

range of lithologies (e.g. claystones, limestones, shales and sandstones). The thicknesses 

of the overburden succession is variable, for instance, the Cromer Knoll Group ranges 

between 30m and 122m at the crest of the structure where the shale and claystones of 

the Heather, Kimmeridge Clay Formations and Cromer Knoll Group constitute the seal 

to the field (Figure 3.4), this is followed by approximately 1,300m of chalk succession 

and 3,350m of Paleocene to recent aged sediments (Jones et al., 2017). Both lithologic 

and thickness variations have profound implications on the production-related stress 

changes in this HPHT field. The combined observations of time-lapse seismic, 

radioactive bullets and GPS have shown stretching in the overburden and seabed 

subsidence (Jones et al., 2017).  
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The overburden response to reservoir depletion is reflected in a series of geomechanical 

events that happened between 2004 and 2011: (i) Deformation of production liners and 

slippage across the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations, (ii) Increase on well 

annulus pressure due to gas influx from the overlying Hod Formation (De Gennaro et 

al., 2017).  

3.2.4.1 Geological characteristics of Kimmeridge Clay and Heather Formations 

The Upper Jurassic Kimmeridge Clay Formation represents one of the most widespread 

marine mudstone successions in Europe. Its origin is associated to shallow marine 

deposits taking place in deeper structures such as grabens and half-grabens (Fishman et 

al., 2012). It has a variable thickness, reaching up to 1.4Km of clay dominant lithologies 

with interbeds of sandstone units toward the marginal areas of the graben structures; 

however, the wells drilled at the Shearwater Field revealed a significantly lower 

thickness at this location (up to 50m across the wells) (Figure 3.11) and progressively 

thinning towards the crest of the structure due to the erosive effect caused by the Base 

Cretaceous Unconformity (BCU) event (Gilham et al., 2005). The typical fabric of the 

Kimmeridge Clay Formation is illustrated in Figure 3.10, the sample shows dispersed 

detrital quartz and potassium feldspar while the dark brown matrix is a combination of 

clay minerals with organic material (Fishman et al., 2012). The organic matter (mainly 

characterised by the presence of ‘Algal-Fungal’ mats) was deposited at sub-millimetre 

to long laminae scale and mostly arranged in parallel bedding. Egenhoff et al. (2013) 

linked small microbial mats to lamination, producing alternating light and dark laminae 

in arrays that are typically less than 1mm thin and possibly giving fissile properties to 

these shales.  
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Figure 3.10. Petrographic section showing a typical fabric of the Kimmeridge Clay 

Formation. The core sample was taken from an offshore well located in the Central 

North Sea at 4,764,94m. (Q) and (K) correspond to detrital quartz and potassium 

feldspar dispersed throughout the section. The dark brown coloration is a mixture of 

aligned clay minerals and organic matter. (Adapted from  Fishman et al. (2012)). 

The Upper Jurassic Heather Formation is a secondary source rock and gas-prone 

reservoir in the Central North-Sea. The unit is characterised by dark grey to brown 

siltstones and mudstones locally carbonaceous and pyritic. Associated to the shales 

there is a sandstone member characterised by fine-grained, micaceous and calcite 

cemented fabric. At the Central North Sea, the total thickness of the Heather Formation 

is up to 700m, however, in the case of Shearwater, the thickness varies from 175m to 

10m towards the north-east (Figure 3.11). At Shearwater, the Heather Formation 

conformably overlies the Fulmar Formation and is truncated by the Base Cretaceous 

Unconformity (BCU) draped by the Kimmeridge Clay Formation at the top.  
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Figure 3.11. Structural and thickness maps (in metres) of Heather and Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations at the Shearwater Field. 

3.2.4.2 The Chalk Group 

At Shearwater, the thick chalk succession is subdivided into the following stratigraphic 

formations: Hidra, Plenus Marl, Herring, Hod, Tor and Ekofisk, with Hod and Tor 

Formations making up 85% of the total Chalk thickness. Unlike other fields such as 

Ekofisk and Valhall, the chalk interval at Shearwater exhibits low porosity (5 to 15%) 

and very low permeabilities according to build-up pressure data (Van Bergen et al., 

2013) (Jones et al., 2017). As illustrated by the overburden cross-correlation in Figure 

3.12, the Hod Formation contains intervals of cleaner limestones featuring low gamma-

ray values, high density and P-wave sonic velocity response and also exhibiting more 

brittleness behaviour than the background marls. This interval has been interpreted by 

Shell as a mass flow of redeposited chalks, even though the absence of coring data has 

not allowed direct corroboration (Van Bergen et al., 2013, Jones et al., 2017) (Figure 

3.12). Likewise, direct porosity or permeability readings are not available; nevertheless, 

drilling operations across the Chalk have reported A-annulus pressure increase linked to 

gas influx from the ‘Mass Flow’ intervals. It is believed that the gas flow came from 
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horizontal fractures that were created or reactivated during the development phase of the 

Shearwater Field (Van Bergen et al., 2013).    

 

Figure 3.12. Correlation of two appraisal wells at Shearwater showing the typical log 

response of the overburden. Note the clean response of the Tor Formation compared to 

the Hod Formation.  Within the Hod Formation the Mass Flow events (red arrows) are 

concentrated towards the middle and lower section of the interval. 

3.3 Geomechanics and 4D seismic of HPHT fields at the Central North Sea 

The high-pressure and high-temperature fields offshore UK in the North Sea Central 

Graben form a significant contribution to the UK hydrocarbon production. Peak 

production from these fields was more than 500 Mboepd in 2003 taking into account the 

joint daily production from the Culzean, Egret, Elgin, Erskine, Franklin, Heron, Jade, 

Jasmine, Joanne, Judy, Mallard and Shearwater fields (Oil & Gas Authority, 2020). 

Until 2019, production from these fields is between 200k and 300 Mboepd. This forms 

about 15% of the oil and gas production in the UK.  

During the appraisal stage of Elgin-Franklin and Shearwater fields, the two largest 

HPHT fields in the UK Central Graben, geomechanical challenges were identified as 

critical for field development. These challenges are described in Blehaut et al. (1999) 

and De Gennaro et al. (2017) for Shearwater, while  Fambon and Joffroy (2008) defined 

the same for Elgin/Franklin and can be summarised as follows:  
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• Drilling wells with a narrow margin between pore pressure and fracture gradient 

at the initial pre-production stress state. 

• Wellbore and liner deformation in the overburden due to rock deformation 

(bedding parallel slip or fault re-activation) caused by the large and rapid pressure 

depletion of the reservoir. 

• A limited ability to drill infill wells from an over-pressured overburden into a 

pressure depleted reservoir. 

At Shearwater, extensive geomechanical studies were carried out before hydrocarbon 

production started in June 2001. The studies included experimental work on rock 

compaction on Shearwater samples to investigate the magnitude of elastic and inelastic 

compaction that can be expected as functions of pressure depletion, rock porosity and 

stress path (Schutjens et al., 1998). The data from this study were then used in 

numerical simulations of field-wide compaction and stress-change (Kenter et al., 1998).  

The availability of time-lapse seismic data allowed for field-wide comparisons of 

geomechanical predictions and time-lapse seismic attributes. To my knowledge, the first 

description of this link in field data comes from a collapsing coal mine (Al-Rawahy and 

Goulty, 1995, as cited in Herwanger and Horne, 2009) where overburden stretching 

caused an increase in observed travel times by 4%. These time-lapse time-shifts 

amounted to approximately 6ms for a two-way travel time to a shallow reflector of 

150ms. In the hydrocarbon the link between overburden stretching and time-lapse time-

shifts had been seen in the giant chalk fields of Valhall (Hall et al., 2002) and Ekofisk 

(Guilbot and Smith, 2002) in Norway. These fields had both experienced several metres 

of compaction by the time the overburden time-lapse time-shifts were observed. At the 

time of the second monitor survey the estimated compaction at Shearwater was 

approximately 0.3m (Staples et al., 2007). The observations by Hatchell et al. (2003) 

were thus a big breakthrough in the applicability of time-lapse time-shift observations, 

not only to massively compacting chalk fields where compaction occurred in the order 

of metres, but showing that subtle overburden time-shifts are valuable to monitor 

pressure depletion and reservoir compaction in HPHT fields. Over the subsequent years, 

a number of studies showed an increased sophistication in the use of time-lapse seismic 

data for geomechanical model calibration. One of the initial aims was to find a practical 

way of integrating overburden strain and observed time-lapse seismic time-shifts. This 

was done simultaneously by Røste (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a); by looking 
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at the linear relationship between the elongation of the overburden (quantified as 

vertical strain) as a result of reservoir compaction, and the corresponding velocity 

change.  

3.3.1 The Elgin and Franklin fields  

The Shearwater Field is closer to other important HPHT fields in the CNS such as Elgin 

and Franklin to the west and Erskine to the east. Franklin and Elgin along with West 

Franklin are gas condensate fields operated by TOTAL and discovered in 1986, 1991 

and 2003, respectively. The Elgin and Franklin hub came to production in 2001 with a 

total of 10 production wells and two infill wells plus two wells from the West Franklin 

field (Figure 3.13). From 2001 to 2019 the 14 drilled wells have had a combined 

production of 950 Mboepd. The geology of these fields is very similar to Shearwater 

and has been fully described by Gilham (Gilham et al., 2005), producing from the 

Jurassic shorface facies of the Fulmar Formation which is operationally divided into A, 

B and C units and mainly producing from A and B with an average porosity of 19% and 

permeabilities ranging from few tens of mD  to 1D, with an original reservoir pressure 

within the regional gradient marking of 110MPa (Grandi et al., 2010).  Figure 3.14 

depicts the reservoir pressure history for Elgin and Franklin fields; the plot reveals how 

similar both fields are in terms of depletion. Note the lack of data between 2012 and 

2013 which corresponds to the closure of the two fields followed by an uncontrolled gas 

leakage due the breach of the casing annulus of the well G4; the gas came from the Late 

Cretaceous Hod Formation. This incident marked an inflection point on the future 

development of these fields highlighting the importance of analysing in detail the effect 

that producing from extremely high-pressure reservoirs has over the overburden. 
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Figure 3.13. Regional seismic section with the location of the nearby Franklin, Elgin 

and Erskine fields. Adapted from Jones et al. (2017). 

 

Figure 3.14. Reservoir pore pressure history of the Elgin and Franklin fields. Adapted 

from Mainguy (2016). 

Time-lapse seismic surveys have been acquired to monitor the 4D seismic effect, 

including a baseline (1996) and three monitors (2005, 2012 and 2016). De Gennaro et 

al., 2008 investigated the time-shift signal created after nine years of production (Figure 

3.15). The authors compared two different techniques to calculate time-shifts, 

highlighting the strong time-shift response at the top of the reservoir obtained from the 

two methods applied. The velocity slowdown was linked to the mechanical compaction 

of the reservoir. An interesting observation is that despite the 4D response matches very 

well the location of the producing wells at both fields, as well as very similar depletion 

rates, the time-lapse signatures are markedly different which is unexpected. Considering 

that the reason for such observed differences could be related to geomechanics, Barens 
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et al. (2020) used geomechanical modelling to link the overburden 4D observations to 

structural and stratigraphic differences found in the underburden of these fields.   

 

Figure 3.15. Time-shifts response at the top of the same reservoir level of the Elgin and 

Franklin fields. Irrespective of the time-shift method used (a) Local cross-correlation 

and (b) Seismic warping, the 4D signature of both fields is different.  The cause of such 

differences is geomechanics-related. Adapted from De Gennaro et al. (2008). 

3.4 Geophysical observations on full-stack data at Shearwater  

This section reviews some geophysical aspects inherent to the seismic data used 

throughout this thesis that corresponds to the Shearwater Field. A discussion about the 

Shearwater time-lapse observations published in open literature is followed by details 

on seismic acquisition and processing of the time-lapse data available for the study, to 

finally calculate time-shifts from different methods and introduce a technique to 

improve the 4D signal to noise ratio of the field.  

3.4.1 4D signal observations at Shearwater from published literature 

Time-lapse seismic is positioned as a pioneer technology that gives a complete 

information about what occurs in the subsurface after depletion/inflation of the reservoir 

and its surroundings, allowing the update of both static and dynamic models 

(Stammeijer and Hatchell, 2014). The publication by Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) 

described how change in stress and strain fields induced by the continuous production 

of the HPHT sand leads to distinctive time-shifts with opposite gradients inside and 

outside the reservoir. This mechanism of compaction-related time-lapse differences 

outside the reservoir was almost simultaneously reported by Røste et al. (2005) and 

Kristiansen et al. (2005) in the Valhall Field favouring the notion that measurable time-
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lapse changes in the overburden are induced by reservoir compaction. The initial time-

lapse observations at Shearwater were published by Staples et al. (2007) (Also, Kenter 

et al. (2004) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) showed the same field as a North Sea 

example of reservoir compaction-related overburden time-shifts). Figure 3.16 shows 

time-shifts and their derivative (time-strain) between 2004 and 2001 after a depletion of 

52-61MPa. The stress arching slowdown effect (a) is depicted by the difference in time-

lapse observed above the reservoir; this is compensated by speedup through the Fulmar 

Formation (b), slowdown in the Pentland and Triassic successions (c) and lateral 

speedups to the sideburden (d and e). Note that the reservoir is very thin (approximately 

213m), so the speed-up is restricted to a narrower region than the arching effect. 

Moreover, Van Bergen et al. (2013) studied the time-shift response across the 

overburden Chalk units to explain the geomechanical effect of four years of reservoir 

depletion on the mid and lower section of the Hod Formation in the overburden. Thanks 

to the combined used of 4D data, well tests, log data and geomechanical modeling, the 

authors concluded that the Hod Formation had weakened in response to reservoir 

compaction, creating nearly horizontal fractures that have increased the permeability of 

an interval that was originally considered as a tight gas reservoir. All the 

aforementioned authors have highlighted the importance of time-lapse information for 

the development of the Shearwater Field. Considering that it is a geomechanically 

active field, the calibration of the geomechanical model at various stages of field 

development becomes essential to control operations under HPHT conditions and 

predict the occurrence of events that could jeopardise the drilling of new targets.    

 

Figure 3.16. On the left, time-shifts extracted between 2001 and 2004 using a time-gate 

of 400 ms and cross-correlation method. On the right, the corresponding time-strains. 

(Adapted from Staples et al. (2007)). 
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3.4.2 Seismic acquisition history 

Dedicated 4D seismic has offered an excellent opportunity in Shearwater to monitor 

reservoir depletion by measuring travel time differences across seismic surveys acquired 

over 17 years of gas production. The base survey was acquired in 2001 followed by 

monitors in 2002, 2004, 2013 and 2018. The seismic surveys have been co-processed on 

four different occasions, the first took place after the acquisition of the second monitor 

survey in 2004 by the time in which 52MPa to 62MPa of pressure depletion had 

occurred (Staples et al., 2007); the second reprocessing was conducted in 2011 facing 

uncertainty related to the velocity modeling used for the processing. A comprehensive 

summary of these seismic acquisition campaigns can be found in Ji (2017) and Guzman 

(2011). The third co-processing (current dataset available at ETLP) came after the 

acquisition of a new survey in July 2013 by Dolphin Geophysics; the 4D follow-on 

survey aimed at increasing the 4D coverage towards future acquisition campaigns, to 

maximise the potential of the time-lapse products for reservoir characterisation, and to 

improve 3D imaging/resolution of the structural interpretation. The acquisition repeated 

the same protocol followed by the 2002 vintage but considered longer sail lines to 

increase the coverage. Followed by this acquisition, CGG was the service company in 

charge of the 4D reprocessing of all the seismic surveys. This re-processing took 

particular care of the overburden integrity/repeatability, preserving the time-shifts above 

the reservoir zone. The main 4D processing challenge was related to the undershoot sail 

lines which were not acquired for all the vintages (e.g. 2004 survey in Figure 3.18). In 

addition to time-shift and amplitude discrepancies between sail lines due to the use of 

different gun arrays between the undershoot and primary sail lines were also reported. 

Despite of these challenges, the time-lapse products are of very good quality. Table 3.1 

shows a summary of the acquisition parameters considered for the time-lapse seismic 

processing. The 4D attributes presented in this study were computed from the final pre-

stack migrated cubes of each acquired survey in Table 3.1. It is worth mentioning that 

another seismic survey was acquired in 2018 with the aim of supporting a new infill 

drilling campaign and improving the understanding of dynamic changes in the reservoir, 

after observing pore pressure rebound at the west and east blocks from in situ well tests. 

Unfortunately, the new dataset was not available to be used in this research.  
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Table 3.1. Acquisition parameters for baseline and monitor surveys at the Shearwater 

Field.  

A well-established metric used to test the level of amplitude change in 4D seismic data 

consists of calculating the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the monitor and baseline 

amplitude difference (𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝑀) − 𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝐵)) divided by the average energy of these 

surveys, an attribute that is known as Normalised Root Mean Square Difference 

(𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷) (Stammeijer and Hatchell, 2014).  

 

 
𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷 =

𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝑀) − 𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝐵) 

1
2 (𝑅𝑀𝑆

(𝑀) + 𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝐵))
 3.1 

Assuming that the overburden would not feature amplitude changes (no production 

changes are expected), measuring the 𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷 in the overburden would give an 

indication of non-repeatability of the 4D seismic signal. The average normalised root 

mean squared amplitude was extracted at the top of the impermeable Chalk in the 

overburden for three time-lapse periods: baseline in 2001 to monitors in 2002, 2004 and 

2013 (Figure 3.17). Note that the NRMSD across the maps keeps very low (ranging 

between 6% and 11%) which is an indication of 4D seismic repeatability and data 

quality. These results are in good agreement with those calculated using the previous 

surveys processed in 2011 (Ji, 2017). 
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Figure 3.17. NRMSD maps extracted top Sele in the overburden showing a good level 

of repeatability between the baseline 2001 and monitors 2002, 2004 and 2013. Red 

polygon is the reservoir boundary at the Field. 

Seismic cross-sections and amplitude spectra of the time-lapse seismic data available 

for this study (baseline (2001) and monitors 2002, 2004 and 2013) are displayed in 

Figure 3.18. The cross-sections show the interpretation of the principal reflectors 

corresponding to the top reservoir (highlighted in yellow) and key top units in the 

overburden and underburden. Note that the seismic surveys have a good quality, 

showing similar reflectivity response to each of the interpreted tops and that the 

amplitude spectra of the baseline and monitors are almost identical, featuring a 

dominant frequency of approximately 22Hz.  

The 4D quality control aimed to identify intervals of misalignments, abnormal velocity 

changes or larger inconsistencies between baseline and monitor surveys. A simple 

analysis over the amplitude difference between time-lapse surveys could help identify 

possible artefacts on the 4D seismic products. Figure 3.19 shows the amplitude 

difference between baseline and the 2013 monitor survey before time-shift correction. 

In general, the seismic section does not show severe amplitude differences, however, 

some signal is observed in the upper and lower parts of the Pentland Formation and at 

the base of the Chalk in the overburden. Section 3.4.5 will introduce an iterative time-

shift method that helps filtering some the observed artefacts improving the 4D 

resolution at these intervals.    
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Figure 3.18. Seismic section and amplitude spectra of baseline and monitor surveys at 

the Shearwater Field.  
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Figure 3.19. Amplitude difference between monitor (2013) and baseline (2001) before 

monitor alignment. The dotted lines highlight time-shifts related artefacts. 

3.4.3 Reservoir acoustic impedance response and polarity of the seismic data 

The baseline and monitor surveys were analysed in terms of change in acoustic 

impedance and polarity. As illustrated in Figure 3.20, the polarity convention of all the 

vintages is that an increase in acoustic impedance corresponds to a negative amplitude 

loop, which was corroborated by looking at the sea floor acoustic response and the 

SEG-Y seismic headers in the processing reports. Figure 3.20 also shows a composite 

section of key logs (gamma-ray, density, P-wave velocity, acoustic impedance and 

Vp/Vs ratio) along the synthetic and seismic traces extracted from the baseline survey 

(2001) at the location of the appraisal well 22/30-b11. Notice that the top of the Fulmar 

Formation from the baseline survey (2001) falls on the seismic zero-crossing and that 

the Fulmar reservoir is acoustically soft compared to the overlaying and underlying 

shales. 
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Figure 3.20. Composite section showing well logs, calculated acoustic impedance, 

Vp/Vs ratio as well as synthetic seismogram and seismic across the well 22/30b-11. 

This information is used to interpret the seismic signature of the reservoir and its 

surroundings. 

3.4.4 Time-shifts calculation using different techniques at Shearwater 

Figure 3.21 shows the time-shift extractions at Shearwater between 2001-2013 using the 

techniques described in Chapter 2, these are Fast Cross-Correlation (FastCC), 

Correlated Leakage Method (CLM), Non-Linear Inversion (NLI) and Dynamic Seismic 

Warping (DSW). In general, the time-shift signal is captured by all the methods but 

with distinctive differences inherent to the nature of the implemented algorithm such as 

window-length in the case of FastCC and CLM, the magnitude of the smoothness 

operators used for NLI or the sampling rate in DSW. FastCC was easy to implement 

having the advantage that time-shifts calculated from this method are independent of 

amplitude, but the disadvantage of being a window-based method, making it very 

sensitive to windows size and shape, requiring several iterations before obtaining the 

desired results. While the CLM method handles time varying time-shifts in a better way 

than cross-correlation methods, stability is a larger concern. The NLI technique showed 

to better balance the noise response among the four techniques shown in Figure 3.21, 

but the time-shift signal is too smooth, turning difficult to use them for quantitative or 

qualitative interpretation. Finally, the Dynamic Seismic Warping (DSW) method shows 

fairly accurate results, however, given that this algorithm required a discrete solution 

space, the computation efficiency tended to be lower than the other techniques. Thus, 

the key question is which result could be more interpretable? Aside the NLI method that 
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shows very smooth time-shifts in this case, FastCC, CLM and DSW give very reliable 

results, which is expected given the good repeatability of the time-lapse data at 

Shearwater, so the decision is certainly subjective. I leaned toward the use of the Fast 

Cross-correlation (FastCC) method to perform the time-shifts and time-strains 

calculations that will be presented in Chapters 4 to 7, as this method shows a good 

balance between smoothness and high frequency information. It is worth to mention that 

the aim of this analysis is not an exhaustive comparison, but rather to check time-shift 

signatures that are persistent across methods, vs method-specific time-shift signatures; 

hence, this analysis pursues to increase the confidence in interpretation of time-shift 

signatures.     

 

Figure 3.21. Shearwater time-shifts (2001-2013) calculated from various methods: Fast 

Cross-correlation (FastCC), Non-Linear Inversion (NLI), Correlated Leakage Method 

(CLM) and Dynamic Seismic Warping (DSW).   

3.4.5 Iterative improvements of window-based methods 

In this section a new methodology is proposed to balance the trade-off between cycle 

skipping due to small time-window selection, and lack of resolution due to large time 

window selection for the FastCC method. Figure 3.22 shows the designed methodology 

for a Shearwater Field dataset consisting of a baseline (2001) and uncorrected monitor 

(2004) seismic surveys. Using a kinematic time-shift solver (FastCC), the iterative 

method initially considers larger window for time-shift computation (window length: 45 

samples) to get smoother time-shifts but less prone to cycle skipping, in other words, 

avoiding jumping to the next or previous cycle as the waveform between baseline and 
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monitor may have more similarity at the wrong cycle. The first pass run reveals that 

Shearwater is characterised by larger travel time differences (up to 6 ms top reservoir 

between 2001 and 2004). The second pass (window length: 23 samples) looks for 

localised time-shifts, so that the monitor is corrected with the first pass time-shift, using 

a small window that is less prone to cycle skipping, but it might still be subject to 

spurious time-shifts (e.g. the time-shifts caused by the waveform changes due to the 

dynamic rather than kinematic part). The third pass (window length: 11 samples) 

repeats the same procedure performed in the previous step but using an even smaller 

window.  

 

Figure 3.22. On the left, proposed iterative method to reduce noise signal of the 

window-based cross-correlation method. On the right, incremental time-shifts computed 

after correction of the monitor.  

Finally, as illustrated in Figure 3.23, the calculated time-shifts (1st, 2nd and 3rd passes) 

were added together to show the results of all the passes combined. Note that the 
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windows size and time lag reduce with each pass, and that their magnitude were 

arbitrarily assigned based on trial and error plus experience. As expected, the time-shifts 

slightly decreased with iterations, so any potential increase of time-shift with iteration 

would be considered spurious or a signal of a good stopping point. Still, a remaining 

question is how do we know if the high frequency details are genuine 4D responses or 

noise, especially across the underburden? Further investigation on this point is 

presented in Chapter 7, in which I combine geologic and time-lapse information to 

explain the nature of the 4D seismic signal across this interval. 

 

Figure 3.23. Iterative time-shift method applied to the Shearwater Field dataset. (a) 

Time-shift after 1st Pass. (b) Sum of 1st and 2nd pass time-shifts and (c) Sum of 1st, 

2nd and 3rd pass time-shifts. Note a consistent reduction in time-shifts with each pass 

that leads to an increase of s/n ratio in the 4D section seen in (c).   

Once the time-shift correction is applied to the monitor seismic survey following the 

iterative method, the amplitude difference can be calculated between the reference and 

the monitor. In theory, the amplitude changes should be restricted to the reservoir area 
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where both saturation and pressure changes are expected to create measurable amplitude 

differences, giving a direct indication of reservoir connectivity and sweep efficiency. 

Figure 3.24 shows amplitude differences using a time-shift corrected monitor after the 

1st and 1st to 3rd passes. At a glance, the difference between figure (a) and (b) might not 

seem to be significant (see dashed ellipsoids drawn on the seismic sections), however, 

notice that after the second pass correction, the alignment between the baseline and the 

corrected time-shifts increases, the strongest amplitude signal is concentrated in the 

reservoir, while some noise leakage is observed in the overburden and underburden, but 

this leakage is reduced relative to the first pass time-shift correction. The remaining 

time-shift leakage in the overburden and underburden is probably related to inadequate 

time-shift correction at specific intervals where the cross-correlation window might be 

wider than required for these seismic events. 

 

Figure 3.24. Amplitude difference baseline 2001 and monitor (a) corrected after 1st 

time-shift pass and (b) corrected after 1st, 2nd and 3rd time-shift passes. 

3.4.6 4D amplitude analysis in the reservoir 

Further to the time-shift correction of the monitor surveys, the outputs can be used to 

investigate how reservoir compaction and fluid induced effects can affect the 4D 

seismic response. Given that the 4D amplitude signal obeys to stress and fluid changes, 

the time-lapse difference in amplitudes across the reservoir can be qualitatively 
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interpreted and linked to pore pressure changes, variations in fluid saturation, reservoir 

connectivity or fluid contact movement events. To perform this analysis, the quadrature 

of the amplitude is applied to the baseline and time-shift aligned monitor surveys (2002, 

2004 and 2013). This attribute turns the seismic traces more responsive to the reservoir 

interval rather than the interphase, leading to a more intuitive interpretation of 

amplitude change across the reservoir (Zeng and Backus, 2005). Next, using a window 

of 12ms, the Root mean square (RMS) amplitude difference (∆𝐴) maps were calculated 

across from the expression: 

 ∆𝐴 = 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑡𝑜𝑝 (𝑀 𝑛𝑖𝑡  𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑) − 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑡𝑜𝑝 (𝐵𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) 3.2 

Figure 3.25 shows the resulting maps of the Upper Fulmar for multiple time-lapse 

periods: (a) 2001 to 2002, (b) 2002 to 2004, (c) 2001 to 2004 and (d) 2004 to 2013. 

During the first two years of production (Figure 3.25 (a)) the hardening signal is in 

general very low, showing only some higher values around the location of the original 

water contact (at the east block towards the crest of the structure. Conversely, from 

2001 to 2004 (Figure 3.25 (b)) the hardening signal becomes more prominent. 

Comparing Figure 3.25 (a) and (c) with (b), one can notice that most of the observed 

amplitude change occurred between 2002 and 2004; this interpretation agrees with 

production reports and the pore pressure history of the wells that suggests a strong pore 

pressure decline during this period (Figure 3.26). Note that at the east block the water-

contact in (c) slowly moved upwards, while the central/west block does not show 

significant differences from the location of the original gas-water contact. By 2004, the 

significant drop in pore-pressure (~50MPa) led to rock frame stiffening due to 

compaction and velocity speedup at the crest of the structure, also the pore pressure 

reduction can lower the gas bulk modulus and lead to decrease of acoustic impedance; 

however, such mechanism is believed to have a secondary effect (Guzman, 2011). 

Additionally, experimental work on Fulmar Formation core samples revealed that along 

with pore-pressure reduction, pore collapse can occur, leading to creeping deformation 

or essentially a viscoelastic response due to a delayed deformation caused by a change 

in effective stress (Kenter et al., 1998). Hence, the observations suggest that reservoir 

compaction rather than fluid saturation change dominates the time-lapse response 

during this period at the Upper Fulmar. A more challenging task is to relate the 4D 
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amplitude response to the reservoir event shown between 2007 and 2011 in Figure 3.26. 

The aquifer re-equilibration led to pressure rebound of approximately 10 MPa in the 

central block (also in the east block). Theoretically, the pressure rebound should be 

mapped by the 4D signal showing a softening effect due to the increase in pore 

pressure, however the 4D amplitude map between 2004 and 2013 in Figure 3.26 (d) 

continues to show a strong hardening signal in the west and central blocks and large 

water sweep at the east block. This pressure re-equilibration is followed by another mild 

episode of pore pressure decrease (Figure 3.26). Although the 4D seismic survey 

acquired in 2018 was not available for this study, there has been confirmed that the 4D 

amplitude response between 2013 and 2018 is in qualitative agreement with the 

reservoir engineering measurements (Personal communication Alison Ang). 

 

Figure 3.25. 4D RMS amplitude maps of the Fulmar Formation for multiple time-lapse 

periods. The blue dashed line is the original gas and water contact. Note the strong 4D 

hardening signal due to water sweep through time. The dashed yellow line in (d) shows 

the interpretation of a possible fault at the east block.  
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Figure 3.26. Shearwater Field West and Central panel pore pressure history. Wells 

SW01 and SW01s1 are located in the west block and the well SW04 in the central 

block. The green line represents the gas production rate in the west block.  

3.5 Summary 

This chapter has presented an introduction to the complex and technically challenging 

Shearwater Field. In the first part of the analysis, an understanding of the tecno-

stratigraphic evolution of the Central North Sea area served as the basis to further 

describe the evolution of the subsurface model at Shearwater, including the structural 

trap, the stratigraphy and rock quality of the reservoir, as well as a description of the 

heterogeneous overburden and underburden sequences. The field development history 

has revealed some of the challenges of drilling successful wells under high-pressure and 

high-temperature conditions. The Fulmar Formation is highly compartmentalised at the 

area showing limited lateral communication. Furthermore, the first development wells 

faced the difficulties of drilling under a narrow margin between the pore pressure and 

fracture gradient, followed by infill wells that had to drill from an over-pressured 

overburden into a pressure depleted reservoir, encountering production induced 

fractures that have increased the permeability across the lower section of the Chalk 

Group. These are strong evidences that the overburden is reacting to the reservoir 

depletion; consequently, by looking at the overburden response, we could infer relevant 

information about changes in the reservoir. Therefore, the second part of this chapter 

introduces the geophysical data available to monitor the reservoir and its surroundings. 

The high repeatability and signal to noise ratio of the baseline and monitor surveys 

suggest that the time-lapse seismic products are of very good quality not only in the 

reservoir but also in the overburden. This is also evident when looking at the time-shifts 
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calculated from different techniques generally showing a strong slowdown signal linked 

to the overburden and underburden expansion over time. As discussed, the selection of 

the time-shift extraction technique is very subjective, especially in the case of using 

high quality 4D data. Here, I have favoured the use of FastCross Correlation method 

because it is computational inexpensive as shows reliable and stable 4D results. Next, it 

is proposed an iterative time-shift method to reduce the 4D noise quite considerably by 

time-shift iteration over selected window sizes. The amplitude difference across the 

reservoir is analysed for different time-lapse periods showing how the 4D signal is 

responding to saturation and pressure changes over time. Shearwater is an excellent case 

study where the combination of well data, time-lapse seismic and geomechanical 

analysis has proven a way to improve the understanding of overburden changes; 

however, the current observations are not completely understood yet. Hence, this study 

aims at addressing some of these current challenges from an integrated geological and 

geophysical view.  
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Chapter 4 

4. Analysis of 4D geomechanics and   

time-lapse seismic effects on the    

Shearwater Field  

 

In this chapter, I start investigating the link between geomechanics and time-lapse 

seismic in the Shearwater Field. In the first part I present a comprehensive finite 

element geomechanical model that is used to understand the main geomechanical 

processes acting at this field, with a particular focus on the deformation of the shales 

caprock in response to four years of uninterrupted reservoir production. Then, a 1D rock 

physics model is used to explore how much change in reservoir pressure is required to 

create a corresponding time-shift signal. Finally, and using the R factor model, I 

perform a semi-qualitative comparison between the predicted time-shifts from the 

geomechanical model and the observed time-shifts, highlighting areas of high and low 

consistency and opening a discussion over the possible causes for the observed 

mismatches.  
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4.1 Introduction to the geomechanical problem in the overburden at the 

Shearwater Field 

The increasing number of published time-lapse studies on compacting reservoirs 

suggests that reservoir changes due to depletion or injection may manifest in its 

surroundings. Under this context, monitoring seismic velocities and geomechanical 

changes in non-reservoir rocks and in particular the overburden, is fundamentally 

important not only because it helps predict possible hazards during drilling operations 

and subsidence, but because it is also an opportunity to infer reservoir changes. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, this has been demonstrated to be the case for a number of 

geomechanically active fields (e.g. Erskine, Elgin, Franklin, Valhall, Ekofisk and 

Genesis). However, to date there is not a standard approach that could fit all these 

scenarios equally, so a natural question to ask would be, can we effectively use time-

shifts and time-strain as a direct proxy for the geomechanical changes observed at the 

HPHT Shearwater Field? There has been several worthwhile attempts to establish this 

link in the past (e.g. with significant contributions by Kenter et al., 2004, Hatchell et al. 

2005a, Staples et al., 2007, De Gennaro et al., 2017), but there are further fundamental 

questions particularly on the usage of  appropriate rock physics models to adequately 

capture field behaviours observed in the Shearwater Field such as well failures and 

shutting-in several times across its life cycle (Figure 4.1). In terms of reservoir pore 

pressure depletion, the field has experienced at least three different phases in the last 20 

years: 1. First large depletion phase from 2000 to 2004, 2. A period of reservoir pore 

pressure rebound from 2007 to 2015 and 3. A second pressure depletion (at lower rate) 

from 2015 to date. The relation between these periods of reservoir pore pressure change 

and the 4D seismic observations is quite complex. We could regard the largest depletion 

trend observed during the initial four years of development (Figure 4.1) as mainly 

geomechanically controlled, or in other words, after significant depletion of 

approximately 50MPa, the reservoir pore pressure is still above the dew point and not 

beyond, so that certainly for this study the 4D effects are pressure and stress driven. In 

response to that, the 4D signal shows speed up velocities in the compacting reservoir 

and change in polarity in both the overburden and underburden indicating velocity 

slowdown (Figures 4.2 and 4.3), whereas in the second phase the addition of another 

phenomenon such as pore pressure rebound due to aquifer re-equilibration, leads to a 

more complex 4D response. These events should be captured by the time-strains (2001-
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2013) shown in Figure 4.3; for this period, it is expected that the 4D signal is dominated 

not only by depletion, but saturation changes and possibly pore collapse (J. Brain, 

personal communication, 2019). Unfortunately, the latest survey acquired by Shell in 

2018 is not available for this study; however, it would be of great interest to investigate 

how the newest survey which has been shot in a period of less pressure depletion, but 

larger saturation changes due to aquifer reactivation, would help untangle the 

complexity that geomechanics and fluid changes imprint over the 4D seismic signal of 

the Shearwater Field. In this chapter, I concentrate my analysis on the initial four years 

of production to study the geomechanical interaction between the reservoir and the 

shales in the caprock (Upper Jurassic Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations, and 

Early Cretaceous Cromer Knoll Group) and link these observations to the time-lapse 

information available (Figure 4.2). To do so, I first explore the distinctive subsurface 

deformation patterns and stress state changes at the field through the construction of a 

finite element geomechanical model. Once the model is built and calibrated, I quantify 

the geomechanical behaviour of the reservoir and its surroundings. Next, I investigate 

the link between the geomechanical and time-lapse seismic signatures by assessing the 

sensitivity to the selection of lithology dependent R factors. Here the accuracy on the 

layered R factors is critical for several reasons:  1. It would tell us how velocity changes 

when rock deform and 2. It would help calibrate the model from seismic observations, 

which in turn would reduce the uncertainty on the geomechanical model results. To this 

end, in the second part of this chapter, I will introduce a rock physics model to derive R 

factors within the reservoir considering compressibility, elastic properties and pressure 

change. 
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Figure 4.1 Shearwater Field pressure profile vs time. Overlaid there are major well 

failure events and the timing of seismic acquisition. 

4.2 Shearwater observations of strain deformation effects on time-shifts 

The time-shifts response at the HPHT Shearwater Field suggests that the compacting 

reservoir has led to strain deformation that is visible beyond the limits of the relatively 

thin Fulmar Formation, and proportional to the extent of the geomechanical variations 

in the reservoir. As discussed in Chapter 3 and illustrated in Figure 4.2, the high quality 

of the 4D seismic products implies that the measured time-shifts in the overburden can 

be used to evaluate the effect of stress arching. Two major observations are: 1. The 

pervasive occurrence of slowdowns, this is primarily caused by geomechanical 

extension in the overburden and 2. A rebound effect in the underburden. Now if we 

concentrate our attention in the overburden, the sharp transition from positive to 

negative time-shifts correlates very well with the area of maximum geomechanical 

disequilibrium (arching effect) caused by the reduction of pore pressure in the reservoir. 

In section 4.5, I will show how this valuable information can be combined with 

velocity-strain relationships to estimate reservoir changes. The 4D analysis also reveals 

that by 2004, there is a cumulative time-shift of approximately 6msec at the top of the 

reservoir due to overburden stress relaxation, which is translated into a decrease of 

seismic velocities and increase in travel time. As shown by De Gennaro (2017) who 

looked at production-related geomechanical changes at Shearwater, the effect of the 

pressure depletion within the compacting reservoir led to a reduction of approximately 

50MPa of pressure depletion, and a reduction of the minimum horizontal stress in the 
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shales caprock (suggested by geomechanical model and Leak-Off Tests) that translated 

into the shear failure of the well casing of several production wells (e.g. SW08s1, 

SW08, SW07, SW09, SW01) causing multiple episodes of shale influx over a period of 

four years, forcing the intervention and subsequent closure of all the production wells 

by 2008.  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Shearwater Field time-shifts between 2001-2004 using a Cross-Correlation 

Method on a section through the 22/30b-11, SW07 and SW08 well locations. Notice 

that for this time-lapse period there is an undershoot area below the platform. 

Further to the time-shifts, the first derivative of these time-shifts (known as time-strains) 

was computed to identify where the larger changes in time-shifts occurred. The cross-

sections depicted in Figure 4.3 correspond to time-strains calculated for two periods 

(2001-2004 and 2001-2013). Note that in both cases the time-strain polarity 

distributions are fairly similar but with a distinctive reduction in magnitude of the 
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hardening and softening events over time (e.g. from 2004 to 2013) which is likely to be 

related to the episodes of pressure rebound and pore collapse experienced by the 

reservoir. If we concentrate on the time-strains between 2001-2004, it shows a clear 

hardening of the signal in the reservoir and then we see a large slowdown signal in the 

immediate overburden that propagates towards the Hod Formation where the anomaly is 

also large. These 4D observations are a clear indication of overburden heterogeneity, 

with even the Chalk sequence showing some level of heterogeneity. The slowdown in 

the Tor Formation is significantly lower compared to the slowdown experienced by the 

underlaying Hod Formation which suggests that the Tor Formation is stiffer and acted 

as a rigid beam that restricted most of the extensional deformation triggered by the 

compaction of the reservoir to the shales caprock and the less stiff Hod Formation.  The 

4D response in the overburden is in qualitative agreement with the interpretations of 

well measurements such as Leak-Off Test (LOT) and Fracture Integrity Test (FIT) taken 

during the same time interval showing that changes in minimum total stress have 

promoted the opening of new and pre-existing fractures. Consequently, this fracturing in 

the overburden led to weakening of the lower section of the Chalk and the shales 

caprock (De Gennaro et al., 2017). In addition, there is a pronounced contrast in time-

strain magnitudes between the overburden and underburden. The origin of this 

underburden abnormal signal is likely to be related to a seismic wave propagation 

phenomenon that will be investigated with great detail in Chapter 7.  
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Figure 4.3. On the left, time-strains between 2004-2001 and on the right, between 2013-

2001. The concentration of a larger time-strain signal in the shales caprock and the 

lower section of the Hod Formation suggests that there are distinctive zones where these 

units have experienced more stress relaxation. 

In Chapter 3, I described the various existing approaches to calculate R factors while 

highlighting how the rock physics model that describes this parameter allows the 

interplaying between geomechanics and seismic velocities. The challenge is to 

determine a range of R factors that allows this relationship to be physically plausible. 

Albeit there is a consensus stating that R values for compression (e.g. compacting 

reservoirs) are smaller than the R factors for extension (e.g. stretching overburden and 

underburden in the vertical direction), the range in which these R factors should vary is 

less certain, especially near the reservoir rocks where values can vary between 5 and 30 

in the best case scenario (MacBeth et al., 2018). The most common practice to calculate 

the fundamental constant R is solving directly from the linear relation between the 

fractional change in P-wave velocities and vertical strain (Røste et al., 2005 and 

Hatchell and Bourne, 2005a). This approach requires a very well calibrated 

geomechanical model, which means that in order to reduce uncertainty, the results need 

to be compared against additional information such as subsidence measurements, 

compaction logs or Leak-Off Tests (LOTs). In this chapter, I will build a finite element 

geomechanical model to explore the various geomechanical problems in this field, to 

then attempt to calculate R values for the reservoir following a rock physics modelling 
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approach that allows to link R factors to pore volume compressibility and change in 

reservoir pore pressure. By reducing the uncertainty over this parameter, we could 

expect that the synthetic time-shifts will better match the observations for a certain 

range of vertical strain, so that there is an effective way to calibrate and validate the 

predictions made by the model. 

4.3 Building and calibrating a geomechanical model for the Shearwater 

Field 

Before immersing into the geomechanical modeling workflow, I hereby summarise the 

constituents and relevance for reservoir development. 3D geomechanical models allow 

a multidimensional assessment of subsurface deformation and changes in stress and 

strain states in the reservoir and surrounding rocks. Such models attempt to fully 

capture the interrelation among pore pressure, distribution of elastic rock properties, 

geometry of the reservoir and surrounding rocks as well as the influence of regional 

stress state on in situ mechanical events (Herwanger and Horne, 2009). When the 

change in reservoir pore pressure is significant, coupling with reservoir simulations can 

significantly improve the performance and monitoring of oil and gas reservoirs while 

predicting stress changes and mechanical compaction linked to reservoir pore pressure 

changes (Addis, 2017). Moreover, time-lapse information can be used to infer 

geomechanical changes in the stress/strain states of the reservoir, underburden, and 

overburden (Herwanger and Horne, 2005, Schutjens et al., 2007, De Gennaro et al., 

2017).  

Now, what comprises a geomechanical model? The three main components are rock 

properties, followed by pore pressure and stress state. (Figure 4.4). These three items 

are all interrelated so that a change in one will affect the others; therefore, those 

components have to be treated as one integrated entity in order to make useful 

predictions and link them to geomechanical problems such as: seal breaching, wellbore 

integrity and stability, subsidence, compaction, fracture growth, permeability changes 

and wellbore collapse. Once the geomechanical model is built and calibrated (e.g. using 

LOTs, subsidence and compaction logs or 4D time-shifts), we could analyse the results 

(e.g. stress/strain tensor) and apply this knowledge to answer questions related to field 

development and reservoir monitoring by using mechanical properties to predict the 
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stress state. In the model, when the magnitude of the stresses applied is below the 

yielding strength of the rock, the behaviour is elastic, deformations are small, and 

normally expressed in millistrains. Despite having small changes in the magnitude out 

of the stress/strain tensors, these changes may have a significant impact on the 

development of a geomechanically active reservoir such as Shearwater Field. While 

measuring stress across the subsurface is very challenging, seismic waves are in fact 

sensitive to changes in stress conditions, as shown by various experimental and field 

studies  (Holt et al., 2008). Hence, time-lapse seismic can be utilised as an additional 

tool to infer geomechanical changes in the reservoir and surrounding rocks.  

 

Figure 4.4. Composite section of well SW08 displaying the stratigraphic column in the 

first track, second and third tracks with gamma-ray, neutron porosity and density logs 

and tracks four to seven showing all the elements that are part of any geomechanical 

model: 1. Young’s modulus, 2. Poisson ratio, 3. Pore pressure and 4. Total principal 

stresses.  

4.4 4D Geomechanical model building  

Figure 4.5 shows the generalised geomechanical workflow used to create the 3D 

geomechanical model at Shearwater Field. This workflow consists of four main steps: 
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the first one is model building, which requires descriptions of the geometry, geological 

framework, mechanical stratigraphy information, pore pressure from the numerical 

reservoir simulator and definition of boundary conditions. The second step involves 

geomechanical numerical simulation through a continuous mechanics finite element 

platform, which links pore pressure simulation changes to subsurface deformation and 

stress changes. As discussed in Chapter 3, I have used the geomechanical simulator of 

the commercial software Petrel platform, namely VISAGE. I approached the problem 

with a semi-coupled simulation that assumes a linear elastic behaviour in which the 

stresses and strains of the layered medium are linearly related, and the deformation is 

entirely reversible with the removal of applied forces.  

It is important to highlight that by selecting a linear elastic behaviour in the model, I 

acknowledge that the rocks can continue to build stress and strain and cannot fail (e.g. 

no fractures, no faults or shear bands are allowed). Recognising that in reality the pore 

pressure depletion could trigger inelastic deformation within the reservoir and its 

surroundings as suggested by field observations. Hence, the selection of a linear elastic 

model, should be considered as a first assumption that aimed at testing the significance 

of using simple rock physics relationships to describe the effect of reservoir compaction 

on the overburden and its link to 4D observations. Nevertheless, it is also recommended 

for future studies to test non-linearity effects with the implementation of more complex 

rock mechanics models that fully capture all the geomechanical deformation processes 

acting at this field. The third step involves calibration of the model with observed 

attributes, which entails: 1. Calibration of model outputs at well locations to field data, 

specifically the well measured Leak-Off Tests and Formation Integrity Tests plus 

reported values of radioactive bullet points used to monitor compaction and 2. Semi-

quantitative comparison of synthetic time-shifts based on geomechanical deformation 

outputs to observed time-lapse time-shifts to identify reservoir compaction and 

geomechanical changes in the overburden.  This calibration involves synthetic time-

shift modeling from modelled vertical strains using appropriately selected R factors for 

the constituent geologic units of the model. Further to time-shifts, modelled and 

observed time-strains are also compared. The modeling exercise is an iterative process, 

thus, if a mismatch between the model and the observed attributes is found, the 

modeling process would return to the first step until the right selection of input 
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parameters matches the observations. In the last step, the updated and calibrated 4D 

geomechanical model is ready to serve as a predictive tool to answer questions related 

to reservoir monitoring and field development. Through the next sections, I will 

describe in detail each of these steps, highlighting the sensitivity of the geomechanical 

modelling results to the key input parameters and R factors.  

 

Figure 4.5. Generalised workflow to build and calibrate a geomechanical model. 4D 

seismic plays a key role in the calibration process either by direct comparison with the 

model results or using the R factor model (Røste et al., 2005 and Hatchell and Bourne, 

2005a) to create synthetic time-shifts. 

4.4.1 Geomechanical mesh construction 

Detailed 3D seismic and geological interpretation constituted the basis for the 

construction of the geomechanical grid (Figure 4.6). The model was vertically extended 

to seabed and consisted of ten stratigraphic units of variable grid size representing the 

overburden shales caprock (Heather, Kimmeridge Clay Formations and Cromer Knoll 

Group), Chalk Group and Tertiary aged Nordland and Hordaland Group; four layers 

representing the underburden Jurassic Pentland Formation and Triassic units extended 

downwards to 7,772.4m. The Fulmar reservoir was subdivided into thirteen layers with 

a grid size of approximately 100m in X and Y directions and 30m in the vertical 

direction; the entire grid was extended laterally in each direction by nine grid cells that 
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increase by a factor of 1.5 to ensure a minimum distortion of the modeling results in the 

area of interest.  

 

Figure 4.6 Geomechanical model grid construction for the Shearwater Field. In total the 

composite finite-element grid contains 118,552 nodes. 

4.4.2 Geomaterial properties  

A customised material library was created with isotropic and homogeneous mechanical 

properties for each of the lithologies incorporated into the geomechanical grid. A 

common practice while building this rock mechanical properties library (e.g. Young’s 

modulus (E) and Poisson ratio (ʋ)) is to use static values which could be derived from 

rock mechanical tests or by computing dynamic elastic properties from well logs or 

seismic, and then applying semi-empirical correlation functions to estimate the 

corresponding static values (Fjaer et al. 1992). Based on experimental observations 

Mossop (2012) support the hypothesis that the main difference between static and 

dynamic moduli can be attributed to the difference in pore pressure diffusion time scales 

of the drained or undrained poroelastic rocks and the length through which that drainage 
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would take place (e.g. reservoir depth and lateral geometry). In fields such as 

Shearwater, static/drained values would be preferred for the reservoir that is actively 

depleted (assuming that production rates are fast enough to be compared with laboratory 

drained times), while dynamic/undrained measurements would be more representative 

of the elastic properties in the non-reservoir rocks (S. De Gennaro, personal 

communication, 2019); in the laboratory this implies that the pore pressure re-

equilibration of the non-reservoir samples would take place at longer time scales. 

Hence, I favoured to use a combination of undrained dynamic moduli derived from 

seismic velocities to populate the mechanical properties of both overburden and 

underburden, and drained static E and ʋ from rock mechanics tests conducted in the 

reservoir in both cases, as calibrated information given by Shell (Table 4.1).  

Layer 

No. 

Unit name E [Gpa] ʋ 𝞺 [g/cc] ⏀[v/v] 

1-4 Nordland and 

Hordland Gr. 

7.00 0.40 2.05 0.30 

5 Sele 22.70 0.30 2.39 0.30 

6 Tor 53.30 0.25 2.64 0.10 

7 Hod 42.60 0.28 2.58 0.15 

8 Hod Geohazard 46.60 0.35 2.53 0.10 

9 Cromer-Knoll Gr. 22.13 0.33 2.40 0.14 

10 Kimmeridge Clay 12.00 0.35 2.42 0.14 

11 Heather Formation 18.00 0.30 2.48 0.06 

12-18 Sandstone- Upper 

Fulmar 

8.00 0.16 2.15 0.26 

19-24 Sandstone- Lower 

Fulmar 

16.00 0.25 2.36 0.18 

25 Lower Heather 

shale 

18.00 0.30 2.50 0.10 

26 Upper Pentland 18.90 0.25 2.40 0.10 

27 Mid Pentland 15.00 0.25 2.40 0.10 

28 Lower Pentland 18.90 0.25 2.45 0.10 

29 Triassic 22.00 0.25 2.40 0.10 

30 Salt 30.00 0.41 1.09 0.00 

Table 4.1. Rock properties used to populate each layer of the geomechanical grid: 

Young’s modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (ʋ), density (𝜌) and porosity (⏀). The Upper and 

Lower Fulmar show static moduli values measured in laboratory under drained 

conditions, while the rest of the values for the non-reservoir rocks are dynamic elastic 

moduli inverted from seismic velocities and petrophysical logs.  
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4.4.3 Boundary conditions for the outer limits of the model  

The application of boundary conditions strongly affects the geomechanical numerical 

solution and is therefore an essential condition to correctly simulate physical conditions 

at the edges of the model. At the top, the pressure caused by approximately 70m of 

water depth is incorporated by adding 0.7MPa of normal stress across the first interface 

of the model. In addition, the world stress map project (Heidbach et al., 2016) provided 

information about the direction of the maximum horizontal principal stress 

(approximately NW35°) at the location of Shearwater Field. Notice that the direction of 

the maximum horizontal stress at the Central North Sea (CNS) is not constant across a 

wide area, possibly because of small differences in minimum and maximum horizontal 

principal stress, while the magnitude is estimated from the ratio of the far field stresses 

σHmax/σhmin, where σHmax and σhmin are the maximum and minimum horizontal stress, 

respectively. These boundary conditions were adjusted until an optimum match between 

field data and model results was achieved. Table 4.2 shows the stress boundary 

conditions adopted for this field. 

Parameters Values 

𝛔𝐡𝐦𝐢𝐧 Gradient 0.82psi/ft 

𝛔𝐇𝐦𝐚𝐱/𝛔𝐡𝐦𝐢𝐧 1.03 

Sea Water Pressure Gradient 0.45psi/ft 

Table 4.2. Stress boundary conditions applied to the geomechanical model. 

4.4.4 Model calibration  

Before using the resulting geomechanical models as predictive tools, multiple 

simulations were run varying boundary conditions several times and the elastic moduli 

of the shales in the caprock under investigation, until direct observations from borehole 

stress measurements (minimum horizontal stress magnitudes) matched the predictions 

from the finite-element model. This was achieved by conducting a calibration process 

against Leak-Off Tests (LOT) measured in the overburden Cromer Knoll Group and the 

Tor Formation at the field. Leak-Off Test is a term collectively applied to refer to 

pumping pressure well tests that aims at assessing the fracture strength of the rock next 

to the casing in a well (White et al., 2002). There are three sub-categories depending on 
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the number of pumping cycles and the point where the pumping ends: Formation 

Integrity Test (FIT), Leak-Off Test (LOT) and Extended Leak-Off Test (XLOT). 

Among them, Leak-Off Tests or preferably Extended Leak-Off Tests can be effectively 

used to predict in-situ minimum horizontal total stress selecting a point on the graph of 

pore pressure vs volume of mud pumped that represents the best proxy for σhmin (White 

et al., 2002). After running multiple simulations considering the three scenarios of 

elastic moduli shown in Table 4.3, I found that using high values of E and ʋ across the 

shale intervals gave the best calibration results against LOTs. This is illustrated in 

Figure 4.7, where three principal stresses σv, σhminand σHmax extracted from this 

geomechanical model at the location of wells 22/30b-15s1, 22/30b-11 and SW08, are 

plotted along with the LOTs measured in pre-production phase (red dots). Notice that 

the difference in E and μ creates the observed change in principal stresses for each 

geologic interval, and that the calculated profiles of (total) σhmin go through the points 

where LOTs have been measured. After performing this calibration process, it was 

evident that the application of boundary conditions significantly affects the evolution of 

the stress state inside the model.  

 Low Mean High 

Unit E [GPa] ʋ E [GPa] ʋ E [GPa] ʋ 

Cromer-Knoll Gr. 3 0.20 12.5 0.25 22.13 0.33 

Kimmeridge Clay Fm. 3 0.25 8 0.30 12.00 0.35 

Heather Fm. 2 0.20 10 0.27 18.00 0.30 

Table 4.3. Three scenarios of elastic moduli (low, mean and high values) of the shales 

caprock used as inputs for building multiple geomechanical simulations. The upper 

boundary gave the best calibration results against LOTs. 
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Figure 4.7. Total principal stresses along wells plotted with LOTs in the same track. The 

difference in E and μ creates the observed change in (total) 𝜎ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 in green. Notice that 

the calculated profiles of (total) 𝜎ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 go through the location of LOTs. 

4.4.5 Geomechanical modeling results and interpretation 

The integration of each of the geomechanical components described in the previous 

sections led to a detailed model in which prediction of stress changes in the reservoir 

and surrounding rocks has been estimated. First, I analyse the stress and strain 

behaviour in the overburden, caprock and the reservoir after four years of reservoir 

depletion at the location of the key well SW08. Secondly, I extend my analysis by 

showing how the structure, variability in the change in pore pressure and well locations 

would create more complex stress and strain patterns that could be simultaneously 

detected by the seismic time-lapse observations and the geomechanical model built for 

the Shearwater Field. The results for the reservoir, shales caprock and overburden are  

mathematically represented by six components of effective stress and strain 

(𝜎′𝑥𝑥, 𝜎′𝑥𝑦,𝜎′𝑥𝑧,𝜎′𝑦𝑦,𝜎′𝑦𝑧, 𝜎′𝑧𝑧; 휀𝑥𝑥, 휀𝑥𝑦,휀𝑥𝑧,휀𝑦𝑦,휀𝑦𝑧, 휀𝑧𝑧) computed for each scenario of 

the geomechanical simulation (2000 and 2004) which represent the time of maximum 

depletion at the Shearwater Field. Table 4.4 shows the corresponding second rank 

tensor values of effective stress and strain at the location of the key well SW08 in the 

east block of the field. These tensors are decomposed into eigenvalues and vectors to 
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determine the magnitude of principal effective stresses (𝜎′1, 𝜎′2, 𝜎′3) and principal 

strains (휀1, 휀2, 휀3). In addition, the difference in effective stress between the pre-

production (𝑡0) and production-time step (𝑡𝑛) is given by ∆𝜎′ = (𝜎′𝑛 − 𝜎′0) as well as 

the change in effective principal stresses represented by Λ𝜎′1, Λ𝜎′2 and Λ𝜎′3. Each 

principal stress change is an eigenvalue represented by the corresponding eigenvector 

where three sets of double arrows give the direction, length and magnitude of the 

eigenvalue (also represented in colour scale). Moreover, notice that we are following the 

same convention defined by the geomechanics simulator in which compressive stress is 

positive (arrowheads pointing away from each other) and tension negative (arrowheads 

pointing towards each other) and this convention is applied to the geomechanical model 

results. Hence, the calculations presented here will provide an intuitive understanding of 

the geomechanical changes across several intervals after four years of production at the 

Shearwater Field. Starting at a reservoir level, if we look at the diagonal component of 

the change in effective stress matrix, there is an increase in magnitude for the two 

horizontals (𝜎′𝑥𝑥, 𝜎′𝑦𝑦) and one vertical stress (𝜎′𝑧𝑧). Also, the corresponding largest 

positive eigenvalue represents the largest compressive effective stress increase of Λ𝜎′1 =

46.21MPa which is oriented in the direction given by the vector as nearly vertical. This 

change in effective stress within the Fulmar Formation occurs in such a way that a 

reduction in pore pressure leads to larger differences in effective stress in three 

directions with respect to the pre-production stage. In terms of deformation, the 

maximum computed strain is 2.8 millistrains in the vertical direction (휀𝑧𝑧), so that the 

reservoir shortens along the vertical and experience lower strains along its horizontal 

dimensions. Conversely, the Kimmeridge Clay Formation caprock experienced a 

rotation in the principal stresses, with the minimum principal stress now aligned to the 

vertical direction undergoing the largest decrease in effective stress (-8.9MPa) and 

vertical stretching (-7.45*10-4). The well SW08 is in the highest part of the structure, 

meaning that the significant reduction in minimum principal stress I have computed 

occurs at the crest of the structure where low angle faults and bedding planes might 

exist, so that a reduction in stress could lead to a reactivation of these pre-existing faults 

in the Kimmeridge Clay Formation. This is the main mechanism thought to be 

responsible for rock failure in the caprock at this production stage (De Gennaro et al. 

2017). Nevertheless, in Chapter 5 I will demonstrate with a Mohr-Coulomb failure 

analysis that the magnitude of stress change is significantly high not only to produce 
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shearing failure of pre-existing low-angle faults but also large enough to generate a new 

fracture network. On the other hand, the carbonates from the Tor Formation are 

considerably stiffer, with stress changes decreasing along the vertical and horizontal 

directions, while the minimum principal stress is tilted to the east but still closely 

aligned to the vertical direction; the magnitude of the maximum change in effective 

stress is 1.5MPa which is even smaller when compared to the observed magnitude in the 

reservoir’s caprock. This is directly related to the contrast in elastic moduli (Young’s 

modulus and Poisson ratio) between the Chalk Group and the surrounding shale rocks. 

The arching effect could also be analysed by looking at the differences in strain between 

the caprock and the Tor Formation. The simulation results propose that the Tor 

Formation stretches by a lower order of magnitude (-2.78*10-5) when compared to the 

shales in the same direction, which suggests that the stretching arching effect extends 

from the shales towards the shallower depths, but it is progressively halted by the 

existence of the stiffer Chalk Formation. It is worth mentioning that the model I have 

created is largely influenced by the Fulmar Formation geometry, the mechanical 

properties of the entire sequence, well placement, dynamic pressure changes and flow 

properties.  
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 Tor Fm. (Overburden) Kimmeridge Clay Fm. 

(caprock) 

Fulmar Fm. (Reservoir) 

 2000 2000 2000 

 

 

 

Princi-

pal 

effective 

stresses 

 

(

𝜎′1 = 25.64

𝜎′2 = 22.75

𝜎′3 = 20.82

) 

 

(

𝜎′1 = 21.58

𝜎′2 = 18.13

𝜎′3 = 15.85

) 

 

(

 𝜎′1 = 20.89

𝜎′2 = −1.01

𝜎′3 = −3.07

) 

2004 2004 2004 

 

(

𝜎′1 = 26.61

𝜎′2 = 22.75

𝜎′3 = 21.51

) 

 

(

   𝜎′1 = 20.27

   𝜎′2 = 17.65

𝜎′3 = 8.89

) 

 

(

   𝜎′1 = 45.09

   𝜎′2 = 17.37

   𝜎′3 = 14.00

) 

 

Change 

in 

effective 

stress 

 

 

∆𝜎′ = (
1.02 . 16 −.58
. 16 1.28 −.35
−.58 −.35 −.65

) 

 

 

∆𝜎′ = (
−.19 1.44 −2.55
1.44 −1.05 −2.66
−2.55 −2.66 −7.5

) 

 

 

∆𝜎′ = (
17.7 2.8 −4.5
2.8 16.48 −5.6
−4.5 −5.6 44.27

) 

 
Prin. 

Eff. 

stresses 

change 

(eigen 

values) 

 

 

𝛬 = (

 𝛬𝜎′1 = 1.5
𝛬𝜎′2 = 0.99

   𝛬𝜎′3 = −0.87
) 

 

 

𝛬 = (

 𝛬𝜎′1 = 2.25
    𝛬𝜎′2 = −2.09
 𝛬𝜎′3 = −8.9

) 

. 

 

𝛬 = (

   𝛬𝜎′1 = 46.21
   𝛬𝜎′2 = 18.11
   𝛬𝜎′3 = 14.11

) 

 

 
Strain 

tensor 

 

 

휀 = (
. 16 . 04 −.13
. 04 . 22 −.08
−.13 −.08 −.23

) ∗ 10−4 

 

 

 

휀 = (
2.19 1.59 −2.83
1.59 1.24 −2.92
−2.83 −2.92 −5.9

) ∗ 10−4 

 

 

 

휀 = (
3.13 2.48 −3.97
2.48 2.07 −4.93
−3.97 −4.93 26.66

) ∗ 10−4 

 

 
Princi-

pal 

strain  

 

 

(
    휀1 = 2.77
   휀2 = 1.51

      휀3 = −2.78
) ∗ 10−5 

 

 

(
 휀1 = 4.8
  휀2 = 0.09

     휀3 = −7.45
) ∗ 10−4 

 

 

(
휀1 = 2.8

    휀2 = 0.351
       휀3 = −0.003

) ∗ 10−3 

 

Stress 

and 

strain 

eigen 

vectors 

 

 

        𝑉1 = [−0.57,−0.78, 0.27] 
   𝑉2 = [−0.77,0.61,0.14] 
𝑉3 = [0.28,0.13,0.95] 

 

 

    𝑉1 = [0.72,0.59,−0.35] 
    𝑉2 = [0.65,−0.75,0.06] 
 𝑉3 = [0.22,0.27,0.93] 

 

 

 

      𝑉1 = [−0.17,−0.20,0.96] 
𝑉2 = [0.81, 0.53,0.25] 

       𝑉3 = [0.56,−0.83,−0.07] 
 

    

 

 

 

 

 

Effect. 

stress 

change 

Tor Formation 
 

Kimmeridge Clay 

Formation 

 

Fulmar Formation 
 

 

Table 4.4. Effective stress and strain numerical values extracted from the 

geomechanical model across the well SW08 for the Chalk (Tor Formation), the shale 

caprock (Kimmeridge Clay Formation) and the reservoir (Fulmar Formation). 

50 -10 Ppal. Eff. Stress ∆ [MPa] 0 
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4.4.6 The arching effect 

The current geomechanical model allows to make detailed predictions as a function of 

depletion and time. It is revealing that the reduction of pore pressure in the Fulmar 

Formation creates a local geomechanical disequilibrium, which in principle leads to a 

decrease in total vertical stress across the reservoir that is extended towards the 

overburden, whereas an opposite effect of increase in total vertical stress is observed at 

both sides of the structure (Figure 4.8). This physical phenomenon is defined as the 

“arching effect” which is a term used to describe the process of stress transfer from the 

reservoir to the sideburden in a similar way as seen on gothic aged buildings where the 

stress along the arches of pillars distributes away from the centre of the arch to its sides 

(Herwanger, 2014). In the subsurface, the stress arching effect depends on the reservoir 

and overburden structural geology and elastic properties (Jones et al., 2017). Hence, in 

the presence of an elongated and tilted block with variations in mechanical properties 

such as the Shearwater Field, the effect is remarkably pronounced (Figure 4.8). Also 

notice that the arching effect develops in the overburden across the shales in the caprock 

and extends towards the chalk group which is made of different types of carbonates, that 

in general, have stiffer mechanical behaviour and acted as a beam transferring the stress 

to the sides of the reservoir and overburden. The stress transfer is clearly identified in 

the cross-section where the difference in colour bar highlights the transition (marked by 

dashed lines in Figure 4.8) between the areas of maximum reduction and increase in 

total vertical stress. Interestingly enough, if we compare the change in total vertical 

stress with the corresponding seismic time-shifts during the same period (Figure 4.2) 

one  can notice that in the case of the 4D response, any change in reservoir thickness, 

compressibility or pore pressure is reflected in the overburden time-lapse seismic as 

they produce this arching effect. Therefore, the large differences in scale between the 

reservoir and the overburden makes easier to track these variations through the time-

lapse observations in the overburden than in the reservoir itself.  
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Figure 4.8. Cross-section of change in total vertical stress after four years of production. 

Note the arching effect (red line) and stress polarity change in the sideburden. 

4.4.7 Reservoir compaction and its effect on overburden and underburden 

deformation 

As discussed before, a decrease in the Fulmar Formation thickness during compaction 

has led to stretch (dilation along the vertical direction) in the overburden and 

underburden layers, but by how much? The answer to this question can be found in the 

geomechanical model. The overall reduction in pore pressure in the Fulmar Formation 

increases the effective stress causing the overburden to subside while the underburden 

would experience a rebound. This is depicted in the cross-section of  Figure 4.9 that 

shows downward vertical displacements with blue colours and brown colours to 

represent the upward vertical movement of the underburden. Moreover, I am plotting 

the simulated displacement during four years of reservoir production across the Heather 

Formation surface just above the reservoir, bearing in mind the pressure drop that 

causes these displacements is 50 MPa. Hence, the displacement area above the reservoir 
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and the causative pressure drop in the reservoir are closely related, but not identical. The 

maximum z-displacement at the location of well SW08 is approximately 0.24m near the 

crest of the structure whereas only 0.07m of underburden rebound is observed at the 

same location; here, the mechanical properties used to model the non-reservoir rocks 

play a key role in the way the deformation accommodates across these layers. In this 

model the underburden layers have high Young’s modulus (see Table 4.1 in section 

4.4.2) so that its larger stiffness would prevent of having a large underburden rebound, 

which means that most of the compaction induced deformation in the reservoir will be 

transferred as a large stretching in the overburden, especially in the shales caprock 

which are weaker than the overlaying carbonates intervals. In addition to material 

properties, the geometry, lateral extent and depth of the reservoir affect the amount of 

overburden stretching and underburden rebound in this field. Even though I am 

particularly interested in the vertical component of displacement, especially because the 

applied rock physics models link geomechanics and time-lapse seismic relying on the 

assumption that the large deformation mainly correlates to the vertical component of the 

stress/strain tensors, horizontal displacements were also computed by the 

geomechanical model. In the same vein, the origin of these displacements could be 

linked to the development of local subsidence around the producing wells and the effect 

of fault reactivation or sealing due to discrete reservoir pressure changes; however, 

further analysis will be key to relate the lateral and vertical deformation to the 4D 

seismic velocity field. 
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Figure 4.9. On the left, predicted vertical displacement in cross-section. On the right, a 

map across the top of Fulmar Formation reservoir. From the cross-section notice that 

the reservoir compaction has caused a downward movement in the overburden and 

upward movement in the underburden. From the map, notice that the displacement-field 

above the reservoir and the causative pressure drop of ~50MPa in the reservoir are 

closely related, but not identical.  

The vertical displacements in the reservoir and its surroundings can also be studied in 

terms of relative change in vertical thickness (∆z/z) which is known as vertical strain 

(휀𝑧𝑧) (Røste et al., 2015). This component of the strain tensor is key to interconnect 

geomechanics to 4D seismic time-strains and time-shifts using the rock physics model 

proposed by Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) (Equation 2.15 in 

Chapter 2). In addition, the distribution of (휀𝑧𝑧) can also help understand more 

intuitively the stress arching phenomenon and the evidence of significant deformation 

suggested by the identification of fractures in the caprock at the field. Figure 4.10 shows 

a section view and a map of vertical strain extracted across the Heather Fm. in the 

caprock. Now, if we concentrate our attention in the overburden projected right above 

the producing part of the reservoir, the model suggests stretching specially within the 

shales caprock and the lower section of the chalk interval that corresponds to the Hod 

Mass Flow unit in the model (area highlighted by a dashed ellipse and thicker black 

arrowheads pointing away from each other). As indicated by a draw of a thinner arrow 

on the cross-section, the stretching is progressively reducing in magnitude towards the 
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stiffer Tor Formation. Additionally, a change in polarity indicating compression is 

observed at both sides of the section in similar manner as I have described for the total 

stress profile in section 4.4.6. Likewise, the underburden experiences stretching, 

specially within the Pentland Formation, but in this case, the largest strain values are 

moving away from the crest of the structure and are now located in a deeper section of 

the unit. Considering that the mechanical properties are fixed across the individual 

layers in the simulation, it is likely that the geometry and well production could be 

controlling the location of the maximum stretching region below the reservoir. 

Moreover, the map of vertical strain across the Heather Formation reveals the imprint 

that reservoir compaction has left over the caprock: the maximum increase in strain 

matches the area of maximum production in the field. Interestingly, the stretching is not 

homogenously distributed, there is blue finger towards the centre of the field that has 

not stretched but does not have wells drilled either; this is a clear indication of a fault 

sealed compartment in the reservoir that has not been significantly affected by the 

production of the nearby wells. My observations indicate that vertical strains in the 

overburden and underburden typically range between 10-4 and 10-5, whereas in the 

Fulmar Formation the vertical strain (휀𝑧𝑧) is about an order of magnitude larger (10- 3) as 

the change in pore pressure implies a greater effect over a reduced pore volume. These 

ball-park figures are largely consistent with the geomechanical model for the 

Shearwater Field published by De Gennaro et al. (2017) that presented variations of 

vertical strain as a function of reservoir geometry, depth and pore pressure change as 

well as the elastic properties of the reservoir and its surroundings.  

 

Figure 4.10. Vertical strain section and map across the Heather Formation The dashed 

grey lines onto the section highlight overburden and underburden regions of low and 

high stretching values, whereas the strain map shows differences in stretching patterns 
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across the field (warmer colours indicate extension and cooler colours contraction), 

highlighting the ‘blue’ finger developed towards the central area of the field.  

4.4.8 The change in minimum effective principal stress around the reservoir 

The geomechanical model predictions can also help investigate the evolution of the 

minimum effective principal stress across the overburden, so that we could attempt to 

link these predictions with the failure of several wells that has occurred after four years 

of production (see Figure 4.1).  To this end, I calculated the change in minimum 

effective principal stress (Figure 4.11), which is the most relevant change from a safe-

drilling viewpoint, given that this is the principal component that could be related to 

wellbore stability, mud-weight window and blowout hazards. As a mirror effect of the 

stress arching and the strain patterns shown in section 4.4.7, the maximum reduction of 

minimum effective principal stress in the overburden of at least 6MPa is largely 

concentrated within the shale units that correspond to the Heather Formation, 

Kimmeridge Clay Formation and Cromer Knoll Group and to some extend to the lower 

section of the Hod Formation (Hod Mass Flow unit). This is a clear evidence that the 

shales caprock and the lower section of the Chalk Formations have been significantly 

deformed, which in fact, could compromise the caprock integrity forming tensile or 

shear fracturing. Learnings from drilled wells revealed that liner failures occurred in the 

original development wells SW08, SW09 and SW04 with shale influx coming up from 

the Kimmeridge and Heather Formations, while the sidetracks of wells SW09, SW01 

and SW07 showed high pore pressure within the Hod Mass Flow Unit related to 

fracture network permeability. The failed wells were noticed to be producing gas 

through the annulus as the pressure across the interval increased, giving the indication 

that the gas was in fact moving (De Gennaro et al., 2017). Similarly, towards the crest 

of the dipping structure and right below the reservoir, the reduction in minimum 

effective principal stress is greater and most likely leading to fractures in this section 

below. It might be the case that the difference in pressure between the depleted reservoir 

and the fractures created at the top of the highly pressure underburden would contribute 

with the rebound effect in reservoir pore pressure that has been reported to happen 

between 2006 and 2013 (J. Brain, personal communication, 2019). On the other hand, 

the stiffer section of the overburden Chalk including the Hod, Ekofisk and Tor 

Formations show an apparent increase in minimum effective principal stress by up to 

2Mpa. This is directly related to the contrast in elastic moduli across the units in the 
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Chalk Group, and the stress arching that leads to a redistribution of loads onto units 

with a higher strength as other units lose their load-bearing capacity. 

 

Figure 4.11. Predicted change in minimum effective principal stress. The maximum 

reduction occurs at the layers overlaying and underlying the reservoir (dashed grey 

lines). Notice the contrast between the shales caprock and the Hod Mass Flow unit 

(reduction in 𝜎′3) and the overlaying stiffer Chalk Formations (increase in 𝜎′3).  

4.4.9 Integrating time-lapse seismic and 4D geomechanics results 

At this stage of the analysis, a natural question is how do we extract predictive time-

shifts from the geomechanical simulation and compare them with the observed time-

shifts? Such a comparison would allow us to adjust the simulator to minimise the 

difference between observed and predicted time-shifts. Using the model proposed by 

Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a), we could follow a simple 

workflow where the cell-based geomechanical strain is linked to layer-based R factors 

to determine time-strain.  The fact that there is uncertainty in the geomechanical model 

and uncertainty in the R factors makes this modelling exercise more challenging. In 

theory, we could have a lousy geomechanical model and irrelevant R factors to match 

the observed seismic, but only by using calibrated geomechanical predictions and well 

constrained R values we will be able to show consistency between the model and the 4D 

observations. 
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4.5 R factor estimation in the reservoir 

Another question to ask when exploring the link between geomechanics and 4D seismic 

is: how much change in reservoir pressure is required to create a corresponding time-

shift? Using the R factor model (Røste et al., 2005, Hatchell and Bourne, 2005a) and the 

compaction model for pore pressure depletion (Fjaer et al., 1992) it is viable to link pore 

pressure predictions from the reservoir simulation model to time-shift estimates. This 

approach requires several assumptions about the reservoir such as: 1. The Fulmar 

Formation is homogeneous in terms of porosity and isotropic, 2. It undergoes uniaxial 

compressibility which is a function of Poisson ratio (𝜈) and volume compressibility and 

3. The lateral strain is very small. As discussed in Chapter 2, time-shifts ∆𝑡 are usually 

the combination of two effects: velocity change in the medium or change in depth of the 

observed event (Landrø and Stammeijer, 2004); we could consider Equation 4.1 as an 

approximation to the relative time-lapse time-shift where ∆z/z is the vertical strain 휀𝑧𝑧, 

and Equation 4.2 in which the relationship of ∆t/t and 휀𝑧𝑧 is taken via the R factor 

model proposed by Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) to find a simple 

relation of vertical strain as a function of time-shifts as described by Equation   4.3. 

 𝛥𝑡
𝑡
≈ 휀𝑧𝑧 −

∆𝑉
𝑉

 
4.1 

 

 ∆𝑉
𝑉
≈ −𝑅휀𝑧𝑧 

4.2 

With the dilation factor R, representing the strain sensitivity of seismic P-wave 

velocities.  

 
휀𝑧𝑧 ≈

𝛥𝑡
𝑡

1

(1 + 𝑅)
 

  4.3 

   

Now, let us consider the expression by Fjaer et al. (1992) that describes a relationship 

between pressure change 𝛥𝑃 and  reservoir vertical strain 휀𝑧𝑧: 

 
휀𝑍𝑍 =

𝛥𝑧

𝑧
= −𝐶𝑚𝛼𝛥𝑃 

                                4.4 
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where 𝐶𝑚 is the uniaxial compressibility and 𝛼 the Biot poroelastic coefficient which 

can be interpreted as the load taken by the rock minerals. Notice in the same 

formulation proposed by Fjaer et al. (1992), the uniaxial compressibility is related to 

pore volume compressibility (𝐶𝑝) and Poisson ratio (𝜈) by the following equation:  

 
𝐶𝑚 =

1

3

(1 + 𝜈)

1 − 𝜈
𝐶𝑝 

4.5 

Then, inserting Equation 4.4 in Equation 4.3, it is possible to define a new expression 

that connects change in pore pressure (denoted as 𝛥𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑙) with time strain (𝛥𝑡/𝑡), R 

factor and reservoir properties such as uniaxial compressibility 𝐶𝑚 and Biot constant 𝛼: 

 
𝛥𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑙 ≈ −

𝛥𝑡
𝑡(1 + 𝑅)𝐶𝑚𝛼

 
4.6 

Using this expression, I thereby propose to apply a new map-based technique aimed at 

characterising R factors, for a given distribution of time-shifts, predicted 𝛥𝑃 and 

knowledge of reservoir compressibilities. The technique implies to calibrate 𝛥𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑙 with 

what we consider the real 𝛥𝑃 (from the reservoir simulation model), then we can keep 

changing compressibilities and R factors until the optimum values of these properties 

equal  𝛥𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑙 and 𝛥𝑃 distributions. This would then allow us to use a straight forward 

method to calibrate the geomechanics model further. 

4.5.1 Managing uncertainty over the uniaxial compressibility and R factor 

Equation 4.6 shows that 𝐶𝑚 is linked to Poisson ratio and pore volume compressibility 

(𝐶𝑝). The latter is related to bulk compressibility and mineral compressibility by the 

elasticity theory, affecting both seismic wave velocities and fluid flow. This means that 

to pin down a proper value for  𝐶𝑝 we require an additional understanding of the acting 

confining pressure, internal pore pressure as well as the reservoir’s bulk and pore 

volumes (Zimmerman, 1990), thus deriving the right 𝐶𝑝 could be significantly 

challenging (especially if laboratory calibration is limited). MacBeth et al. (2019) 

estimated typical values of pore volume compressibility found in reservoirs under 
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different conditions including HPHT reservoirs, also De Gennaro et al. (2010) reported 

values for the Fulmar Formation; these authors found that for this type of reservoir, 𝐶𝑝 

could be expected around 3.3 x10-4MPa-1. For this modeling exercise, I run a sensitivity 

analysis over a range of 𝐶𝑝 (2.9 x10-4MPa-1 to 4.4 x10-4MPa-1) , 𝜈 (0.16 to 0.25) and 

R=1 to 3 representative of several compacting reservoir published by MacBeth et al. 

(2019). Those initial assumptions give us a possibility of using Equation 4.6 to calibrate 

the calculated 𝛥𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑙 with the numerically simulated 𝛥𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑚 for a range of equiprobable R 

factors that accounts for a given range of uniaxial compressibilities (Figure 4.12). By 

doing so, we could perform a quantitative comparison of those ensembles with the 

simulation to find the best case scenario where the chosen R and pore volume 

compressibility equal both 𝛥𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑙 and 𝛥𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑚. 

 

Figure 4.12. Distribution of uniaxial compressibility for a range of pore volume 

compressibility and Poisson ratio. 

4.5.2 Inputs required for estimating 𝜟𝑷𝒄𝒂𝒍 

It is assumed that time-strain estimates from 4D seismic and the pore pressure change 

𝛥𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑚 that comes from the simulation model are accurate. Given these two assumptions 

I then attempt to solve Equation 4.6. The simulation model  indicates that the reservoir 

has experienced approximately 50MPa of pressure depletion at the east block of the 

field (Figure 4.13a) leading to the time strain distribution shown in Figure 4.13b, and 

Rock physics parameter Value

Poisson ratio (𝜈) 0.16 - 0.25

Compressibility (𝐶 ) 2.9x10-4MPa-1 to 4.4x10-4MPa-1

Biot constant (𝛼) 1
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the Biot coefficient that could be fairly assumed to be equal to 1 for consolidated rocks 

(Merxhani, 2016, Herwanger and Horne, 2009). Regarding the R factor, there is a 

degree of confidence in the range that we would expect them to be, but certainly less 

confidence about the uniaxial compressibility that would better fit this rock physics 

model applied to the Fulmar Formation. Then, based on the degree of certainty on the 

different terms in Equation 4.6 and the simulated 𝛥𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑚, I proposed to follow a method 

that aims at minimising the uncertainty over the less known terms (R factors and 

uniaxial compressibility), by looking at the differences between the means of 𝛥𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑚 

and 𝛥𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑙 and then plotting the difference against the mechanical properties for a range 

of R factors. That is to identify which is the best combination of mechanical properties 

and R factors that gives the minimum error.  

 

Figure 4.13 Main inputs to find the reservoir R factor according to the proposed rock 

physics model. (a). Normalised distribution of change in pore pressure (numerical 

simulation) from 2001 to 2004 at the east block of the field. (b) Time-strains between 

2004 and 2001 extracted across the Upper Fulmar Formation. 

4.5.3 Discussion of results 

Here I present the results in an integrated plot that depicts R factors between 0 and 5 for 

a range of pore volume compressibilities and Poisson ratio versus the mean error 

between 𝛥𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑚 and 𝛥𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑙 (Figure 4.14). In this way, we can schematically identify 

which would be the suitable combination of mechanical properties and R factor that 

would match our observations. First, notice that the upper and lower boundaries of R (0 

and 5) show the largest mean error and that the best fit occurs for R=2, 𝐶𝑝 =

Δt/t
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2.9 x 10−4M𝑝a−1 and 𝜈 = 0.163. The R factor found is also in agreement with the 

values that several authors have reported for compacting reservoirs (Hatchell et al., 

2005b, Staples et al., 2007, MacBeth et al., 2019) which in fact is two or three times 

lower than the values that the same authors have reported to the corresponding 

surrounding of these reservoirs. Obtaining a representative R allows calculation of the 

reservoir vertical strain using Equation  4.3 . Thus, for an average time-strain (∆t/t) 

across the reservoir of 0.0127 and R=2, I found 휀𝑧𝑧 = 4.2x 10−3. This value is of the 

same order as the average vertical strain extracted from the geomechanical model built 

for this study. As discussed in section 4.4.7, vertical strain in the Fulmar Formation 

reservoir is larger due to the greater effect of the pore pressure change over the small 

pore volume. 

 

Figure 4.14. Volumetric compressibility vs Mean error (difference between the 

calculated ∆P from equation 4.6 and ∆P from the numerical simulation). 

Now, let us consider that the Fulmar Formation reservoir has depleted homogenously 

50MPa across its 213m of thickness, with R=2, seismic velocity=4,000m/s and 𝐶𝑚 =

1.5x10−4MPa−1. This will yield time-shifts of 2ms and a time strain of 0.02 across the 

reservoir which is also in agreement with the values measured from the time-lapse 

seismic surveys between 2001-2004. Based on these results, I could infer that a lower 

value of pore volume compressibility and R factor is, to some extent, linked to the 

reduction of time-shifts across the reservoir. This hypothesis could be corroborated by 

the observations of time-shifts reversal across the Fulmar Formation, but still notice that 

my calculations of vertical strain or time-shifts do not account for any non-linear strain 
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behaviour caused by reservoir heterogeneities, the relative location of the wells that 

have been drilled in the field or changes in fluid saturation.  So that further investigation 

would be recommended to validate these assumptions and include these additional 

observations in the current rock physics model.  

4.6 Time-shift modeling for geomechanical calibration 

Time-lapse data is key for model building as it allows to calibrate and validate the 

predictions from the geomechanical model. To do so, we can apply the integration 

process to convert each cell of the grid-based model into time-strain via the R factor 

model (Equation 2.15 in Chapter 2) and then integrate it to estimate synthetic time-

shifts. Table 4.5 summarises a selection of R factors used for this modelling exercise; in 

the case of the reservoir, it corresponds to the R factors recovered from the rock physics 

model introduced in section 4.5. For the rest of the sequences (overburden and 

underburden) I have used a selection of R factors found in literature (Staples et al., 

2007, Van Bergen et al., 2013, Ji, 2017). As discussed in Chapter 2, R=5 is commonly 

associated to the overburden of several fields in the North Sea; however, larger values 

have also been reported to some units within the Chalk and Pentland Formation at 

Shearwater. Although there is not a definite conclusion about the link between weaker 

rocks and R factors, there are multiples observations that suggest this is the case, and 

larger R factors could be related to highly fractured or unconsolidated rocks (Røste and 

Ke, 2017, MacBeth et al., 2017). Figure 4.15 shows the observed and calculated time-

shifts in section and map view. Overall, there is an agreement in the shape of the time-

shift response, even though it can be seen that the observed time-shifts are tilted 

whereas the predictions are not, this as a direct consequence of the method used to 

calculate them, in which the time-strains were integrated vertically downwards.  
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Unit R Factors 

Shallow overburden 5 

Sele Fm. 5 

Tor Fm. 5 

Hod Fm. 20 

Hod Mass Flow  20 

Cromer Knoll Gr. 5 

Heather Fm. 5 

Kimmeridge Clay Fm. 5 

Upper Fulmar Fm. 2 

Lower Fulmar Fm. 2 

Upper Pentland Fm. 30 

Mid Pentland Fm. 15 

Lower Pentland Fm. 30 

Triassic 5 

Salt 5 

 

Table 4.5. Selection of published R factors (Staples et al., 2007, Van Bergen et al., 

2013, Ji, 2017) used for the synthetic time-shift modeling. 

Thinking about the possible reasons for having this tilted time-shifts in the first place, 

they could be related to the dipping nature of the reservoir or the fact the seismic waves 

are coming down in a way that the zero-offset waves are not bouncing back vertically, 

but instead, they are bouncing at an angle. In turn, this ray path effect is revealing to 

some extent the limitation of the current methodology to create the synthetic time-shifts 

in a scenario with a dipping reservoir and underburden. Now, comparing the observed 

and predicted time-shifts extracted at the top of the reservoir (maps (c) and (d) in Figure 

4.15), there is a good match at the east block in the area where the production wells are 

located. Notice also that the predicted time-shifts are lower than the observations and 

that there are areas where the location of the slowdown signal on (d) does not match the 

observations on (c) (highlighted by dashed ellipsoids drawn on the maps) and this is 

particularly notorious in the west and central blocks. Likewise, the time-shifts across the 

aquifer region are significantly more challenging to match. Note that the R factors are 

simply scaling the modelled time-shifts, so that the difference in magnitude with respect 

to the observations could be to some extent regarded as an inadequate selection of R 

values in the overburden. Furthermore, vertical strain would affect both the shape and 
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the magnitude of the modelled time-shifts. According to poroelasticity, the predicted 

strain is sensitive to elastic moduli, pore pressure and the acting stress state. It is also 

known that spatially varying mechanical properties could affect the simulation results; 

however, the geologic model does not show evidences of lateral facies or petrophysical 

variations in the overburden to support lateral changes in mechanical properties, 

therefore, they were populated into the model as constant values for each geologic layer. 

This would imply that the lateral variations seen in the predictions of strain is somewhat 

controlled by the pore pressure distribution. In the next chapter, I investigate how the 

pore pressure distribution outside the reservoir could also affect the geomechanical 

simulation results and in turn reduce the mismatch between the time-lapse observations 

and the geomechanical solution. 
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Figure 4.15. Observed vs synthetic time-shifts in section and map view. (a) and (b) 

show measured and modelled time-shifts response in connection to four years of 

reservoir pressure depletion, while (c) and (d) correspond to overburden time-shifts 

extracted at the top of the Fulmar Formation reservoir reflector. Dashed circles point out 

mismatches between observations and modelled time-shifts.  

4.7  Summary  

I started this chapter with the assertion that the 4D seismic time-shifts response 

observed in the shales caprock at the Shearwater Field is closely related to the reduction 

in pore-pressure at the Fulmar Formation reservoir. To explore this hypothesis, I first 

investigated the caprock stress and strain changes induced by four years of reservoir 

compaction through the construction of a finite-element 3D geomechanical model. In 
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this field, the distribution of deformation and stress change largely depends on the 

geometry of the model constituents, contrast in the elastic properties and the pattern of 

reservoir depletion; this is clearly demonstrated by the stress arching effect developed in 

the overburden. This rearrangement of the stress and strain fields in the overburden 

explain the time-lapse time-shifts signal observed in the caprock, specially the large 

velocity slowdown measured at the lower section of the Hod Formation and the shales 

overlaying the reservoir. In order to understand more in detail the relationship between 

physical strain deformation and time-lapse changes at the Shearwater Field,  I 

performed an interval-based analysis for the reservoir by combining the R factor model  

with a rock physics compaction model that takes into account elastic moduli, pore 

pressure and compressibility, to derive an expression that solves for interval R factors. 

By applying this model to the Shearwater dataset, I found that for a given 

compressibility and Poisson ratio there is a specific R factor that would match the data,  

and that the combination of rock properties that has led to the best estimation of  R 

factor (R=2) is in good agreement with the laboratory measurements of compressibility 

and Poisson ratio for this unit. Therefore, it is suggested that knowing reservoir uniaxial 

compressibility is important when studying strain-induced time-shifts in the reservoir. 

Also note that the rock physics model assumes a series of conditions that only apply to 

the reservoir, such as uniaxial deformation, dynamic change in pore-pressure and 

compressibility; hence, it cannot be extrapolated to solve R factors in the more complex 

overburden. After several iterations adjusting mechanical properties in the 

geomechanical model, the 4D calibration exercise shown in section 4.6 highlighted 

some inconsistencies between the observed and modelled time-shifts, those mismatches 

could be related to uncertainty on published R factors in the overburden or the need of 

further calibration of the geomechanical model towards the west/central blocks and 

across the aquifer zone. These observations will be properly addressed in the next 

chapter, in which I introduce additional considerations for the construction of a 

comprehensive geomechanical model that matches at best the time-lapse observations. 
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Through this study, I demonstrate that neglecting aquifer pressure when coupling the 

pressure simulation with the geomechanical model leads to larger inconsistencies 

between the modelled and the observed time-lapse time-shifts. This is certainly true for 

the Shearwater Field, along with other HPHT provinces around the world featuring 

fault-bounded reservoirs or reservoirs with a connected aquifer. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Improving consistency between the geomechanical model and 4D time-lapse 

observations at the Shearwater Field has been of great interest throughout this study. In 

Chapter 4, I presented my first attempt to establish this link via exploring the effect of 

layered R factors published in the literature on the modelling of synthetic time-shifts. 

However, I highlighted that at some areas of the field, the magnitude and distribution of 

the modelled time-shifts were difficult to match the observations, which is expected 

given that time-shifts not only depend on R factors but the change in seismic velocities 

and how the latter is affected by the change in vertical strain. Hence, in order to improve 

consistency between the 4D observations and the model, it is imperative to look at how 

some of the components of the geomechanical model could affect its results. For 

instance, pore pressure affects the stress state of reservoirs and surrounding rocks by 

pore-pressure/stress coupling; this is well documented from both field observations and 

the theory of poroelasticity. Coupled simulations of reservoir (partial fluid saturations 

and pore pressure) and geomechanical processes (pore pressure and stress state) are 

commonly carried out to describe the stress state and its changes during production of 

oil and gas fields. Typical workflows employ a pre-existing reservoir simulation model 

built for production forecasts and scenario modelling. In such reservoir simulation 

models, the pressure support of the hydrocarbon reservoir via a water-bearing reservoir 

is simulated using the concept of a numerical aquifer, and the geometry and extent of 

reservoir pressure in the aquifer is not explicitly included into the gridded model (Nagy 

et al., 2013, Fischer and Henk, 2013, Kamaruddin et al., 2019). The choice of 

simulating an aquifer either via a numerical aquifer or by explicitly including the 

aquifer geometry and pore pressure into the simulation grid has a major influence on the 

predicted geomechanical response. Likewise, the shape of the subsidence bowl is 

expected to be different depending on the simulated pore pressure scenario, as well as 

the stress changes caused by stress arching. In this Chapter, I use the case of study the 

Shearwater Field, to investigate the limitations of conventional geomechanical 

modelling using fixed boundary pore-pressure at the edge of the reservoir. Furthermore, 

I present through my analysis the reinforced notion that incorporating pore pressure 

outside the reservoir simulation model is critical to quantitatively assess the reservoir 

geomechanical response to operations and its link to time-lapse seismic. Hence, the 
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lessons learned from this study will be transferable to other HPHT provinces around the 

world.  

5.2 Published geomechanical models for the Shearwater Field 

There have been several Shearwater studies that show an increased sophistication in the 

use of time-lapse seismic data for geomechanical model calibration over the years. The 

starting point for these studies is no different to the one followed by other HPHT fields 

in the North Sea (See Chapter 2 for further details). At Shearwater, the complexity of 

the geomechanical models increased with availability of several vintages of time-lapse 

seismic data (e.g. 2013 and 2018), the operational experience from drilling additional 

wells, and the assimilation of those data into geomechanical concepts. This progress is 

noticeable when reading De Gennaro et al. (2010), Van Bergen et al. (2013) and De 

Gennaro et al., (2017) (Figure 5.1). With a clear understanding of the importance of 

geomechanics to the development of this field, the model published by De Gennaro et 

al. (2010) initially focused on improving the ability to drill successful infill wells; the 

study became a useful reference for Central North Sea layer properties calculated under 

drained/undrained conditions and their combined effect with various fault modes and 

friction angle scenarios on the calculated change in stress and fracture gradient outside 

and inside the reservoir. However, this model lacked detailed seismic calibration and 

more information about how the change in pore pressure in the reservoir impacted its 

surroundings through time. Thus, to further understand the geomechanical response of 

the overburden, Van Bergen et al. (2013) investigated the effects of Fulmar Formation 

depletion on the lower section of the Chalk interval; to this end, the analysis was 

complemented by the integration of 4D seismic data acquired in 2001, 2002 and 2004 

(reprocessed in 2011) along with cutting-edge logging technology to trace hydrocarbon 

molecular and isotopic composition in the Chalk. This study brought important 

geological insights on the development of natural and depletion-induced fractures in the 

Hod Formation and its correlation with the enhanced permeability found by some of the 

production wells in the field. To date, the last geomechanical model of the Shearwater 

Field has been published by De Gennaro et al. (2017); here the authors presented an 

improved and comprehensive geomechanical model that aimed to reinstate production 

at Shearwater with the drilling of new infill wells. The calibration process included pre 

and post-production Fracture Integrity Tests (FIT) and Leak-Off Tests (LOT) data and 
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four dedicated time-lapse surveys (2001, 02, 04 and 2013). This model aimed to provide 

a better understanding of the geomechanical causes that led to the failure of the initial 

development wells, the deformation effects of reservoir depletion in the Chalk and 

address the challenges of drilling additional wells in a very narrow mud weight window 

and overpressure. Nevertheless, it did not provide a detailed description about the pore 

pressure cells used for their construction or how this component of the geomechanical 

model could affect the solution, and rather focuses on the stress/strain results and their 

link to rock failure. Despite the incremental modeling complexity and inclusion of more 

calibrated data through the years, full consistency between geomechanical modeling and 

time-lapse observations is yet to be achieved.   

 

 

Figure 5.1. Geomechanical models built at Shearwater: (a). De Gennaro et al. (2010) 

maximum (green) and minimum (red) total principal stress results in the caprock along 

two infill wells. (b) Van Bergen et al. (2013) with a focus on the overburden: the 

geomechanical model explained the development of vertical and horizontal fractures 

across the Chalk. (c) De Genaro et al. (2017), the predicted change in total vertical 

stress with warm colours indicating decrease in vertical stress in a clear display of stress 

arching and heterogenous overburden deformation. 

(b)(a)

(c)
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Another benefit of using 4D seismic is to improve the understanding about seismic 

velocity variations in the overburden and their relationship with reservoir compaction. 

For instance, Kenter et al. (2004) and Staples et al. (2007) modelled synthetic time-

shifts at the Shearwater Field on the basis of the stress changes, displacements and their 

link with seismic velocity changes. Figure 5.2 shows the observed time-shifts compared 

to synthetic time-shifts measured at the top of the reservoir; although they were able to 

define a reasonable match, there are clear inconsistencies. For example, Figure 5.2 that 

shows (a) the time-shifts after two years of production at the west block suggest more 

depletion than the model (Figure 5.2 (b)), whereas the east block seems less depleted. 

Also, in Staples et al. (2007) one could appreciate significant differences between the 

observed and modelled time-shifts after four years of production. While the synthetic 

time-shifts (Figure 5.2 (d)) suggested large compaction in the central and east blocks, 

the observed time-shifts (Figure 5.2 (c)) indicated a less pronounced effect (see black 

arrow and polygon on the maps). These authors speculated about several reasons that 

could explain the observed mismatches, such as differences in reservoir stiffness (e.g. 

contrasting properties of a less porous and stiffer aquifer), heterogeneous overburden, 

mechanical properties or lateral variation in R factors. Since then, there have not been 

other publications showing improvements on the synthetic modeling of time-shifts, 

rather than highlighting the importance of 4D to the calibration of the geomechanical 

model at Shearwater (De Gennaro et al., 2017). Although, I acknowledge that Shell has 

continued investigating on how to improve the time-shift modeling (J. De La Torre 

personal communication, 2020), the time-shift predictions from the current 

geomechanical model match the observations mainly at large scale, whilst local 

differences observed in the past remain in place. At the end of Chapter 4, I presented my 

predictions of time-shifts using R factors derived for the reservoir and its surroundings, 

my results show improvements compared to Staples et al. (2007) specially towards the 

crest of the reservoir, but there are still differences (e.g. through the aquifer area of the 

Fulmar Formation). I address such differences in this chapter, by exploring the effect of 

pore pressure change outside the reservoir on the calculated vertical strain and how 

these variations can affect time-shift predictions.   
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Figure 5.2. Observed (a, c) vs modelled (b, d) time-shifts at the top of the reservoir 

published by Kenter et al. (2004) and Staples et al. (2007), respectively. Figures (a) and 

(b) correspond to time-shifts computed after two years of production, whereas c and d 

were computed after four years of production at the Shearwater Field.  

5.3 Why should the aquifer pore pressure change matter to geomechanical 

modeling?  

A common practice during the process of building geomechanical models is to 

incorporate the numerical predictions into the coupling for only the part of the reservoir 

that is being produced, which can be seen across multiple publications such as in Nagy 

et al. (2013), Fischer et al. (2013), Kamaruddinet al. (2019), thereby neglecting the 

influence of the non-producing cells in the resulting geomechanical solution. This 
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approach is adopted partially to satisfy computational considerations, given that 

reservoir simulation models have fairly limited cell numbers with cells mainly 

describing the reservoir, which is of economic interest. Following the geometry of the 

reservoir, the geomechanical model frequently mimics its limited extent with the aquifer 

pore pressure effects adopted via fixed boundary conditions at the edge of the reservoir. 

This approach implies that there are no pore-pressure effects in the aquifer due to 

reservoir operations. However, this remains an assumption whose validity has not been 

previously tested. Related to the previous point, Barker et al. (2008) published a time-

lapse seismic analysis over two neighbouring carbonate fields from the Central Luconia 

gas province offshore Sarawak (Figure 5.3). The authors of this paper pointed to 

unexpected time-shifts measured in one of the fields that was not under production at 

the time. This observation implies that the producing reservoir does in fact contribute to 

pore-pressure changes within the aquifer at potentially large distances, enough to cause 

pore-pressure changes between neighbouring fields. Another example of aquifer 

connectivity between wells located at different fields showing the effect of aquifer 

support, can be seen in the area encompassed by the Blake, Cromarty, Atlantic and 

Goldeneye fields in the North Sea, featuring a connected aquifer that extends for more 

than 60Km (E. Mackay, personal communication, 2019). With pore-pressure changes 

expected in an aquifer, it is likely that geomechanics will be affected by time-varying 

pore-pressures occurring beyond the reservoir. Consequently, there is clear field 

evidence that reservoir activities may result in non-negligible pore-pressure effects in 

the aquifer over an extended region, rendering fixed boundary conditions at the edge of 

the reservoir inexact.  
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Figure 5.3  (a) Seismic section showing two neighbouring gas fields from offshore 

Sarawak in Malaysia (M4 and Serai Fields). The M4 carbonate field came on stream in 

2002, notice that both fields shared the same aquifer, so that the depletion of M4 has 

affected the aquifer pore pressures at the location of the Serai Field. (b) Time-lapse 

response measured at both fields after three years of production and 4.5MPa of pressure 

depletion in the M4 Field. 

5.4 Scope of the study 

Since differences in time-lapse observations and geomechanics response remain present 

at the Shearwater Field, and acknowledging that the geomechanical model poses a 

higher degree of uncertainty than the 4D seismic observations at this field due to its 

complex nature, the aim is to demonstrate that the explicit modelling of reservoir 

pressure in the aquifer has a first order effect on the geomechanical response, and in 

turn, the observable time-lapse seismic response at Shearwater.  

5.4.1 Methodology  

In this chapter, I present three radically different pore pressure scenarios to assess the 

effect of aquifer pore-pressure in the geomechanical solution. To this end, I adopt the 

same one-way coupling approach used to build the geomechanical model in Chapter 4, 

which is essentially keeping the reservoir fluid flow simulation independent of the 

geomechanical model and adapting the geomechanical model at each time-step based on 

reservoir fluid flow simulation outputs. The deformation results are then combined with 

the R factor model, which is used to estimate velocity changes and the theoretical time-

shifts. On a field-wide scale, I use the predicted time-lapse seismic response from 

different scenarios to show that substantial aquifer pressure-depletion occurs. This is 
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done by comparing predicted time-lapse time-shifts, which in turn are linked to the 

predicted overburden strain to data observations. To do so, I display the simulated stress 

state for various scenarios over production time using both cross-section along transects 

through the reservoir and Mohr-circles at specific points to investigate the potential 

failure of the shales in the caprock.  

5.5 Pressure transition through the Chalk 

Large overpressure is a characteristic of the Jurassic and Triassic reservoirs in the 

Central North Sea. By the time of the Shearwater initial development, the pore pressure 

was approximately 100MPa towards the crest of the structure, which is closer to its 

fracture strength (Swarbrick et al., 2010), allowing initial development wells in the 

reservoir with very narrow mud drilling windows. Even though most of the challenges 

faced during drilling operations at Shearwater are not linked to the reservoir itself, there 

are geomechanically-related problems encountered while drilling the overburden units. 

The caprock overlaying the high-pressure reservoir is geologically heterogeneous, 

consisting of organic and inorganic shales with minor carbonate and sandstone intervals 

and a thicker, yet lithologically and geomechanically complex Upper Cretaceous Chalk 

sequence. The notion of a heterogenous Chalk was not always understood as such at the 

central North Sea (Swarbrick et al., 2010). For years it was assumed that in this region, 

the Chalk was an impermeable unit demarking a sharp pore pressure transition starting 

at the base of the Chalk and continuing through the Jurassic Shales (Winefield et al., 

2005); this is in part due to the lack of high fluid pressure evidences through these 

intervals during the early days of development, and limited well data to validate the 

pressure profiles of the fine-grained units in the caprock. Thus, some wells in this area 

(e.g. 22/30a-2 in the Heron Field) were drilled underbalance, assuming that the 

permeability and pore pressure were lower enough to drill safely using mud weights 

below the Chalk pore pressure. However, with the drilling of additional wells such as 

22/ 30c-10 at the Elgin Field or SW05s1, SW07 and SW08s1 at Shearwater, operators 

started to notice the occurrence of gas influx and enhanced permeability produced by 

new fractures through the Hod and Hidra Formations, so that the construction of new 

development and infill wells had to be adapted by increasing the mud weight used at 

these intervals to balance with the higher pressures encountered. This means that the 

Chalk should be considered the principal pore pressure transition zone that connects to 
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the overpressure reservoir. To confirm this hypothesis Swarbrick et al. (2010) published 

a regional study where the role of Chalk in the development of deep overpressure 

reservoirs at the CNS is addressed in great detail. Figure 5.4 shows a plot of regional 

hydrostatic and lithostatic trends along with mud weights and pore pressure 

measurements of the Chalk and Fulmar Formation in four exploration wells (including 

the Shearwater well 22/30b-4). The data presented by this author suggests that the 

Chalk is hydrostatically pressured at the top and very high pressured at the bottom and 

middle sections. Hence, there is consistent evidence that a linear ramp could be used to 

define the pressure transition zone with the Cretaceous/Jurassic shales and Fulmar 

Formation beneath.  

 

Figure 5.4. Development of deep overpressure in the overburden of the Central North 

Sea. Adapted from Swarbrick et al. (2010). 

For the coupling of geomechanics and reservoir simulations, the overburden stiffness 

has proven to be a key factor, so that neglecting its effect could lead to large errors 

(Dusseault, 2007). Therefore, it would be interesting to explore how changing the 

boundary conditions might translate into geomechanical changes through the reservoir. 

In order to evaluate the influence of the overburden pore pressure in the geomechanical 

simulation, I created two models based on different overburden pressure scenarios: In 

the first model, a hydrostatic pressure through the entire overburden is applied, whereas 

the second model assumes a pressure transition through the Chalk interval, this is with 
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hydrostatic to top Chalk and then a linear pressure ramp to high overpressure through 

the Chalk base. Figure 5.5 shows the predicted change in total vertical stress using the 

two contrasting pore pressure models. The results are significantly different between the 

two models, suggesting that the pore pressure assumptions used to model the 

overburden affect the geomechanical solution in the reservoir and its surroundings. If 

we first focus on the overburden, the transition of negative to positive change in total 

vertical stress is sharper in the overburden with “hydrostatic pore pressure Chalk case” 

than in the “overpressure through Chalk case”. This would provide two different 

interpretations to the evolution of the stress arching effect in the field and how multiple 

geologic units in the overburden deform in response to reservoir depletion. Also, notice 

that the change in vertical stress in the caprock and reservoir is more pronounced in the 

second model, specially towards the crest of the structure where the decrease in stress in 

the reservoir is extended to the overburden shales and the lower section of the Chalk 

interval. 

 

Figure 5.5 Predicted change in total vertical stress ∆𝑧𝑧 from two different models. On 

the left, hydrostatic pressure through the Chalk and overpressure reservoir. On the right, 

overpressure transition through Chalk with overpressure reservoir.  

5.6 Modeling pore pressure outside the reservoir 

By adding a numerical aquifer in the model, the reservoir compaction can, by design, 
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aquifer into the simulation grid, reservoir pressure depletion occurs over a wider area, 

and hence, reservoir compaction occurs over a larger area. The differences in simulated 

reservoir compaction from different treatment of the aquifer cause variations in the 

geomechanical overburden response. To prove the concept, I built three totally different 

pore pressure models to investigate the effect of coupling regional aquifer pore pressure 

with geomechanics to modeling synthetic time-shifts. Extra effort has been made to 

secure a plausible transition between the reservoir grid and the embedded cells in all 

directions and thus, reduce uncertainty in the subsequent numerical calculations (see 

further details in the next section). The reservoir grid geometry utilised to build the 4D 

geomechanical model was taken from the simulation results provided by Shell (Figure 

5.6). The grid topology is controlled by the geological interpretation of the Upper and 

Lower Fulmar Formations; the mesh was subdivided into 13 geometrical layers that 

have been geometrically extended by 20km in every direction in order to build an active 

regional aquifer connected to the reservoir. Figure 5.7 shows schematic plots illustrating 

the three different scenarios of aquifer-reservoir pore pressure modelling created for 

Shearwater between 2000 and 2004: 

Model 1: The pore pressure from the numerical simulation is confined to the reservoir 

with pressure conditions at the boundary being dictated by the last reservoir grid 

attached to the boundary, with constant values beyond the reservoir (Figure 5.7 (a)). 

Notice that this is the scenario that was used for coupling with the geomechanical model 

in Chapter 4.  

Model 2:  Pore pressure changes outside the reservoir simulation boundary, so that the 

pressure drawdown affects both the aquifer zone reservoir (Figure 5.7 (b)). For aquifer 

conditions, an assumption is made for constant conditions at the edge of the aquifer 

model with Kriging interpolation to model the pore pressure distributions between the 

aquifer and the reservoir simulation edges. While there is a major fault at the northeast, 

model 2 assumes that it is hydraulically permeable. 

Model 3: The change in pore pressure affects the reservoir and aquifer but not towards 

the northeast because the uppermost limit of the reservoir grid is bounded by a 

hydraulically impermeable fault (Figure 5.7 (c)). Similar to model 2, I utilised the 

Kriging method to interpolate pore pressures between aquifer edges and simulation 

results for the edge of the reservoir. 
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Figure 5.7. Schematic plots illustrating the three different scenarios of aquifer-reservoir 

pore pressure modelling. 

5.6.1 Modeling aquifer at pre-production and post production time-steps 

At initial conditions, the assumption is that the reservoir is hydraulically connected and 

in pressure equilibrium, so that the only two parameters required in the model are: 1. 

Reservoir pore pressure and 2. Location of the gas-water contact to fix the pressure in 

the entire reservoir (Figure 5.8 (a)). In practice, the pore pressure distribution at 

Shearwater shows scattered points around the regression trend at pre-production stage 

(Figure 5.8 (b)) indicating that there are constant pressure values at the same depth.  
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Moreover, all the cells lie on either gas or water gradients, which is the case of the 

regression line over the water leg points that has a slope of about 0.44 psi/ft, a typical 

value for fully saturated brine rocks at the North Sea. Although I would expect the 

scattered points closer to the fitting lines, it is still possible to assume that the permeable 

reservoir is hydraulically connected and in equilibrium. Therefore, in the absence of a 

numerical regional aquifer, the extrapolation of pore pressure as a function of depth and 

fluid density would be adequate to honour the physics required to model the aquifer 

pore pressure outside the reservoir. 

 

Figure 5.8. Schematic diagram illustrating pore pressure distribution at the reservoir and 

surrounding shales. (b) Shearwater pore pressure predictions by 2000. 

In order to model the next time-step (2004), the aquifer pore pressure was kept higher 

only far away from the reservoir (~16km) so that once production started, the reservoir 

pore pressure does not re-equilibrate rapidly. This interpretation was supported by the 

significant pore pressure drawdown of about 50MPa in wells drilled at the east block 

after four years of production (Figure 5.14 (d)). In other words, if the aquifer was very 

strong once production started at Shearwater, the pore pressure would equilibrate 

rapidly and hence cover any evidence of strong pore pressure depletion in the field. 

Since it is not clear to what extent the reservoir pressure drawdown affects the aquifer 

through time, I placed pseudo wells around the edges of the model fixing the same pore 

pressure applied at model boundaries in the initial state (Figure 5.9 (a)). The Kriging 

method was then followed to interpolate the last known pressure points at the reservoir 

boundary and the extended limit of the models (Figure 5.9 (c) and (d)). 
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Taking into account the effect of over pressure transition through the Chalk units 

described in section 5.5, the pore pressure modeling was not limited to the Fulmar 

reservoir as it has been found equally important to know the pore pressure evolution in 

the overburden to adequately assess the sensitivity of the caprock in terms of time-lapse 

velocities to changes in effective stress or strain. Therefore, I incorporated the latest 

insights of pore pressure evolution through the Chalk Group (Swarbrick et al. 2010) to 

populate the geomechanical grid with realistic overburden and underburden pore 

pressure values (Figure 5.10). 

 

Figure 5.10 Definition of pore pressure for the entire geomechanical grid (Model 3). 

Overburden pressure is hydrostatic to Top Cretaceous, and then through the Chalk 

Group the pressure increases linearly around 0.85 psi/ft to enter a higher-pressure 

gradient in the shale caprock, reservoir and underburden. 
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5.7 Geomechanical model building update and calibration 

In order to solve the governing equations that couple pore pressure simulation changes 

with the equations describing subsurface deformation and stress changes, I utilised the 

same mechanics finite element solution (VISAGE) used for the initial geomechanical 

model presented in Chapter 4. Under these premises, three geomechanical models were 

built integrating static parameters and the latest insights of dynamic changes with 3D 

and 4D seismic, assessing the effect of pore pressure modelling outside the reservoir on 

the geomechanical solution (e.g. displacements, deformations and stress). Moreover, the 

detailed 3D seismic and geological interpretation described in Chapter 4 served as the 

basis for the construction of the new geomechanical grid. The material library for 

populating isotropic and homogeneous mechanical properties for each layer in the 

geomechanical grid was built on the basis of lithology and rock properties variations 

exhibited by each unit, and a combination of dynamic and static elastic moduli (refer to 

Table 4.1 in Chapter 4). To explore in more detail the mechanical stratigraphy that 

characterises the Shearwater Field, I looked at the log response to variations in 

lithology, velocities and elastic moduli at a key location (well 22/30b-11) in the field 

(Figure 5.11). From the gamma ray log, we could interpret the Fulmar Formation as a 

270m thick sandstone divided in two units (Upper and Lower Fulmar) featuring lower 

gamma ray values towards the upper section which is known to be characterised by a 

clean sandstone sequence with high porosity and permeability. Differences between the 

Upper and Lower Fulmar can be picked out by looking at the velocity, density and rock 

mechanics logs. For instance, lower velocities can be linked to high porosities (~26%) 

and gas saturation at the Upper Fulmar, while the lower Young’s modulus translates 

into a ‘weaker’ rock in terms of unconfined compressive strength (UCS). In the same 

vein, the Fulmar Formation is less dense and exhibits lower Poisson ratio values in 

comparison with the shale and carbonate units in the caprock that yield average values 

of 0.35 and 0.3, respectively. By looking at the variations in Young’s modulus and 

Poisson ratio in the reservoir and its surroundings along with the corresponding 

lithology, we can understand how the difference in mechanical properties could help 

explain the geomechanical response of a clearly heterogeneous overburden to reservoir 

depletion. Furthermore, the underburden Pentland Formation at Shearwater is a thicker 

unit (~1km) characterised by overpressured gas-bearing sandstones and shales 

interbeds, so that the Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio show a high frequency 
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variability in response to the stratigraphy and saturations. Based on regional geological 

correlations, the Pentland Formation at Shearwater is subdivided into three main units 

(Upper, Mid and Lower Pentland). In terms of mechanical stratigraphy, the Upper and 

Lower Pentland units are stiffer than the Mid Pentland which is more shale prone; 

therefore, three layers were incorporated to the geomechanical grid in order to represent 

the elastic moduli of each unit (Table 4.1 in Chapter 4). Likewise, the Triassic units 

(Skagerrak Formation and Zechstein Group) were incorporated into the grid as stiffer 

formations and extended downwards to 7.7km. Given the geological and mechanical 

complexity of the underburden and the lack of calibration points at such depths, the 

current grid resolution can capture the geomechanical phenomena related to the effect of 

reservoir compaction on the underburden, but with less detail. A higher resolution 

model will be necessary to understand the effect of underburden stiffness on the seismic 

time-lapse response. I will address this relationship with further detail in Chapter 7 in 

relation to the anomalous time-shifts observed in the underburden Pentland Formation 

at the Shearwater Field. 

 

Figure 5.11. Composite section showing lithology, gamma-ray, Vp and Vs velocities, 

density and rock mechanics properties at the location of the appraisal well 22/30b-11. 

The complexity in terms of lithology and rock properties seen in this section, will have 

a significant effect on the geomechanical solution for the reservoir and its surroundings.  
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Before using the resulting geomechanical models as predictive tools, I conducted a 

calibration process against Leak-Off Tests (LOT) and Formation Integrity Tests (FIT) 

measured in the overburden Cromer Knoll Group and the Tor Formation and published 

by De Gennaro et al. (2017) (Figure 5.12). Likewise, a comparison of the total 

minimum horizontal stress predictions from key wells in the field was done to then 

assess how well they fit the values extracted from the geomechanical models across the 

same well locations. Under initial conditions, the geomechanical Model 3 shows the 

best match among the three models; here, the average fractional difference with respect 

to the field measurements ranges between -0.02 to -0.06 for the Tor Formation and 0.02 

to 0.07 for the Cromer Knoll Group. Further investigation revealed that uncertainty 

around overburden elastic properties had been introduced into the geomechanical model 

results, so that the reduction of uncertainty would ensure a closer match to field 

measurements and consequently, more realistic distribution of stresses in the 

geomechanical models. 

 

Figure 5.12. In-situ stress data (LOT and FIT), mud weights and calculated stresses. The 

LOTs and FITs were measured in pre-production and post-production stages. This data 

was used to calibrate the three scenarios of geomechanical models. (Adapted from De 

Gennaro, 2017). 
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5.8 Effect of pore pressure modeling outside the reservoir on vertical 

displacement and strain  

Detailed geomechanical model predictions of effective stress changes, compaction and 

vertical strain were used to assess the effect of including each of the three scenarios of 

pore pressure outside the reservoir in the geomechanical solution, and to relate these 

results to time-lapse seismic attributes. The three maps depicted in Figure 5.13, show 

simulated vertical displacements extracted on the top of Fulmar Formation. There are 

differences not only in the distribution of the regions with maximum and minimum 

displacements but also in the magnitudes among the three maps, especially in the areas 

highlighted by the dotted polygons. In the case of Model 3, the maximum z-

displacement in the east block by 2004 is ~0.27m and primarily caused by a pressure 

drop of 50 MPa. These observations imply that the displacement area above the 

reservoir and the causative pressure drop in the reservoir are closely related, but not 

identical, although in agreement with published measurements from compaction logs 

(Staples et al. 2007). 

 

Figure 5.13. Vertical displacement maps results. Displacements in Model 3 are very 

much in agreement with extrapolations from radioactive bullets in Staples et al. (2007). 

The polygons in the southeast and northwest of the field show the areas of significant 

mismatch among the models. 

In terms of vertical strain, Figure 5.14 (a-c) shows vertical strain maps extracted at the 

Heather Formation; warm colours indicate elongation while colder colours indicate 

compaction. Notice that the vertical strain results for Models 1 to 3 are different, 

especially in areas highlighted by the dotted ellipses. It is worth mentioning that even 

though most of the Heather Formation overlaying the producing reservoir would 

elongate, part of it would also compact and so does the overburden. This observation 
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suggests that the overburden strain change is controlled by the order in which reservoir 

compartments are produced, becoming more evident when comparing the Heather 

Formation vertical strain maps to the pore pressure change map in Figure 5.14(d); 

hence, the overburden compacts where the reservoir does not compact underneath 

(Figure 5.14 (e and f)). This comparison highlights the importance of aquifer pore-

pressure to accurately compute deformations and suggests that accurate 4D analysis and 

interpretation of geomechanical effects and time-shift attributes require consideration of 

the aquifer. Further to improving the match between modelled and observed 4D 

signatures for this field, my work is aimed to alert to potential risks from simplified 

models, especially when models are used to predict geomechanical deformation linked 

to oil and gas operations. 

 

Figure 5.14 (a-c) Maps of predicted change in vertical strain (휀𝑧𝑧) between 2000 and 

2004 across the Heather Formation. (d) Reservoir pressure change map (2000-2004). (f 

and g) Schematic images showing the effect of pressure drawdown on the seal caprock. 

5.9 Implications to effective stress 

Another important consideration when assessing the effect on pore pressure modeling 

outside the reservoir, is how the multiple reservoir pore pressure scenarios impact on 

effective stress. The concept of effective stress advocated by Terzaghi (e.g. see Terzaghi 
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et al., 1996) defines a linear relationship with total stress and pore pressure. As rocks 

are fully saturated poroelastic materials, the knowledge of effective stress is required to 

evaluate potential rock failure or the sensitivity of seismic velocities to changes in stress 

Figure 5.15 illustrates the predicted change in total vertical effective stress between 

2000-04 extracted from the three geomechanical models. Notice that positive values 

represent an increase in effective stress with production time. At a glance, Model 1 and 

Model 3 look very similar to each other, however, they do have differences. In order to 

highlight what the main differences are, I have drawn dotted lines and ellipses to mark 

these areas. For instance, notice that the transition from blue to green in the reservoir 

moves towards the right in Model 3. The most striking difference when we draw these 

isolines is the change in shape of the transition from negative to positive effective stress 

at the west of the section; however, as seen across the Hod Formation interval, it is not 

only the shape but also the magnitude of effective stress that varies in both models. 

 

Figure 5.15. Predicted change in total vertical effective stress from 2000 to 2004 

(∆𝜎′𝑧𝑧) for three different scenarios of reservoir pore pressure.  
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5.10 Analysis of effective stress for rock failure 

Mohr-Coulomb plots are tools to analyse the evolution of effective vs shear stress in the 

overburden shale caprock and the potential of failure of these rocks with production. 

Notice that in theory the simulated rocks are not allowed to experience failure, given 

that the geomechanical simulations shown in this study assumed a linear elastic 

behaviour. In addition, I recognise that the geomechanical change is relatively small and 

that there is a high possibility that the rock fabric is also affected by deformation. 

However, it is expected that the simulator results presented in this study are not 

significant misled in part due to the boundary conditions applied to the model. Hence, it 

is still possible to analyse the stress predictions using Mohr-Coulomb plots and utilise 

this knowledge to indicate which model could approach to failure in a real system.   

As illustrated in Figure 5.16, the stress values have been extracted along a key well 

location near the regional fault for each model in 2000, 02 and 04. The Coulomb 

criterion for shear fracturing in the three plots assumes a coefficient of sliding friction of 

0.6 (Byerlee, 1978). First, notice that the Mohr circles in Model 2 (open fault) behave 

much differently from Model 3 (sealing fault) and Model 1 where the reservoir stops at 

the fault (e.g. No pressure drawdown outside the reservoir). The increase of reservoir 

effective differential stress leads to a reduction in the minimum horizontal principal 

effective stress in the top seal through time. The shear failure was predicted in Models 1 

and 3 when the Mohr circle reaches the failure envelop by 2004. The failure predictions 

in the shale caprock were also corroborated by the reported well operational events, 

which indicated casing breach due to shale influx from the Kimmeridge Clay and 

Heather Formation for the same period (De Gennaro et al., 2017).  These findings 

acknowledge the importance of including the overburden pore pressure in the modeling 

process so that the estimation of effective stress in the caprock is made possible.  

. 
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Figure 5.16. Mohr circles used to investigate the evolution of effective vs shear stress 

(Models 1, 2 and 3) in the overburden at the location of a key well in the Field. 

5.11 Integration of time-lapse seismic with the modelled pore pressure 

scenarios 

In this section, 4D seismic is used as a predictive tool to test the three pore pressure 

scenarios via synthetic modeling of compaction-induced time-shifts at the Shearwater 

Field. Since the geomechanical simulator is cellular based, each cell (i) has a value of 

strain  휀𝑧𝑧 that can be linked by a R factor to calculate time-strain 
∆𝑡

𝑡
 for each cell 

(Equation 5.1); then, via Equation 5.2, we integrate the calculated time-strain 

∆𝑡

𝑡
 weighted by the travel time across the individual cells 
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𝑣
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(5.2)  

Where (𝑣) and (∆𝑍) are the velocity and cell height for each individual layer. The 

predicted time-shifts are then compared against the observations, so that we can close 

the loop with an iterative process that allows to feed back the mismatch in order to 

adjust the model and improve its predictions until the optimum match between the 

observed and predicted model is achieved. 

5.11.1 R factor recovery from modelling comparison 

In Chapter 4, I pointed out that the literature values of R (mainly R=5 across the 

overburden) might be inadequate for a proper time-lapse calibration at Shearwater. 

Hence, I used the iterative process described by Equations 5.3 and 5.4 to test for R 

values when comparing the calibrated geomechanical model results with the observed 

time-shifts. However, I acknowledge that determining R from modelling comparison 

could be contradictory to some extent; on one side, we would like to assess whether the 

model could match the observations, and on the other, we aim at finding a dilation 

factor R that best fits the model and observations. Regardless, I consider this approach 

reasonable for a simple semi-quantitative analysis.  

Figure 5.17 shows inverted R factors in a cross-section that is intersecting the area of 

maximum confidence of vertical strain predictions from the calibrated geomechanical 

Model 3. Notice that R varies significantly in the vertical direction in the overburden. 

While the shales in the caprock show values between 5 and 10, the argillaceous chalk 

from the Hod Formation shows a significantly larger strain sensitivity, featuring R 

values of up to 60. While moving upwards, the homogenous lime mudstones that 

represent the Tor Formation feature lower R factors ranging again approximately 

between 5 and 10 at the shallow part of the section. Interestingly, the vertical 

distribution of R is giving additional insights about the effect of the reservoir depletion 
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on the mechanical stratigraphy and seismic velocity changes through the Chalk Group. 

It is worth to mention that the geomechanical predictions of vertical strain indicate that 

the stretching in the Hod Formation is more severe than in the Tor Formation. Also, 

pressure data from the field shows high pressure gas readings coming from the Hod 

Formation which is mechanically weaker and more fractured than the overlaying 

carbonate units. Although there are not conclusive evidences relating weaker rocks to 

large R factors, there are multiple field observations suggesting that such larger R 

factors could be linked to highly fractured rocks. Larger R factors associated to a similar 

mechanism have been reported by De Gennaro et al. (2008) and Røste and Ke (2017) 

for other geomechanically active fields in the Central North Sea and the Norwegian 

Continental Shelf. Lastly, the inverted R seems less trusted towards the reservoir and 

underburden, where the model grid is coarser and the 4D seismic velocity field is more 

complex. 

 

Figure 5.17. Inverted R factors from modeling comparison. 

Given the complexity inherent to the derivation of R factors from modelling 
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Wong and MacBeth (2016) to recover average R factors for the shales in the immediate 

caprock. A detailed explanation about the application of this technique on Shearwater 

can be found in the Appendix B of this thesis. Following this method, I found an 

average R~8 for the overburden shales, which is within the range of the recovered R 

values from the modelling comparison exercise. Since this is a faster method that 

requires less parameterisation than using the FEM geomechanical model, it could be 

considered as an alternative valid solution to recover R factors in the overburden; 

nonetheless, its usage should be limited to those layers closer to the nucleus of strain 

represented by the reservoir, if we are to avoid lower resolution of inverted results.  

Finally, updated overburden R factors is shown in Table 5.1 which were previously 

from published literature, keeping published reference values only for shallower and 

underburden layers.   

Unit Literature 

R factors 

New R 

Factors 

Shallow overburden 5 5 

Sele Fm. 5 5 

Tor Fm. 5 5 

Hod Fm. 20 50 

Hod Mass Flow  20 50 

Cromer Knoll Gr. 5 8 

Heather Fm. 5 8 

Kimmeridge Clay Fm. 5 8 

Upper Fulmar Fm. 2 2 

Lower Fulmar Fm. 2 2 

Upper Pentland Fm. 30 30 

Mid Pentland Fm. 15 15 

Lower Pentland Fm. 30 30 

Triassic 5 5 

Salt 5 5 

 

Table 5.1. Comparison of published R factors vs updated R factors used for the 

synthetic time-shift modeling. 
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5.11.2 Comparing synthetic and modelled time-shifts at the top of the reservoir 

The comparison process described in the previous sections also revealed which 

geomechanical model out of the three gave us the best time-shifts predictions. It is 

interesting to find out how multiple variations in the inputting pore pressure model are 

reflected in time-lapse seismic. These variations become easier to trace by looking at the 

time-lapse effects on the overburden than those on the Fulmar Formation itself.  As 

illustrated in Figure 5.18, I selected the Top Fulmar level to compare the modelled time-

shifts (a-c) with the observed time-shifts (d). Having used a suitable selection of new R 

values (Table 5.1) the main differences in the maps are regarded to variations in strain 

and velocity changes across the three models. In general, the maps show a concentration 

of positive and higher time-shifts towards the upper section of the tilted block that 

coincides with the area of maximum production. As expected, by comparing the 

modelled time-shifts with the observations I find that Model 3 equates the time-lapse 

observations the most, not only in magnitude but also in terms of distribution of time-

shifts in the area of maximum production and the aquifer. The blue finger (marked by a 

black arrow) corresponds to an undrained area that has not seen production; so that the 

time-shifts accumulated at Top Fulmar are clearly indicating those areas of the reservoir 

that have experienced a different rate of deformation and velocity change.   
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Figure 5.18. Modelled time-shifts (a-c) vs observed time-shifts (d) maps at top 

reservoir.   
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5.12 Summary 

In this chapter I have addressed the importance of coupling the right model of pore 

pressure with the geomechanical simulation in order to improve the accuracy of the 

model predictions. The main reason to focus my attention on this component of the 

geomechanical model is that pore pressure reduction drives compaction and the 

geomechanical response that we observe around the reservoir at the Shearwater Field. 

It was found that observed and predicted seismic time-shifts can be closely matched 

when the aquifer is explicitly included in the model. On the contrary, when the aquifer 

outside the reservoir is not included explicitly (e.g. a numerical aquifer whose geometry 

and extent is not included in the grid model) the observed and predicted seismic time-

shifts could not found an optimum match. I therefore regard as inadequate those 

geomechanical and time-lapse seismic application studies, along with traditional 

reservoir simulation models that do not encompass the aquifer geometry explicitly in. 

This is especially true when fields have strong aquifer drive with substantial pressure 

depletion in the water leg; in these special cases, it is then mandatory to adjust the 

reservoir model building and simulation strategy to include a larger portion of the 

aquifer explicitly. In doing so, I can confirm that the model with an initially 

overpressured overburden and a sealing fault at the up-dip termination of the reservoir 

best match the observed leak-off test data from multiple wells drilled over the lifetime 

of the field. In addition, the Mohr-Coulomb analysis confirms that the presence of an 

open/sealing fault has a major influence on rock failure in the overburden. 

Finally, it is shown that the new selection of R values improves consistency between the 

model and observations, and even though R factors are not meant to be area dependent, 

they help characterise the general behaviour and hence the vertical strain and time-lapse 

velocities as two components that bring variability and refinement to the model. 
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Chapter 6 

6. Analysis of the Heather and 

Kimmeridge Clay Formations from 

time-lapse well logging at the 

Shearwater Field 

 

 

In the previous chapter, I investigated the relationship between geomechanics and time-

lapse seismic observations at the Shearwater Field, applying a rock physics model 

widely used to describe this coupling across the reservoir and its surroundings. In this 

chapter, I investigate the complexity of lithology-dependent R factors using the time-

lapse logging information from two Jurassic shales in the caprock. The time-lapse 

analysis on repeated well logs is carried out from using two different approaches: 

porosity-related R factor model and a micro-mechanical model, to reveal the velocity 

response to reservoir porosity and pressure changes that results in dilation in the 

overburden shales. 
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6.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 5, the combined use of geomechanical modeling techniques and time-lapse 

seismic observations had served as the basis to investigate how the compaction of the 

Fulmar Formation led to stress changes in the overburden. A later discussion also 

pointed out that it is commonplace in geomechanical simulations to regard the strata 

overlying the reservoir as homogeneous sequences. Whilst this simplification seems to 

be acceptable in some scenarios, I have shown that this is not the case for the 

Shearwater Field, where pressure reduction in the reservoir generates strain deformation 

in the overburden that varies with lithology and rock mechanics properties. At 

Shearwater, the impermeable Jurassic shales in the caprock play a significant role acting 

as seals that prevent gas escaping from the Upper and Lower Fulmar unit. Moreover, 

the phenomenon of geomechanical activation of the overburden shales is more 

significant in HPHT fields due to larger effective stress sensitivity to porosity changes 

linked to the reservoir. Consequently, the deformation of the clay-rich Heather and 

Kimmeridge Clay Formations have caused the failure of production wells due to a 

significant weakening of the caprock increasing the operational risk of drilling new 

wells in such a challenging environment (De Gennaro et al., 2017). The definition of R 

has been described in the literature as a characteristic property of the rock for which 

both the subsurface and vertical strain are assumed to be homogenous and responding 

primarily to a relative change in vertical velocities mainly affected by porosity and/or 

fluid variations during reservoir depletion or inflation (Holt et al., 2008). In this chapter, 

I continue investigating the complexity of the R factors data across the Upper Jurassic 

Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations, using time-lapse logging acquired at the 

Shearwater Field. The repeated well log analysis aims at understanding the velocity 

response to porosity, lithology and pressure change that results in dilation in the 

overburden shales. The results are compared to estimates from a theoretical micro-

mechanical model that underlines the petrophysical and geological properties of shales 

along with the mechanical behaviour that would be exhibited by these rocks in an 

unloading scenario. 
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6.2 The use of repeated logs measurements to monitor reservoir and 

caprock changes 

Although the usage of compaction logs (e.g. radioactive marker bullets) to monitor 

strain and subsidence due to reservoir compaction is extensive (Brighenti et al., 2001, 

Janssen et al., 2006, Staples et al., 2007) there exists only a few published studies 

investigating the potential use of time-lapse conventional logging to monitor seismic 

and geomechanical reservoir changes. One of these studies was conducted by Guzman 

(2011) who utilised time-lapse sonic logs from the Shearwater Field to compare the 

change of sonic velocities with the change of velocities derived from time-shift 

observations after four years of production. The results of this comparison were in 

qualitative agreement showing a decrease in velocities for the Kimmeridge Clay and 

increase in the Upper Fulmar Formation. Although an overestimation of velocity 

changes derived from the well-logs time-lapse analysis was also observed, the possible 

causes for the quantitative differences in velocities were not addressed in detail, 

concluding that an in-depth petrophysical and seismic analysis would be required to 

identify the possible reasons for the quantitative inconsistency related to the time-lapse 

seismic observations. Another study was carried out by Avseth et al. (2013) who used 

well logs to calculate time-shifts and time-strains from a patchy cement rock physics 

model that accounted for the combined effect of stress and saturation changes of a 

siliciclastic reservoir undergoing depletion or injection. These authors found a good 

agreement between the observed and log-based modelled time-shifts while being able to 

capture local geological variations that control fluid and stress sensitivity with the 

modeling exercise. Moreover, Xue et al. (2006) utilised time-lapse neutron porosity logs 

to detect CO2 breakthroughs and saturation changes at the Minami-Nagaoka oil and gas 

Field. Given that the neutron porosity tool primary responds to the concentration of 

hydrogen atoms, they assumed that a time-lapse change in neutron porosity readings 

would have a large sensitivity to changes in water saturations linked to CO2 injection 

operations, concluding that time-lapse monitoring is a cost-effective method that has 

proven to improve their understanding of the injected CO2 behaviour in the field. Notice 

that none of these publications have shown a comprehensive petrophysical analysis or 

considered the use of time-lapse logs to monitor geomechanical overburden changes in 

connection with reservoir activities, which constitute interesting topics of research that 

are addressed in detail later in this chapter. 
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6.3 Repeated well logs at Shearwater 

The repeated well logs consist of a baseline (SW08) and monitor (sidetrack well 

SW08s1, with less than 100m offset) drilled over a period of two years and located at 

the east block of the field (Figure 6.1). Although the reservoir experienced substantial 

pore pressure declines during that time (approximately 24MPa) it was not enough to 

manifest significant fluid saturation changes, so that the time-shifts observed during this 

period are largely controlled by the reduction in porosity in the reservoir. The baseline 

(SW08) was the first of five production wells at the Shearwater Field; it is characterised 

by a ‘S’ shaped trajectory (Figure 6.1) with a vertical reservoir section to minimise 

drilling hazards. Parallel to this well is the monitor SW08s1, which also included a full 

logging suite for the reservoir section and immediate overburden. The logs measured in 

both baseline and monitor wells are based on open hole measurements while drilling 

(MWD). Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 show average values of gamma ray, density, neutron 

porosity, resistivity, P-wave and S-wave sonic logs across the Kimmeridge Clay and 

Heather Formations measured at the location of the baseline and monitor wells. A 

second set of repeated well logs acquired fifteen years apart (baseline SW01 and 

monitor SW01s1) were also available (Figure 6.1), but unfortunately with incomplete 

logging information across the shales caprock, so that they could only be used to assist 

the calibration of the petrophysical model across the reservoir. 
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Figure 6.1. View of repeated well logs at Shearwater Field. Baseline SW08 and monitor 

SW08s1 located at the east block were drilled within a period of 2 years, while the 

second set of logs used for petrophysical calibration was acquired at the west block 

between 2000 and 2015. 
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Kimmeridge Formation (Average logging values) 
Wells Gamma 

ray [API] 

Density 

[g/cc] 

Neutron-

porosity 

[v/v] 

Resistivity 

(Deep) 

[ohm-m] 

P-wave 

sonic 

[ms/ft] 

S-wave 

sonic 

[ms/ft] 

Baseline 128 2.42 30.7 1.6 119 218 

Monitor 136 2.42 30.9 1.5 129 178 

Table 6.1. Average well log values of the Heather Formation in baseline (SW08) and 

monitor (SW08s1). 

Heather Formation (Average logging values) 

Wells Gamma 

ray [API] 

Density 

[g/cc] 

Neutron-

porosity 

[v/v] 

Resistivity 

(Deep) 

[ohm-m] 

P-wave 

sonic 

[ms/ft] 

S-wave 

sonic 

[ms/ft] 

Baseline 77 2.48 26.5 1.1 109 198 

Monitor 76 2.5 26.24 0.94 112 171 

Table 6.2. Average well log values of the Kimmeridge Clay Formation in baseline 

(SW08) and monitor (SW08s1). 

6.4 Scope of the study 

This study aims at using repeated time-lapse well logs to derive R values for the 

overburden shales at the Shearwater Field from two different models: a porosity-related 

R factor model and a micro-mechanical model. For both cases, I consider the geological 

and petrophysical properties of the Upper Jurassic Heather and Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations which have reported the largest geomechanical deformation in connection 

with the reservoir compaction. 

6.4.1 Methodology  

 At Shearwater, the production-induced reservoir compaction has led the shales in the 

caprock to stretch, and such geomechanical changes are responsible for the time-lapse 

signal (softening) observed in the field.  A major question to answer in this chapter is: 

Can we derive R factors for the shales in the caprock using time-lapse logs and 

petrophysical concepts? To address this challenge, I propose a new methodology that 

allows relating shales petrophysical properties to their geomechanical changes as they 

are recorded in production time. The suggested methodology includes the following 

steps:  

1. Investigate the factors that may affect measured logs and apply statistical techniques 

to look for similarities and differences between the time-lapse logs.  
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2. Build a comprehensive petrophysical model to characterise rock matrix constituents 

and predict total porosity. 

3. Define a relationship between the petrophysical and geomechanical variations with 

4D seismic observations, firstly through the application of a porosity-related R factor 

model and secondly, a theoretical formulation that considers micro-mechanical 

deformation of these rocks. 

6.5 Velocity changes across the shales caprock from time-shifts observations 

Here, I intend to discuss some key time-lapse seismic observations from the field to 

later explore their connection with the time-lapse logs response. In this vein, I estimated 

the velocity change using the baseline survey (2001) and the monitor (2002) that 

matches the time period in which the repeated well logs were measured. The relative 

time-shift expression by Landrø and Stammeijer (2004) is the following: 

 𝑑(∆𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
=
∆𝑉

𝑉
−
∆𝑍

𝑍
 

6.1 

Assuming that the vertical thickness change 
∆𝑍

𝑍
 is significantly lower than the fractional 

change in velocities 
∆𝑉

𝑉
, we can make the following approximation: 

 ∆𝑉

𝑉
= −

𝑑(∆𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
 

6.2 

From which we could solve for the change in velocity (∆𝑉) as follows:  

 
∆𝑉 = −

𝑑(∆𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
∗ 𝑉 

6.3 

Where, 
𝑑(∆𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
 is the time-strain and 𝑉 the baseline velocity.    

Figure 6.2 (a) shows the time-strain derived from time-shifts using a cross-correlation 

method with a window gate of 100ms. The hardening signal in the reservoir is 

compensated by softening in the caprock specially across the shales and the lower 

section of the Hod Formation in the Chalk. Figure 6.2 (b) shows the calculated velocity 

changes (via Equation 6.3) observed after two years of production and 24MPa of pore 

pressure reduction in the Fulmar reservoir. We observe that the speed-up is concentrated 

in the reservoir zone while slowdown occurs in the overburden and underburden; such 

slowdown observed in the caprock correlates with different lithologies and mechanical 
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properties seen in this field. Moreover, an extraction of ∆𝑉 predictions along the 

baseline well SW08 suggests that major velocity changes in the caprock occur across 

Upper Jurassic shales and the Top Hod Mass Flow unit which is considered the ultimate 

seal for the play, whereas the top of the Hod Formation does not show significant 

velocity variations.  

 

Figure 6.2. Calculated time-strain (a) and velocity change (b) between 2001 and 2002. 

Percentage of velocity change (c) extracted at the location of the baseline well (SW08). 

6.6 Quality control and petrophysical analysis 

In this section, I address the first and second steps of the proposed methodology, 

starting with a log quality control and statistics analysis of the repeated well logs, 

followed by the application of a petrophysical model for the shales and reservoir 

intervals at Shearwater.  
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6.6.1 Log quality control and statistics 

The log data quality control aims at validating that log measurements are numerically 

correct, precise and of usable quality for the time-lapse analysis (Rider and Kennedy, 

2011). The first step of the analysis is to look at the petrophysical reports of baseline 

and monitor wells to ensure that the logs used in this study were environmentally 

corrected and calibrated, in order to minimise the unwanted effects of borehole 

geometry and conditions and geometry. The seismic section in Figure 6.3 shows there is 

a significant horizontal step out from the platform for both wells. Initially, logs are 

referenced to an absolute value that is measured from the Kelly-bushing (reference 

datum) increasing positively along the borehole; likewise, depths should be corrected 

following the ‘kick-off point’ which is where the borehole deviates from the vertical. To 

do so, it is required to generate a deviation survey and apply a method for vertical 

correction. There exists several methods of verticalisation (e.g. Tangential, Mercury, 

Minimum Curvature methods) (Amorin, 2009) providing very similar results; I chose 

the Minimum Curvature as it is the standard method used in multiple commercial 

software to verticalise baseline and monitor wells. 

Despite multiple efforts to make sure maximum repeatability of the time-lapse logs used 

in this analysis, one should acknowledge two wells were drilled with an offset that 

might introduce genuine differences in logging response. In the next section, additional 

techniques are applied to assess geologic similarities or differences between the baseline 

and monitor wells and consider their effects on the repeated well log analysis.   
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Figure 6.3. North-east/south-west seismic section showing the location of the baseline 

and monitor wells used for the repeated well logs study. 

6.6.1.1 Cyclicity analysis of the Upper Jurassic units 

Well logs contain several transitory characteristics including cyclicity, trends and abrupt 

changes that also need to be quantified and interpreted in a geological context. Cyclic 

stratigraphy patterns are well identified in sedimentary rocks, defining a link to 

paleoenvironmental processes that led to their formation (Labrecque et al., 2011). To 

assess high-frequency cyclicity and look for similarities in the Fulmar, Heather and 

Kimmeridge Clay Formations, three quantitative analysis were conducted: a. Auto-

correlation and cross-correlation; b. Fourier Transform; and c. Continuous Wavelet 

Transform. To compare their results, two additional more distant wells (SW09 and 

22/30-b11 see Shearwater structural map Figure 3.7 in Chapter 3) were also included in 

the analysis; the idea behind this is to help determine if the lateral distance between 

wells influences their log response. To this end, the gamma ray log was chosen due to 

its applicability in stratigraphic correlation along with its expected invariance within a 

time-lapse scenario. Note that shales are very fine-grained detrital rocks consisting of 
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millimetre-scale laminations that can be directly observed in core samples. However, 

these features are too thin to resolve with conventional wireline log data and the 

amplitude of these cycles is inferior to the resolution limit considered for the statistical 

techniques applied in this study. Therefore, the analysis focused on the metre-scale 

cyclic perturbations within gamma ray and density logs. 

6.6.1.2 Auto-correlation and cross-correlation  

Correlation is a mathematical tool used to correlate signal with itself (auto-correlation) 

or another signal (cross-correlation) and helps identify repeating patterns and periodic 

signals over a given log interval. Correlogram plots were computed using gamma ray 

and density logs. These plots are related to semi-variograms and often represent a 

mirror-image of each other. On the Auto-correlation, peak values close to 1 indicate 

stronger preserved cyclicity whereas a value close to 0 suggests little or no cyclicity 

within the dataset at a given wavelength. From Figure 6.4 preserved cyclicity is 

observed at points A (~7.5m) and B (~32.5m) from the Fulmar Formation. Additionally, 

note that correlograms of monitor and baseline are more similar to each other than 

further wells; the right plot in Figure 6.4 shows the cross-correlation operation between 

baseline and monitor. Notice that the higher the correlation the closer to zero, which 

indicates that the gamma ray signal of both wells overlap at the same depth after 

alignment and vertical correction of depth-shifts. 
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Figure 6.4. Auto-correlation and cross-correlation analysis of the Fulmar Formation. 

Left: Auto-correlation of wells SW08, SW08s1, SW09 and 22/30-b11. Right: Cross-

correlation of wells SW8 vs SW08s1. 

6.6.1.3 Fourier and Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)  

Auto-correlation and cross-correlation are the principal techniques used to observe 

cyclicity in any dataset (Labrecque et al., 2011). In addition to time-domain methods, I 

therefore explored the use of frequency domain methods to assess frequency content 

and amplitude of the gamma ray cyclicity. Figure 6.5 shows the Fourier spectral plots 

displayed as line graphs for the Fulmar Formation; it comprises frequency values in the 

X-axis which are the inverse of the period in metres, and the Y-axis representing the 

corresponding magnitude of this cyclicity. It is observed a more energetic signal close 

to cycles of 15m and lower amplitude values for higher frequencies. In addition, notice 

that the spectral plots of the baseline and monitor are more similar to each other in 

comparison with the two farther wells. Because Fourier transform did not reveal where 

these frequencies and cycles occur in depth, I applied a Continuous Wavelet Transform 

(CWT) attribute to the well logs to determine where these cyclicity and trend take place. 

The CWT has the ability of decomposing the frequency content of the signal at each 
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step and thus, preserving depth, scale and magnitude component of cyclicity within the 

intervals of interest. 

 
Figure 6.5. Fourier spectral plot for gamma ray logs. The inter-well distances between 

the baseline SW08 and wells SW08s1, SW09 and 22/30-b11 are 70m, 267m, 376m, 

respectively.  

A careful examination of the scalogram plots for gamma ray logs evidences differences 

in the distribution of amplitude cyclicity between the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations. The left image in Figure 6.6 corresponding to the Heather Formation, 

shows that the higher energy is concentrated in the intervals of maximum gamma ray 

values (top) and decreasing substantially for lower gamma ray values, suggesting that 

monitor and baseline are very similar to each other at this level. In contrast, the right 

image corresponding to the Kimmeridge Clay, shows that both scalograms are 

dissimilar; higher amplitude cyclicity in the baseline is observed for lower and higher 

frequencies, whereas high amplitude cyclicity is only associated to high frequencies in 

the monitor. Hence, the Kimmeridge Clay Formation exhibits less lateral correlation 

and has more lamination than the Heather Formation, which could be attributed to a 

higher concentration of clay-platelets and stratified organic matter. 
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Figure 6.6. On the left, scalogram of Heather. On the right, Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations using Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) along with gamma ray logs 

from baseline and monitor wells. 

This gamma ray signal analysis was independently corroborated by applying statistical 

techniques such as Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (Benesty et al., 2009) which is a 

statistical method used to measure the level of linear correlation between two datasets. 

The higher the value the better correlation between the datasets. In this vein, large 

Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients (r=0.850) were found in the reservoir, suggesting an 

optimum degree of correlation between baseline and monitor logs. On the other hand, 

the overburden shales show larger variations between the baseline and monitor wells 

featuring a lower correlation coefficient (r=0.604).  

6.6.1.4 Gamma ray and spectral log 

Gamma ray logs measure the natural emission of radioactive elements in the rocks such 

as uranium, potassium and thorium. The importance of measuring natural radioactivity 

lies in the fact that most rocks contain traces of those elements in proportions that vary 

among lithologies. In particular, sedimentary rocks such as shales, commonly have a 

larger gamma ray activity although not in all the cases (Rider and Kennedy, 2011). 

Gamma ray logs have also proven to be highly applicable in multiple qualitative and 

quantitative analyses; for instance, in geological and sequence stratigraphy correlations, 

to define drilling depth reference, as a shale indicator or to determine volume of clay 

among others. The wireline gamma ray tool has a good depth of investigation of 0.1m; 
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however, it cannot distinguish the individual contribution of radioactive elements but a 

cumulative value of them all. At Shearwater, the Kimmeridge Clay Formation shows 

the highest values of total gamma rays with a cut-off normally above 94 gAPI (Figure 

6.7). Although core studies suggest that the transition between the Kimmeridge Clay 

and Heather Formations is gradual (Veldkamp et al., 1996) the gamma ray logs show a 

sharp transition between the two Formations with an average value of 77 gAPI for the 

Heather Formation. The spectral gamma ray log is also available  for monitor and 

baseline wells (Figure 6.12); with a the depth of investigation of ~0.5m, the tool gives 

detailed information about radioactive mineral volumes, clay mineral concentration, 

source rock potential and sequence stratigraphy events. In section 6.6.4, spectral gamma 

ray logs help investigate the characteristics of the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations in terms of volume of clay and the identification of dominant clay minerals. 

6.6.1.5 Wellbore condition from gamma ray, resistivity and caliper logs  

The qualitative inspection of gamma ray, resistivity and caliper logs (Figure 6.7) 

suggests that the gas-bearing sandstone observed at the baseline and monitor wells has a 

good borehole quality with low gamma ray and high resistivity values. The overburden 

section (Kimmeridge Clay and Heather Formations) of the baseline exhibits a wellbore 

with constant caliper values slightly higher than borehole diameter without evidence of 

caves or fractures, whereas the monitor shows a thicker shale sequence and the caliper 

looks more spurious (e.g. 4,780m-4,820m in Figure 6.7) being more difficult to properly 

determine washed out zones and revoke. 
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6.6.1.6 Density and neutron-porosity logs 

An independent assessment of density or neutron porosity logs would not give strong 

indications of lithology; however, a combined analysis can provide some relevant 

insights (Rider and Kennedy, 2011). Figure 6.8 shows density-neutron cross plots 

overlaid by a template of different rock matrix and their porosities for the baseline and 

monitor wells. The green and dark blue circles correspond to the Kimmeridge and 

Heather Formations, respectively, while the light brown circles correspond to the Upper 

Fulmar Formation. This plot can also serve as a tool for log quality control; the cross 

plot shows no evidence of bad hole measurements across these intervals. The Upper 

Fulmar is a clean sandstone with most of the points indicating low neutron-porosity and 

density values due to the presence of gas. As illustrated in Figure 6.7, the overburden 

shales are recognised by neutron-porosity values that are relatively higher than the 

density values. By plotting both logs in the same track, one can see a large positive 

separation where the neutron log is well to the left compared to the density curve; 

hence, the change in response from a clean Fulmar Formation to the overlaying shales is 

sharp, being only gradual between the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations 

featuring a linear increase in the volume of shales. That is, we could expect a higher 

proportion of shales when the curves are more separated from each other. 

 
Figure 6.8. Density-neutron cross plots of baseline and monitor wells. Light green 

points correspond to the Kimmeridge Clay Formation while the dark blue points 

represent the Heather Formation. The Upper Fulmar is in light brown. 

The neutron-density response at the reservoir level shows a classic ‘balloon effect’ 

related to gas content; as well as subtle peaks with slightly higher sonic and density 

values and lower neutron-porosity but fairly steady GR values (e.g. at 5,275m in the 

(a) (b)
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baseline well in Figure 6.7), these might be an indication of subtle textural variations in 

the sedimentary structure with a change in porosity. Nevertheless, a more accurate 

lithological evaluation should comprise the combined use of core analysis, photoelectric 

factor and spectral gamma ray logs. For both wells baseline and monitor, the 

Kimmeridge and Heather Formations show higher bulk density and neutron-porosity 

values due to their high water content and hence, increasing hydrogen index ‘HI’ which 

is characteristic of shaly sequences. Density values are found to be around 2.42g/cc in 

the Kimmeridge Clay, and 2.48g/cc in the Heather Formation; such variations in density 

can be related to organic content which is known to be higher in the Kimmeridge Clay 

than the Heather Formation (Veldkamp et al., 1996).  

6.6.1.7 Sonic log analysis and seismic modeling for well calibration 

Figure 6.9 shows two cross plots of porosity by density vs P-wave velocity for the 

baseline and monitor wells. The colour code represents each zonate unit corresponding 

to the reservoir and the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations. Note that it is 

possible to differentiate the Upper Jurassic shales from the Lower and Upper Fulmar 

units; regarding the shales, the velocities in the Heather Formation are higher than in the 

Kimmeridge Clay Formation for relatively narrower density values.  

 

Figure 6.9. cross plot of density vs compressional P-wave sonic logs of baseline and 

monitor wells. 

From Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 we notice that the monitor well shows an increase in the 

average P-wave sonic values compared to the baseline in both shales, which is an 

indication of velocity slowdown in the caprock. To investigate the seismic signature of 
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these shale intervals, I applied seismic forward convolutional modeling constructed 

from density and P-wave sonic logs, assuming normal reflection incidence for the 

reflectivity series calculated from the acoustic impedance log (Figure 6.10). Then, the 

reflectivity series was convolved with a statistical wavelet extracted around the baseline 

well and the synthetic was calibrated applying bulk time-shifts over the signal to 

achieve a maximum of cross-correlation of 72% between the synthetic and seismic data. 

While the top of the Kimmeridge Clay is seismically resolvable with at least a half of a 

wavelength period across this interval, the transition with the underlying Heather 

Formation is less apparent due to the weak impedance contrast between the two units. 

Note there is a significant decrease in density and velocity values at the boundary 

between the Upper Fulmar Formation and the Jurassic shales, leading to distinctive 

change on the acoustic impedance log that correlates with a zero-crossing in the seismic 

plot.  

 

Figure 6.10. Seismic calibration of the baseline well across the shales and reservoir 

interval. 

6.6.2 Petrophysical model of the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations 

The total porosity change in the caprock is addressed in this section by presenting a 

comprehensive petrophysical model that focuses on porosity estimation. This 

knowledge can be used to link velocity and geomechanical changes in the Heather and 

Kimmeridge Clay Formations in response to reservoir depletion. Nonetheless, before 

embarking on the estimation of total porosity of the shale intervals, it is important to 
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define a conceptual physical model of the studied shales. Several authors have 

published detailed work on petrophysical models for shales (Mendelzon and Toksoz, 

1985, Passey et al., 1990); in those studies organic shales are described as solid portions 

comprising organic matter and matrix, and given the maturity of the rock, the kerogen is 

transformed into petroleum which moves into the porous space displacing the formation 

water in the rock. In addition, some authors (Jadoon et al., 2016, Herron and Matteson, 

1993) relate the pore fluid to natural gas which allows calculation of total porosity 

following conventional methods such as density and neutron-density. However, the 

water saturation can be over 50% in some shales (Zhu et al., 2018) so that neglecting 

the effect of water saturation could lead to erroneous porosity estimations in shales. 

Therefore, I propose to use the conceptual model for the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations as shown in Figure 6.11, consisting of five components: organic matter, clay 

and non-clay minerals saturated with water and hydrocarbons.   

 

Figure 6.11. Conceptual physical model of Heather Formation and Kimmeridge Clay. 

Despite the availability of numerous methods to calculate total porosity in shales (e.g. 

from core measurements, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or conventional logging) 

the accuracy of total porosity estimation is still lower when compared to other common 

lithologies (Rider and Kennedy, 2011). This is due to various causes including 

diagenesis, complex pore connectivity, connate water held by capillary forces, high clay 

surface area and heterogeneous pore diameters (Passey et al., 2012). Among these 

methods, direct estimation of total porosity from core measurements is regarded as most 

accurate; however, core extractions in shales are very scarce. Likewise, NMR tools 

theoretically could provide high accuracy as well, even though their applicability to 

shales is limited due to difficulties with hydrocarbon content corrections and operational 

costs (Tan et al., 2015). In the absence of core samples or NMR measurements, 
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conventional logging is widely used and there are three main categories to calculate 

porosity: 1. Organic-porosity method that is linked to the law of mass conservation 

principles, 2. Curve-fitting method of single or multiple logs (e.g. neutron-density 

porosity model) and 3. Total porosity calculation based on a petrophysical model built 

from sonic, density or neutron logs. The organic-porosity method (1) calculates organic 

porosity first, even though it is difficult to isolate inorganic porosity from well logs. 

Inorganic pores are more abundant in shales such a Kimmeridge Clay and Heather 

Formations (Fishman et al., 2012); thus, this method is not suitable to calculate porosity 

in this study. The curve-fitting method (2) uses a combination of log responses that have 

the potential to provide accurate total porosity values; however, it lacks theoretical basis 

and tends to give less confident results in the presence of shales with large variations in 

mineral matrix or complex pore structure. Finally, the total porosity method (3) 

estimates porosity from petrophysical modeling. If the multi-mineral matrix is well 

constrained, this method can give the finest results (Herron et al., 2002). Let us consider 

the case of the density log which is widely used to calculate porosity since the bulk 

density is a mixture of the volume weighted average of the rock constituents. If the 

grain matrix density (𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥) and the fluid density 𝜌𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑  are known, we could express 

the bulk density (𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘) as:  

 𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 = (𝜑) ∗ 𝜌𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 + (1 − 𝜑) ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 6.4 

From which the total porosity of the rock (𝜑) can be solved: 

 
𝜑 =

𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 − 𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 − 𝜌𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑

 6.5 

In the case of shales, the matrix density needs to be well constrained; if the grain density 

varies due to change in mineral concentration or organic content, then the porosity 

calculation could be erroneous. In addition, the density tool is highly sensitive to the 

type of fluid contained in the rock; in the presence of gas, the large difference with 

water could lead to reduction of the bulk density, hence, affecting the porosity 

estimation. Shales have more complex fluid saturation distribution than other 

lithologies, hence the need to take this property into account to accurately calculate 

porosity.   
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Another petrophysical model to calculate total porosity utilises the sonic compressional 

wave log. The link between porosity and sonic slowness is not theoretically solid since 

it is mostly based on empirical and semi-empirical relationships (Rider and Kennedy, 

2011). The most popular and simple semi-empirical model was published by Wyllie et 

al. (1956) and is commonly known as the ‘Time-average equation’: 

 𝜑 =
∆𝑡 − ∆𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥

∆𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 − ∆𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥

 6.6 

 

Where, ∆𝑡= measurement of compressional slowness, ∆𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑=compressional slowness 

of the interstitial fluid and ∆𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥
=compressional slowness of the rock matrix. Even 

though this expression has been used by some authors to calculate porosity in shales; 

the model is primarily intended to be applied in sandstones because their diagenesis 

(compaction) is different to shales diagenesis. Moreover, the clay mineral content is not 

present in Equation 6.6, and it is known that kaolinite-rich shales have a different 

acoustic response when compared to smectite-rich shales (Rider and Kennedy, 2011). 

Additionally, organic content tends to overestimate porosity, so that this method should 

only be applied to have a ballpark approximation of shales total porosity.  

Zhu et al. (2018) proposed a petrophysical model to estimate total porosity considering 

the complexity of various minerals, organic content and saturations. For the calculation 

of total porosity, the effect of gas saturation is removed from the model by combining 

the effect of neutron and density logs in their formulation. This is followed by an 

analysis of organic content, density and neutron-porosity response of the shale matrix 

by using elemental and conventional logging. Finally, the total porosity is calculated 

from the following expression:  

 

𝜑 =

[(𝜌 − 𝜌𝑚𝑎) + 𝑉𝑂𝑀(𝜌𝑚𝑎 − 𝜌𝑂𝑀)]
𝜌ℎ − 𝜌𝑤

−
[(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑚𝑎) + 𝑉𝑂𝑀(𝑁𝑚𝑎 − 𝑁𝑂𝑀)]

𝑁ℎ − 𝑁𝑤
[(𝜌𝑤 − 𝜌𝑚𝑎)/(𝜌ℎ − 𝜌𝑤)] − [(𝑁𝑤 − 𝑁𝑚𝑎)/(𝑁ℎ −𝑁𝑤)]

 

 

6.7 

 

Where 𝜑 [%]=the total porosity of the shale, 𝜌 [g/cm3]= value of density log, 

𝜌𝑚𝑎[g/cm3]= density of the shale matrix, 𝜌𝑂𝑀[g/cm3]= organic matter density, 𝑉𝑂𝑀[%]= 

volume percentage of organic matter, 𝜌𝑤 [g/cm3]=density of water, 𝜌ℎ [g/cm3]=density 

of the hydrocarbon, 𝑁[%]=Neutron-porosity log response value, 𝑁𝑚𝑎[%]=Neutron-
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porosity of the matrix, 𝑁𝑂𝑀[%]=Neutron-porosity of the organic matter, 

𝑁𝑤[%]=Neutron-porosity of water, 𝑁ℎ[%]=Neutron-porosity of hydrocarbons.  

I am inclined to favour the estimation of total porosity proposed by Zhu et al. (2018) 

because it combines the density and neutron-porosity responses of each constituent 

(solid matrix and fluid properties) of the shale rocks as volumetric fractions, which in 

turn leads to a more accurate estimation of total porosity in shales. First, the density of 

the shale matrix, neutron-porosity matrix response and the volume percentage of 

organic matter need to be calculated in advance. In the next sections, I present the 

calculation of these parameters for the two time-lapse wells using a combination of well 

log data and information from literature.  

6.6.3 Investigating the gamma ray signature of the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations 

Figure 6.12 shows the total and spectral gamma ray logs over the Upper Jurassic 

sandstones and shales at the location of well SW08 at Shearwater. The spectral logs 

reveal that the Kimmeridge Clay Formation contains the largest concentration of 

uranium, reaching values of up to 11.6ppm towards the top of this unit, while the 

thorium and potassium concentrations are similar across the two Jurassic shales. Due to 

its higher gamma ray radiation, the Kimmeridge Clay is also known as a “Black Shale” 

(Adams and Weaver, 1958) and the concentration of uranium is associated with organic 

matter content deposited in anoxic environments that leads to the precipitation of this 

element. This observation also implies that the total gamma ray has been largely 

affected by the abnormal concentration of uranium especially across the Kimmeridge 

Clay, so that this log cannot be used to calculate volume of clay, unless prior Total 

Organic Content (TOC) corrections are made. The second largest concentration 

corresponds to thorium which, unlike the uranium response, is more constant across the 

shales interval; the average value is 8ppm for the shales compared to 2.3ppm for the 

Upper Fulmar unit. This common occurrence of thorium across the Heather and 

Kimmeridge Clay Formations is related to its diagenetic insolubility which allows the 

element to be recycled several times in sedimentary environments (Rider and Kennedy, 

2011). Thus, I consider thorium as a good indicator for the clay volume calculations that 

will be explained in the next section.    
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6.6.4 Volume of clay (V-clay) calculation 

A common practice when building petrophysical models is to use the total gamma ray 

as a quantitative indicator of shale and clay volumes. These two definitions are 

frequently used interchangeably in many publications, although they are not 

fundamentally the same (Bhuyan and Passey, 1994). The term V-clay as used in this 

study refers to the volume of clay minerals present in the rock while V-shale indicates 

the shale rock volume consisting of clays and non-clay minerals including feldspars and 

carbonates. The most common method to calculate V-clay utilises the total gamma ray 

values. First, the relative gamma ray value or gamma ray index (𝐼𝐺𝑅) is calculated from 

the following expression:  

 
𝐼𝐺𝑅 =

𝐺𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑔 − 𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛
 

6.8 

Where: 𝐺𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑔=Gamma ray log value of interest, 𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥=100% clay line (shale line), 

𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛=0% clay line (clean sandstone or limestone). Then, considering that shales are 

not 100% made up of clay minerals (the concentration might vary between 50 and 70%) 

(Fishman et al., 2012) the (𝐼𝐺𝑅) is corrected by using linear or non-linear empirical 

correlation plots of gamma ray index with the weighted volume of clays.  

Although, calculating V-clay from a simple gamma ray log would be the first option, 

the large concentration of uranium affects the total count of gamma rays across the 

Jurassic shales at Shearwater. As discussed before, this radioactive element is linked to 

the organic content, thus, using this log to estimate V-clay would lead to inaccurate 

results. Moreover, the potassium log from the spectral gamma ray could give 

ambiguous results since its occurrence can be related not only to clays but detrital 

minerals such as micas and feldspars. On the other hand, the thorium log is an excellent 

indicator of V-clay due to its geochemical affinity with clay minerals during their 

deposition (Rider and Kennedy, 2011). Therefore, the V-clay calculation across the 

shale intervals relies entirely on the thorium response; the linear relationship used for 

this calculation was taken from Fertl (1979) which is the same as the gamma ray index 

(𝐼𝐺𝑅) described above:  

 
𝑉𝑠ℎ(𝑇ℎ) =

𝑇ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑔 − 𝑇ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑇ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛
 

6.9 
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The volume percent of clays was calculated through a combination of single indicators 

such as thorium (for shale intervals) and dual indicators such density and neutron-

porosity (for the Upper Fulmar unit). The model was run by zones, so that individual 

clay indicators can be calibrated for any specific interval with the resulting V-clay 

curves shown in Figure 6.12: 1. A clay volume mixed (VCLmix) that consists of a 

composite curve (combination of the minimum value of each output curve) and 2. The 

arithmetic average of all the output V-clay curves (VCLAV).  

 

Figure 6.12. Volume of clay calculation for baseline and monitor wells. 

Baseline (SW08)

Monitor (SW08s1)
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6.6.4.1 Dominant clay mineral identification 

The use of spectral gamma ray logs to identify clay minerals has been proposed by 

several authors through time (Rider and Kennedy, 2011). These authors investigated the 

response of radioactive elements to individual clay minerals finding that potassium and 

thorium are strong indicators of gamma ray activity associated with clays. As illustrated 

in Figure 6.13, I used the quantitative approach for mineral identification published by 

Quirein et al. (1982). Here, the graph shows a thorium (Th) versus potassium (K) plot 

overlaid by a theoretical distribution of clay minerals, heavy minerals and evaporites for 

a given concentration of these two elements. The green circles correspond to the 

Heather Formation while the red circles represent the Kimmeridge Clay Formation. 

Notice that the Th/K ratio of both units suggests that illite is the dominant clay mineral 

present; this agrees with (Fishman et al., 2012) and (Horsrud et al., 1998) who also 

reported similar results from core samples taken in deep buried Jurassic shales. 

 

Figure 6.13. Identification of dominant clay minerals from Th/K relationship. Red and 

green circles correspond to the Kimmeridge Clay and Heather Formations, respectively, 

showing a strong correlation with illite in both cases.   
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6.6.5 Total Organic Content (TOC) 

The organic content of the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations also influence the 

total porosity of these rocks. Although, the concentration of inorganic intra and inter-

particle pores has been reported to be larger than the concentration of organic pores in 

these Jurassic shales, the contribution of organic pores is not negligible (Fishman et al., 

2012). Therefore, the organic matter concentration is an independent part of the shale 

model that needs to be properly quantified. In this vein, I followed two methods to 

calculate the Total Organic Content (TOC) of the Kimmeridge Clay and the Heather 

Formations: 1. Density curve overlapped-based method and 2. A relationship between 

TOC and bulk density.  

The curve overlapped-based method (∆𝑙𝑔𝑅) was first introduced by Passey et al. 

(1990); it considers an overlay of porosity and resistivity logs that helps identify the 

effect of organic matter on the formation log response. Hence, the 𝑇𝑂𝐶 (v/v) can be 

calculated from following expression: 

 
𝑇𝑂𝐶 = ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅 ∗ 10(2.297−0.1688∗𝐿𝑂𝑀) 6.10 

Where ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅 is the change in deep resistivity and porosity curves used to highlight the 

organic content and 𝐿𝑂𝑀 is the level of maturity. Although the method could be applied 

using multiple curves (sonic, neutron-porosity or density), I favoured the use of the 

acoustic sonic (𝐷𝑇) in [µsec/ft] and density (𝜌) in [g/cc] logs because of the distinctive 

effect the organic content imprints on both curves. Hence, ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅 can be calculated as: 

 ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑙 𝑔10 (
𝑅

𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
) + 0.02 ∗ (𝐷𝑇 − 𝐷𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) 

 

6.11 

 ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 = 𝑙 𝑔10 (
𝑅

𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
) − 2.5 ∗ (𝜌 − 𝜌𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) 

6.12 

The well logging resistivity 𝑅 [Ω.m], baseline resistivity  𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒, acoustic 𝐷𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 

and density 𝜌𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 are determined according to the Jurassic shales properties. Then, 

the arithmetic weighted average of ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 and ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 are used in Equation 6.10 

to determine an average TOC percentage.   
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The level of maturity (𝐿𝑂𝑀) can be estimated from the empirical correlation plot with 

vitrinite reflectance shown in Hood et al. (1975). The core samples from subsurface 

analogue wells in (Fishman et al., 2012) suggest a vitrinite reflectance Ro=1.3 which 

would be equivalent to a 𝐿𝑂𝑀=11.7.  

The second method is based on the assertion that bulk density in shales is affected by 

the concentration of organic matter. This is due to the low density of the organic matter 

(1.03-1.10g/cc) with respect to the shale matrix, resulting in lower values of bulk 

density (Decker et al., 1993). 

We could estimate 𝑇𝑂𝐶 (v/v) from a third order polynomial regression based on 

empirical correlations with organic shales around the world, using the following 

expression:  

 
𝑇𝑂𝐶 = (−42.97115 +

114.1864

𝜌
) ∗ 0.01 

6.13 

Where 𝜌 is the bulk density in [g/cc]. 

Figure 6.14 shows a composite section of the baseline and monitor wells depicting the 

resulting TOC computations for the two organic shales Heather and Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations. As expected, the baseline and monitor wells show similar results; 

Regarding the TOC predictions, the density method tends to overestimate the organic 

matter concentration whereas the ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅 method provides lower TOC values. This might 

be due to the bulk density being influenced by the presence of heavy minerals such as 

pyrite and hence, leading to higher TOC values. On the other hand, the ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅 shows 

average values that yield between 2.6-3.0% and 1.5-1.94% for the Kimmeridge Clay 

and Heather Formations, respectively. It is worth mentioning these concentrations are in 

line with published values of TOC from cores taken at similar depths in the Jurassic 

organic shales (Fishman et al., 2012, Badics et al., 2015). Having defined a TOC model, 

it is possible to calculate the volume percentage of organic matter 𝑉𝑂𝑀 which is required 

in equation 6.7 to calculate total porosity from the shale model. This computation 

through the following expression is described in Passey et al. (1990): 

 𝑉𝑂𝑀 = (
𝜌 ∗ 𝑘

𝜌𝑂𝑀
) ∗ 𝑇𝑂𝐶 

6.14 
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Where 𝜌 is the bulk density, 𝑘 is an organic matter conversion factor correlated with to 

the type of kerogen raging between 1.27 and 1.57 (for the studied shales, 𝑘 has been set 

to 1.35 corresponding to a type 3 kerogen) and 𝜌𝑂𝑀 is the density of the organic matter 

(which is estimated to be 1.1 g/cc). Then, the TOC estimated from the ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅 method is 

used to calculate the volume of organic matter shown in Figure 6.14. 

 

Figure 6.14. Total organic content (TOC) calculated using two methods: ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅 and bulk 

density. The TOC log derived from the ∆𝑙𝑔𝑅 method is used to calculate the volume of 

organic matter. 

6.6.6 Matrix density and Neutron response 

From the spectral gamma ray analysis presented in the previous section, illite was found 

to be the dominant clay mineral in both Jurassic shales. Nevertheless, the petrophysical 
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model requires to input the concentration of all minerals present in the shales. In the 

absence of core and well logging data to determine the concentration of these minerals, 

I used the petrographic study of Upper Jurassic shales at the Central North Sea 

published by Fishman et al. (2012) to assign a representative proportion of clay and 

non-clay mineral constituents of the solid matrix in the petrophysical model. Hence, the 

mineral content listed in Table 6.3 corresponds to the petrographic core analysis of 

Kimmeridge Clay Formation samples taken at 4,786.58m from the well 22/28a-1 which 

is also located in the central graben area of the North Sea. The literature indicates that 

the rock matrix contains quartz, feldspar, dolomite and pyrite. Due to the lack of 

information regarding the geochemistry of the Heather Formation and in-situ core data, 

an accurate description of the mineralogy of this formation is not possible. Thus, for the 

purpose of this petrophysical model, I have assumed that the mineral composition listed 

in Table 6.3 is representative of both Jurassic shales in the model. Table 6.3 also shows 

the density and neutron-porosity values that correspond to each mineral, water and gas 

that make up the solid and porous phase of the shale model. After defining a 

representative concentration of clay and non-clay minerals, the matrix density (𝜌𝑚𝑎) and 

neutron-porosity matrix (𝑁𝑚𝑎) of the model can be calculated from the following 

expressions: 

𝜌𝑚𝑎=𝜌𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑧 ∗ 𝑉𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑧 + 𝜌𝐹𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑉𝐹𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟…       

…+ 𝜌𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑒 ∗ 𝑉𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑒…  

…+ 𝜌𝑃𝑦𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 ∗ 𝑉𝑃𝑦𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 + 𝜌𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑦 ∗ 𝑉𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑦 

 

6.15 

 

𝑁𝑚𝑎=𝑁𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑧 ∗ 𝑉𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑧 + 𝑁𝐹𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑉𝐹𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟… 

…+ 𝑁𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑒 ∗ 𝑉𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑒…    

…+ 𝑁𝑃𝑦𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 ∗ 𝑉𝑃𝑦𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 + 𝑁𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑦 ∗ 𝑉𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑦 

 

6.16 

 

Where 𝜌𝑥 and 𝑁𝑥 represent the matrix density and neutron-porosity matrix of each clay 

and non-clay minerals in the rock. 

Note that the estimation of the matrix density and neutron-porosity takes into account 

the relative volume of each of the mineral constituents; in turn, such approach would 

increase the accuracy of the predicted total porosity. Hence, the matrix density and 

neutron-porosity were calculated as 2.70g/cc and 20.68p.u., respectively. 
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  Quartz Felds. Dol. Pyrite Illite Musc. Chlor. Water Gas 

Weight (%) 23.84 5.94 0.21 1.36 47.06 18.20 3.76 - - 

Vol. Frac 0.24 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.47 0.18 0.04 - - 

Density (g/cc) 2.65 2.60 2.85 4.80 2.67 2.76 2.60 1 0.5 

Neutron-Poro. -2.00 -1.50 1.00 -0.19 35.00 20.00 30.00 100 0.3 

Table 6.3. Mineral composition and log response that have been used to represent the 

fluid and solid phases of the Jurassic shales at Shearwater. Musc. (Muscovite), Chlor. 

(Chlorite), Dol. (Dolomite). 

6.6.7 Total porosity estimation  

In this section, total porosity predictions for Jurassic shales are presented in the first 

place, followed by the corresponding results for the reservoir. The results come from 

two different petrophysical models comprising the analysis of the uncertainty associated 

with several input parameters.   

6.6.7.1 Total porosity in shales 

Total porosity was calculated in the baseline and monitor wells based on the 

petrophysical model proposed by Zhu et al. (2018) to assess the effect of time-lapse 

changes on total porosity across the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations in 

response to reservoir depletion (Figure 6.15). For comparison purposes, the ‘time-

average method’ (Equation 6.6) which is an alternative method for total porosity 

calculation was also applied. The input curves used for estimating porosity from these 

two methods (V-clay, P-wave sonic, Neutron-porosity, Density and TOC) are also 

displayed in Figure 6.15. In addition to these inputs, the Zhu et al. (2018) model also 

requires the knowledge of the matrix neutron-porosity and density values which have 

been obtained from a combination of well logging and literature review. The last two 

tracks in Figure 6.15 correspond to the total porosity predictions of the Upper Jurassic 

shales. In this case, the time-average method provides unreliable porosity estimates 

(higher total porosity values than expected at these intervals) which may have been due 

to the effect of heavy and clay minerals, fluid saturations, geochemical interaction of 

irreducible water with clay minerals or organic content not being theoretically 

considered in the mathematical expressions used in these models. Conversely, the Zhu 

et al. (2018) model considers key mineral and fluid constituents with a solid theoretical 

basis. Results from both methods are summarised in Table 6.4; the calculated porosity is 
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4.18% and 4.25% for the baseline and monitor wells in the Heather Formation, while 

the Kimmeridge Clay Formation yields values of 6.32% and 6.38%, respectively. These 

calculated ranges of total porosity are in better agreement with the values reported by 

several authors for these Upper Jurassic shales (Fishman et al., 2012, Okiongbo, 2011, 

Badics et al., 2015).  

 

Well Formation 
Zhu et al. (2018) 

method [%] 

Time-average 

method [%] 

  Min Mean Max Min Mean Max 

Baseline 
Kimmeridge Clay 6.19 6.32 6.45 10.96 11.18 11.40 

Heather 4.10 4.18 4.26 5.02 5.13 5.23 

Monitor 
Kimmeridge Clay 6.3 6.38 6.5 13.25 13.52 13.79 

Heather 4.17 4.25 4.34 5.39 5.55 5.61 

Table 6.4. Summary of total porosity values calculated from the Zhu et al. (2018) and 

time-average methods across the shale intervals in the caprock. 
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Figure 6.15. Interpretation of total porosity in the baseline and monitor wells from 

multiple methods: Time-average and Zhu et al. (2018).  

 

6.6.7.2 Total porosity in the Fulmar Formation 

The total porosity across the Fulmar Formation was calculated based on a curve-fitting 

method of neutron and density logs, which is the standard petrophysical model used by 

Shell to predict the reservoir porosity at Shearwater. The mathematical expression is the 

same as described in section 6.6.2 (Equation 6.5) with the fluid density (𝜌𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑) 

accurately determined based on empirical correlations between the density (𝜌) and 

neutron-porosity (𝑛𝑒𝑢) response from core samples: 

Monitor (SW08s1)

Baseline (SW08)

Density [g/cc]

Neutron Poro. [%]

Density [g/cc]

Neutron Poro. [%] Time-average 
method

Porosity Zhu et al. 
2018 method

Porosity [%] Porosity [%]

Time-average 
method 

Porosity Zhu et al. 
2018 method 

Porosity [%] Porosity [%]
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 𝜌𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 = 0.675 − 1.25∆𝜌,𝑛𝑒𝑢 6.17 

Where the difference between the density (𝜌) and neutron porosity (𝑛𝑒𝑢) curves can be 

calculated as:  

  

∆𝜌,𝑛𝑒𝑢= 1.62 − 0.6 ∗ (𝜌 − 𝑛𝑒𝑢) 
6.18 

For the purpose of comparison, a second method (time-average model, Equation 6.6) 

was also applied along with a sensitivity analysis over the expected ranges of 

∆𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥
(51 to 55μsec/ft) and ∆𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑  (240 to 245μsec/ft). Results of both methods are 

shown in Figure 6.16 and summarised in Table 6.5. First, notice the high porosity 

exhibited by Upper Fulmar when compared to the Lower Fulmar unit. Even when sonic 

porosity is higher than neutron-density porosity values, they still show similar character 

with porosity values as high as 35% at some intervals of the Upper Fulmar unit. From 

the neutron-density porosity method, the mean porosity at Upper Fulmar is 26.45% and 

25.4% for the baseline and monitor wells, respectively, whilst the Lower Fulmar 

features mean porosity values of 18.36% (baseline) and 18.25% (monitor).  

The resulting change in porosity between the baseline and monitor wells are in line with 

the notion of expanding overburden and compacting reservoir. Such porosity changes 

correspond to two years of production and, consequently, are very subtle. To understand 

the geomechanical implications of these observations, I will explore the relationship 

between vertical strain and a differential change in porosity in the next section. 

 

Well Formation 
Neutron-density 

method [%] 

Time-average 

method [%] 

  Min Mean Max Min Mean Max 

Baseline 
Upper Fulmar 25.02 25.53 26.04 25.92 26.45 26.98 

Lower Fulmar 20.07 20.48 20.89 17.99 18.36 18.73 

Monitor 
Upper Fulmar 24.69 25.19 25.69 24.89 25.4 25.91 

Lower Fulmar 19.66 20.06 20.46 17.89 18.25 18.62 

Table 6.5. Summary of total porosity values calculated from the Neutron-density and 

Time-average methods across the Upper and Lower members of the Fulmar Formation. 
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Figure 6.16. Composite log sections showing total porosity predictions of baseline and 

monitor wells using two methods: Neutron-density and Time-average across the Upper 

and Lower members of the Fulmar Formation. 

6.7 Repeated well log application: estimation of R factor 

In this section, I use the well-known R factor model (Røste et al., 2005, Hatchell and 

Bourne, 2005a) having the repeated well log information as the main input. The 

advantage of including time-lapse log analysis for R factor estimation is that it allows 

direct estimation of R using /V VD estimates from time-lapse sonic logs and vertical strain 

computed directly from changes in formation thickness or indirectly from changes in 

time-lapse porosity values.  

Monitor (SW08s1)

Baseline (SW08)
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6.7.1 Vertical strain from gamma ray logs 

After building the shales petrophysical model, I attempted to calculate the vertical strain 

directly from changes in formation thicknesses, assuming that the results should follow 

the time-lapse and geomechanical model observations, this is compaction in the 

reservoir and stretching in the caprock. In principle, this simple exercise should be 

possible considering that the natural emissions of gamma rays in the rocks are invariant 

during production time, and assuming there is no lateral variation between the baseline 

and monitor wells. We could use the given geologic tops before and after production to 

calculate vertical strain 휀𝑧𝑧 as the fractional change in thickness with respect to the 

original thickness:   

휀𝑧𝑧 =
(𝑍𝐵𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 − 𝑍𝐵𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑝) − (𝑍𝑀 𝑛𝑖𝑡  𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 − 𝑍𝑀 𝑛𝑖𝑡  𝑇𝑜𝑝)

(𝑍𝐵𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 − 𝑍𝐵𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑝)
 

 

 

6.19 

 

Where 𝑍 represents the depth of the interpreted top and base at the baseline and monitor 

wells. First, the gamma ray logs for both wells were properly aligned and vertically 

corrected; then, I run two scenarios to assess the sensitivity of this method to the true 

vertical depth interpreted for each top. Figure 6.17 shows the given depths of nine 

geologic units in the overburden and Fulmar reservoir along with the vertical strain 

calculated via Equation 6.19. Here, positive values indicate compression while 

stretching is linked to negative values. By looking at the strain polarity, the first 

scenario suggests compaction in the reservoir (positive strain) and stretching in the 

immediate overburden Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations (negative strain). 

This is followed by compaction in the overlaying Valhall (Cromer Knoll Group), 

Herring and Hod Formations and stretching in the Tor Formation. The unexpected 

variations in strain polarity are also accompanied by large magnitudes of vertical strain. 

For instance, the predictions from geomechanical simulation (Chapter 5) indicate the 

vertical strain in the Fulmar Formation and overburden units is at least two orders of 

magnitude lower than the present values. There are at least three reasons that could 

explain the large uncertainty in these strain results: 1. Inaccuracy of the interpreted 

geologic tops; Figure 6.17 shows very large differences in depth between baseline and 

monitor wells at certain levels (e.g. Upper Fulmar, Tor Formations). 2. Stratigraphic 

differences that might exist between baseline and monitor wells; take the case of the 
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change in thickness seen at the Kimmeridge Clay Formation between baseline and 

monitor of around 40%. Here, shear faulting and differential erosion are likely to be the 

main causes of such variations. 3. Misfit due to stretching of wireline logs. Logging 

under HPHT conditions is significantly challenging, the elastic stretch over the wireline 

tool introduces an additional depth shift that is normally corrected in the field; however, 

the logs were not corrected for the purpose of a time-lapse analysis, meaning that 

specific environmental conditions might increase the uncertainty in the definition of 

well tops at those levels where the gamma ray tool had experienced larger tension.    

 

Figure 6.17. Case 1: On the left, unit thickness based on interpreted geologic tops in the 

overburden and reservoir for the baseline and monitor wells. On the right, calculated 

vertical strain for each unit. 

In order to minimise the mismatch of interpreted geologic tops or large stratigraphic 

differences between baseline and monitor wells, I performed a new cross-correlation 

between the two wells, this time looking for distinctive and correlatable internal 

markers within each geologic unit. The calculated strain suggests expansion in the 

immediate overburden whereas compaction was observed in the whole chalky interval. 

Although the second case showed a better match in polarity for the immediate 

overburden units (Figure 6.18), the magnitude of vertical strain remains much higher 

than expected in most of the intervals. Therefore, this procedure has proven to be 

unreliable in the sense that these vectors are not illustrating the vertical deformation in 
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the overburden but showing high sensitivity to small geologic variations and 

environmental conditions between the baseline and monitor wells. 

 

Figure 6.18. Case 2: On the left, unit thickness based on selected markers within each 

geologic unit in the overburden and reservoir for the baseline and monitor wells. On the 

right, calculated vertical strain for each case. 

6.7.2 The porosity-related R factor model for shales 

Total porosity values from repeated well logs suggest that the reservoir depletion has 

caused a change in porosity that, in the case of the overburden shales, would represent 

an increase in porosity after two years of production. Based on the assumption that the 

vertical strain (휀𝑧𝑧) is proportional to a differential change in porosity (∆∅), the 

following rock physics model in Fjaer et al. (1992) can be used to estimate the change 

in strain from the total porosity logs: 

 
휀𝑧𝑧 =

∆∅
(1 − ∅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒)

 
6.20 

 

Next, if we connect Equation 6.20 to the R factor model (Røste et al., 2005, Hatchell 

and Bourne, 2005a) the vertical seismic velocity would be a function of porosity, so that 
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the fractional change of velocity 
∆𝑉

𝑉
 can be written as a function of the dilation factor R 

and porosity: 

 ∆𝑉
𝑉
= −𝑅

∆∅
(1 − ∅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒)

 
6.21 

 

By adding the R factor, the equation is reorganised with R becoming a function of 

porosity and velocity, namely as ‘porosity-related R factor model’: 

 
𝑅 = −

∆𝑉
𝑉
/

∆∅
(1 − ∅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒)

 
6.22 

 

The model assumes the rock deforms elastically, undergoing uniaxial compaction and 

that the effect of anisotropy on the velocities is negligible. As it has been demonstrated 

by the experimental work published by Holt and Fjær (2003) and Holt et al. (2005), the 

propagation of wave velocities in overburden shales is sensitive to an increase in 

porosity. Hence, the stress and strain changes caused by reservoir compaction will 

influence the seismic properties of the overburden shales.  

To compute the R factor considering the pore effect and repeated well logs, the 
∆𝑉

𝑉
 

component in Equation 6.22 is solved from baseline and monitor P-wave sonic logs, 

using the Backus averaging equations to calculate representative values of vertically 

propagating P-wave velocities for each geologic interval. Meanwhile, the change in 

porosity that is required to estimate vertical strain in the Jurassic shales, follows two 

methods:  Zhu et al., 2018 and Time-Average models. Regarding the reservoir, given 

that the total porosity predictions from the Neutron-density and Time-Average models 

showed very similar results, I chose the latter to calculate strain across the Upper and 

Lower Fulmar Formation. 

Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 show a summary of the input data used to calculate the 

fractional change in velocity and vertical strain derived from petrophysical logs from 

the baseline and monitor wells. The monitor well reported a decrease of 7% in P-wave 

velocities with respect to the baseline across the Kimmeridge Clay Formation, whereas 

the Heather Formation features a decrease in velocities of approximately 2.7%. In the 
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case of the reservoir, velocities increase by about 3.4% at the Upper Fulmar interval, 

while there is little variation for the Lower Fulmar unit. Notice that the main difference 

between the velocities inferred by the logs and time-lapse time-shifts is seen across the 

Jurassic shales. In these intervals, the change in velocities derived from the sonic logs is 

significantly higher than the reported by seismic observations using time-shifts (Figure 

6.2). Thus, what could be the reason for such differences in velocity change across the 

shale intervals? A possible explanation might be related to the sensitivity of the sonic 

log measurements to this lithology; with a depth of investigation of 0.15m, sonic tools 

are more sensitive to borehole conditions than the density and neutron-porosity tools 

which have a depth of investigation of approximately 0.40m and 0.80m, respectively. 

Hence, the P-wave sonic readings might be affected by chemical and mechanical 

damage around the borehole (Rider and Kennedy, 2011); this is particularly true for 

shales, where the change in reservoir pore pressure is known to induce fractures in the 

caprock, in addition to the stresses introduced by the drilling process. Table 6.6 and 

Table 6.7 list the vertical strain values calculated via Equation 6.20 and the total 

porosity predictions obtained from the different shale petrophysical models of  the 

caprock and reservoir units. The geomechanical model built for the same period 

indicates that vertical strain values in the Kimmeridge Clay and Heather Formations are 

higher than those in the overlying Chalk but still considered very low (10-4). In the same 

vein, the vertical strain in the Fulmar Formation lies between 10-2 and 10-3. These 

observations imply that the reservoir has deformed one or two orders of magnitude 

more than the shales in the caprock with different polarity (e.g. extension in the 

overburden and compaction in the reservoir). Due to differences between the 

geomechanical simulation and well scales, one might expect larger strains and strong 

nonlinear changes in the proximity of the monitor well, but in theory, these differences 

should not influence the deformational behaviour already seen at a larger scale, unless 

additional factors such as depth of investigation or environmental conditions affect the 

logging tools used to calculate strains at the well location. The vertical strain predictions 

in the reservoir shown in Table 6.7 include the total porosity as the main input 

parameter that has been previously calculated using the Time-average model; the results 

show vertical strain values that are in agreement with the geomechanical simulation. 

Moving to the shales in the caprock, Table 6.6 shows that vertical strain values (derived 

from the total porosity predictions that come from the Time-average method) are higher 

than expected. This could be related to varying logging tool responses not being 
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adequately corrected for environmental factors such as hole size and mud density 

affecting the porosity calculation. Contrarily, the vertical strain calculated using the 

total porosity predictions from the Zhu et al. (2018) model is in better agreement with 

the geomechanical model predictions.  

 

Table 6.6. Calculated fractional change of velocity  
∆𝑉

𝑉
 and vertical strain 휀𝑧𝑧 using 

repeated P-wave sonic logs and porosity predictions for the Kimmeridge Clay and 

Heather Formations. The vertical strain was calculated using the average total porosity 

results shown in Table 6.4. 

 

Table 6.7. Calculated fractional change of velocity  
∆𝑉

𝑉
 and vertical strain 휀𝑧𝑧 using 

repeated P-wave sonic logs and porosity predictions for the Upper and Lower Fulmar 

Formation. The vertical strain was calculated using the average total porosity results 

shown in Table 6.5. 

The application of Equation 6.22 allowed computation of 100,000 random Monte Carlo 

runs in order to predict normal distributions of vertical strain from the total porosity 

results shown in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 and the change in velocities from repeated 

logs. The results in Figure 6.19 show a mean R=36 (range 32-42) for the Heather 

Formation and R=109 (range 105-125) for the Kimmeridge Clay Formation, while the 

reservoir displays a mean R=2.4 (range 2.2-2.7) for the Upper Fulmar and 2.35 (range 

2.1-2.5) for the Lower Fulmar Formation. Notice the R coefficients required to 

determine velocity change across the Fulmar Formation are lower than those required in 

the overburden. As described by Holt et al. (2005), P-wave is expected to be more 
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∆∅
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Upper Fulmar 4,826.66 2,851.21 26.45 4,826.74 2,949.23 25.40 0.034 -1.42E-02

Lower Fulmar 4,900.50 3,413.00 18.36 4,833.52 3,424.00 18.25 0.003 -1.42E-03
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sensitive to mechanical changes in the extending overburden than compaction in the 

reservoir. Therefore, two different R values are expected, one applicable outside and the 

other within the reservoir. While the R values in the reservoir are in agreement with 

those reported from seismic observations and later corroborated by this study (in 

Chapter 4), the R values found for the overburden Heather and Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations are between 5 and 14 times larger than published values. Also, it is worth 

mentioning that the differences in R between the Heather and the Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations are proportional to the amount of velocity change experienced by each shale 

unit. Although environmental conditions in the acquisition of sonic curves might have 

an important effect on predicted R values, the rock physics model applied also plays a 

key role since it assumes that both shales and sandstones have similar velocity response 

to the porosity-related change in strain. However, it is well known that shales are highly 

anisotropic rocks in terms of their mineral composition, organic content, orientation and 

diagenetic characteristics; consequently, a natural question to ask should be: Is the 

porosity-related R factor model capturing all the physical implications of the calculated 

R factors? The results suggest this seems to be the case for the reservoir, but not for the 

overburden shales. It should be noted that published values from seismic observations in 

the overburden (ranging from 5 to 30) are theoretically explained via a porosity-

dependent R factor model such as the Xu and White (1995) model, which considers the 

pore volume built from a combination of sand-and shale-related pores. Nonetheless, a 

study conducted by Katahara (2017) describing the clay effect on shale velocities 

suggests that the strong variation of velocity with clay content is not due to porosity 

changes, but clay mineral concentration and orientation, as clays become denser with 

depth. Following this statement, if velocity is not solely controlled by shale porosity, 

then the corresponding R should be related to other properties such as micro-damage, 

clay content or mineral orientation. 
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Figure 6.19. Normal distributions of R factor values derived for the reservoir (Upper 

and Lower Fulmar Formation) and shales (Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations) 

using the porosity-related R factor model. 

6.8 Repeated well log application: micro-scale estimation of R factor 

In this section, a conceptual model combined with derivations from MacBeth et al. 

(2018) is used to generate the velocity changes and lithology-dependent R factors from 

repeated well logs. 

6.8.1 Velocity behaviour of shales: beyond the porosity effect 

There is a vast body of literature devoted to characterise the effect of depth and 

compaction on the velocity of shales (Avseth et al., 2010). Nevertheless, only few 

authors have applied rigorous rock physics models or conducted laboratory experiments 

to assess the effect of clay mineral content and depth on shale velocities. 

Assuming that the mineralogical composition of clays keeps invariant in production 

time, we could ask the following: Are the elastic properties of shales more sensitive to 

porosity or pore cracks and mineral orientation? Katahara (2017) explored the effect of 

clay on shales velocity, suggesting that the large variation of velocity with clay content 

does not show a strong correlation with compactional porosity trends, indicating that 
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with burial depth the incremental proportion of clay minerals would have a larger effect. 

Similar observations were found at Shearwater after plotting P-wave velocities vs 

porosity values with variable V-shale concentrations. Figure 6.20 suggests that in the 

case of the reservoir sandstones, part of the velocity variation is accompanied by 

porosity change; by contrast, the Kimmeridge Clay Formation showed less dependency 

of the velocities on porosity change. An interpretation to these observations is that the 

porosity in shales is significant at shallow depths, so that this property overwhelms the 

elastic response, but once the porosity is reduced with compaction then the mineral 

constituents, cracks and mineral orientation become more important. 

 

Figure 6.20. P-wave velocities vs Porosity correlation for the reservoir and Kimmeridge 

Clay Formations along with V-shale in colour code. 

Another study presented by Vernik and Kachanov (2012) suggested that the component 

of porosity change in shales due to overburden deformation has a negligible influence 

on the velocity change when compared to the ‘cracks’; the term is used by the authors in 

reference to the contact regions created between clay mineral platelets. Because the R 

factor for sandstones is based on the velocity variations caused by porosity changes 

after reservoir depletion or inflation, if we assume that the velocity change is not fully 

controlled by porosity in shales, their R definition should consider other properties such 

as cracks, clay content or orientation which will be addressed in the next sections. 
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6.8.2 Exploring the link between shales geological characteristics and velocity 

anisotropy 

Multiple studies describing the anisotropic behaviour of the P and S-wave seismic 

velocities of shales suggest that the partial alignment of the clay mineral constituents, 

mineral composition, organic matter and pore cracks have a primary effect on the 

seismic anisotropy exhibited by this lithology (Sayers, 2005, Hornby et al., 1994). 

Hence, it is important to explore in depth the textural and diagenetic characteristics of 

shales as a way to understand their impact on the elastic properties of these rocks. 

Shales, or more generally speaking, mudstones, are two lithology names widely used to 

describe fine-grained detrital rocks deposited under low energy conditions in marine or 

continental environments; nonetheless, the main difference is that shales feature a fissile 

laminated structure that is not observed in mudstone rocks (O’Brien, 1996). In the same 

vein, (Potter et al., 2005) described two main processes related to the deposition of 

shales: flocculated or dispersed in water (Figure 6.21); both mechanisms form clay 

aggregates in a very low energy environment. However, clay sedimentation occurs more 

frequently as flocculated aggregates and under increasing overburden pressure and 

compaction these aggregates eventually collapse, generating a preferred orientation. 

Aside from this physical process, the fabric can be controlled by chemical and 

biological processes acting on the sediments through geologic time (O’Brien, 1996).   

 

Figure 6.21. Flocculated vs dispersed clay deposition. Adapted from Potter et. al.  2005. 

In the past, a common practice when building rock physics models for shales, was to 

assume single-crystal velocity properties to characterise the entire rock matrix.  

Katahara (1996) used published empirical relations of Vp and Vs velocities of different 

shales and extrapolated these values to pure clay minerals, to demonstrate that clay 
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velocities are significantly higher than those for the composite rocks, so that the use of 

single crystal velocities in a rock physics model of shales (e.g. the constant clay-model 

in Avseth et al. 2010) would fail to give a realistic estimation of shale elastic properties. 

Hence, modeling shales would require textural information of their mineral constituents 

at multiple scales, along with water saturated pore crack geometry, in order to assess the 

effect of these rock properties on the anisotropic behaviour of shales. It is worth 

mentioning that the scope of my research is not the quantification of shale anisotropy 

but to acknowledge the importance of this property towards the development of a shale 

micromechanical model for calculating R factors.   

The conceptual model of shales presented in section 6.6.2 highlights the fact that clay 

minerals are not the only components found in shales; organic material, detrital quartz 

and potassic feldspar are important constituents of the shale matrix as well. Hence, these 

other components also contribute to the characterisation of seismic velocity propagation 

and elastic properties. The anisotropy is largely determined by the mineralogical 

composition, maturity (kerogen content) and alignment of minerals. The mineralogy 

and organic content for both the Heather and Kimmeridge shales have been largely 

described in the petrophysical analysis presented in sections 6.6.4 and 6.6.5. Following 

this analysis, illite was identified as the dominant clay mineral for Heather and 

Kimmeridge Clay Formations which also display a quartz content of about 24%. The 

mechanical compaction of clay minerals would lead to a strong alignment with depth; 

nevertheless, the alignment might be reduced by the presence of silt inclusions. Given 

that there are no laboratory measurements across the shales at Shearwater available for 

this study, such shales were correlated with data published by Johnston and Christensen 

(1995) to investigate the effect of quartz content on the preferred fabric orientation of 

illite-rich shales. Figure 6.22 (a) shows a plot of orientation indices by these authors 

using X-ray diffraction techniques versus the concentration of quartz in their shales. As 

illustrated by the plot, they found evidences of a strong correlation suggesting the 

orientation index of the rock reduces for large concentrations of quartz silt. Similarly, in 

Figure 6.22 (b) I assess the impact of silt inclusion on the fabric orientation and 

anisotropy, where the preferred clay mineral orientation and ε and δ Thomsen’s 

parameters (Thomsen, 1986) are compared against silt content. The correlation suggests 

that the preferred orientation of illite-rich shales varies with silt content as ε decreases 

with increasing quartz while δ shows no such correlation. 
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Figure 6.22. (a) Effect of silt inclusions on clay mineral alignment and (b) Effect of silt 

content on Thomsen’s parameters. Data refers to illite-rich shales taken from (Johnston 

and Christensen, 1995). 

6.8.3 Velocity change (∆V) in shales and micromechanical deformation 

To further understand the shale deformation process, the expected behaviour of these 

rocks under applied stress shall be explored. To this end, let us consider an unloading 

scenario for an overburden shale consisting of an arrangement of incompressible clay 

platelets with a preferred orientation and pore cracks that can be represented by a 

vertical transversely isotropic (VTI) medium with the axis of symmetry perpendicular to 

the platelet orientation, acting as the sealing rock of a compacted reservoir that has been 

buried at depths relevant to most petroleum activities (Figure 6.23 (a)). In a pre-

production stage, the VTI medium is represented by its anisotropic Thomsen’s 

parameters (휀, 𝛾 and 𝛿) and the vertical P-wave and S-wave velocities (VP0, VS0). In 

this model, anisotropy is created by both the contacts regions and the orientation of clay 

minerals; then, under unloading conditions triggered by pore pressure reduction in the 

reservoir (Figure 6.23 (b)), extensional strains (along the vertical direction) occur in the 

overburden shales where contact disengagement is expected to control the irreversible 

deformation that weakens the rock. Holt et al. (2005) highlighted that under this 

extensional scenario shales could be an order of magnitude weaker than under 

compression. Other mechanisms that might account for this deformational process 

include crack reactivation and grain damage, the latter is believed to be less dominant 

given the high stiffness of single crystals; however, further analysis should be carried 

out to quantify accurately this effect. The described process leads to an overall velocity 

reduction with the change in velocity given by: 

 𝛥𝑉𝑂𝐵 = [𝛥𝑉𝐶𝐺↓]+[𝛥𝑉𝐶𝑅↓] 6.23 

(a) (b)
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Where 𝛥𝑉𝐶𝐺 refers to a velocity decrease due to crack generation while 𝛥𝑉𝐶𝑅 is linked to 

velocity reduction caused by pore-crack reactivation. Conversely, with a sandstone 

scenario we will consider the impact of porosity change on velocities as negligible.  

 

Figure 6.23. Schematic model of shales. (a) Before unloading: the shale is represented 

by preferred orientation of mineral platelets in a transversely isotropic medium (VTI). 

(b) After unloading: extensional strains would create more pore cracks weakening the 

shale framework. 

Regarding the anisotropy in shale units, the distribution of clay content and its relation 

to the mineralogy should be taken into account; the geological and petrophysical 

knowledge on shales previously discussed would give us the background VTI to be 

combined with the theoretical model required to estimate R factors. Initially, Thomsen’s 

parameters (ε, δ and γ) and the vertical P-wave and S-wave velocities (VP0, VS0) are 

derived from the repeated well sonic logs. The anisotropy is largely influenced by the 

mineralogical composition, organic matter content and mineral alignment. The 

minerology and organic content for both the Heather and Kimmeridge shales are 

characterised based on spectral gamma ray analysis and subsurface analogues. With the 

background set by the aforementioned VTI medium, we assume that the strain 

deformation in the overburden is generated by weakened clay platelet/mineral contacts, 

and that these can be represented by excess compliance around the contact regions as 

defined by Sayers and Kachanov (1995). Under a scenario of overburden vertical 

(a)

(b)
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extension, the shales weaken while the compliance concentration increases; hence, the 

total compliance tensor (𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙) published by Sayers and Kachanov (1995) is utilised: 

 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = (𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
0 )+𝛥𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 6.24 

Where (𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
0 ) represents the compliance at initial conditions (before reservoir 

production) which is anisotropic by definition, whilst 𝛥𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 is the excess of compliance 

created by ‘pore-cracks’ (after reservoir production). Then, assuming only vertical strain 

and velocity change, the non-vanishing excess of compliance 𝛥𝑆33 can be written as: 

 
𝛥𝑆33 ≈

4휀𝑧𝑧[(1 − 𝛷)](1 − 𝜈2)

𝛼𝜋𝐸
 

6.25 

Where, 휀𝑧𝑧 is the vertical strain, 𝛷 total porosity, 𝜈 Poisson ratio, 𝛼 the aspect ratio of 

mineral platelets and 𝐸 is the Young’s modulus. 

Thus, for vertically propagating P-waves the fractional time-lapse change in velocity is 

given by the vertical component of the stiffness tensor (𝐶33) before and after 

production: 

 𝛥𝑉

𝑉
=
𝐶33𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒 − 𝐶33𝑏𝑒𝑓  𝑒

2𝐶33𝑏𝑒𝑓  𝑒
 

6.26 

 

Finally, the strain sensitivity R model can be expressed in terms of stiffness change, R 

and strain: 

 

 𝐶33𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒 − 𝐶33𝑏𝑒𝑓  𝑒

2𝐶33𝑏𝑒𝑓  𝑒
= −𝑅휀𝑧𝑧 

6.27 

More details on the derivation of the shales model can be found in Appendix 1.  

6.8.4 R factors derived from the micro-mechanical model 

In the previous section, I have shown that R factors can be created by forming 

breakages in a new VTI medium. Table 6.8 shows the main input parameters used in 

this model. The anisotropic parameters and mechanical properties at a pre-production 
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stage are derived from the Backus average of P-wave and S-wave velocities and density 

logs. Likewise, the initial total porosity predictions were taken from the petrophysical 

model while the vertical strain comes from the geomechanical model built in Chapter 5.    

Formation Vp (Zeng 

and Backus) 
[m/s] 

Vs (Zeng 

and Backus) 
[m/s] 

𝞺 (Zeng 

and 

Backus)  
(g/cc) 

𝜱 𝑬 

[GPa] 

𝝂     

Kimmeridge Clay 2,364 1,393 2.42 6.3 12 0.35 2.8x10-4 

Heather 2,720 1,540 2.48 4.2 18 0.30 2.2 x10-4 

Table 6.8. Summary table listing the main input parameters used to calculate shale R 

factors from the micro-mechanical model. 

Figure 6.24 and Table 6.9 show the R factors computed for the Heather and 

Kimmeridge Clay Formations as functions of porosity and aspect ratio. These ratios 

represent the extremes of the accepted distribution from published work, for which α 

values lie between 0.02 and 0.06. Considering an aspect ratio of 0.035 (typical value 

linked to anisotropic shales (Xu and White, 1995), the R factors range from 17 to 20 for 

the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations, respectively, and in both cases the R 

factor increases when the aspect ratio decreases. The higher R factors calculated for the 

overburden shales are the result of the compliant nature of this lithology, suggesting that 

the mechanism of contact disengagement between clay platelets is an efficient generator 

of large values. Such high values could signal that shale intervals have failed 

significantly, leading to mechanical instability of the caprock.  

Formation Lithology ⏀ (Porosity) α (Aspect ratio) R factor 

 

 

Kimmeridge Clay 

 

Organic black 

shales 

 

 

0.0632 

0.02 30 

0.035 17 

0.05 12 

0.06 10 

 

 

Heather 

 

Marine shales 

and sandstones 

 

 

0.042 

0.02 34 

0.035 20 

0.05 14 

0.06 11 

Table 6.9. R values for Kimmeridge Clay and Heather Formations from the proposed 

micro-mechanical model. Four aspect ratios and a background VTI medium are 

considered for the calculations. 
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Figure 6.24. Lithology dependent R: strain sensitive R factor vs aspect ratios for the 

Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations.  

6.9 Summary 

This chapter has explored the potential use of repeated well logs in time-lapse seismic 

analysis; following the proposed methodology, I was able to describe in detail the 

petrophysical and geological characteristics of the studied shales and then use this 

knowledge to understand their effects on seismic velocity response and, ultimately, the 

overburden shale R factors. As previously discussed, this link is important to enhance 

the predictive 4D model capabilities. 

Followed by a comprehensive petrophysical analysis, a macroscopic rock physics model 

was applied to reveal the velocity response to porosity and pressure change that results 

in dilation in the Jurassic shales. These results were then compared against estimates 

from a theoretical model that describes the unloading process in shales. While the R 

values derived from the macroscopic rock physics model show high sensitivity to 

porosity changes, the proposed micro-mechanical model is more sensitive to changes in 

stiffness and aspect ratios associated with cracks than porosity. As shown in Table 6.10, 

the predicted R factors from the log-based porosity model yielded average values of 36 

for the Heather Formation and 109 for the Kimmeridge Clay Formation. Moreover, the 

R factors derived from the micromechanical model (using shale aspect ratio of 0.035) 

ranged between 17 and 20 for the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations, 
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respectively. Note that the R values calculated from the log-based porosity model 

showed the largest difference when compared with R derived from seismic data in 

Chapter 5 (R=8 for the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations), in other words, 

predicting larger change in velocity for a given strain.  

Formation 

R factors from 

repeated logs 

(Mean)  

R factors from 

micromechanical model 

(α=0.035) 

R factors inverted 

from seismic  

(RHB model) 

Heather 36 17 8 

Kimmeridge 

Clay 
109 20 8 

Fulmar 2.4 - 2 

Table 6.10. R factors derived from two methods: the log-based porosity R factor model 

and the shales micromechanical model. These results are compared against R factors 

inverted from 4D seismic and geomechanical modeling using Røste et al. (2005) and 

Hatchell and Bourne (2005a). 

The highest log-based and porosity-related R can be explained by field observations, 

suggesting that mechanical instability around the borehole has affected the P-wave 

sonic log readings of the monitor well across the Kimmeridge Clay Formation. This 

leads to higher velocity changes than those derived from seismic time-shifts and, 

consequently, high strain sensitivity. Another reason for such differences might be 

related to the high frequencies used in sonic log measurements which are not 

representative of the lower frequencies that characterise seismic surveys. Nonetheless, it 

is believed this is a secondary effect in the formations described in this research. 

Conversely, the micro-mechanical model shows less sensitivity to the P-wave sonic log 

artefacts, being more affected by the Young’s modulus and aspect ratio; this could 

explain the lower R values for the Kimmeridge Clay Formation derived from the model.  

Although the R factors for the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations calculated 

from the porosity-related model did not match the macroscopic R values obtained from 

seismic data (in Chapter 5), the range of R factors for the reservoir (mean R=2.4) is in 

good agreement with R values from seismic data, which can be explained by porosity 

deformation. To this end, the proposed methodology to monitor 4D geomechanical 

changes from repeated well logs has proven some value. On the other hand, it is clear 
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the borehole logging conditions and distance between wells have played a first order 

effect on the results, and this is particularly true across the shale intervals. Moreover, 

the micro-mechanical model has demonstrated to be key understanding the physics of 

the R factor in shales and the deformation experienced by these rocks. The repeated 

well log analysis has also revealed that the practice of using a constant R value across 

multiple lithologies in the overburden should be avoided, especially if the overburden 

consists of shale intervals that feature an anisotropic structure and have undergone 

significant deformation.  
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Chapter 7 

7. Geological and well-log analysis 

of the Pentland Formation for 4D 

seismic interpretation 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter addresses the importance of geological modeling on the 4D seismic 

interpretation of time-shifts observed below the reservoir in the Pentland Formation. By 

exploring the potential effect of lithology fluctuations on the development of 

overestimated time-shifts, I make the case of using metre-scale geologic models to 

assess the effect of internal multiples and thin beds interferences on the observed time-

shifts.  
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7.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the geology and petrophysics of the well-cemented Pentland 

Formation and assesses the effect of its fine-scale lithology fluctuations on the 

development of seismic time-shifts in the underburden. 4D seismic observations on the 

Shearwater Field revealed a large and unusual time-shift anomaly starting in the lower 

section of the mechanically consolidated underburden Pentland Formation and extended 

towards the Triassic aged Skagerrak Formation. The consensus is that the anomaly is 

genuine, as it is understood to not be linked to seismic acquisition, multiples, seismic 

imaging or ray path effects (J. Brain, personal communication 2019). In addition, the  

time-shift anomaly is independent of the method used to calculate time-shifts (Blehaut 

et al., 1999). So that, it would be interesting to explore the possibility of it being related 

to a subsurface effect. It is reasonable to support that small strain variations in the 

overburden can cause both augmentation and fluctuation of these time-shifts, in 

combination to potentially large R factors. However, this approach has not been 

thoroughly tested through synthetic forward modelling to prove or disprove this theory. 

Fehmers (2010) addressed the potential link between time-shifts and multiples, 

suggesting that misalignment of free-surface multiples between monitor and baseline 

can result in the observed time-shift anomaly. While his approach highlighted a 

potentially important factor leading to time-shift anomalies, it ignored other potential 

factors such as the effect of lithological fluctuations with contrasting mechanical 

properties, or the effect of internal seismic multiples. Given the geological complexity 

exhibited by the Pentland Formation which consists of meter-scale sandstone and shale 

interbeds, we first investigate the effect of thin beds on the 4D seismic response. The 

understanding is that thin beds may lead to interferences and consequent waveform 

changes between baseline and monitors, which ultimately affect time-shift calculations, 

and may even be a first-order effect. Moreover, thin beds result in increased energy 

partitioning from primaries to internal multiples, the latter being especially challenging 

to remove with processing, and could therefore pose an additional uncertainty on the 

calculation of time-shifts. With thin beds and internal multiples in mind, I thereby 

extend the work of Fehmers (2010) (Figure 7.1), to address the potential effect of 

internal multiples on the overestimation of time-shifts of the primaries as well as the 

effect of interferences that create phase shifts, that are then mis-measured as time-shifts. 

To effectively address the problem of thin beds and their effect on time-shift 
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calculation, I have subdivided my study into four parts: 1. Overview of the Pentland 

geology and its time-shifts anomaly, 2. Characterization of the stratigraphic and 

mechanical characteristics of the underlaying Pentland Formation. And development, in 

turn,  of  an effective fine-scale deformation model, which integrates vertical strain, 

lithology variations, and rock physics modeling leading to seismic velocity modeling; 3. 

Seismic forward modelling of baseline and monitor using a reflectivity method that 

takes into account internal multiples of several orders, with the resulting cases used in 

time-shift calculations; 4. Analysis by comparison of observed and modeled time-shifts, 

to assess the extent of thin bed effects in the time-shift anomaly.   

 

Figure 7.1. Potential relationship between over-estimated time-shifts and seismic 

multiples presented by Fehmers (2010). (a) Time-shifts from observations and (b) 

Predicted time-shifts, where multiples are included.  

7.1.1 Methodology 

While there are numerous and well documented observations of time-shifts vanishing 

below the reservoir and increasing again in the deeper underburden in the Central North 

Sea (Staples et al., 2007, Fletcher, 2010, Fehmers, 2010) there has been very little effort 

devoted to analysing the origin of the observed time-shift anomalies in detail. One 

approach seen in Staples et al. (2007) relates the anomalous time-shifts to a complex 

underburden stretching that requires large R factors to match time-shifts observations 

with synthetic modeling. The most comprehensive study was conducted by Fehmers 

(2010) in which free-surface multiples are regarded as the reason for the anomalous 

time-shift observed in the underburden section of the Tyra Field (Figure 7.1). 
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Nevertheless, none of this previous research has investigated the potential effect of 

complex underburden stratigraphic architecture on the development of time-shifts. Here, 

I argue that the geological component cannot be excluded from any attempt to explain 

the nature of the time-shift anomaly. Hence, I reformulated the scientific question as: 

can we relate lithology variations in the underburden Pentland Formation to the 4D 

response?  In order to solve this question, I introduce two hypotheses to develop further: 

• H1: Positive and larger time-shift fluctuations may be a result of interference of 

primaries affecting the stacked sequence, leading to ‘pockets’ of anomalous 

time-shifts.   

• H2: Time-shift overestimation could further occur due to interbedded multiples.     

Firstly, my aim is to use a proper geological constraint which represents the lithology 

variations observed at Pentland Formation, effectively replicating these fluctuations to 

assess whether they can be related to a geological scenario. Secondly, I assess the effect 

of multiples within the Pentland Formation by seismic forward modeling the earth 

model built for the Pentland Formation using a reflectivity method that accounts for 

high order internal multiples.  

7.2  An overview of seismic time delays in the underburden  

Prior to analysing the time-shifts observations at the Pentland Formation it is important 

to conceptualize the theoretical time-shift response in the underburden under a uniform 

strain field. If one extracted a time-shift profile across a key location where reservoir 

compaction due to depletion has occurred, one would expect to observe a profile of 

increasing positive time-shifts within the overburden, followed by a linear decrease in 

the reservoir, featured by a reverse in strain polarity and velocity speed up; then in the 

underburden, the time-shifts would continue building up but with a diminishing rate 

towards the bottom where the profile is expected to flatten-up yielding constant time-

shifts (Figure 7.2). Because the reservoir has compacted the overburden and 

underburden have extended, the expected time-shift in the overburden and underburden 

should be the same as the time-shift in the reservoir, but of opposite sign. Even though a 

real case would be substantially more complex in terms of lithology variability, 

mechanical properties contrast and strain field, the time-shift behaviour described above 
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has been widely documented in a significant number of real datasets summarised by 

Hodgson (2009) and more recently by MacBeth et al. (2019). 

 

Figure 7.2. Schematic illustration (adapted from MacBeth et al. (2019)) of the expected 

time-shifts and velocity changes related to compaction in the reservoir due to pressure 

depletion and extension in both overburden and underburden.  

To analyse the Pentland Formation, I have used a baseline survey 2001 and three 

monitors surveys (2002, 2004 and 2013) from the Shearwater Field (Figure 7.3 and 

Figure 7.4). Time-shifts between monitor and baseline surveys from 2004 and 2001 

respectively, have been computed using a window-based cross-correlation method 

(FastCC) using an initial time-gate of 100ms (further details of the method in Chapter 

2). The optimum time-gate selection was based on the recommendations made by 

Staples et al. (2007) for Shearwater Field, in which they concluded that 100ms time-

gate offered an optimum balance between noise and smoothness of the time-shift signal 

compared to narrower or wider time windows, this is followed by the application of the 

time-shift iterative method described in Chapter 3, to reduce the level of 4D seismic 

noise on each time-lapse period. Figure 7.3 depicts a time-shift map extracted 20ms 

above the base of the Pentland Formation notice that near the location of wells 

22/3015s1 and SW08, the time-shifts reach around 8msec. This map also illustrates how 

the geometry of the time-shift anomaly follows the significant compaction experienced 

by the overlaying Fulmar Formation that induces stretching in both the overburden and 

underburden sections.  
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Figure 7.3. Time-shift map extracted at the base of Pentland Formation The method 

used for time-shift extraction is cross-correlation (window length of 100ms). Notice that 

there are only three wells that have partially penetrated the Pentland Formation: 

22/30b15s1, SW05 and 22/30b-11.  

The time-shifts computation from several time-lapse periods shown in Figure 7.4 (b to 

d) show how time-shifts build up top Fulmar reservoir, and rapidly fall back below this 

interval to increase again toward the middle and lower section of the Pentland 

Formation. Here, the underburden interbeds show anomalously large and currently 

unexplained time-shifts. As mentioned previously, it is understood that the anomaly 

pattern in time-shifts is genuine (i.e. not an artefact of seismic imaging, processing or 

geomechanics), as it has been reported in several Fields in the CNS including: Erskine 

(HajNasser, 2012), Elgin (Barens et al., 2020), Tyra (Fehmers, 2010), ETAP (J. Brain 

personal communication, 2019) and Curlew (Schutjens et al., 2007). Moreover, any 

previous attempt to model the underburden Pentland Formation required large R factors 

(Up to 30), in order to match the observed velocity change across this interval. Large R 

factors are seen in the shallow overburden, but this is definitely unusual in the deep 

underburden. 
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Figure 7.4. (a) Cross-line section from the processed 3D seismic survey corresponding 

to the baseline (see location in Figure 7.3), (b to d) time-shifts between the baseline and 

monitor surveys: 2001-2002, 01-04 and 01-13 respectively. 

Time-shifts extracted at the location of the Pentland wells SW05, 22/30b-15s1 and 

22/30b-11 are shown in Figure 7.5. Notice how different are the 4D signals plotted, in 

particular from well SW05, which is the located far at the north and is showing higher 

magnitudes and fluctuations of time-shifts at the underburden in comparison to wells 

22/30-15s1 and 22/30b-11. Also, the geomechanical simulation revealed that four years 

of reservoir production (2000-2004) and approximately 50MPa of reservoir pressure 

depletion results in little stretching of the stiffer Pentland Formation, which is 

approximately 0.2 millistrains, followed by approx. 0.25m of compaction in the 

reservoir. Recognising the importance of the link between the mechanical stratigraphy 

of the Pentland Formation and the 4D response at this level, I analyse the lateral 
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variation of this anomaly in a geologic context in the next section. It is also interesting 

to see how these fluctuations are pervasive well below the Fulmar Formation reservoir 

reaching also to the Triassic Skagerrak Formation however, I concentrate my study on 

the anomaly observed across the Pentland Formation from which three wells have 

partially drilled the Formation, as the well information can assist my petrophysical 

analysis and seismic modelling.  

 

Figure 7.5. Time-shift traces (2001-2004) extracted along well paths (wells SW05, 

22/30b-15s1 and 22/30b-11), using Fast Cross-correlation method (100ms gate). Top 

Fulmar = Yellow, Top Pentland Formation = light brown. Notice that Fulmar Formation 

is completely eroded from well SW05 due to the effect of the BCU at this location. 

Time shift fluctuations increase from right to left and as higher magnitudes are 

measured at shallower depths.  

The fact that time-shifts reduces below the reservoir and ramp up with an erratic and 

fluctuating behaviour might possibly be explained by a combined effect of fine-scaled 

sandstone and shales interbeds deforming at different rates, causing seismic interference 

and tuning effects, in both 3D and 4D sense. The idea of assessing the effect of geologic 

fluctuations on the 4D response is based on the observed relationship between the 

development of the time-shift anomaly and the stratigraphic architecture at the well 

locations; this work is described in the next sections.  
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7.2.1 Seismic signature at the underburden level 

A system of meter-scale stacked interbeds of sandstones and shales, which is commonly 

observed in sedimentary basins either as reservoirs or stratigraphic traps, may represent 

a challenge for 3D and 4D seismic imaging. In most of the cases, the vertical seismic 

resolution at these depths is in the order of the tens of meters. Assuming that the root 

mean square (RMS) velocity across this interval is approximately 3000ms-1 and the 

dominant frequency of the seismic wavelet is approx. 20-22Hz, then, the vertical 

seismic resolution following the Rayleigh criterion, which estimates the resolution as a 

quarter of the wavelength (/4), is approximately 35-37m. As it will be described in 

section 7.3, the average thickness of the shales and sandstones intervals at the Pentland 

Formation is significantly lower than the estimated limit, falling below seismic 

resolution. As a result, seismic interpretation cannot identify individual layers, but 

kinematic and dynamic properties are a complex superposition of individual layer 

signatures. Figure 7.6 shows gamma ray, density, P-wave sonic and computed acoustic 

impedance logs along with seismic traces extracted from the baseline survey at the 

location of the key well SW05. The top of the Pentland Formation is missing due to the 

combined effect of the erosive BCU unconformity and shear faulting acting at this 

location of the Field.  The gamma ray signal helped identify meter-scale sandstones and 

shales interbeds across the Middle and Lower Pentland Formation, the sonic, density 

and impedance logs show high cyclicity, relating lower velocities and higher densities 

to the shale intervals, while the sandstone interbeds showed higher compressional 

velocities and density. As a result, the impedance response is larger compared to the 

surrounding shales. Notice that the top of the sequence is seismically represented by a 

strong trough reflector with reverse polarity. Within the interval the seismic is very 

weak, with few trough and peak combinations marking principal stratigraphic events.  
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Figure 7.6. Gamma ray, sonic, density and acoustic impedance logs from well SW05 

with the baseline seismic plotted alongside. 

7.3 The geology and petrophysics of the Pentland Formation 

Jeremiah and Nicholson (1999) presented a comprehensive study about the geological 

characteristics of the Pentland Formation in the Greater Shearwater area, the name of 

this unit was applied by Shell and Esso to describe a Middle-Jurassic coastal plain and 

alluvial facies within the Humber Group, consisting of few meters thick interbeds of 

shales and sandstones representing both lagoons on a coastal plain and intertidal 

deposits with presence of soils and coal strings representing swamps deposits. The 

thickness of this formation is approximately 1000m and is thought to be conformable 

with the marine Upper Jurassic Fulmar Formation. At the Shearwater field, the first 

appraisal well 22/30b11 drilled in 1993 reached the upper section of the Pentland 

Formation (201m) showing evidence of gas condensate in the sandstones layers of this 

unit; later in 1995, a second appraisal well  22/30b15s1 that aimed to delineate the areal 

extent of the main reservoir, drilled another 134m of the underburden to reach a total 

depth of 6,022m. This second well  helped identify the location of the water bearing 

zone in the Pentland Formation and retrieve core samples from both the Pentland and 

Fulmar Formations (Blehaut et al., 1999). Followed by the appraisal wells, a third 

development well 22/30b-A6 (SW05) had as a primary objective to produce from the 

Pentland Formation reservoir, drilling approximately 500m of the succession. Notice 

that none of these wells (namely in this study the Pentland wells) have reached the 
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Top Pentland B
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bottom of the Mid-Jurassic aged Formation. Thus, an extrapolation of the petrophysical 

interpretation, and geological connectivity among these three wells will largely 

determine the viability of the approach presented here.  

I used a combination of wireline logs including gamma-ray, density and neutron-

porosity logs to compute shale volume (V-shale) from the three aforementioned wells, 

which was key to interpret the lithology of the Upper Pentland Formation; then, I 

subdivided the sequence in three main units: A sand, B shale and the C sand. For 

instance, Figure 7.7 (a) shows my interpretation in the well 22/30b-11. The A sand is 

characterised by erosive-base and fining-upward sequences forming up to 5-8 metres of 

sand bodies. Separated from the meter-scale C sand by a thicker shale sequence (Figure 

7.7  (a)). In addition to sandstones and shale, the Formation is rich in coals and the 

shales can be also organic. From the petrophysical logs I also estimated that the average 

thickness of sandstone and shales in the Pentland Formation is of 12m and 9m 

respectively, however the skewed distribution of sandstones and shales shown in Figure 

7.7 (b) indicates that thin layers (up to ~5m) are more frequent across the interval. 

Knowing the stratigraphic architecture and relative thickness of these interbeds is key to 

predict the geometry and lateral connectivity of the sandstone and shale geobodies.  I 

compared our sandstone and shales log interpretation against the geological matrix 

shown in (Figure 7.7 (c)) that represents a classification of environments for vertical and 

horizontal heterogeneity proposed by Tyler and Finley (1992). In this classification, the 

well spacing and length scale in the horizontal and flow units in the vertical are 

reservoir engineering and petrophysical, respectively, and not a function of only 

geological interpretation, this geoengineering approach facilitates the communication 

into different disciplines which is advantageous when undertaking integrated and 

multidisciplinary studies. According to this matrix, the A sand unit interpreted from the 

gamma ray and V-shale logs in well 22/30-b11 features medium vertical and moderate 

horizontal heterogeneity, suggesting that degree of good lateral connectivity could be 

expected for this interval; while unit C will be characterised by thinner but still laterally 

well connected siliciclastic interbeds.  
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Figure 7.7. Well 22/30-b11. Pentland Formation lithological and paleo-environmental 

interpretation. 

To illustrate the previous interpretation, I built the conceptual 2D interpretation between 

the two appraisal wells 22/30b15s1 and 22/30b-11 shown in Figure 7.8. Notice that the 

extension of the geobodies are limited, and it might approach to the areal extend of the 

field. Although is a channelized fluvial reservoir, the lateral correlation suggest that it 

might behave as a layer cake reservoir at this scale; this interpretation of lateral 

connectivity is also supported by the well test results of the well producer SW05, 

suggesting a degree of volume connectivity across the field. This correlation also shows 

that at the deeper section the sandstones bodies are relatively thinner and well 
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connected, while the sandstone geobodies at the upper section are characterised by 

thicker and laterally wider stacked sand bodies. 

 

Figure 7.8. Penland Formation litho-stratigraphic correlation and lateral interpretation of 

sand bodies. 

7.3.1 Reservoir quality and diagenesis               

A comprehensive petrographic and geochemical analysis published by Wilkinson et al. 

(2014) revealed the complex diagenetic history of the Pentland Formation.  Despite 

having a similar genesis and mineral composition with the Fulmar Formation, the 

authors of this study found significant diagenetic and rock properties differences 

between them. Their study suggests that a large concentration of K-feldspars had been 

removed from the Pentland Formation as a consequence of shallow depth diagenetic 

process, which led to the generation of an excess of silica that is now identify from the 

petrographic samples as a constituent part of the rock matrix (Figure 7.9 (a)); as a 

consequence of this diagenetic process; a significant increase on the concentration of 

quartz cements growth as rims around the quartz grains.  The petrographic table in 

Figure 7.9 shows mineral counting and porosity values for five samples taken from the 

appraisal well 22/30b-15s1 at the Shearwater Field; notice that the concentration of 

quartz overgrowth is above 20% for the majority of the samples analysed, which is 

markedly larger than the concentration of other secondary minerals including clays and 

feldspars. These findings suggest that mechanical compaction is not the only 

mechanism that would make the Pentland Formation stiffer the overlaying Fulmar 

22/30b-15s1 22/30b-11

22/30b-15s1

22/30b-11
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Formation, but the existence of silica-rich bond cements formed around the mineral 

components of this rock.  Specifically, at the Shearwater Field, Wilkinson et al. (2014) 

concluded that having an average thickness of 1km and burial depth that ranges between 

5Km to 6Km, the concentration of quartz overgrowth would continue to increase from 

the top to the bottom of the formation so that a stiffer rock framework with depth would 

be expected. At this point, a natural question to formulate is: how are seismic velocities 

affected by these diagenetic characteristics? As previously discussed, pore filling 

minerals and cementation have a dominant effect on rock properties because they can 

potentially deviate seismic velocities from normal trends (du Bernard et al., 2004). In 

particular cement bonds largely controls the strength and seismic properties of the rock; 

this has been experimentally demonstrated by Storvoll and Bjørlykke (2004) and du 

Bernard et al. (2004), pointing out that seismic velocities are higher in quartz cemented 

sandstones, and that a very low impedance contrast between the contact areas and the 

constituent minerals of the intact rock should be expected. However, in a production 

state, the continuous depletion of the reservoir would induce an unloading effect on the 

underburden. As a result, the stretching sandstones would experience bond cements 

breakage and pore volume elevation which in turn reduces the total velocity. On the 

other hand, for shales the overall reduction in velocity is mainly due to new contact 

cracks generation, with the component of porosity change playing a secondary role in 

velocity change.  
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Figure 7.9. (a) Pentland Formation: quartz overgrowths (Q), partly occluding the oil-

filled pores (Depth: 4,183m, well 30/1c-3 located in Kessog Field). (b) Authigenic 

crystals of veniform kaolin (Depth: 5,896m, well 22/30b-15s1, Shearwater Field). Table 

showing mineral composition from scanning electronic microscope counting. Both 

minerals and porosity are in percentage and KOG and QOG stands for kaolin and quartz 

overgrowth respectively (adapted from Wilkinson and Haszeldine (2011)). 

7.3.2 Lithology used in porosity estimation 

So far, I have discussed how the depositional environment and diagenetic process have 

determine the mineral composition and textural characteristics of the Pentland 

Formation. The importance of this geological characterisation resides on their 

relationship with rock properties such as porosity and permeability.  Because I believe 

that lithological fluctuations play a role on the development of a time-lapse signal 

observed in the underburden Pentland Formation, it is fundamentally important to 

explore the difference in lithology and their distribution in detail. Although, well logs 

do not estimate lithology directly, their combined response can be used to 

simultaneously determine multiple lithologies from empirical relationships that could 

then be calibrated with core or cuttings information. Hence, the well log-based lithology 

determination started with a detail inspection of a full set of wireline logs available for 

each of the three Pentlands wells at the Field. Taking as a reference well SW05 (which 

is the well with core data available for later lithology calibration), I looked for 

distinctive log signatures and variations due to change in rock or fluid properties. Figure 

7.10 depicts a composite section with a suite of wireline logs including gamma ray, 

(b)(a)
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density, P-wave velocity and neutron porosity logs. Notice that all the logs exhibit a 

large cyclicity and there is a degree of correlation between those logs that are sensitive 

to rock properties such as gamma ray and density and those more sensitive to fluid 

content such as P-wave velocity and neutron porosity. For instance, a typical log 

response for the sandstone interbeds is observed at 5,099m, this lithology is 

characterised by low gamma ray indicating low clay content, and a low density and 

neutron porosity which is in part being affected by the low hydrogen index due to the 

presence of gas condensate in the interbedding sandstones. In addition, P-wave sonic 

values are higher than those recorded by the surrounded shales. The lithology 

determination was performed as part of a semi-quantitative petrophysical analysis where 

density, neutron porosity and gamma ray logs are used to interpret lithology from 

neutron-density plots and V-shale calculated across the interbedding zone and displayed 

as a lithology log in Figure 7.10. In terms of P-wave velocity I compared the average 

velocity that characterises the interpreted sandstone and shale interbeds, noticing that 

there is a contrast in velocities that might be related to fluid saturation and diagenesis. 

The velocity log shows the same high cyclicity behaviour observed in the other 

petrophysical logs. Also notice that the compacted sand interbeds velocities are higher 

than in their associated shales, in general and as expected, the instantaneous velocity 

increases with depth as the formation turns denser and more compacted. The lithology 

interpretation log is used to zonate the interval and extract the P-wave velocity and rock 

properties values for each interbed as function of depth.   
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Figure 7.10. Suite of petrophysical measured and calculated logs used to characterise 

the Pentland Formation well SW05. 

One of the rock properties that is largely affected by geochemical changes and 

mechanical compaction is porosity. It would be interesting to investigate what range of 

total porosity characterises the sandstones and shales interbeds at the Pentland 

Formation, which in turn would help understand how these interbeds would deform 

when subjected to a change in stress state due to geomechanical perturbation induced by 

the reservoir production. Here, I applied the density-neutron method described in 

Chapter 4 to calculate total porosity. Figure 7.11 depicts a composite plot of lithology 

indicator logs (gamma ray and V-shale) along with the neutron porosity, density and the 

calculated porosity log from the well 22/30b-11. I observed larger porosity related to the 

hydrocarbon bearing sandstone intervals and an overall decrease of porosity for both 

sandstones and shales with depth. The average porosity the sandstones interbeds is 12% 

which is significantly lower compared to the average porosity calculated within the 

shoreface sandstones of the overlaying Fulmar Formation and also in agreement with 

the values reported by Wilkinson et al. (2014). It is interesting to explore the origin of 

these differences in rock quality within a geologic context. One needs to consider that 
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Fulmar porosity is exceptionally high and there several hypotheses could lead to 

porosity preservation such as development of fluid overpressure (Swarbrick et al., 1999) 

early oil migration Wilkinson and Haszeldine (2011), and diagenetic feldspar 

dissolution Taylor et al. (2015). While the potential mechanism for porosity 

preservation is a controversial point, it is certain that the process acted more effectively 

at the Fulmar Formation than in the underlying Pentland Formation. Secondly, quartz 

overgrowths are the major porosity-reducing phase in Pentland Formation forming up to 

28% solid rock volume, making it a significantly stiffer rock. In contrast, there are more 

similarities between the shales at the Pentland Formation and the Upper Jurassic shales 

found in the overburden. For instance,  the average total porosity of the shales at the 

Pentland interval is 6%, whereas the Illite clay mineral constitutes the dominant 

component of these rocks (Wilkinson et al., 2014). 

 

 

Figure 7.11. Volume of shale and porosity calculation from Neutron-density and density 

methods (well 22/30b-11). 
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7.4 Merging stratigraphy and elastic properties of interbedded sand/shale  

Clearly Pentland Formation’s geological characteristics and elastic properties have an 

impact in the seismic response, so that it is interesting to explore a connection between 

these properties. Our intent here is to provide a first attempt at merging these 

characteristics; because stratigraphic features of sandstone and shales have been 

identified, correlating these features with geomechanical properties will serve as a link 

to seismic modeling from a more realistic earth model.  

As discussed in the previous sections, the array of clastic sediments in the subsurface 

also known as ‘the architecture’ is controlled by the characteristics of their depositional 

environment creating textural variations that will control the petrophysical properties. 

The temporal and facies correlation of these stratigraphic events is the pyramid of the 

stratal units that is the basis of sequence stratigraphy (for further details on sequence 

stratigraphy the reader is referred to Emery and Myers, 2009 and van Wagoner, et al., 

1990). For the purpose of this analysis I concentrate on the lithostratigraphic hierarchy 

that forms the building blocks of a geological intricated sandstone and shale system 

correlating those characteristics with the geomechanical properties. I used log patterns 

to interpreted vertical lithofacies successions at different architectural scales and define 

a relationship to mechanical properties, thereby avoiding the oversimplification of 

assigning an average elastic property (e.g. Young’s modulus or Poisson ratio) 

irrespective of the lithology variations. To conduct this analysis, I chose one of the three 

Pentland wells (SW05) as a type-well for identification of main lithofacies from well 

log data (Figure 7.12 (left image)).  The Gamma ray has been subdivided by correlating 

log-based flooding surfaces and the V-shale log helped identify some of the 

characteristic litho-facies at Pentland. Based on this interpretation, I identified three 

scales of compliance/stiffness couplets linked to the stratigraphic hierarchy interpreted 

on the logs (sequence=first order, parasequence=second order and bedset=third order) 

as shown in Figure 7.12 (centre image). Looking at the second order scale, the upper 

interval which is more sand rich, is expected to be stiffer than the lower interval that has 

an increasing proportion of shales, whereas the central section is expected to be more 

compliant. Considering the interval depth (>5km) and thickness (~1km), the mechanical 

compaction is also assisted by chemical compaction (diagenesis) that leads to an 

increase of quartz overgrowth cementation and reduction of pore volume. Research on 

sensitivity of seismic velocities to diagenesis suggests that even small amounts of quartz 
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cement at the grain contact will have two effects on the rock properties: 1. increase of 

the sediment-frame stiffness and 2. strong increase of seismic velocities (Du Bernard et 

al., 2004, Storvoll et al., 2004). Bearing this in mind, I calculated the Young's modulus 

from P-wave and S-wave velocity logs and corrected to static values using empirical 

correlations proposed by Bradford et al. (1998) (Figure 7.12 (right image)). At the 

Pentland Formation the average Young’s modulus for the interbedding sandstones and 

shales highlighted differences between them; the sandstone interbeds are in average 

stiffer (25GPa) than the more compliant shales (11GPa). The difference in elastic 

moduli between the interbedded sandstones and shales at the Pentland Formation could 

give rise to difference in 4D seismic response for each lithology, considering that the 

quartz-cemented interbeds would deform less and the seismic transit time will be faster 

compared with shales at the same interval. On the other hand, this is not only a high 

pressure but also a high temperature field, thus thermal conditions might also affect 

seismic velocities. However, the current approach does not take this effect into account, 

so that there is a possibility of expanding this analysis by investigating how higher 

temperatures might affect 4D seismic response in terms of R factors and time-shifts. 
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Figure 7.12. Merging stratigraphy and elastic properties. (Left) Gamma-ray log has been 

subdivided into correlatable lithofacies. (Centre) scales of compliance/stiffness couplets 

linked to the stratigraphic hierarchy interpreted on the logs (sequence=first order, 

parasequence=second order and bedset=third order). (Right) Static Young’s modulus of 

sandstones and shales interbeds. 

7.5 Exploring the geomechanical effect of reservoir depletion on the 

underlying Pentland Formation 

Given that seismic velocities are sensitive to geomechanical changes, it is important to 

understand how a sandstone/shale interbedded system responds to strain. Under the 

premise that the underburden dilates in response to reservoir uniaxial compaction. I 

applied a generalised expression that considers the spring model under the assumption 
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of uniform and constant stress to N number of sandstone and shale interbeds that stretch 

and increase in thickness by amounts commensurate with their elastic stiffness.  Thus, 

the modelling aims to illustrate how vertical strain in the interbeds varies for each 

lithology with depth. The sand and shale proportion for each scenario corresponds to 

random distributions of the thicknesses measured during the petrophysical analysis for 

the three Pentland wells. 

7.5.1 Uniaxial deformation model for N-coupled layers under constant stress 

The combined effect of velocity and thickness change in the reservoir is captured by 

time-shifts which can be analysed at each location/depth. It is expected that the 

underburden dilates in response to reservoir uniaxial compaction and that the magnitude 

of such deformation varies as a function of the stiffness of the underlaying rocks. This 

means that it is imperative to assess the deformational behaviour of the interbedded 

sand and shale system (at meter scale) in order to understand some of the finer-scale 

features in the time-shift response. Unfortunately, and due to computational constrains, 

the geomechanical model built in Chapter 5 did not provide such degree of fine scale 

resolution in the underburden. Hence, the process of down-sampling the geomechanical 

solution comes down to the definition of the individual layer stiffness properties and 

relationship to total strain/effective stiffness as described in the following derivations. 

First, let’s consider a case of two horizontal elastic and homogenous layers, stacked one 

over the other but unbonded across their interface (Figure 7.13). Each layer has different 

Young’s modulus and thickness and are subjected to a constant uniaxial vertical stress. 

Then, a decrease in total vertical stress will lead to both stretching and reduction in 

thickness in a magnitude proportional to their elastic properties. This conceptual model 

could be extended to n number of layers with a variable combination of stiffness and 

thickness. Hence, the challenge is to define a suitable expression which allows to relate 

the compaction experienced by the reservoir with the stretching occurring in the 

underburden at every specific layer. In order to solve this problem, a simple 1D 

analytical solution for a fully elastic system of n-layers using linear-elasticity 

expressions was developed. 
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Figure 7.13. 1D scheme of n-coupled layers with variable thicknesses and Young’s 

modulus subjected to a uniform remote stress. 

From Hooke’s law the vertical stress in the reservoirs related to vertical strain within the 

elastic limit defined by its stiffness:   

 

 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠 ∗ 휀𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠      7.1 

 

Where 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠, 휀𝑟𝑒𝑠, 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠 are the Young’s modulus, vertical strain and stress acting in the 

reservoir. Then, if the underburden stretches (∆𝐻) by a half of the reservoir 

displacement/compaction (∆𝐿) (Equation 7.2), and the vertical stress 𝜎 in the reservoir 

and underburden remains the same (Equation 7.3):  
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Then, the total strain 휀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 in the underburden could be calculated from:  

    휀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
𝜎

𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
                        7.4 

 

Where 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the elastic modulus for the composite material represented by n-number 

of layers. 

휀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 could also be expressed as the sum of the fractional change in vertical length:  

    휀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
∆𝐻

𝐻
= 

∆ℎ1

𝐻
+ 

∆ℎ2

𝐻
…+ 

∆ℎ𝑛

𝐻
          7.5 

Where ∆𝐻is the change in length of all the layers, 𝐻 is the initial length and  ∆ℎ𝑛 is the 

change in length for every individual layer: 

 ∆𝐻= ∆ℎ1 + ∆ℎ2……+∆ℎ𝑛 7.6 

 

 𝐻 = ℎ1 + ℎ2……+ℎ𝑛     7.7 

     

One can also estimate the vertical strain 휀𝑖 in every individual layer with variable 

Young’s modulus and constant vertical stress as:  

             휀𝑖 = (
𝜎

𝐸𝑖
)  = (

∆ℎ𝑖

ℎ𝑖
)   

     

7.8 

Now, expressing the total vertical strain in terms of the fractional change in length of 

every individual layer:  

 ∆𝐻
𝐻

=∑(
∆ℎ𝑖
ℎ𝑖
)

𝑛

𝑖=1

∗ (
ℎ𝑖
𝐻
)     

7.9 

 

Then, replacing Equations 7.4 and 7.8 in Equation 7.9: 

 ∆𝐻

𝐻
=

𝜎

𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
= ∑ (

𝜎

𝐸𝑖
)𝑛

𝑖=1 ∗ (
ℎ𝑖

𝐻
)     7.10 
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Now, by rearranging Equation 7.10, the  total stiffness of the composite multi-layered 

system can be related to the contribution of each layer to the composite effective 

Young’s modulus 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 by: 

 1

𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
= ∑ (

1

𝐸𝑖
)𝑛

𝑖=1 ∗ (
ℎ𝑖

𝐻
)       7.11 

 

Finally by replacing Equation 7.4 in Equation 7.8, the vertical strain for each layer will 

be equal to: 

 
휀𝑖 = (

𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐸𝑖
) ∗ 휀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 

7.12 

 

Having mathematically solved how to model the uniaxial strain contribution of each 

individual interbed in a fine scale layering system, the next step in the analysis led to 

synthetically modeling both baseline and monitor cases under different scenarios of 

layering scheme, velocity change and wavefield. 

7.6 4D seismic modelling for Pentland Formation analysis 

So far, we have presented a conceptual 2D understanding of what the Pentland 

Formation is, in terms of sand/shale geometries and the type of vertical and horizontal 

connectivity, sand quality and how it varies. This knowledge was used in 4D synthetic 

seismic modeling, which aimed to recover time-shifts using a forward scheme that 

creates synthetic baseline and monitor seismic traces that will be later used to compute 

time-shifts in the underburden Pentland Formation To prepare for the base and monitor 

seismic modeling for the entire stratigraphic sequence (overburden, reservoir and 

underburden), I followed three steps: 1. Building a 1D static Earth model and 

consequent time-lapse seismic velocities, 2. Base and monitor seismic modeling from 

reflectivity method and 3. Synthetic time-shifts computation and observed vs modelled 

time-shifts comparison (Figure 7.14).    
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Figure 7.14. Methodology for synthetic seismic modeling baseline and monitor 

response with a particular focus on the underburden Pentland Formation. 

7.6.1 Building 1D Earth models and time-lapse seismic velocities  

I built several 1D models at the location of the well SW05 that accounts for velocity 

changes caused by the reservoir compaction at the Shearwater Field. These models were 

used to investigate the relationship between the geology of the field and the 3D and 4D 

reflection seismic information and to assess the sensitivity of the time-shift response to 

NTG, spatial distribution, and interference effects (primaries vs. primaries and 

multiples). For the initial case (baseline), petrophysical logs including gamma ray, P 

and S-wave velocities, neutron porosity and density were used to characterise the 

lithological succession made up approx. 5km of overburden and 0.3km of Fulmar 

Formation reservoir. To understand the sensitivity of overburden time-shift to the 

geomechanical response, its behaviour is isolated by assuming the overburden and 

reservoir earth model is constant for all the cases studied. The underburden interval is 

modelled for two scenarios: 1. Firstly considering a binary periodic medium, which is 

essential to studying interbed interference phenomena expressed imprinted on the 

seismic signature (Stovas and Ursin, 2007) using different interbeds thickness (43m, 

24m, 6m and 1m) over an underburden thickness of 1Km; 2. A layering scheme 

representative of geological shale/sandstone fluctuations across the underburden 

Formations, using as inputs the lithology interpretation for the wells SW05, 22/30b-

15s1 and 22/30b-11 based on 5 realizations (Figure 7.15), which included 5 different 

realizations to understand the sensitivity of time-shift response on spatial distribution of 
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sand/shale interbeds with common thickness characteristics.  Given the lack of sonic 

and density logs for the whole interval across the Penland, we extrapolated their values 

by applying a linear trend of P and S-wave velocity and density change with depth for 

the sandstones and shales in the interval (Figure 7.15).  

Another inherent problem to the seismic forward modeling is to adequately upscale the 

well-log-derived earth model to the seismic wavelength resolution, which is necessary 

for managing computational expense of modelling scheme. In this regard, to avoid 

imposing arbitrary blocky averaging to upscale the velocity and density values of each 

interface of our 1D earth models, we favoured the application of sequential Backus 

averaging to upscale these values to seismic wavelengths, while preserving the 

properties of thin layers, which is especially important when modeling the meter-scale 

interbeds at the Pentland Formation. 

For the dynamic case, under the premise that extension along the vertical direction in 

the overburden and underburden is merely caused due to reservoir uniaxial compaction, 

I applied the R-factor model proposed by Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne 

(2005a) (see Equation 2.15 in Chapter 2) to calculate the change in P-wave velocities 

corresponding to approximately 50MPa of reservoir pore pressure decrease. The vertical 

strain was extracted from both: a. numerical geomechanical modeling (overburden and 

reservoir) and b.  fine-scale 1D deterministic model created for the underburden 

Pentland Formation. A range of R values were selected for each geologic Formation, by 

taking into consideration our best estimates presented in Chapter 5 and published values 

of R factors for the underburden in the literature (Ji, 2017, Staples et al., 2007, De 

Gennaro et al., 2010). Based on the R factors selected, P-wave velocities for the 

baseline and the time-lapsed perturbed monitor were calculated across the overburden, 

reservoir and underburden for the multiple cases. It is worth noticing that the velocity 

modeling performed to this study, corresponds to the effect on velocities to a production 

period between 2000 and 2004, and hence is aimed at characterizing the underburden 

response of the specific field during this period. The decline in pressure (~50MPa) place 

the reservoir near to the dew point but certainly still above this limit, so it is assumed 

that the effect on velocities is mainly controlled by pressure and stress changes. Hence, 

the 4D expression modelled in this study is entirely geomechanically driven.  
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Figure 7.15. (a) to (d) archetypes used to assess individual seismic response to periodic 

patterns of sand and shales, keeping the total thickness of 1,032m constant and 

increasing the number of layers. Each of these individual archetypes would add up to 

the real and complex geological setting exhibited by the Pentland Formation. 

7.6.2 Base and monitor seismic modeling using the reflectivity method 

A primary reflection is defined as a seismic wave that propagates into the earth and has 

one single bounce from a particular interface in the subsurface which is then measured 

in the surface by the receiver, while a multiple is a seismic reflection event that has at 

least one downward bounce; if the downward bounce is happening in the surface,  the 

multiple event is classified as a surface-related, while if the downward bounce is 

happening somewhere else in the subsurface is classified as internal multiple 

(Verschuur et al., 1992). Now, the question is what method should we use in order to 

capture a full wavefield response of the subsurface?; A classic synthetic seismogram 

model for the baseline and monitor case built from the convolution of normal-incident 

reflections would be the most expedite way to create these synthetic cases, however, 

this model removes all the amplitudes effect except for the vertical reflectivity. An 

extension to this method at insignificant computational cost, is to include transmission 

effects, and AVO behaviour at each interface, however, this would simply address the 

amplitude difference with offset at each interface, without multiples. Further 

Sandstone
Shale
No data available

Interpreted interbeds 
from V-shale log 
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formulation of convolutional modelling, as per surface-related multiple elimination 

(SRME) and its extension to internal multiple elimination modelling techniques 

correctly adds multiples to several orders (Verschuur, 2014), but does address the 

kinematic differences of reflections, including primaries and multiples, and their history 

throughout processing. To this end, Mangriotis et al. (2018) showed that using 

simplistic methods to model multiples, which do not account for difference in 

moveout between primaries and multiples, would be insufficient to simulate  the 

contribution from multiples in the estimation of time lapse time-shifts. 

Conversely, the seismic reflectivity method offers a complete solution to simulate wave 

propagation in horizontally elastic layered earth models with high accuracy but keeping 

lower computation cost compared with wave-equation based (Angus, 2005)  or finite-

difference methods (Sen, 2011). The main advantage of this method is that it can 

compute the full wavefield for thin-layered earth models, such as the stratigraphic 

architecture described for the Pentland Formation, including reflections, including all 

orders of internal and surface-related multiples, transmission, and wave mode 

conversions. The theory of the reflectivity method is well-described by Müller (1985) 

whereas, the algorithm used to generate base and monitor synthetic seismograms can be 

found at www.crewes.org as presented in Ma et al. (2004).This method includes the 

main parameters of the wavefield for a given 1D velocity, that is required to seismic 

forward modelling multiple baseline and monitor cases from the earth model scenarios 

described in the previous section.  To illustrate the flexibility of the method and to 

corroborate that the reflectivity model fitted to our expectations, the process started by 

creating a simple earth model consisting of three layers representing the average 

properties for density and velocity of the overburden, reservoir and underburden in the 

study area (Table 7.1).  Figure 7.16 shows two plots of Common Mid-Point (CMP) 

gathers plots for an offset of 10km: (a) with multiples and (b) without multiples, in 

Figure 7.16 (a) the primaries correspond to the reflection of the incident P and S waves; 

for instance, for a zero-offset the reflected P-wave for the first and second interface 

arrived at 2.8 and 3.1seconds respectively,  whereas the S-waves reflected at 5.8 and 6.3 

seconds respectively.  In addition to those reflections one can also identify converted P 

to S (PS) and S to P (SP) reflections yielding between the reflected P-wave and S-wave 

counterparts. Figure 7.16 (b) represents the same earth model adding internal multiples 

of any order. Notice how complex these multiples are despite the simplicity of the 
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layering scheme consisting of just three layers. The plot also depicts the reflections that 

have been previously described in the model without multiples.  

Maximum modeling time (sec) 10 

Time interval (msec) 0.004 

Initial slowness to compute (sec/km) 0.0 

Last slowness to commute (sec/km) 0.2 

Initial frequency to model (Hz); 0.0 

Last frequency to model (Hz); 50 

wrap around attenuation 15 

Source depth source (km) 0.005 

Percentual of the slowness integral that is windowed 15 

Percentual of the frequency that is windowed 50 

Slowness interval 0.0006 

Table 7.1. Parameters used for the seismic reflectivity model. 

 

Figure 7.16. Seismic reflectivity method applied for a simple earth model consisting of 

three layers. (a) Model of primary arrivals without multiples. (b) Model of primary 

arrivals with multiples. 

(a) (b) 
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7.7 Effect of interbeds on the time-shifts bias observed at the Pentland 

Formation 

There are several processes that may impact time-shifts and cause them to deviate from 

theoretical values, which can be classified into three main categories: 1. Acquisition 

related, 2. Processing related and 3. Wave propagation and earth model related. We can 

regard the problem to a single category or having a combined effect from different 

sources of uncertainty which creates a more complicated time-shift estimates. In most 

cases, time-shifts can be used in a straight-forward manner to interpret the reservoir, but 

in several cases time-shifts may contain anomalies linked to artefacts from 

aforementioned processes. In these cases, the anomalies need to be identified in terms of 

their origin, in order to increase confidence in seismic interpretation. There are few 

studies focused specifically on explaining the time anomaly observed in several fields in 

the North Sea, with perhaps the most comprehensive being the study of  Fehmers 

(2010). In his study, the author addressed the problem of having abnormal time-shifts 

far below the reservoir in the Tyra Field by establishing with the connection to seismic 

multiples. The conclusion of this study was that the presence of significant time-shifts 

in the overburden was due to misalignment of surface-related multiples, which 

dominated the time-shift signature leading to an overestimation of time-shifts at this 

zone.  This hypothesis was inspired by a previous work published by Hatchell et al. 

(2008), that highlights the role of free surface and water bottom related multiples on the 

decrease of repeatability of time-lapse surveys due to the effect of tides and water 

salinity on the change in seismic velocities between monitor and baseline in an offshore 

field in the Valhall Field.  However, one could expect that the time-lapse delay 

produced by these free surface multiples residuals would extend horizontally over a 

larger area irrespective of the reservoir geometry, however, at Shearwater Field the 

anomaly is localized right below the part of the reservoir that is being produced and 

increases in magnitude from 2002 to 2013 monitor surveys (Figure 7.4). In addition, 

interbeds multiples are more complicated to remove than the surface-related multiples, 

especially if they are related to thin interbeds, so that it would be expected a more 

pronounced effect on the time-shifts response if multiples of higher order were also 

considered on the study. Although, I think that this hypothesis brings out an important 

point, I argue that there are other effects that might also give rise to the anomaly such as 

lithology fluctuations causing interference and the effect of internal multiples that need 
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to be also assessed in order to explain the nature of this anomaly.   

It should be noted that seismic modelling is 1D and is displayed in 2D seismic plots 

(comprised of multiple 1D models next to each other), with all modelling using as a 

spatial reference the location of well SW05 on the processed 3D seismic data volume 

(Figure 7.4). In addition, sonic and density logs from this well were used to represent 

the velocity and density response of the baseline case.  

For all the cases investigated in this chapter, the synthetic model consists of base a 

monitor pre-stacked Common Mid-Point (CMP) gathers which have been corrected for 

Normal Move-Out (NMO) and finally stacked. 

7.7.1 Simulating periodic sequences of sandstone and shale interbeds  

As discussed in section 7.3, the thickness of the sandstone and shale interbeds varies 

spatially and by depth interval. For instance, the lithology analysis in well 22/30b-11 

reveals that units A and C from Upper Pentland, are characterised by interbeds that 

range from one meter to tens of meters of thickness showing sandstone intervals 

predominantly thicker than the shale intervals; whereas unit B, which is shale prone has 

a thickness of approximately 43m. To model the 4D seismic response for such complex 

lithological variations without identifying the contribution of these individual layers on 

the entire unit, makes the modelling exercise more difficult to conduct. To solve this, I 

first investigated the 4D seismic response to four stacked sequences of periodic 

sandstones and shales where the thickness of the individual layers reduces from 43m to 

3m while keeping the total thickness of 1,032m constant for the four scenarios. These 

realizations (section 7.6.1) aimed at addressing the influence of layer thickness, 

impedance contrast and source frequency as they affect the seismic response due to 

interference effects, tuning and interbed multiples, that in turn will add up to the real 

and more complex geological setting. 

With the geological model implying that several layers may be below seismic 

resolution, it is important that the models also capture fine-scale of interbeds, given that 

heterogeneity below seismic resolution may still influence the seismic response. From 

log analysis, I have estimated an average thickness of 12m and 9m for sandstone and 

shale intervals respectively, which is significantly below the limit of tuning thickness 

(λ/4) which has been calculated as approximately 35-37m. Using a binary medium 

approach representative of a cyclic sequence, Stovas and Ursin (2007) showed that for 

weak reflectivity contrast, there exist three different regions with distinct seismic 
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signatures based on the reflectivity contrast and the ratio of seismic wavelength to layer 

thickness: 1) time-average, 2) transition zone, 3) effective medium (zero frequency 

limit) (Figure 7.17). Specifically, they showed that for the transition zone, the 

transmission is close to zero, while the reflections response has a typical resonance 

behaviour. Furthermore, as shown by O'doherty and Anstey (1971), an accumulation of 

thin beds (below seismic resolution) gives rise to intra-bed multiples, which are key 

contributors to the seismic signature, with multiples constructively or destructively 

interfering to primary reflections.  

 

Figure 7.17. Plot representing the lambda/d ratio as a function of reflection coefficient 

(‘r’) in a periodic layer medium (adapted from Stovas and Ursin 2007). For larger 

wavelength to layer thickness ratio the layering behaves as effective medium, then there 

is a transitional zone controlled by the reflection coefficient, then for lower wavelength 

to layer thickness the structure behaves as time average velocities.   

From the four cases of periodic sandstone and shale thickness, using the root mean 

square velocity of the binary medium as approx. 2,824m/s, the central frequency of 

these periodic layering schemes is approx. 20Hz, and consequently the seismic 

wavelength (λ) is 141.2m, giving rise to wavelength to thickness(d) ratio λ/d of 3.3, 5.9, 

11.8 and 47.1. The simulations of periodic thicknesses which are closer to the limit of 

tuning effect and also below seismic resolution (Figure 7.18), reveal that at 43m of 

constant thickness the seismic wavelength is effectively capturing all the features 

created by the velocity differences within the interbeds, and thus, follow a time-average 

velocity behaviour (Figure 7.18 (a))., On the other hand, for a very thin layering 
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scheme, there are not distinctive features at all, but a single velocity value that 

represents the effective medium (Figure 7.18 (d)). Between these two zones (Figure 

7.18 (b and c)) there is a transition zone where the transmission of the periodic layers is 

very low, and the reflectivity describes a resonance behaviour. Having distinct time-

lapse velocity and strain patterns within individual sub-seismic resolution layers, results 

in a 4D interference phenomena, which are reflected in the time-shift computations for 

each of the four cases shown in Figure 7.19 (a to d). Here, I present time-shift traces 

calculated from monitor and baseline seismic modeling without multiples and with 

multiples. Notice that the time-shift results of cases b and c, where the thickness was 

equal to 24 and 12m, showed an unstable sinusoidal trace characterised by positive but 

erratic values. It is particularly interesting to see how, in the presence of seismic 

multiples events, the effect is amplified, marking near to zero time-shifts at the 

beginning of the interval and then increasing again at different rates, for both cases. 

Whereas, the time shift response in f cases a and d, corresponding to the time-average 

and effective medium zone, respectively, show that after passing the reservoir, time-

shifts continue to build up but having different rates of increase towards the bottom. 

These observations over a simple case of sandstone and shales interbeds support the 

idea that lithological fluctuations, leading to complex patterns of periodic layering 

schemes, may give rise to the time-shift anomalies. 

 

Figure 7.18. Cycles of periodic sandstones and shale mediums with constant thickness: 

(a) 43m, (b) 24m, (c) 12m and (d) 3m along with synthetic traces of monitor (red) and 

baseline (black).    
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Figure 7.19. Simulation of time-shifts response for periodic cycles of sandstone and 

shale for different thicknesses. 

7.7.2 Simulating the Pentland Formation  

The geological understanding of the Pentland Formation in combination with the 

modeling of 4D response to periodic sandstone and shales interbeds, served as the basis 

for the development of more complex time-lapse seismic modeling, in which synthetic 

time-shifts are calculated from scenarios of variable thicknesses, sandstone/shale 

proportion and rock properties, which in turn, aims to capture the geological setting 

exhibited by the underburden at Shearwater. The modeling of the underburden Pentland 

Formation requires inputs such as thickness, spatial distribution as well as velocity 

information of every single layer across the entire sequence, which cannot be 
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incorporated deterministically due to the data limitations as it has been previously 

discussed, instead, the objective was to look for statistical averages of these effects. In 

this regard, multiple layering schemes were created with variable sandstone/shale 

thicknesses that correspond to the statistical distribution of the thicknesses in the field. 

Based on the geological analysis and petrophysical modeling, I am inclined to favour a 

scenario where NTG=40% mostly characterises the lithology proportion of the 

underburden Pentland Formation (Figure 7.20 (a)). In addition to that, the selection of R 

factors constitutes another variable to take into account in this modeling exercise; as it 

has been discussed in Chapter 6, R factors are lithology dependant, so that I run a semi-

qualitative analysis to assess the effect of variable R factors on the development of the 

underburden time-shifts as follows: a. equal and lower R factors for sandstones and 

shales (Rsst =5, Rshl =5), b Larger R factors for sandstones (Rsst =30, Rshl =5) and c. 

Larger R factors for shales (Rsst =5, Rshl =30). The selection of R values in the 

underburden corresponds to those reported in the literature (Ji, 2017). Figure 7.20 (b) 

depicts the observed time-shifts from 2001 to 2004, extracted across the field after 

50MPa of pressure depletion in the reservoir; while the three images at the bottom (c to 

e) show the modelled time-shifts. Both observed and modelled time-shifts are computed 

using the FastCC method. Notice that imposing lower and equal R factors to sandstones 

and shales couplets, would not be sufficient to replicate the magnitude in time-shifts 

measured in the field (Figure 7.20 (c)); on the other hand, if one assumed the 

underestimated assumption that R for sandstone was larger than R for shale, again the 

model cannot match the observations (Figure 7.20 (d)). The time-shift anomaly would 

start to develop if the R shale is larger than R sandstone (Figure 7.20 (e)). This is 

because larger velocity perturbation and strain contrast is achieved when larger a R 

factor is assigned to the compliant shales. The combination of those, are key to replicate 

the observed anomaly in the right position and magnitude. Another scenario that could 

resemble the observations is when a larger and equal R factor is applied to both 

sandstones and shales; traditionally this is how the underburden Pentland had been 

modelled in the past, however, it has been argued that this modelling approach 

undermines the strain sensitivity of R factors (Holt et al. 2018), especially in an 

interbedded system with markedly different mechanical and petrophysical properties. 

Hence, the application of a single R factor under this context would potentially result in 

large errors on the computation of time-shifts.   
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Figure 7.20. Synthetic modeling of Shearwater with a focus on the Pentland Formation: 

(a) Representative layering scheme based on the sandstone and shale thickness 

distribution of Pentland wells, (b) Observed time-shifts between 2001-2004. (c to d) 

synthetic time-shifts for scenarios of sandstone and shale R factors: (c) Rsst =5, Rshl 

=5, (d) Rsst =30, Rshl =5 and (e) Rsst =5, Rshl =30. 

7.7.3 Assessing the effect of internal multiples  

Despite that seismic multiple removal techniques (e.g. based on difference in spatial 

behaviour or on the periodicity and predictability when compared with primaries)  are a 

standard practice in conventional seismic processing, and to some extend satisfactorily 

executed to comply with the requirements of a conventional 3D seismic interpretation, 

the  effective removal of internal multiples of thin beds is known to be challenging 

mainly because of the interference effect and that velocities are very similar to the 

velocities of the primaries so that the residual time is very short (Dai et al., 2020). It is 

also recognised that in the 4D seismic domain, even small residuals in monitor and 

baseline surveys from long paths multiples that have similarities in TWT to the 
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primaries of deeper horizons in the underburden, might produce a time-lapse effect that 

can be potentially caused by multiple misalignment (Fehmers, 2010). As discussed 

previously, the expectation is that multiples will affect both the seismic signature as 

well as time-shift response. To explore this possibility, I incorporated internal multiples 

in the synthetic modelling of monitor and baseline traces using the reflectivity method 

previously described, and compared two sets of models, with and without multiples to 

the observed time-shifts at the location of well 22/30-b-11. The plot shown in Figure 

7.21 revealed a good match between the observations and the model time-shifts across 

the entire profile and the sensitivity to the presence of sandstone and shale interbeds in 

the underburden (Top Pentland Formation in Figure 7.21). It also shows that there is 

both constructive and destructive time-shift at different regions across the Pentland 

Formation. Hence, even though the existence of these multiple could potentially 

increase the magnitude of time-shifts especially at the lower section of the interval, the 

modelling results suggest that it would represent a second order effect compared to the 

effect of having geological fluctuations across this interval.  

 

Figure 7.21. Observed (left) and modelled time-shifts (right), with internal multiples 

(blue line) and without multiples (red line). 

 

Top Pentland Fm. Top Pentland Fm.
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It is clear from the previous synthetic examples that interbedding plays an important 

role on the development the time-shift underburden anomaly at the Shearwater Field, 

however, it remained less certain whether a larger proportion of shales would be 

necessary to match the observations. To assess this effect, I modelled an additional 

scenario of time-shifts where a different proportion and thickness distribution of 

sandstones and shales (Figure 7.22 (c)) is compared against two modelled time-shifts 

scenarios (Figure 7.22 a and b), in which sandstone and shale proportion are the same 

but the thickness distributions are different. Along with these plots, Figure 7.22 depicts 

two additional plots, the petrophysical lithology interpretation of sandstone and shale 

for a maximum of 500m equivalent to 300ms of Pentland Formation drilled at the 

location of well SW05, and the corresponding time-shift observations (2001-2004) 

extracted at the same location. Although the magnitude of the time-shift is similar for 

cases a to c, their evolution with TWT is not the same. Comparing cases (a) and (b), 

while both models contain the same proportion of sandstone/shale, it is clear that case 

(a) matches the observations best. Hence, these modeling results suggest that the spatial 

distribution of sandstones and shales is more important than the proportion of these two 

lithologies on the development of the closest to observation time-shifts. 

 

Figure 7.22. Synthetic time-shifts for same proportion of shales=60% and 

sandstones=40% (cases a and b), compared to a third case (c) featuring a different 

layering scheme and lithology proportion (shales=40% and sandstones=60%). 
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7.8 Discussions of results 

Binary media have been studied for some time to explain resonance phenomena. I used 

the sandstone and shale properties of Pentland Formation for seismic forward modeling 

and studied two sets of models: a periodic sequence of interbeds of constant thickness, 

and a statistical layer distribution resembling the complex sandstone and shale 

distribution across the underburden Pentland Formation  

For the constant thickness binary medium, it is observed that for the time-average and 

effective domain behaviours, corresponding to the large and small-end of layer 

thicknesses explored, the time-shift behaviour is quite similar. However, for 

intermediate layer thickness which corresponds to the resonance domain, interference 

causes large fluctuations in the time-shift. Furthermore, when including internal 

multiples, their effect (expectedly) is much more pronounced in the resonance domain, 

however, it remains as a secondary effect compared to the interference created by the 

geological fluctuations. Based on the geological understanding of the Pentland 

Formation, layers of approximately five meter-scale sandstone and shales dominate the 

stratigraphic architecture of this interval. Therefore, according to the velocity and 

source frequency versus thickness analysis published in Stovas and Ursin (2007), the 

resonance domain would dominate the characteristic seismic response across the 

Pentland Formation.  

 

7.9 Summary 

This chapter has investigated the time-shift anomaly located below the reservoir, 

corresponding to the Mid-Jurassic aged Pentland Formation in the Shearwater Field. 

Assisted by forward seismic modelling techniques, I have explored a potential link 

between the observed time-shift fluctuations and the geological characteristics of this 

formation. I have also investigated the effect of internal multiples misalignment 

between monitor and baseline on the overestimation of the measured time-shifts. 

In the first part of this chapter, the main focused is on the geology and petrophysics of 

the underburden Pentland Formation and how different is the diagenetical history and 

rock properties of the underburden when compared to the Fulmar Formation. In general, 
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the Pentland Formation features meter-scale sequences of well-cemented sandstones 

and illite-rich shales, although both reservoir and underburden have the same 

composition, the diagenetic differences makes it Pentland Formation a stiffer 

succession. By performing this geological analysis, it is found that Pentland 

Formation’s geological characteristics affects the geomechanical properties and 

ultimately the seismic response at this location.  Hence, I incorporated to this analysis 

the concept of mechanical stratigraphy to provide a first attempt at merging geological 

features and elastic properties, which is fundamentally important to predict the 

geomechanical response of each lithology to changes in stress state. Given that the 

Shearwater Field is geomechanically active and the reservoir compacts within 

production time, I investigated the combined effect that velocity and thickness change 

have over the estimation of time-shifts in the field. Under the assumption that the 

underburden stretches in response to reservoir uniaxial compaction and that the 

magnitude of such deformation is commensurate to the elastic moduli of the underlying 

rocks, a generalized expression was derived based on Hooke’s law and applied it to a 

multi layered elastic media that deformed by constant uniaxial stress.  In the second part 

of the study I used the conceptual 2D understanding of what the Pentland Formation is, 

in terms of sand/shale geometries and the type of vertical and horizontal connectivity, 

sand quality and how it varies to create a 4D synthetic seismic modeling, which aimed 

to recover time-shifts using a forward scheme that creates synthetic baseline and 

monitor seismic traces, that are then used to compute time-shifts in the underburden 

Pentland Formation. Following this methodology, it is found that recreating time-shifts 

within the underburden Pentland Formation is a complex exercise; there are several 

unknowns (e.g. R factors, NTG, layer thickness, lateral connectivity) which cannot be 

determined from the limited data available, furthermore there is nonuniqueness in the 

combination of model parameters. However, I have looked at the sensitivity of these 

model parameters and have managed to assess their relative order of importance, using 

constraints on lower/upper limits of these model parameters. I selected a 

computationally less expensive seismic reflectivity method to perform the forward 

modeling, by doing so I have ensured that the modelling of internal multiples reflects 

differences in moveout between primary/multiples, and consequently processing effects 

on their kinematic behaviour. The results clearly show that the average thickness, 

average velocity and dominant source frequency locates the Pentland Formation within 

the seismic resonance domain, and this could give a plausible explanation to the 
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fluctuating anomalous behaviour observed on the time-shifts in the Field. As it was 

shown, in this domain, internal multiples impact the seismic signatures of baseline and 

monitor traces, and consequently time-shifts computations.  
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8.1 General summary 

This thesis builds on the fundamental principle that reservoir compaction will induce 

deformation in its surroundings. Considering the importance of monitoring the 

stress/strain state changes in the overburden and underburden to the development of a 

geomechanically active field, it is essential to find a practical method to quantify 

geomechanics from field observations. 4D seismic data has proven its effectiveness to 

infer geomechanics, this is because a geomechanical perturbation causes a significant 

change in seismic velocities that can be detected using time-lapse seismic attributes. 

There are over 80 case studies and more than 20 theory papers addressing the topic of 

time-shift analysis for the dynamic monitoring of the reservoir and its surroundings, but 

as larger as the seismic monitoring literature, is the number of open questions 

outstanding to progress this subject further. For instance, how can this relationship be 

quantitatively formulated? We need to explore the suitability of different geomechanical 

models (basic/complex) and the level of resolution that all these models could offer. 

This would lead to another challenge, which is the effective calibration of such multi-

scale models. Moreover, how to extract 4D seismic attributes (time-shifts) and 

interrogate them in terms of potential artefacts? Knowing that seismic does not come 

free of pitfalls, it is important to identify the degree of uncertainty that the time-shift 

method and inherent limitations can bring to the analysis. After addressing all these 

questions, we could think about the scale of the link between geomechanics and 4D 

seismic and assess whether it is possible to tie in the micro-mechanical knowledge to 

large scale observations of the same phenomenon.   

In an attempt to answer these scientific questions, this research used the complex high-

pressure and high-temperature Shearwater Field as a case study to explore how an 

interdisciplinary approach that involves geology, petrophysics and rock physics would 

contribute to the interpretation of geomechanical events from 4D seismic data. The 

reason why the Shearwater Field is an excellent candidate to further investigate the 

relationship between geomechanics and 4D seismic is because it shows a prominent 

geomechanical response linked to a long history of drilling failures and time-lapse 

seismic observations over time. In addition, the 4D seismic, well log and laboratory data 

are of high quality, which was key to calibrate the models presented in this research. In 

spite of all the information available, the study of the Shearwater Field poses many 
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challenges given its heterogeneous overburden, complex structural setting and 4D signal 

that showed additional contributions from overpressure, seismic multiples and metre-

scale lithology fluctuations outside the reservoir.  

In Chapters 4 and 5 I have put different methods to the test as a way to demonstrate the 

value of combining single and complex modeling approaches. This is the case of the 

complex finite-element modeling that was used to build and calibrate a 4D 

geomechanical model, gaining an understanding of the stress/strain state change over 

time and the effect of reservoir coupling on the geomechanical predictions of the 

reservoir and its surroundings. Then, I explored the implementation of simple models 

such as the R factor model by Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a), to 

better understand the relationship between the geomechanical changes exhibited by the 

non-reservoir rocks and the corresponding 4D seismic response at Shearwater. 

Following this approach, the association of velocity changes with vertical strain has 

practical benefits. Velocity changes across non-reservoir rocks correlate to low rates of 

stress/strain changes, and consequently, they are both considered long wavelength in 

nature; a simple model is suitable to capture this link with the advantage of a faster 

implementation with only few parameters required and enabling the calibration of the 

geomechanical predictions throughout the use of time-lapse time-shifts observations. In 

Chapter 5, I also followed an exclusive simple-modeling pathway to assess whether the 

geomechanics and 4D link of this complex field could only be defined from simple 

solutions. This was achieved by applying a semi-analytical Geertsma (1973) inversion 

approach (described in Hodgson, 2009 and Wong, 2017) that builds on the R factor 

model to link overburden time-strains to reservoir pore pressure change. However, 

implementing these simple solutions to investigate this link highlighted their 

limitations; for instance, these models deliberately neglected the effect of triaxial 

changes in the stress/strain state over time by assuming that the problem is uniaxial and 

linear elastic, despite that field observations indicated otherwise, posing this a limitation 

on their widespread use. At the end of Chapter 4, I showed the importance of reducing 

uncertainty on the geomechanical model in order to improve consistency with the 4D 

seismic observations. Therefore, Chapter 5 provided a comprehensive analysis on the 

limitations of conventional geomechanical modelling using fixed boundary pore-

pressure conditions, compared to the proposed approach in which the aquifer geometry 

and pore pressure were explicitly included in the simulation grid. This analysis also 
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revealed that the mode in which the pore-pressure/stress coupling occurs has a first 

order effect on the predicted geomechanical response and in turn, the correlation with 

the observable time-lapse seismic response at Shearwater.  

 

Conversely, Chapter 7 interrogated time-lapse time-shifts attribute in terms of the 

identification of potential 4D seismic artefacts by investigating the nature of the time-

shift anomaly that is present in the underburden Pentland Formation at Shearwater. This 

chapter highlighted the value of using 1D metre-scale geologic models populated with 

lithology-varying mechanical properties to seismic forward modeling the observable 4D 

seismic response in the underburden. This analysis allowed recognising one case in 

which 4D seismic observations and geomechanical predictions may be completely 

unreconciled.  

Another relevant aspect to this analysis involved a micro-mechanical understanding of 

strain and velocity variations that could help explain large scale observations of the 

same phenomenon. For this purpose, an intuitive approach following the use of well log 

data was proven to be efficient. Therefore, Chapter 6 explored the potential of the 

repeated well-log analysis to understand the velocity response to porosity, lithology and 

pressure changes that resulted in dilation in the overburden Heather and Kimmeridge 

Clay Formations, finding a link between these and the estimates from a theoretical 

micro-mechanical model that underlines the petrophysical and geological properties of 

these anisotropic shales.  
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8.2 Conclusions 

The key points I have attempted to resolve in this thesis focus on the relationship 

between 4D seismic data and geomechanical response, by establishing the limitations in 

quantitativeness due to the (i) simplicity of models, (ii) artefacts in time-lapse data, and 

presenting a case study for which multiple modeling strategies were scrutinised in terms 

of their applicability and robustness to understand the dynamic changes of  a 

geomechanically active reservoir and its surroundings. 

1. I established the extent to which 4D seismic signatures can be interpreted with 

regards to a geomechanical response in the Shearwater Field, and the appropriateness 

of time-shift estimation methods. 

 

• I tested different time-shift methods (FastCC, CLM, NLI, DSW) in Shearwater 

and found similarities in time-shift magnitudes and a consistent pattern 

characterised by dominant velocity slowdowns with production. The 4D signal 

during the first four years of production is primarily related to the effect of 

overburden and underburden stretching due to reservoir depletion, while the areal 

extent of the signal can be mapped with the geology and production history of the 

field. This time-shift information can be used not only to calibrate the 

geomechanical model and predict well failure, but also to plan future well 

abandonments. 

• In general, there was a good agreement among the tested time-shifts methods 

with no specific technique showing adverse results but varying as a function of 

smoothness and the level of noise. Such methods have strong and weak 

theoretical points that turn the selection of a suitable method very subjective.     

• I proposed a method to reduce 4D noise by time-shift iteration over selected 

window sizes. By calculating residual time-shifts from a shorten window with 

each pass, it was possible to capture smaller high frequency time-shifts that 

nevertheless are meaningful. Naturally, there is a limited amount of iterations that 

can be run, which is achieved when the level of 4D noise does not reduce 

anymore, and only starts to increase again.   

• The analysis of the time-lapse seismic amplitude maps shows the marked effect 

of production on the time-lapse signal over different periods. The combined 

analysis of the spatial position of the hardening signal across multiple timesteps 
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enabled an understanding of the water front movement within the Upper Fulmar 

Formation. In addition, it shows the value of 4D on the identification of those 

structural faults that can act as potential barriers for fluid displacement in the 

field. 

 

2. There have been several worthwhile attempts to establish the link between 

geomechanics and time-lapse seismic; nevertheless, there is a fundamental question 

about the usage of an appropriate rock physics model to adequately capture field 

behaviours observed in the Shearwater Field, such as well failures and shutting-in 

several times across its life cycle.  Knowing the dilation factor R of the reservoir and 

its surroundings was important for two reasons: 1. It revealed how the rocks at 

Shearwater responded to changes in velocity and 2. It helped calibrate the model 

from 4D seismic observations, which in turn reduced the uncertainty of the 

geomechanical model results. Hence, I presented several types of models that are 

used to explore this relationship, and here I summarise my conclusions on their 

applicability and relative performance: 

 

• I presented a simple 1D rock physics model to predict the R factor from a scaling 

process where the reservoir pore pressure calculated from time-lapse time-strains 

and rock properties, was compared to the predictions from the fluid flow 

simulation model. The inverted R was in good agreement with literature values, 

expanding the possibility of assessing R factors for compacting reservoirs by 

knowing their pore pressure and mechanical properties (e.g. compressibility and 

Poisson’s ratio).    

• The average R factors recovered across the shales (Heather, Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations and Cromer Knoll Group) from an inverse form of the semi-

analytical Geertsma approach using overburden time-strain, showed promising 

results when compared with the R factors derived from modeling comparison 

using the more complex finite-element geomechanical simulation in Chapter 5. I 

found that an average R=8 is the most representative value for the overburden 

shales in the caprock. 

• However, the extended use of the 1D approach at Shearwater has significant 

limitations; the technique assumes a very simplified geometry for both reservoir 

and overburden, hence, the distance to the reservoir or difference in structural dip 
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affected the resolution of the geomechanical predictions. That restrains the 

derivation of reliable R factors for the entire overburden section. Moreover, the 

use of average mechanical properties to describe the space between the reservoir 

and overburden introduced additional uncertainty related to the geomechanical 

inversion and consequently, the R factor derivation. Hence, it was not possible to 

test the variability of R factors with lithology from this analytical approach, but 

only to confirm that under certain conditions (e.g. simple geologic structures) the 

analytical inversion should be enough to predict an average magnitude of the 4D 

response.   

• In Chapter 4, I highlighted the importance of incorporating a plausible earth 

model that accounted for stratigraphic, structural and rock mechanics 

characteristics of the Shearwater Field. The high quality of logging and seismic 

data at Shearwater served in two-folds: 1. To build a detailed geologic framework 

and 2. To measure petrophysical and mechanical rock properties in order to 

populate the 3D geologic model with mechanical stratigraphy. Then, the analysis 

of strain and stress tensors at key locations across the field helped understand the 

differences in geomechanical response exhibited by the multiple layers in the 

overburden, reservoir and underburden. 

• In Chapter 5, I showed the importance of explicit inclusion of the aquifer pore 

pressure into the coupling which has never been previously assessed in 

combination with 4D seismic observations. Moreover, I identified the boundary 

conditions to enable inclusion of aquifer pore pressure to extend existing 

‘standard models’. 

• Following this approach, it was found that observed and predicted seismic time-

shifts can be closely correlated when the aquifer is explicitly incorporated in the 

geomechanical model. 

• Through these results, I raise awareness about the need for coupling of flow and 

geomechanical models and that aquifer pore pressure is key in matching observed 

and predicted time-lapse time shifts. I consequently regard as inadequate those 

geomechanical and time-lapse seismic application studies along with traditional 

reservoir simulation models that do not encompass the aquifer geometry 

explicitly. This is certainly true for Shearwater, and hence, likely for many other 

geomechanically active fault-bounded reservoirs with a connected aquifer.  
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• I identified a further field application where aquifer pore pressure is required in 

geomechanical models, that is fields featuring strong aquifer drive with 

substantial pressure depletion in the water leg; in such special cases, it is then 

compulsory to adjust the reservoir model building and simulation strategy to 

explicitly include a larger portion of the aquifer. 

• The exceptional quality of the 4D seismic at Shearwater allowed not only to 

observe the stress arching in the overburden, but also the hardening and softening 

time-shifts patterns that matched the compartmentalisation of the reservoir; these 

patterns could be reproduced by geomechanical modelling, enhancing the 

correlation between model predictions and development history of the field.  

 

3. I explored the importance of scale in the link between geomechanics and seismic, as 

well as the potential for using time-lapse well logs to calibrate geomechanical 

properties. 

 

• The availability of a dataset of repeated well logs at Shearwater provided an 

excellent opportunity to perform a comprehensive geologic and petrophysical 

analysis of the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations from direct 

measurements, and also to investigate the effect of shales properties on the time-

lapse seismic response exhibited by these units over production time.  

• By using a log-derived time-lapse porosity along with the R factor model, I found 

unexpected larger values of R for the overburden Heather and Kimmeridge Clay 

Formations. This could be due to the fact that the calculated shales porosity 

obeys to a complex characterisation of matrix and fluid properties which required 

a larger number of assumptions and the use of a complex theoretical model; also, 

the logging environmental conditions were not standard for both wells affecting 

particularly the log readings across the Kimmeridge Clay Formation in the 

monitor well. 

• In contrast, the range of R factors for the reservoir (mean R=2.4) was found in 

good agreement with R values from seismic data which can be explained by 

porosity deformation. 

• The repeated well log analysis has served to assure that the practice of using a 

constant R value across multiple lithologies in the overburden should be avoided, 

especially if the overburden consists of variable lithology such as shale intervals 
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that feature an anisotropic structure and/or have undergone significant 

deformation.  

• The combination of petrophysics and a new theoretical micromechanical model 

was key to understand the physics of the lithology-dependent R, this is because 

micromechanical modeling allowed the integration of shale geological properties 

to assess the effect of these constituents in the R factor model. 

• I draw on the work of Sayers (2006) and MacBeth et al. (2018) to develop a new 

micromechanical model to solve for the strain dependence (R factor) of seismic 

velocities in a VTI medium in which the strain deformation caused by the 

weakening of the shale mineral fabric was represented by excess of compliance. 

• The shale porosity change due to overburden deformation has a negligible 

influence on the velocity change when compared to the mechanism of cracks 

generation and orientation.  

• Even though one would need a full anisotropic description of the Heather and 

Kimmeridge Clay Formations, by combining an inter-granular compliance model 

with the R factor model, I thereby neglected the effect of horizontal stress 

changes to provide a solution that satisfies a unique isotropic R factor. 

• The range of R factors derived from the micromechanical model were found to 

be larger than literature values for the Kimmeridge Clay and Heather Formations. 

Large R factors are associated with low aspect ratios; this is mainly due to the 

compliant nature of this lithology, suggesting that the mechanism of contact 

disengagement between clay platelets is an efficient generator of larger values, 

together with the environmental logging conditions affecting the P-wave sonic 

readings across the Jurassic shales.  

 

4. Finally, I sought to understand if the 4D seismic signature is in fact genuine, as the 

geomechanical link was not quite as expected.  

 

• Even without enough logging or core information to create a 3D geological 

model, I managed to use simple statistical modelling techniques to simulate the 

stratigraphic architecture that better represents the underburden Pentland 

Formation, and then utilise these realisations in an attempt to understand the 

effect of mechanical stratigraphy and lithology fluctuation on the creation of 

strong 4D responses in time-shifts. Certainly, there would be several unknowns 
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(e.g. R factors, NTG, layer thickness, lateral connectivity) which cannot be 

determined from the limited data available, leading to a nonunique combination 

of model parameters. Here, a sensitivity analysis helped identify the key 

controlling parameters. 

• Special attention was given to the selection of the proper seismic forward 

modeling method to ensure that the modelled internal multiples reflected 

differences in moveout between primary/multiples, and consequently, 

processing effects on their kinematic behaviour. 

• Positive and larger time-shift fluctuations can be explained by interference of 

primaries affecting the stacked sequence, leading to ‘pockets’ of anomalous 

time-shifts.   

• I extended the work by Fehmers (2010) with a new methodology to assess the 

effect of internal multiples on the development of underburden time-shifts. The 

modeling results suggested that the existence of these multiples could potentially 

increase the magnitude of time-shifts; nevertheless, this phenomenon would 

have a second order effect when compared to the influence of lithology 

fluctuations for this case study. 

• I thereby showed the importance of statistical analysis for lithology and 

consequent modelling of seismic response that includes internal multiples which 

honours effects from processing. 

8.3 Recommendations for future research 

8.3.1 Improvements on the geomechanical modeling  

Further calibration of the current geomechanical model with a better constraint of 

mechanical properties (e.g. including laboratory triaxial tests) is key to improve the 

geomechanical model predictability. Due to limited modeling flexibility in VISAGE, it 

was not possible to populate the geomechanical grid with a stochastic distribution of 

rock mechanical properties that resembles the lateral variability of these properties at 

the field. Therefore, it is recommended to explore the use of other software to assess 

this effect on the geomechanical solution. Even though the reservoir simulation grid 

contained information about the structural faults compartmentalising the reservoir, it 

would be advisable for future work to include the structural elements in the 
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geomechanical framework to improve the predictability of the model in terms of fault 

reactivation or potential deformation. As discussed in Chapter 5, the original reservoir 

grid for this study did not account for the full extent of the aquifer geometry, having to 

implement geostatistical modeling to include the aquifer region in the reservoir grid. 

Further refinement of this approach would be achieved by building a new reservoir 

simulation model populated with stochastic values of porosity and permeability 

representative of the reservoir and aquifer zones and based on well log and laboratory 

data from the Fulmar Formation. This should be followed by a fully coupled reservoir 

simulation and geomechanical model to enable an exchange of information between the 

two simulations honouring the link between stress and strain states and flow properties 

that ultimately improves predictions of the long-term behaviour of the reservoir and its 

surroundings.  

8.3.2 Understanding the 4D signal across the reservoir  

The 4D amplitude difference maps shown in Chapter 3 revealed the complexity of the 

time-lapse seismic signal response across the reservoir. Over the years, the Fulmar 

Formation has experienced the combined effect of pressure drawdown and pressure 

rebound due to aquifer re-equilibration, meaning that the amplitude changes within the 

reservoir may be regarded to both compaction and saturation changes. Through this 

work, I have identified the link between the overburden and reservoir compaction by 

looking at the effect of reservoir strain changes directly from 4D overburden 

observations during the first four years of production, during which most 

geomechanical changes took place. However, the reservoir 4D signal must be 

understood in detail, particularly for the period of pressure rebound from 2005 to 2015 

which cannot be adequately mapped by the 4D signal. Therefore, it is advisable to work 

on a methodology that allows to decouple saturation and pressure changes considering 

the inelastic behaviour that might characterise the reservoir geomechanical response 

during this period. 

8.3.3 Refining the time-lapse well log analysis 

This thesis has presented an alternative method using repeated well logs to predict R 

factors for the reservoir and shales in the Shearwater caprock. It has been stressed that 
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the lateral distance between baseline and monitor wells affected the accurate monitoring 

of the time-lapse events, in particular across the Kimmeridge Clay Formation. In 

addition, it was not possible to have a direct measure of strain from the field with the 

available time-lapse logging data. Therefore, in order to reduce uncertainty on the 

repeated well logs analysis, it is advisable to incorporate a time-lapse logging 

monitoring program as part of the development plan for Shearwater, that includes 

continuous pressure, compaction and in-situ stress measurements along with 

conventional logging to capture reservoir and caprock changes over time. Likewise, it 

will be important to complement this time-lapse logging campaign with rock mechanics 

laboratory tests, so that the uncertainty generated by the lack of field or lab 

measurements of rock physics and petrophysical parameters could be minimised. 

8.3.4 Offset-dependence of R factors  

A successful integration of geomechanics with time-lapse seismic would require an 

adequate interpretation of 4D time-shifts. Through this research, I followed the work by 

Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) assuming a linear correlation 

between relative P-wave seismic velocity changes 
∆𝑉𝑃

𝑉𝑝
 and vertical strain 휀𝑧𝑧 via the R 

factor model. Then, I explored multiple combinations as well as other rock physics 

models as described in Chapters 4 and 6, to calculate R factors using dynamic and static 

reservoir properties or log-derived porosity values.  Nevertheless, the R factor model is 

valid under the premise that the dominant component of deformation and velocity 

propagation is oriented in the vertical direction; consequently, horizontal change of 

stresses or strain has a negligible effect. Moreover, R is assumed to be laterally 

homogeneous, so that there is no change in the model despite strong evidences such as 

the stress arching effect or differences in R between nearby fields (De Gennaro et al., 

2008, Barens et al., 2020) that would support the notion that the lateral invariability of  

R is inadequate. (Herwanger and Horne, 2005) pointed out that the stress state changes 

in the subsurface are triaxial, and as such, these would lead to an anisotropic change in 

seismic velocities. Hence, the R factor model cannot properly explain offset-dependent 

time-shifts, as it lacks tie to other components of the strain tensor. Neither can describe 

strain sensitivity linked to irreversible deformation, so that the R factor model would be 

very limited to observations across the Hod Formation in which the development of new 
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fractures induced by reservoir production is having important operational implications 

for the development of the Shearwater and nearby Elgin and Franklin fields. 

Anisotropic geomechanical changes in the overburden and particularly in shales could 

play an important role in our understanding of how to relate geomechanics and seismic 

responses. Recent laboratory work on North Sea shales conducted by Bakk et al. (2020) 

revealed that the strain dependence of velocities can be adequately described by a non-

linear elastic dynamic stiffness model, providing a better fit to offset-dependence time-

shifts than the R factor model. Accordingly, further investigation is needed to 

understand the anisotropic behaviour of R factors so that we could use this model to 

estimate not only vertical strain from the change in vertical velocities but also to 

determine the complete stress/strain tensors from time-lapse seismic data. 

8.3.5 The effect of lateral time-shifts on the interpretation of vertical time-shifts 

This study accounts for the measure of vertical time-lapse time-shifts from post-stack 

data. However, it is known that compacting reservoirs can also develop lateral time-

shifts. Although the horizontal displacements are relatively small (approximately 5m at 

burial depths of 5Km), the 4D signal can consistently indicate expansion of the 4D 

seismic image away of the reservoir (Hale, 2009). Field observations of this 

phenomenon were presented by Cox and Hatchell (2008) while measuring lateral time-

shifts at Shearwater; both authors concluded that velocity changes in the overburden 

will modify the seismic raypath. Then, lateral time-shifts will be artificially introduced 

as the baseline and monitor surveys are migrated with identical velocity models. 

Consequently, if the apparent time-shifts are not properly corrected, they could 

introduce systematic errors leading to misinterpreted vertical time-shifts which are 

critical for dipping reservoirs. In this regard, extra effort should be focused on 

investigating a suitable technique to quantify the change in velocity between 4D seismic 

images. The selected approach needs to consider the sensitivity of the monitor velocities 

to the triaxial change in stress/strain state exhibited by the overburden. 

8.3.6 Fine-scale forward modeling of the Pentland Formation 

In this case, I only consider a small set of realisations to show sensitivity to spatial 

distribution of layers, NTG and layer thickness. With the advent of new well log data of 
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the underburden Pentland Formation at Shearwater, further work may include a more 

comprehensive geostatistical model that allows a full range of expected time-shift 

variations in response to different subsurface realisations. Then, it would be possible to 

build a fine-scale geomechanical model coupled with the fluid flow reservoir model. 

This analysis would also benefit of using a wave equation solver within a 3D medium 

such as finite differences to show the full complexity of seismic wave propagation and 

consequent seismic processing, rather than simple 1D model plus moveout correction 

currently used. Using complex seismic modelling and processing will allow further 

exploration of the effect of deformation, complex seismic wavepaths, time-shift 

processing for thin interbeds, seismic multiples, dipping structures and heterogeneous 

stratigraphy at this field.   
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8. Appendix A 

 R factors calculated from multiple fields and from laboratory data  

R factors published in open literature, calculated for overburden and reservoir from  

fields with different geologic settings and production stages: 

R factor values 
Data source 

/Field 
Lithology References Comments 

R+        

Overburden 

R+        

Reservoir 

4 to 9 <2 4D /Valhall Carbonate Hatchell et al. (2007)  

4 to 10 2 4D /Ekofisk Carbonate Janssen et al. (2006) Streamer data 

25 16 4D /Ekofisk Carbonate 
Wong and Macbeth 

(2016) 
LoFs 

4 to 6  4D /Dan Carbonate Hatchell et al. (2007)  

5 to 10  4D /Holstein Clastics Ebaid et al. (2009)  

 -1.5 - 0.5 4D /Malaysia Carbonate 
(P. Hatchell personal 

communication, 2017) 
 

4 to 6 1 to 3 4D /Shearwater Clastics 
Van Bergen et al. 

(2013) 

 

HPHT 

4 to 8 <2 4D /Mars Clastics Hatchell et al. (2005)  

20 to 35  4D /Shearwater Carbonate Staples et al. (2007) Hod Chalk 

7  
4D /Elgin-

Franklin 
Carbonate Hawkins et al. (2007) Overburden  

20 to 100  
4D /Elgin-

Franklin 
Carbonate 

De Gennaro et al. 

(2008) 
Overburden  

20  4D/Snore friable sands Røeste et al. (2005)  

5  4D /Genesis friable sands Hodgson et al. (2007)  

 0 to 150 Laboratory friable sands Holt et al. (2008) zero at failure 

 0 to 50 Laboratory 
Cemented 

sandstone 
Holt et al (2008) 

Zero upon sample 

failure 

10 – 27, 5-14 19-28, 1-5 Laboratory Synth. Sst. Holt et al. (2008) 
Extensive 

loading/unloading  

 6 to 91 Laboratory Sandstone Bathija et al. (2009) Ekofisk Field 

55,75 15 Laboratory Synth. Sst. Holt and Stenebråten (2013)  
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10 to 30  Laboratory Carbonate Janssen et al. (2006)  

34-50, 13 34-50, 6 Laboratory Shale Holt et al. (2008)  

Table. A.1. R factors reported in published literature for overburden and reservoir of 

multiple fields using field observations and laboratory data (Adapted from MacBeth et 

al. 2018). 
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9. Appendix B 

B. 1. Constraining shales caprock R factors from Geertsma inversion 

As described in Chapter 2, there are multiple methods to calculate R factors, for 

instance comparing observed time-lapse seismic and physical strain from 

geomechanical simulations (Røste et al., 2015), measuring laboratory from laboratory 

experiments (Bakk et al., 2018, Holt and Stenebråten, 2013) or using micromechanical 

models. First, we need to estimate the vertical strain and to do so there are two separate 

routes: 1. Via a map based, semi analytical approach following for instance Geertsma et 

al (1973), and another via finite element modelling (e.g. VISAGE). The analytical 

method is a simplified approach and as such it has its merits. Hence, it is reasonable to 

explore it, to then compare results with the R factors inverted using the finite element 

simulation model in Chapter 5. Here, I will apply an analytical method that inverts for 

pore pressure changes in the reservoir using overburden time-lapse information, and 

then I will constrain the results via a statistical analysis with a history matched 

simulation with the goal of calculating overburden R factors at the end of the process. 

This comparison will be simply for the sake of understanding whether less complex 

approaches such as Geertsma are adequate to describe strains that can be then used to 

invert for R factors using the Røste et al. (2005) and Hatchell and Bourne (2005a) 

model and reservoir concepts.  

Through years, analytical schemes have been used with success to solve the 

geomechanical problem of relating overburden deformation to changes in reservoir 

pressure using a nucleus of strain approach to build a Green’s function solution for 

geometrically simplified mediums (Geertsma, 1973, Segall, 1992) or using overburden 

time-lapse seismic information for reservoir characterization (Hatchell and Bourne, 

2005, Røste et al., 2005, Hodgson, 2009, Wong and MacBeth, 2016).  
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Figure B. 1. Chronological research on analytical methods to solve the geomechanical 

problem and link between geomechanics and time-lapse seismic. 

By following the same principles proposed by Geertsma (1973) to link subsurface 

displacements with a compacting reservoir, but including the relationship between 

physical strain and time-strain, Hodgson et al. (2007) presented a novel inversion 

method to predict reservoir dynamic changes such as pore pressure (𝛥𝑃) from 

overburden time-strains 𝛥𝑡/𝑡  converted into vertical strain (휀𝑧𝑧) via the use of the R 

factor model. The linear relationship proposed by this author is described by Equation 

B.1 where the term (𝐺) is the Green’s function that relates overburden vertical strain to 

change in reservoir pore pressure.  

 
(
𝛥𝑡

𝑡
)
𝑀
= (1 + 𝑅)∑ ∆𝑝𝑛𝐺𝑛,𝑚

𝜀𝑧𝑧
𝑁

𝑛=1
 

(B.1) 

           
 

This method was successfully applied to the Genesis Field in the Gulf of Mexico 

(Hodgson et al., 2007). The authors concluded that time-strains derived from time-lapse 

seismic data offers higher frequency information compared to the traditionally usage of 

surface displacements for inversion of changes in pore pressure. This hypothesis was 

supported by the results shown in Figure B.2, in which the inverted ∆𝑃 from time-strains 

matches reasonably well with the predictions from the reservoir simulations.   
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Figure B. 2. Results of Change in pore pressure using the method proposed by Hodgson 

et al., 2007 (left) compared with the reservoir simulator predictions (right). 

Thereafter, an adaptation to Hodgson et al. (2007) was presented by Garcia and 

MacBeth (2013) relating overburden strain to reservoir volumetric strain using a 

transfer function (Wiener filter) that calibrate by itself using as input numerically 

resolved overburden strain. This technique was applied to the HPHT Elgin Field and the 

South Arne Field showing better definition compared to the Geertsma approach, 

however, this approach requires numerical simulation of the overburden to calibrate the 

transfer function.  

The use of the semi-analytical inversion schemes such as the presented by Hodgson et 

al. (2007) provides an optimum balance between the rigidity of analytical solutions and 

the time-consuming nature of numerical simulations. However, there is an additional 

limitation to consider, one would have to guess or refer to literature to include 

representative R factor values in order to invert for change in pore pressure. When in 

fact, the inversion scheme could be used to solve for R factors. This problem was 

addressed by Wong and MacBeth (2016) in which the linear inversion scheme proposed 

by Hodgson et al., (2007) (Equation B.1) is used to simultaneously estimate both 

layered-dependent R factors and reservoir pressure change. These authors suggested 

that if we perform the inversion using time-strains directly for instance, without 

converting into vertical strain, the resulting (∆�̂�) is a scaled version of the theoretical 

∆𝑃 so that ∆�̂� = (1 + 𝑅)∆𝑃. Hence, there is way to recover R factors from the 
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overburden by scaling the inversion results with knowledge from a well-conditioned 

simulation model used as constraint.  

           

 

Figure B.3. On the left, example of change in pore pressure at the reservoir level using 

Geertsma inversion (red) and pressure change from a well history matched simulator 

(blue).  On the right, notice that by scaling the mean values of the inversion to the 

simulation, the R factor can be derived (adapted from Wong 2017). 

The linear relationship described above provides an alternative solution which connects 

the measured time-shifts and reservoir pressure changes in a faster yet effective 

inversion scheme. Furthermore, it is possible to apply statistics to estimate the R factors 

by using pre-existing knowledge of pressure changes from numerical simulations in 

combination of a range of mechanical properties. 

B. 2. Methodology description 

The applied methodology to invert for R factors in the shales caprock considers the 

following steps:  

1. Compute overburden shales time-strain (map-based). 

 2. Calculate average mechanical properties (Shear modulus and Poisson ratio). 

 3. Invert Geertsma equation for calculating ∆𝑃. 

4. Scale inverted results with reservoir simulation model.  

5. Iterate over different horizons to recover layer-dependent R factors. 

Then, I tested different methods of averaging in order to define the corresponding R 

factor for the overburden shales and finally proofed the concept by applying Geertsma 

forward modeling using the depletion estimates of the inversion scaled by an R factor 

that equalizes the inverted and numerical simulations of ∆𝑃. Then, a forward modelled 

(a) (b)
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overburden vertical strain is compared with the predictions made by the geomechanical 

model of the compacting Fulmar Formation that has been built using a finite element 

method (FEM) approach.  

In order to recover reservoir ∆𝑃 for a given production time using the inversion 

technique described above, we need to select  a reference horizon (observation point) in 

the overburden from which time-strains would be extracted and R factors in the caprock 

calculated, however, a question to pose here is: which of the layers in the caprock 

should be used in the simulation to obtain the most precise prediction of change in pore 

pressure?. equally important is to consider that the Geertsma inversion technique 

assumes a very simplified geometry for both reservoir and overburden, and that factors 

such as the distance to the reservoir or dip of the reference point of observation could 

affect the resolution of the recovered pore pressures in the reservoir. Wong (2017) 

investigated the effect of overburden depth on the inverted Geertsma solution by testing 

three different observations points (e.g. 500m, 1000m and 2000m) to the same pressure 

source. They concluded that placing observations time-shift points further away from 

the location of the reservoir (e.g. 2000m) would lead to less accurate predictions of ∆𝑃 

in the reservoir. Moreover, Hodgson (2009) conducted a similar test but using a real 

example of a complex structural framework (The Shearwater Field), in this case, the 

author also assessed the effect of dipping structures on the resolution of the inverted ∆𝑃. 

As shown in Figure B.4, the Fulmar Fm. is a tilted and thin reservoir dipping ~15-

20°SW overlaid by a shale and siltstones caprock (Heather Fm., Kimmeridge Clay Fm. 

and Cromer Knoll Gr.) which are subparallel to the reservoir and separated by the Base 

Cretaceous Unconformity from quasi-horizontal units corresponding to the Chalk Gr. 

This author concluded that for cases where the observation points are parallel to the 

reservoir the inversion is well resolved, whereas if there is variation in distance between 

the observations and the pressure centre, the resolution of the prediction is largely 

affected, especially downdip.     
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Figure B.4. Effect of dipping structures on the recovered ∆P after using the Geertsma 

inversion solution. (Adapted from Hodgson 2009). 

Based on these recommendations, I invert the Geertsma equations using Base 

Cretaceous unit corresponding to the Cromer Knoll Gr as the observation level. This 

formation overlays approximately 1km away from the reservoir with the base of the unit 

extending relatively parallel to the Fulmar Fm. Hence, we could expect that the 

recovered ∆𝑃 would not be significantly distorted by changes in orientation or distance 

to reservoir. 

B. 3. Inputs and data preparation 

In Chapter 4, I showed clear examples of how the time-shifts development in the 

overburden are due to production-related changes affecting the compacting Fulmar Fm. 

Also, in Chapter 3 described the quality of the time-lapse signal in Shearwater Field. 

First, time-shifts were calculated from a cross-correlation method (FastCC) (Rickett et 

al., 2006) that provides an computationally efficient way to cross-correlate 3D volumes 

from a vertical window in the time direction, then I applied an iterative time-shift 

method described in Chapter 3 to increase the signal to noise ratio in the computed 

time-shifts which is the input to estimate the first derivative of time-shifts (time-strains). 

Figure B.6 shows time-shifts extracted at the top of the Cromer Knoll Gr. between 

(2004-2001), this selection is based on the period of maximum overlap between the 

seismic data and the history-match simulation model. Despite the overburden unit being 
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1km away from the thinned Fulmar Fm. (Figure B.5), there is still an imprint of the 

reservoir behaviour on the time-shift development at this level showing evidences of 

reservoir compartmentalization, with the largest positive time-shifts concentrated 

towards the east block of the field, where a larger number of active wells were under 

production from this period of time. Moreover, the time-strain extracted within the 

Cromer Knoll Gr. shows softening or slowdown in the east and west blocks a change in 

polarity at the south and northeast where the hardening signal dominates. This time-

strain map constitutes the input to the Geertsma inversion technique applied to invert for 

∆𝑃 in due course to estimate R factors from this process. Note that the main advantage 

of using time-strain instead of time-shifts for the inversion is that the measure is 

instantaneous, so that the non-linearity introduced by working with time-shifts is 

conveniently avoided. 

 

Figure B.5. Structural map (left) and stratigraphic thickness (right) of the Fulmar 

Formation.  
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Figure B.6. Time-shift and time-strain maps at the overburden between 2004-2001. A 

cross-correlation method was used to estimate the time-shifts while the time-strains 

correspond to its first derivative. 

The inversion method requires two elastic properties to characterize the linear poro-

elastic half-space, those are the Poisson ratio (ʋ) and Shear Modulus (G). For each block 

in the simulation there is a relation between pressure change and strain via a Green’s 

function built from these elastic moduli. Average values of ʋ and G for multiple layers 

in the caprock and reservoir were computed using logs and complemented with 

literature values (Table B.1). Also notice, that for this inversion process the geometry of 

the geomechanical problem is consistent for multiple scenarios, namely it is only 

varying the properties of the homogeneous half-space. 

 

Unit Shear Modulus (G) [Gpa] Poisson ratio (ʋ) 

Cromer Knoll Gr. 4.5 0.33 

Kimmeridge Clay Fm. 2.9 0.30 

Heather Fm. 3.8 0.32 

Fulmar Fm. 2.9 0.16 

Table B.1. Mechanical properties shear modulus (G) and Poisson ratio (ʋ) for the units 

in the caprock and reservoir used for the inversion model.  

To populate these rock properties a cell-based representation of the Fulmar Fm. and its 

surroundings is used following the approach described by Hodgson (2009) who applied 

a modified version of Geertsma (1973) nucleus of strain that accounts for irregular 
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shaped reservoirs using an analogy method of non-overlapping cuboids to represent the 

cells in the model. In this regard, the length for discretization in the lateral and vertical 

directions was selected as 200m x 200m along with an underburden thickness of 500m, 

for a grid block of 30 x 30 x 105 cells in total. 

B. 4. Pore-pressure inversion results 

The pressure inversion has been applied using as reference two seismic surveys that 

have been acquired in 2001 and 2004 respectively. This method assumes that the 

reservoir is very thin compared with the overburden. Then, to build the Green’s function 

of strain in the linear and poro-elastic half-space, it is required to input the relative 

position between the Fulmar Fm. and the observation point in the caprock as structural 

maps, the thickness of the reservoir and the elastic properties (G and ʋ) of the half-

space. Compared to the numerical geomechanical model, this semi-analytical inversion 

requires a minimum of parameterization, along with a regularization parameter that can 

be chosen by trial and error until the model smoothness and data fit. It is possible to use 

different combinations of average mechanical properties for the half medium space, for 

this purpose, a range of Poisson ratio and shear modulus was assigned (ʋ = 0.16-0.33 

and G=2.9GPa-4.5GPa) taking into account the minimum and maximum values of the 

end members constituents of the model. Once the discrete function is solved for these 

multiple combinations, it is possible to execute the inverse operation to calculate the 

inverted change in pressure ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣. In this regard, Figure B.7 shows 12 maps extracted 

from the multiple realizations that resulted from these combinations of mechanical 

properties. Notice that in general, the average magnitude of (∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣) is larger compared 

with the average ∆𝑃=50Mpa from the history match simulation, however, recall that 

this inversion obeys to the relation given by Equation B.1 taking as direct input time-

strains instead of vertical strains; so that by using the proper scaling factor (R factor), 

each of these realizations have the potential to overlap with the predictions of pressure 

change. Note that I have also plotted on each map a polygon (dashed blue line) that 

corresponds to the area of maximum slowdown in the time-strain map shown in Figure 

B.6. Depending on the combination of elastic moduli used the referential polygon, it is 

possible to match fairly well the change in ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣 polarity with the numerical simulation, 

especially at the north east region of the maps. Nevertheless, the maps also show 

increase of pore pressure outside the referential polygon.  This ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣 polarity flip far 
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from being an indication of areas experiencing reservoir inflation, it is an imprint on the 

simulation almost certainly caused by the stress arching effect, suggesting that the 

inversion method is not adequately solving for the pressure change across the cells 

located outside the area of maximum overburden elongation at the crest of the dipping 

structure. Hence, Geertsma inversion is not properly solving across the region 

experiencing arching effects, so in order to perform a fair comparison between the 

inversion results and the ground truth simulation model, further statistical calculations 

and scaling will be performed within the area that is delimited by this reference polygon 

which excludes areas affected by the arching effect.  

 

Figure B.7. Twelve cases of inverted pore pressure change (∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣) for multiple 

combinations of Shear Modulus (G) and Poisson Ratio (ʋ). With the appropriate scale 

factor (1+R) (in Equation B.1), each of these maps has the potential to match the real 

change in pore pressure ∆𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑚 ). 

Having performed the inversions, the inverted pressure change can be scaled to the 

history matched pressure change (∆𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑚), and that would result into an average R factor 

for the half space between the overburden and the reservoir. Here, the maximum 

overlap between the inverted change in pore pressure (∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣) and the change in pore 

pressure from the simulator (∆𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑚) occurs after scaling the simulated change in pore 

pressure with the suitable R factor, using the following expression:  

G=2GPa, ʋ=0.16 G=2GPa, ʋ=0.24 G=2GPa, ʋ=0.35 G=3GPa, ʋ=0.16

G=3GPa, ʋ=0.24 G=3GPa, ʋ=0.35 G=4GPa, ʋ=0.16 G=4GPa, ʋ=0.24

G=5GPa, ʋ=0.35 G=5GPa, ʋ=0.16 G=5GPa, ʋ=0.24 G=5GPa, ʋ=0.35
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 ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣 = ∆𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑚 ∗ (1 + 𝑅). (B.2) 

 

Figure B.8 shows the scaling process applied to the same cases where the Geertsma 

inversion utilised different combinations of mechanical properties vs a range of R 

factors used to scale them. Notice that for each scenario there is a R factor that minimise 

the error between the inverted and simulated ∆𝑃, and that the mechanical properties 

were averaged for the homogeneous half-space, so that the R factors retrieved by this 

technique are consequently average R factors.   

 

Figure B.8. Normalised error between ∆𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑚 and ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣 calculated for multiple 

combinations of elastic moduli (12 cases) vs a range of R factors (1 to 15). Note that a 

minimum error for each case corresponds to a specific selection of (1+R) used to scale 

∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣 and consequently calculate the R factor which ranges between 2.7 and 12. 

Figure B.9 shows one of the inverted pressure maps for a given combination of elastic 

properties (G=3GPa and ʋ=0.35) which has been scaled by R factor that offers the best 

match (R=8), this is plotted alongside the upscaled pressure changes extracted from the 

history matched simulator. In principle, there is good agreement between the two maps. 

Although, the inverted depletion does not contain the high spatial frequency observed in 

the history matched results, the area of largest depletion at the north east of the inverted 

map is in good agreement with the simulation. If we look at the un-depleted finger 
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displayed closer to well SW04 in the numerical simulation map and compare with the 

inversion, the latter seems to capture very little of this pattern of low change in pore 

pressure which clearly corresponds to a sealed fault block area that has not seen 

production yet. The largest discrepancy between the inverted pressure change and the 

simulated pressure change occurs around wells SW08 and SW08s1. Notice that these 

wells are the closest to the north east fault boundary where the reservoir thickness 

reduces significantly, so that it could be the case that such variation in thickness exerts a 

larger control on the inversion than the variation in time-strain. Consequently, to have a 

one to one agreement between the inverted and history matched change in pore 

pressure, it would be necessary to have time-shifts measured in an equivalent 

homogeneous overburden, however, given that I am imputing time-shifts outside of the 

reservoir that are part of a non-homogeneous overburden, then, the heterogeneity of the 

overburden inputted in the Geertsma inversion is imprinted on the inverted change in 

pore pressure estimates.    

 

Figure B.9. On the left, result of the inversion for pressure change (ΔP) after being 

scaled using R=8. On the right, map of pressure depletion from the reservoir simulation, 

upscaled to the same Fulmar Formation layer.   

B. 5. R factor recovery from scaling changes in pore pressure 

Multiple inversions were performed based on different combinations of ʋ and G 

assigned to the overburden shales and the Fulmar reservoir, each of these ensembles 

outputted a histogram that has the potential to overlap with the simulation results, for 

instance, Figure B.10 (a to c) shows the distributions of inverted vs history matched 
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reservoir pressure changes using elastic moduli representative of the Cromer Knoll Gr., 

Kimmeridge Clay and Heather Formations. For all the cases of inverted change in pore 

pressure, I applied a scaling R factor (Equation B.2) that minimized the difference in 

mean error between both distributions. If the simulation is run hundreds of times then, 

multiple combinations of R factors representative of the half-space medium made of 

overburden shales and the reservoir can be presented as matrix (Figure B.10 (d)). Here, 

the average overburden properties up to Cromer Knoll yields to a R=10.5, to 

Kimmeridge Clay Fm. R~6.2 and to Heather Fm. R~8.7). The general trend is that as 

we change properties from overburden material the R values varies, such as larger 

values are linked to stiffer units, which is expected because of the dependence of R on 

ʋ, G and rock damage. It is interesting to point out that the inverted R values are in 

effect representative of average reservoir/overburden properties; hence, they do not 

represent R factors of individual layers.  

 

Figure B.10. (a to c) Overlapped histograms of inverted and predicted ΔP and (d) R 

factors matrix created from multiple combinations of homogenous mechanical 

properties. 

As the Geertsma solution relies on simplified homogeneous medium assumptions, the R 

factors recovered from the inversion process are in fact average R values from average 
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mechanical properties.  In an attempt to link ‘average’ recovered R factors to a 

representative value of R for the shales in the overburden, I explored a layer stripping 

approach assuming a relation between interval and average R. We know the exact 

number of R in the reservoir (see section 4.5 in Chapter 4), therefore it would be 

interesting to find out representative R factors for the three shales units in the caprock.  

For instance, the R factor calculated for the Cromer Knoll Gr. is a thickness weighted 

average of the three shales Formations, while the R factor in the Kimmeridge Clay is of 

two and so forth. Table B.2 summarizes the R factors recovered for the Geertsma 

inversion, thus at the Kimmeridge Clay Fm. level R=6.2, Heather Fm. R=8.7 and 

Cromer Knoll Gr. R=10.5. Given that the variation in mechanical properties among 

these units is relatively small, then the R factors keeps within a narrow range and as it 

goes shallower the R factor increases. I took the weighted, geometric and harmonic 

average of these three R values in order to find a representative R value for the shale 

interval. In the case of the weighted average, notice that the Heather Fm. is thicker so its 

contribution towards the R for the caprock is larger. As seen in table, the average values 

from different methods are also very similar and in principle in good agreement with 

published values of the Shearwater caprock (Staples et al., 2007). 

Formation Average 

thickness 

[m] 

R Factor 

Geertsma 

inversion 

Weighted 

Avg.  

Geometric 

Avg.   

Harmonic 

Avg.  

Cromer Knoll 104 10.5 

 

9.0 

 

8.5 

 

8.24 

Kimmeridge 

Clay 

26 6.2 

Heather 270 8.7 

Table B.2. Summary list of R factors calculated from Geertsma inversion for each shale 

unit in the caprock along with the calculated average of the entire caprock following 

three methods: weighted, geometric and harmonic average. 

As it has been previously addressed, all the inversions that led to the calculation of R 

factors in the overburden caprock at the Shearwater Field were derived from a 

simplified representation of complex reservoir in terms of geometry and rock properties. 

So that, I wanted to verify whether the geomechanical model used for all the inversions 

was sufficient to serve as a valid representation of the reservoir characteristics. As 
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described by the methodology shown in Figure B.11, I conducted another simulation 

where the inverse process explained above is validated against the forward modeling, so 

that I could recover overburden vertical strain from a given change in pore pressure 

(∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣) and derived R factor.  We can also calculate vertical strain distribution for a 

particular level in the overburden from our finite element geomechanical model and 

then compare that with the Geertsma solution for that particular level. The main 

difficulty for this comparison exercise is in the difference ways how Geertsma and the 

numerical model are sampling the mechanical properties assigned to the layers. The 

initial assumption was that both maps would not necessarily match because of this 

difference and because the Geertsma solution generates an average R which represents 

the combination of numerous R values for the individual levels.  So that it was of 

additional interest to see how the calculation of different average R (weighted, 

geometric and harmonic averaging) would lead to a reference R that gets Geertsma 

approximately equals to the numerical geomechanical simulation.  

 

Figure B. 11. Geertsma forward modeling process followed to validate the inversion 

results. 

Here, the inverse modeling was validated against the forward Geertsma modeling by 

comparing vertical strain maps across the Cromer Knoll Gr. level in both the finite 

element and Geertsma geomechanical models. From this exercise, I used the layered R 

factors (R=9.0, R = 8.5 and R=8.2) calculated from different averaging methods to find 

Applying an average R-value as rock physics model  to 
convert inverted ΔP back into OB strain
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inversion
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• Input reservoir ∆P, 
thickness and depth
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the suitable scaled ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣 that would be used in the Geertsma forward modeling process. 

Figure B.12 shows the Geertsma geomechanical predictions vs the finite element 

method (FEM) of vertical strain, where we have used ∆𝑃 from the simulation for FEM 

and  ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣 for Geertsma using the scaling factor of R=8.2. By using this R value, I 

found the best match between the change in pore pressure distributions of both models, 

featuring a mean error of 0.02, while in the cases where R =9.0 and R=8.5 the match 

slightly less accurate leading to error differences of 0.04 and 0.03 respectively. Despite 

the similarities in mean ΔP’s between the two models and because of the modeling 

characteristic previously discussed the distributions of ΔP are different. Therefore, it 

would be expected to find local map differences between the two predictions of vertical 

strain. First notice on both maps that strain is not uniformly distributed across the 

caprock, but spatially variable as a function of several factors, such as the shape of the 

depleted reservoir and the mechanical properties of the medium. The inversion results 

suggested that parameters such Poisson ratio and Shear modulus have larger influence 

in the inverted ∆𝑃, specially on the shape of the depletion pattern within the Fulmar 

Fm., while the R factor is simply scaling the pressure change. Consequently, It would 

be expected that the shape of the strain predictions from the forward modeling approach 

respond in a similar manner to the selection of elastic moduli and R factors that has 

been made for the half-space, this is large overburden stretching above the areas of 

greater reservoir depletion and low overburden stretching associated to those areas in 

the reservoir that experience less depletion. Secondly, the difference between the 

numerical and analytical results of vertical strain varies spatially. Those are reasonably 

lower at the northeast of the field (dashed green ellipses on the map), but larger at the 

south and southwest (dashed red ellipses on the map), where there is a clear problem 

with the distribution of strain between the maps. However, as I previously discussed, 

the R factor applied to run this forward modeling exercise does not alter the resulting 

shape of the Geertsma solution. In other words, the inability of the inversion method to 

accurately predict ∆𝑃 in the areas located farther away from the center of maximum 

depletion is to some extend affecting the distribution of strain on the predicted map.   
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Figure B. 12. Average maps for vertical strain across the Cromer Knoll Gr. extracted 

from Geertsma forward modelling (left) and the geomechanical simulation (FEM) 

(right).
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10. Appendix C 

 

 Towards the development of R factors for shales 

This appendix describes in detail the development of a micro-mechanical model for 

shales used in Chapter 6 to calculate R factors. To do this we consider the following 

points: 

• Shales are transversely isotropic with a vertical axis of symmetry (VTI). It can 

be represented by the Thomsen’s parameters (휀, 𝛾 and 𝛿) and the vertical P-

wave and shear wave velocity (VP0, VS0). 

• The anisotropy for the shales is largely determined by the maturity (kerogen 

content), mineralogical composition (which we can assess using time-lapse logs) 

and the alignment of the minerals (including any potential disruptions due to silt 

particles and other causes). The characterization work includes geological and 

anisotropic properties for the Heather and Kimmeridge Clay Formations at 

Shearwater.  

• With the background set by the VTI above, we assume that the strain 

deformation in the overburden is generated by weakening clay platelet/mineral 

contacts, and that these can be represented by excess of compliance as defined 

by Sayers and Kachanov (1995).  

• We consider the popular excess compliance approach of Sayers (2005) and 

MacBeth et al. (2018) to link inter-granular weakening to velocity change. In 

this theory, all grain-grain bond weakening (or strengthening) is represented by 

small planar elements of excess compliance embedded in the rock-variously 

referred to in publications over the past four decades as ‘cracks’ (a term that will 

be preserved here for convenience and succinctness of expression, but with the 

recognition that cracks per se may not actually be physically present).  

• It is further assumed that the component of porosity change in the shales due to 

overburden deformation has a negligible influence on the velocity change when 

compared to the ‘cracks’.  As it has been indicated by the study of Vernik and 

Kachanov (2012). 
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To obtain the shale R factor model, let us incorporate horizontal planes of weakness into 

a VTI material. This can be done by the method which is outlined below. Before doing 

so, it is important to change the measured VTI parameters into elastic constants to insert 

into these recipes. 

Converting Thomsen parameters into elastic constants (Cijs). For VTI, there are: 

C11=C22, C33, C12=C21, C13=C31=C23=C32, C44=C55 and C66=(C11-C12)/2 

 

 
33

3311

2C

CC −
=  C.1 

 

 
55

5566

2C

CC −
=  C.2 

            

 
)3(2

)()(

55333

2
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2
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CCC

CCCC

−

−++
=  C.3 

                                                 

To recover the sCij '  from the Thomsen parameters, we start by assigning 𝐶33 and 𝐶66 

according to the recipe: 

• 
2

033 PVC =  

• 
2

044 SVC =  

• Insert 𝐶33  in (Equation C.1) to recover 𝐶11, and 𝐶44  in (Equation C.2) to 

recover 𝐶66. 

• Insert both 𝐶44 and 𝐶33  in (Equation C.3) to recover 𝐶13 

 Horizontal cracks and shale - numerical approach 

Firstly, let us consider the shales extension scenario described in the section 6.8.3 of 

Chapter 6. As the rock weakens, the population of compliances increases. Following 

Sayers and Kachanov (1995), the total elastic compliance tensor ijklS  of shales can be 

written: 
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 ijklijklijkl SSS D+= 0
 C.4 

Where 
0

ijklS  is the compliance before production which it is assumed to be VTI, and 

ijklSD  the excess compliance generated by the “cracks”. The excess compliance term is 

described formally by the normal, 
NB , and tangential, 

TB , compliances for each pore 

crack and their 3D orientation angles. Sayers and Kachanov (1995) formulated an 

expression for excess compliance as follows: 

 =D ijklS ( )
r

r

lkjiTNkijllijkkjilljikT AnnnnBBnnnnnnnnB
V
 








−++++ )(

4

11
  C.5 

 

Note that the summation is taken place over all r cracks in the volume 𝑉. The cross-

sectional area of each crack is given by 𝐴𝑟, while the normals to crack faces is denoted 

by 𝒏 = (𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3), and 𝛿ij is the Kronecker delta. Grain-grain bonds may break along 

horizontal planes if the extensional stress is uniaxial and vertical. For uniaxial 

compression, grain-grain contacts may close along horizontal planes.  

Hatchell and Bourne (2005) considered horizontal distributions of cracks to explain 

large R factors, therefore this model also considers horizontal crack orientations. 

 

Following the work of Sayers (2005), for horizontal cracks there are only two non-

vanishing elements of the excess compliance: ∆𝑆44 = ∆𝑆55 and ∆𝑆33. 

Where we have used the two-suffix notation. The compliance matrix in this notation 

therefore looks like: 
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C.6 

 

Numerically we can calculate the compliance matrix using the following: 
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Now, to calculate the excess of compliance and as described in MacBeth et al. (2018) 

let’s consider the damage components to be represented by N self-similar cracks per 

unit volume with a circular cross-section of radius a, and described by 
NB , and 

TB . In 

this case we can write the following expressions for small compliances: 

 

∆𝑆33 = 𝑁𝜋𝑎2𝐵𝑁 

and, 

∆𝑆44 = ∆𝑆55 = 𝑁𝜋𝑎2𝐵𝑁 

C.8 

 

The compliance matrix in (C.6) has transverse isotropy with a vertical axis of 

symmetry. For the particular case of vertically propagating P-waves the vertical velocity 

is /33CV = . Hence the desired fractional time-lapse change in velocity 
V

VD
between 

post and pre-production strain states is given by: 

 
∆𝑉

𝑉
=
𝑉(𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟)
2 − 𝑉(𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒)

2

2𝑉(𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒)
2 =

𝐶33(𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟) − 𝐶33(𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒)
2𝐶33(𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒)

 C.9 

 

To determine the corresponding R factor, we assume that the cracks are solely 

responsible for the pore volume change. For 𝑁 cracks of volume 𝑉𝐶, the overall 

macroscopic change of porosity ∆∅ = 𝑁𝑉𝐶, this giving the volumetric strain from the 

horizontal cracks as 휀𝑣𝑜𝑙 = −𝑁𝑉𝐶/(1 − ∅). Thus, the number of cracks grows in 

proportion to the strain change.  
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Considering that  𝑉𝐶 = 4/3𝜋𝑎3𝛼 for an oblate shape (MacBeth et al., 2018) the normal 

excess compliance can be written in terms of strain:  

 
 





a

B
S Nvol

4

)1(3
33

−
D  C.10 

 

Where 𝑎 is the circular cross section of the crack and 𝛼 the aspect ratio (short to long 

axes). Considering a case of ‘dry’ oblate spheroidal pore cracks in a homogeneous 

isotropic background then 𝐵𝑁 = 16(1 − 𝜈2)𝑎/3𝜋𝐸, where 𝜐 and 𝐸 are the Poisson’s 

ratio and Young’s modulus respectively before production. Note that this solution 

would correspond only to ‘dry’ cracks. However, it is believed that the fluid pore 

pressure is the same between the cracks and the pore volume at seismic frequencies. 

Consequently, the ‘dry’ solution for the normal crack compliance can be suitable, or 

perhaps closer to the saturated case. Note that the proposed model is valid for ‘dry 

cracks’ in an isotropic background, and approximately valid for pore cracks in a 

saturated rock. Hence, the excess of compliance in the micromechanical model can be 

calculated using the following expression: 

  S33 ≈
4휀𝑣𝑜𝑙[(1 − 𝜑)](1 − 𝜈2)

𝛼𝜋𝐸
 C.11 
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